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Abstract
Despite significant research, desktop computers remain fundamentally insecure. Malware is a prime culprit for data breaches in organisations. A vast number of user machines
are connected to the Internet unprotected, leading to global ransomware attacks costing
billions to world economies. Confinement systems are technologies that can thwart malware. Several security researchers have claimed to have designed usable confinement, and
both Microsoft and Apple have deployed confinement into their desktop OSs in the form
of sandboxes, but application developers avoid supporting it. Commercial off-the-shelf
confinement systems exist which users can adopt and use, but very few do.
My thesis investigates the design process of confinement technologies, to understand
why they are not in use. It is divided in two parts. Firstly, I examine why the methods
of usable security may not be judicious when it comes to designing for adoption. I
propose alternative methods and goals, focused on the adoption and appropriation of
technologies, rather than on their usability. This alternative process, named appropriate
security, rests on four principles: security research is about users, not technology; it
is about appropriation, not usability; it should not cause harm to users; and it should
involve users in shaping security goals, rather than impose others’ goals onto them.
Next, I apply this approach to sandboxes, through a field study with users at risk of
being disenfranchised by sandboxing if it were mandatory. In this study, I document
users’ appropriations of their computers to elicit design requirements and to invent new
types of file access policies for existing sandboxes. I build metrics and tools to evaluate the
security provided by file access policies, and their cost to users. Using ground-truth data
from users, I demonstrate that my policies (designed with users’ appropriations in mind)
outperform existing ones in Windows both on security and usability. I then co-design
confinement-based services with users, based on their own experiences of security, and
which provide actual value to them, as a way to bootstrap security adoption. This study
demonstrates the substantial benefits of implementing an appropriate security design
process.

Impact Statement
My thesis introduces new methods to usable security. It reveals the existence of
marginalised topics and offers methodological commitments to address them. This work
may allow researchers to make breakthroughs, either by finding and eliminating incorrect design assumptions which had not been revealed by the current methods of usable
security, or by allowing them to design security services which users have incentives to
adopt. The focus of my methods to making findings rooted in real-world practice makes
it clearer how they are actionable by practitioners than typical usable security research
based on laboratory usability evaluations.
In security research, methods to evaluate and compare confinement systems have been
missing. My thesis introduces such a method along with metrics which will allow policy
makers and security researchers to predict the impact and benefits of the confinement
systems and prototypes they seek to deploy. This will help the field move towards
evidence-based practice, and thus, deliver security of a higher quality.
OS development companies like Microsoft and Apple will benefit from the findings of
the research, as my research explains why certain design requirements must be modified
and proposes new directions for sandboxed application policies. These results should be
replicated with each OS’s own user populations, and if they hold, could bring changes
that will make sandboxes more usable, and more secure for end users. Either way, the
methods proposed for requirements gathering and for sandbox evaluation will remain
useful and necessary to future sandbox design even if different results are obtained.
Finally, the sandboxes I have developed as part of my experimental study are opensource software, available to participants and to other users. There has been an expression
of interest in integrating my software into the Xfce desktop environment, upon which it
is based. Xfce is used by hundreds of thousands to millions of users, who would benefit
from those new security services. Moreover, the services developed, if released in Xfce,
will help foster conversation about what can be made of sandboxing and will encourage
other open-source developers to build sandbox services that go beyond the traditional
application sandbox, which struggles to find adopters.
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1. Introduction
Appropriable
adjective [@"pr@UprI@b@ l]
1. able to be appropriated
Appropriate
adjective [@"pr@UprIIt]
1. right or suitable; fitting
2. (rare) particular; own
verb [@"pr@UprIeIt]
1. to take for one’s own use, esp
illegally or without permission
2. to put aside [. . . ] for a
particular purpose or person
The Collins English Dictionary

Nowadays, reliance on computers has become unavoidable for many individuals. Yet,
Desktop computers fall victim to increasingly severe and large-scale malware attacks,
such as the recent Petya (Symantec, 2017a) and WannaCry (Brenner, 2017) ransomware
campaigns. Confinement systems are security mechanisms which aim to neutralise malware, by isolating user applications from one another, so that malware infections are
contained to a subset of users’ computers and cannot cause them significant harm.
Confinement systems are available on Windows 8 to 10 and on OS X, in the form of
sandboxes, which applications can be developed to be run into. However, users seldom
install sandboxed applications and many developers refuse to support sandboxing in
their products (Dickman, 2012; Steve Streeting, 2012; Brad Chacos, 2013; Peter Cohen,
2014; Sketch, 2015; Newman, Jared, 2015; Chris Hoffman, 2015; Riley J. Dennis, 2016).
Ransomware attack campaigns in 2017 suggest sandboxing has not succeeded in securing
the most-used Desktop OS in 5 years of mainstream existence1 .
Despite the fact that security mechanisms are widely available and actively being
researched, they fail to effectively improve security across many areas, including authentication, warnings, encrypted communications, access control in organisations, etc. This
discrepancy between investments and impact has been blamed on a lack of usability, but
two decades of usable security research have not substantially reduced it.
1

And arguably, lower market share operating systems (OSs) are rarely targered.
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In this thesis, I argue the lack of impact of security research is a consequence of how it
defines success criteria for design interventions, and of limitations in its design process.
By reconciling security research with contemporary HCI theory, I show that security designers should strive for appropriability, not usability. I advocate for appropriate security,
a body of methodological commitments to help design appropriable security mechanisms
and pay closer attention to steps of the design process which are often overlooked in
security research. With this approach, I investigate application sandboxes, and I demonstrate that sandboxes can be made more usable, more secure and more useful by focusing
on their appropriability, not usability, and by involving users in defining sandboxes’ purpose. I achieve that not by inventing new, exceptional technology – but by redefining the
research problem of confinement and making it exclusively about what’s best for users.

1.1. Confinement: a Response to Lack of Security on
Desktop OSs
Despite the ‘mobile revolution’, Desktop computers remain ubiquitous. They are a primary mediator for digital content creation. Most administrations, digital, creative and
industrial businesses and Western households rely on such computers and their OSs to
get a thing or another done. Financial, political, personal activities of all sorts involve
and sometimes require computers, e.g. with some countries requiring that income tax
declarations are filled online. The same computers used for finance and work are also
involved in leisure, media consumption, occasionally illegal and generally risky activities
involving digital content from unvetted third-parties.

1.1.1. Lack of Security
The security risks and countermeasures associated with any computer-mediated activity
may affect all assets on the computer. For example, security breaches at work can result
in workers’ Facebook and personal email accounts being harvested for malicious software
(malware) propagation. In spite of decades of effort, the security research community
has not been able to prevent malware from being distributed and executed on personal
computers (PCs). Malware is so nefarious because historically, OSs only isolated users
from one another, but entrusted the software they run with full control over files and
other applications. Hence, malicious programs can perform a wide range of operations
on existing OSs. Examples of harm include ransomware attacks where a compromised
application encrypts all of a user’s reachable documents; data theft for targeted advertising (e.g. a user’s browser favourites or music tastes), or for financial abuse (e.g. the
user’s credit card number or Paypal credentials); the creation of botnets; or even targeted
attacks against high-profile workers to steal company secrets or reach other systems.
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1.1.2. A Proposed Solution: Confinement
OS distributors have recently initiated a shift towards process confinement technologies to
limit the impact of malware. Process confinement isolates OS processes from one another
to limit their ability to disrupt each other’s computations or the system. They can only
interact with the outside when privileged to do so by the OS’s access control policy.
The policy decides which of the user’s files the application can access, if it can use the
Internet, local hardware resources, etc. With confinement, when an application becomes
compromised, it is isolated from the others and from users’ files, and it theoretically
cannot propagate harm beyond its direct environment. Because some file accesses are
legitimate and allowed by policies, the protection is not complete or systematic. Instead
of completely preventing any infection, confinement systems aim to reduce attack surface
of malware.
Despite that, since policies mediate every file request made by applications, benign
application behaviours can get caught up and blocked by the confinement system when
the policy in place is not permissive enough. For example, a movie player may be
unable to automatically load the subtitles that accompany a movie opened by the user;
a bulk photo post-processing script may fail to do its job entirely; some office documents
contain references to external documents, which must be reachable for the document
to function properly; a code editor may fail to compile a user’s programming project.
These examples illustrate some of the difficulties process confinement must surmount to
support human activities in all their breadth. On the one hand, attacks on Desktop OSs
illustrate the need to reduce the privileges granted to applications. On the other hand,
features present in current applications that might look like malicious behaviour are also
used for benign purposes. Hence, decisions about what privileges to grant and forbid,
and in what circumstances, must be evidence-driven and demonstrated to maintain the
usefulness of computers.

1.2. Why Won’t Confinement Technologies be Used?
Both Microsoft and Apple deployed optional application sandboxing (a form of process
confinement) on Windows and OS X circa 2012. On both systems, application developers
can decide to support the sandbox or not, and users therefore end up with either unsandboxed or sandboxed applications based on which ones they choose to use. On both
systems, many developers elect to avoid sandboxing (Chris Hoffman, 2015; Dan Counsell,
2015; Ian Paul, 2013; Milen Dzhumerov, 2014; Sketch, 2015), and plenty of popular applications remain unsandboxed, e.g. Dropbox, Steam, iTunes, Google Drive, VLC, Office,
Photoshop (Chris Hoffman, 2016; Riley J. Dennis, 2016). Opinion pieces have argued
that users refuse to install sandboxed applications due to a lack of features and an overly
severe impact on productivity e.g. Brad Chacos (2013). Besides OS-provided sandboxes,
many off-the-shelf sandboxes can be downloaded and installed by users, but they usually
don’t bother to.
The non-adoption of sandboxes on Windows (Brad Chacos, 2013) brings to the mind
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the existence of a possible mismatch between what sandboxes do, and what users expect
or need. Indeed, evaluations of sandboxes have been few and superficial, focusing on
proving that relatively simple activities are achievable with them. What has not been
studied is the kinds of activities that become impossible to perform once sandboxing has
been introduced. Sandboxes could be rejected because they could be perceived to hamper
or hinder users’ ability to use their computers. There has also been no quantification of
the security benefits of confinement systems, so users might just not value the security
claims of sandboxes enough to put up with their potential externalities. The lack of
research on how users arbitrate choices between security and other aspects on their OSs
prevents us from formulating exact hypotheses.
Technical innovation continues to occur in confinement systems, but the lack of research
on what ‘good’ sandboxing would mean from a user perspective means it is unclear if
innovation is driven by real-world human concerns, or by technical problems only. New
confinement systems appear to differ from existing ones in architecture or implementation, for performance or security reasons2 . But there is no evidence that they seek to
provide different benefits or guarantees to end users. Usable security research does not
provide many examples of methods that allow researchers to validate the suitability of a
security prototype to real-world Desktop usages, because it focuses very much on proving that users are able to interact with security, rather than willing to. Usability studies
have not helped existing confinement prototypes become more amenable to users (and
the systems which had usability studies performed never were adopted by anyone), and
so, new methods may be needed that bring a more explicit focus on accurately documenting and meeting users’ demands. Because usable security has developed separately
from HCI (rather than as a subdivision of HCI), it has not benefited from the broadening of perspectives and methods that HCI has experienced in the past fifteen years,
described by Harrison et al. (2007) as HCI’s ‘situated perspectives’. New methods may
be available to help confinement system designers, but they need to be identified and
brought forward.

1.3. Scope of This Thesis
Before describing the content of my research, let me delineate the boundaries within
which it fits. I consider interventions on a single device, with the capabilities of a desktop
or laptop OS distributor, administered by its user. I assume the user is able to run applications of her choosing, including applications she wrote herself. This model corresponds
to OSs such as Windows, OS X or Linux. I am interested in how existing actors of the
Information Technology (IT) industry can deliver usable, useful and secure architectures,
hence it makes sense to study how one actor is able to provide security at their level.
Desktops, laptops and tablets account for a large share of the IT landscape, especially
for productivity-oriented activities (Bao et al., 2011; GfK, 2014). The current multi2
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For instance, some systems perform interposition at the level of the system call interface between the
OS and a process and provide security by blocking specific calls, whilst others will emulate the whole
OS interface to provide a transparent interface to processes, whilst isolating them from one another

device single user paradigm of computer use suggests devices have a single owner, hence
users are not viewed as adversaries. Users recruited in studies must have complex and
varied practices so that security mechanisms are evaluated in depth.
Applications running on the OS and all remote hosts, as well as downloaded and
locally created files, and all other data from outside the OS, are all considered potentially
malicious. Attacks are expected to succeed occasionally and security mechanisms to
contain them. Data stored outside a user’s OS, as well as remote systems, are not among
the assets to be protected. Likewise for attacks, OSs are oblivious to social engineering,
but they should contain the consequences of an attack resulting in malware execution.
Finally, processes that corrupt a single asset they were given access to by the user are not
considered as substantial a threat as those having consequences over the entire system
and its contents. Confinement guarantees security boundaries rather than systematic
properties, which means it can be used in conjunction with reactive and preemptive
forms of security that provides such properties (when they don’t fail).

1.4. Aims and Objectives
In this thesis, I aim to elicit a suitable design process for security technologies which
strengthens designers’ confidence that that the outcome of their design is applicable to
real-world contexts, and fulfills the necessary requirements to be adopted by its target
user population. Moreover, I aim to advance the design of confinement technologies, by
using the elicited design process to identify flaws in existing confinement systems, remedy
them, and build an appropriable confinement system. These aims will be fulfilled through
both theoretical and applied work. In particular, a case study will be performed to gather
the empirical data upon which my findings rest, and to illustrate the use of new research
methods to security research.

1.4.1. Objectives with Regard to Methodology
I will first critically examine the methods promoted by usable security research, and
compare them to the breadth of methods available in HCI to identify gaps. Because the
computer systems in which we seek to introduce security are already in use, and have
been thoroughly appropriated by users, it’s critical that security fits in and minimally
disrupts existing practices, including those that had not been anticipated and that may
not yet be known to security designers. The creative use of computing technologies
must not be prevented by security. Therefore, I will perform this examination of the
HCI literature with the explicit intent to identify theories and methods that generate
appropriable artefacts, not merely usable ones.
Through this comparison, I will examine potential gaps in knowledge and flaws in
existing usable security research. I will reflect on the disparity between usable security research and contemporary appropriation-related HCI to elicit general methods and
guidelines for my PhD research. The expected outcome is a set of methodological commitments that contrast with usable security research, and that ensure that, if followed,
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they allow designers to produce appropriable security artefacts.

1.4.2. Objectives With Regard to Confinement
Next, I will perform a systematic survey of confinement research, including conceptual
models that differ from application confinement as applied in Desktop and Mobile OSs
but that have a similar security scope and aim. I will identify areas that have been
lacking research, and I will formulate research problems related to how human users
are affected by confinement, and how their needs can be better included in the design
process of confinement, in adequation with the themes identified in the prior review of
HCI methods for security design. The expected outcome is a list of open problems in
confinement research, with a proposed method to address them.
In order to assess the benefits of new research methods for security research, as well
as in order to close knowledge gaps identified in the survey of confinement, I will perform a case study concerned with designing appropriable confinement. It will be a field
study, with a small group of participants, with the dual objectives of (1) documenting
how application confinement interplays with users’ appropriations of the technologies it
confines; and (2) exploring, collaboratively with users, how confinement systems can be
transformed into services that they consider useful, valuable, worthy of adoption.
Methods such as Value-Sensitive Design (Friedman and Borning, 2002) and Participatory Design (Bødker and Pekkola, 2010; Sanders et al., 2010) aim to ensure proper
representation of stakeholders in design, by documenting what truly motivates them and
by ensuring that values are respected by design proposals; and, respectively, by allowing
users to weigh in on design decisions. I will use those methods to break away from the
paternalistic tradition of usable security (which I discuss in Chapter 3), and to show that
security research can be more user-centered than it currently is.
The first objective will be fulfilled by collecting qualitative and quantitative data.
Participants will be interviewed, and content analysis and value-sensitive analysis will be
used to build accounts of participants’ appropriations of their systems and to examine how
confinement technologies can fit within those appropriations. The aim of the qualitative
analysis is to demonstrate the importance of considering appropriation in technology
design rather than merely usability.
In addition, quantitative data will be used to estimate the cost of confinement to users,
as well as the security gains provided. Such evaluations are necessary to motivate the
adoption of confinement by technology providers and to justify policy decisions where
confinement is deployed. It is also necessary to develop such evaluation methods for
future confinement research to become an evidence-driven discipline where decisions to
adopt new technologies are made with the confidence that users will benefit from them.
The second objective will be addressed by cooperatively designing confinement-based
service prototypes with my study participants. Firstly, participants’ experiences will
be collected and collectively discussed to identify areas where confinement technologies
can provide value to users. The focus on personal experiences, owing to Mathiasen
and Bødker (2011), helps understand how users approach and choose to use current
technologies. In addition, user experiences help designers build a richer understanding of
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their needs, and are a crucial source of data for design ideation (Little, 2012; Usability.gov,
2013; Inc., 2015; Erickson, 2017; ZURB, 2017).
Based on those experiencial accounts, several probes will be built with participants to
foster interaction with confinement technologies and to gather data on how they understand and choose to use confinement. This co-design study will aim to demonstrate that
current research has been too narrowly-focused on security objectives and has missed opportunities to encourage confinement adoption. At the same time, it may provide design
insights which are useful to improve current confinement technologies.

1.5. Contributions
The contributions of my thesis are summarised below, for each chapter.
Chapter 3
I demonstrate the existence of shortcomings in some of the methods popular in
usable security research, owing to reliance on theoretical HCI paradigms which are
intrinsically unfit to study the interplay of security issues and concerns and users’
practices. To address them, I propose methodological foundations for security design research, based on a more relevant theoretical body of work: situated perspectives HCI, resulting in an application of HCI to security topics distinct from usable
security.
Chapter 4
Through a systematic review of the literature on confinement systems, I identify
five open problems in confinement research:
• a lack of understanding of how confinement affects application landscapes and
user decisions with regard to application and security adoption
• a lack of research on how access control policies shape usability and security
• a lack of user-centred evaluation for confinement systems, particularly of appropriability evaluation
• an unexplored design space for activity-centric confinement technologies
• a lack of clarity as to whether confinement’s security promises address users’
security goals
Chapter 5
presents my study design and does not offer contributions
Chapter 6
I perform a value-sensitive analysis of application adoption, adaptation via plugins
and abandonment. I find that different values underpin each of these processes, and
that different values are involved in the appropriation of applications for consuming
versus producting content. I also find expert users only value security for Internetfacing applications. Besides, I investigate how participants arbitrate value conflicts
between security and the presence of features, and I show that they’re likely to
favour features over security. More will refuse an update that sacrifices a feature
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they use for security benefits than for other types of benefits. Moreover, I provide
evidence for methodological drawbacks in typical usable security laboratory studies:
temporal aspects of appropriation (e.g. adaptation, which occurs in response to
issues experienced in use and reflected upon by users) are invisible in such studies;
and my study illustrates how participants’ appreciation of security can be distorted
by priming.
Chapter 7
I provide an account of how expert users’ appropriation of their filesystem conflict
with design decisions embodied in sandbox file access control policies. I propose
new types of policies which seek to match how users access their files rather than
how they might interpret the filesystem. In addition, I identify a limitation in
application sandboxes’ ability to help users implement their own goals for data
separation, which justified the analysis performed in section 8.9.
Chapter 8
I create the first evaluation framework for sandbox file access control policies, which
quantifies the security benefits and usability cost of policies, using accurate application behaviour data as input. The framework is automated and requires minimal
researcher input. It implements a usability metric and security metrics which I designed. I also propose an experimental metric to evaluate the optimality of a policy,
and discuss limitations and possible remediations for my metrics. With this framework and metrics, I compare Windows sandbox file access control policies with the
ones designed in Chapter 7, and demonstrate that my policies are more usable and
more secure.
Chapter 9
I perform the first in-the-wild participatory design study of security, and the first
participatory design study of security services (past research only addressed user
interfaces (UIs)). I demonstrate how users can be included in the problem understanding and ideation stages of a design process, and the benefits of doing so. I
show that participants are good at generating new ideas of security services that
they have incentives to use. I develop prototypes for three such services, and provide them to my participants; I offer design insights for future sandboxing research
based on their feedback. Finally, I perform a usability and usefulness evaluation
of my designed prototypes, finding that my participants perceive the prototypes as
more usable and useful than a typical application sandbox.

1.6. Thesis Outline
Immediately following is Chapter 2 which provides background knowledge on HCI and
usable security relevant to the thesis. The thesis is then divided in two parts.
Part I begins in Chapter 3 with my critical review of usable security and the presentation of methodological commitments for appropriate security design. Next, I review the
literature on confinement and identify open research problems in Chapter 4.
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Part II presents my field study and its results. It starts with a description of the study
design and execution in Chapter 5. Then, I present the results of a value-sensitive analysis
of how application confinement conflicts with my participants’ appropriation of their
applications in Chapter 6. I continue on appropriation in Chapter 7 with a qualitative
analysis of participants’ appropriation of their filesystems, leading me to propose new
file access policies for confined applications. Chapter 8 then presents the results of a
comparative security and usability evaluation of file access policies used in Windows
against the ones I propose. Finally, I present the results of a sandbox-dervied security
service participatory design study in Chapter 9.
I conclude the thesis in Chapter 10.
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2. Background – HCI and Usable
Security
Créer le navire ce n’est point tisser les
toiles, forger les clous, lire les astres,
mais bien donner le goût de la mer
qui est un.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
in Citadelle, 1959

Note: this chapter is particularly long, because it aims to provide working knowledge of
HCI to readers coming from a computer security background. Readers coming from HCI
may directly skip to Section 2.2 on page 29.
The usable security research community operates at the crossroads of HCI and security,
and dedicates itself to the human aspects of computer-mediated security. It is similar in
goals to early HCI, but specialises on the topic of security. My thesis hence primarily
references HCI materials. There is no standalone research on the usability of confinement,
and so the existing bodies of work will be presented as part of the security literature in the
process confinement survey found in Chapter 4. This chapter introduces the background
knowledge necessary to understand phenomenology in HCI and the discussions made in
the remainder of the thesis.
In section 2.1, I briefly introduce HCI both in terms of its centres of interest and
methods, and then discuss the treatment of human activity, situatedness and context
more thoroughly. Next, section 2.2 presents the development of usable security as a
research field, and key findings on the attitudes and behaviours of humans facing security
and on access control. Finally, I briefly present some analysis methods used in this thesis
in section 2.4

2.1. Human-Computer Interaction
This section opens with an introduction to the field of human-computer interaction and
its historical and metholodogical development, based on Bødker (2006) and Harrison
et al. (2007). I then summarize some theories of phenomenologically-situated HCI, namely
Situated Action, and the works of Dourish related to meaning-making and contextuality.
In particular, I discuss the ability of computers to understand and make use of their
context of use, the ways in which users can make sense of computers, and how the
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limits of computers’ interactiveness encourage designing context-aware interactions in
which human users are responsible for deciding on the meaning of the interaction and
computers make themselves reconfigurable to adapt to user needs.

2.1.1. Development of Themes in HCI Research
HCI is the field of study of the usage of computer technology by human beings. Originally
interested in the operation of machines by specialised workers, this field has evolved
into considering computing as a cultural practice as computers became more and more
commonplace in many societes. As interactive technology is now ubiquitous, under many
a modality and serving a plethora of different purposes, HCI has turned into a broad and
multidisciplinary field of study involving psychologists, ergonomists, computer scientists,
philosophers, artists and designers alike. HCI is as much about understanding how to
build technology for humans as it is about how humans use what has already been built.
In the light of such diversity, prominent HCI researchers have attempted to classify
the different contributions to the field, based on either their originating research field,
their topic of study or their theoretical foundations. I will use Bødker (2006)’s waves
of HCI in my review. The framing of three waves of HCI does not mean that the third
wave replaced and superseded findings, methods and tools from the first and second
waves. Instead, HCI has grown to involve topics that are so radically different that it’s
impossible for a single set of methods to address them all.
First Wave: Early HCI
Originally, the field was called human factors in computing systems, illustrating the
emphasis on building interfaces for computer operators. Myers (1998) explains we owe
windows, the desktop metaphor, pointing devices and the hypertext to early HCI practitioners, for instance. HCI historically is concerned with improving performance and
reducing errors at the interface of computers. It draws directly from human factors and
ergonomics to establish the abilities and limits of human beings in using interfaces and
processing information. Typical achievements of the first wave would be the KeystrokeLevel Model which models keyboard input device performance (Card et al., 1980) or the
GOMS (Goal, Operators Methods and Selection) method for modelling task completion
times by expert users on a given UI (see John and Kieras (1996) for a survey of GOMS).
Early HCI also includes cognitive walkthroughs (Wharton et al., 1994) which are a
brainstorming method for task analysis focusing on whether users perform the right
operation and receive feedback at each step of the task, or heuristics evaluation (Nielsen,
1993) which help a designer explore potential issues in a UI. Walkthroughs were used
to assess the usability of the PGP Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) based encryption
UI (Whitten and Tygar, 1999). Nielsen’s heuristics are also popular in usable security
evaluations.
The human factors of computing and UI design are not topics of choice for this thesis.
This research is driven by concerns different than concepts such as attitudes, risk perceiptions, desires towards technology, appropriation or the impact of contexts of use or
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personal experiences. Yet I argue most problems in usable security are related to such
topics ought to be solved by paying attention to said topics, apart for the optimisation
of existing security UIs (regardless of their well-foundedness). See Bannon (1992) for a
discussion of first-wave HCI (in comparison to the second one).
Second Wave: Actors in use contexts
HCI researchers have started considering computers as a tool in the social, institutional
and physical environment of work, and looking at users as the active end of the interaction who decide what computers are to be used for – as actors (Bannon, 1992). Work
settings imply that actors go about doing different jobs with different needs, and also
that computing is often a collective practice. Context-aware computing has developed
tremendously since Dey (2001) explained how the context surrounding an interaction is
relevant to it and can be put to use by computers.
Because computing is no longer just about how the computer machine’s interface can
be built to best accommodate the human machine, contextual design and participatory
design have become essential tools to let actors have their say. Actors also appropriate
technology so that it can be used as a mediator for their practice, as defined by Wenger
(1998) to be “a process by which we can experience the world and our engagement with
it as meaningful.” Since actors do not learn computing through formal training and use
it in broader contexts than potentially expected, observing how they become aware of
and come to use technology – and what for – can be useful to designers.
Theory has also evolved. Citing Bødker (2006), “Situated Action, distributed cognition and Activity Theory were important sources of theoretical reflection.” See for
instance Nardi (1995) for a discussion of the relative merits of Distributed Cognition,
Situated Action (see Section 2.1.3) and Activity Theory for the study of contextuality in
HCI.
Third Wave: computers as part of our lives
The third-wave HCI is defined by Bødker (2006) as encompassing how computers affect the experiences and emotions of users, how their cultures interplay with designs of
computers, and all of this not only in the defined sites and settings of usage, but as a
continuous and ubiquitous practice. Computer devices surround us rather than being
confined to one aspect of our lives. They in fact mediate much of our information finding
and communications.
Users in the third wave have desires and values, expectations and experiences, and
ordinarily use computers including for non-purposeful activities. They sometimes prefer
a service to others because they share values with its creators. In a mindset that only
considers the interface as a determinant of how humans construe their use of computers,
or fails to understand the impact of cultural and social influences on usage patterns and
practices, many research and design questions are untractable.
Similarly, Bødker (2006) argues the boundary between the use contexts of the second
(work) and third (more general and less purposeful) waves are blurry and there is more
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interest in understanding how to make systems that can be reconfigured across activities
rather than design them for a specific and bounded use case. For instance, Dourish (2004)
has revisited context-aware computing by coining what contextuality actually entails for
the design of computers: computers must be adaptable or configurable so that they serve
their expected purpose in different settings, and also purposes that were unexpected and
emerged from practice (see Section 2.1.4).
Summary: Different Types of HCI
Clearly, security experts cannot incorporate every aspect of such a broadly-scoped discipline as HCI into their work all at once. Under the light of third-wave HCI particularly,
much remains to be studied and many methods for analysis, design and evaluation to be
incorporated into security research. The methodological classification of HCI made by
Harrison et al. (2007) at least shed light on what methods go ‘hand in hand’ and allow me
to position myself in order to design appropriate, empowering and reconfigurable security
as opposed to ‘designing security with users in mind’.
The first wave provided notions such as cognitive coupling, cognitive workload, or persuasive interfaces which were instrumental to improving the usability of security systems
early on in usable security research (Zurko and Simon, 1996; Weirich and Sasse, 2001).
Later, an alternate account – that was maybe an echo to the growth of wild research and
phenomenology-inspired HCI – of usable security was formulated: that security has taken
an exceedingly large role in people’s lives and that making it usable will not suffice to
put users back in control of their digital assets (Smetters and Grinter, 2002; Beautement
et al., 2008; Herley, 2014). There may be a need to demonstrate, through theory and
example, the relevance of second and third-wave HCI for the design of security.
For instance, in security research, unexpected uses of a system are often treated as
undesirable and rejected by a policy and mechanism. Yet, such uses are performed by
human beings who were not included in design decisions and who eventually have to
endure security. The participation of users in lab experiments is also problematic. When
studied in a specific setting, participants are likely to act the social role they expect the
researcher want them to conform to (act as a worker, act as a student), whilst studying
participants in their own environments allow them to do “being ordinary” and show more
of themselves.

2.1.2. Positivism and Phenomenology in HCI
Other accounts of HCI have been proposed, and Harrison et al. (2007) focus on the
theoretical roots of HCI practitioners and how they affect their topics and methods. They
separate HCI research into three paradigms: one centred around human factors and the
engineering of user interfaces, a cognitivist paradigm interested in the cognitive coupling
and information exchange between humans and computers, and the phenomenologicallysituated paradigm which acknowledges the inter-subjectivity of humans’ views of the
world and seeks a deeper understanding of people’ engagements with computing.
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Harrison et al. (2007) state that the three paradigms answer different questions of
HCI, and that the third one is dedicated to the engagement beyond the boundaries
within researchers’ control: beyond the laboratory where unexpected events occur, and
beyond the cultural norms of the researchers where human participants can decide what
is relevant to them. Let me now discuss why the third paradigm matters.
Positivist Paradigms: Human Factors and Cognitivism
Human Factors research is really interested in the first-wave HCI. It draws from ergonomics and cognitive psychology. Experiments can be designed to assess which of two
interfaces is the fastest to use or produces the least errors, or what cognitive load is
associated with a task. Human factors is not equipped at all to discuss experiences or
emotions. Just as the first wave had limited relevance, the topics of the first paradigm
do not overlap with those that concern me.
The cognitivist/information processing paradigm seeks to optimise the exchange of
information between computer and user, assuming the latter seeks to achieve a formulated purpose. It is interested in memorability, learnability, clarity of feedback from the
machine, etc. Interactions between human actors and machines are modelled as information transfers the clarity and efficiency of which ought to be optimised so that both
ends have a coherent model of the task at hand and perform the right action (designers
should explicitly address what Suchman (1987) calls communicative breakdowns). Under
the cognitivist premise, systems are easy to evaluate because experiments are designed
as tasks to be completed and metrics can be devised to compare solutions (such as the
system usability scale (Brooke, 1996) or Nielsen (1993)’s five UI usability criteria).
Both paradigms have in common their rooting into positivism 1 . Positivist HCIs posit
that empirical observations of a stable and objective world made using the scientific
method allow building objective knowledge. However, this knowledge is built incrementally in artificial settings and is more exposed to threats of external validity because the
validity of the settings must be demonstrated.
Challenges of Positivist HCI
Positivism is limited in a number of ways in part because of its commitment on producing
and relying exclusively on objective scientific knowledge and in part because of the topics
that appear important in the positivist HCI paradigms. Harrison et al. (2007) enumerate
a number of issues:
Dynamic use contexts must be explicitly handled by simulating all possible use contexts
in experimental settings, yet this contradicts Dourish (2004)’s view of an unspecifiable contextuality; in contrast the third paradigm observes usage in-the-wild to
document use contexts and uses between context boundaries (Bødker, 2006), in the
same sense that .
1

Which does not mean they are identical. Gray and Salzman (1998) provide a famously bitter account
of issues in a number of first-paradigm user evaluation experiments.
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Situated Action as a way of interacting (see Section 2.1.3) contradicts the “informationtheoretic” view of the second paradigm, pointing to how humans decide on how to
act and make sense of interaction in situation, and not in advance according to a
script of the interaction to occur (Suchman, 2006).
Indirect and multiple goals arise from the previous points: people don’t always interact
with technology to fulfil a precise goal for an activity and their experience of interaction encompasses much more than their practical achievement. Yet positivist HCI
paradigms focus on goals2 and not on experience, so their evaluations of technology
designs is less holistic.
Non-task oriented and non-purposeful computing Systems that do not aim to allow
task fulfilment such as ambient interfaces require different methods than those provided by positivist paradigms
Handling emotions is maybe a controversial topic between positivists and phenomenologists, as positivists have modelled emotions as factors influencing information
transfers rather than treating them as topics of analysis of their own.
Phronesis or “wisdom about ethical matters” is not the scientific, epistemological knowledge pursued by positivists but nevertheless a crucial raw material for designers and
social scientists (Flyvbjerg, 2001). It is easier to build phronetic knowledge in-thewild than the more systematic epistemological knowledge which requires control
over all influencing variables, which raises the question of whether HCI can afford
to be scientific if it wants to be useful. In fact, Flyvbjerg (2001) argues social science is vain if not a phronetic enterprise, in pursuit of a “true and reasoned state of
capacity to act with regard to the things that are good or bad for men”.
The Phenomenologically Situated HCI Paradigm
Indeed, there are specific topics in HCI that are mostly made visible by phenomenologyinspired practitioners. For instance, Suchman (1987) demonstrated in Plans and Situated Action that designing interactive computers was not just a matter of predicting the
tasks a user would want to perform. She reuses arguments from ethnomethodology (a
phenomenology-inspired branch of sociology) to justify in-situation observations as the
only site where an interaction can possibly be studied by researchers. Likewise, sociologist Bruno Latour explains that normative sociology is unable to explain how innovation
happens, because it assumes the existence of objective and stable social facts about the
world. Hence, it cannot frame and explain how new, unexpected, different structures,
groupings and phenomena can occur (Latour, 2005). These theories confirm that philosophical views can inform and radically transform one’s research practice.
Harrison et al. (2007) define the third paradigm as “a variety of perspectives and approaches whose central metaphor is interaction as phenomenologically situated ”. This
paradigm acknowledges the inter-subjectivity and messiness of meaning and context in
human actions and the contrasting way in which meaning is encoded in technology, and
2

More often than not, on experts’ representations of user goals rather than actual user goals.
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so pays particular attention to meaning-making and experience in human-machine interactions. The authors provide a list of the intellectual commitments of the phenomenologically situated paradigm:
1. Seeing meaning as intersubjective and achieved in situation (see Section 2.1.3).
2. “Seeing users in their settings” i.e. accommodating the different perspectives and
expectations of informants and accepting the idea that there might not be a onesize-fits-all solution to a given design problem.
3. Making interfaces fit within the contingencies of situations where they are to be
deployed, which involves studying use in situation. Indeed, the positivist paradigms
“tend to notice those aspects of context that are salient with respect to what the
designer has control over”, i.e. ignore other aspects that may be crucial to making
a design fit.
4. Acknowledging one’s own cultural background, methods, biases and interests. The
third paradigm does not hold a single researcher’s perspective over a topic as an
objective and definitive account of it.
5. Embracing design values such as usefulness or value-for-money as part of one’s
methods for evaluating systems rather than only “objective” methods.
6. Using theory as design heuristics, but accepting its limitations in-the-wild. In contrast, the second paradigm would use experiments to validate theories as an end,
rather than theory to design practical solutions to given situations.
7. Accounting for embodiment. Embodied interaction (Dourish, 2001) implies that
not only physical interfaces can be made tangible, but digital ones too, as part
of human cognition is rooted in our bodies. For instance, spatial navigation can
be used to help users understand the relative differences between instances of an
abstract concept such as access control (Rode et al., 2006).
Summary: What Paradigms for Usable Security?
The third paradigm is far from being entirely developed or mapped yet. For instance
Obrist et al. (2012) identified 56 different theories of ‘user experience’, a concept close
to the heart of third-paradigm HCI. Yet, it complements existing methods and seems
particularly fit to bring new answers to second- and third-wave HCI problems. Harrison
et al. (2007) insist that the three paradigms can exist peacefully and complement each
other (as illustrated by the typical questions asked by each paradigm in Table 2.1).
Yet, what I am primarily interested in with the phenomenologically situated paradigm
is the depth of understanding and creativity that it seeks to deliver, as the topic of this
thesis is the appropriation of technologies that transform one’s way of using computers
in order to deliver security benefits. My topic, as many other classical topics of usable
security, involves issues beyond the surface of the UI, such as attitudes, beliefs and motivations. Phenomenologically situated HCI, with its emphasis on going out in-the-wild
and letting people speak their concerns, might be a very prolific method of documenting
how humans can decide to adopt secure behaviours.
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Human
Factors

Classical
Cognitivism

Phenomenologically
Situated

Metaphor
of
interaction

Interaction as
man-machine
coupling

Interaction as
information
communication

Interaction as
phenomenologically situated

Central
goal for
interaction

Optimizing fit
between man
and machine

Optimizing accuracy
and efficiency of
information transfer

Support for situated action
in the world

How can we fix
specific problems
that arise in
interaction?

What mismatches
come up in
communication
between computers
and people?
How can we
accurately model what
people do?
How can we improve
the efficiency of
computer use?

What existing situated activities in
the world should we support?
How do users appropriate technologies, and how can we support those
appropriations?
How can we support interaction
without constraining it too strongly
by what a computer can do or understand?
What are the politics and values at
the site of interaction, and how can
we support those in design?

Typical
questions of
interest

Table 2.1.: A comparison of the three HCI paradigms according to Harrison et al. (2007),
that illustrates the unique interests of each paradigm.

2.1.3. Sense-Making and Situated Action
As this thesis is concerned with how people make sense of security technologies, it is only
fitting to present the research discipline dedicated to how individuals create, share and
maintain mutual meaning in interaction.
Garfinkel’s Ethnomethodology
Ethnomethodology (EM) (from ancient Greek ethnos-methodos-logia, the study of the
methods for constituting a social order) is concerned with how people create and communicate meaning, and how they jointly achieve social order and mutual understanding.
Rather than being a positivist science, EM relies on real-world experiments and studies
to infer patterns of social order. Mutual understanding in a conversation is typically
achieved because individuals share a culture and language, and so interpret symbols of
this language, and others’ actions, with great similarity – what is referred to as common
sense or shared background knowledge. Individuals do not develop formal descriptions of
these symbols, though, and do not consciously think about the meaning of things in a
conversation. Instead, they just assume the most common meaning. The interpretation
of a word or action is shallow, it just has to be “good enough” to make sense in the context
of the ongoing interaction. Rationalisation will only happen when a misunderstanding
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occurs, and only to the depth required to resolve this misunderstanding. To illustrate
the amount of unexplained information in conversations, Garfinkel (1972) made an experiment in which he asked his students to listen to a conversation, and explicate every
word that was being used as if it was new to the observers’ interlocutors. The students
also had to clarify their own explanation to allow for one unambiguous interpretation to
emerge. The students gave up because the task seemed to be never-ending. In linguistics,
a word is called indexical when its meaning can only be ascertained in the context where
it occurs. A key idea of EM is that all communication is indexical. We naturally use
common sense, or background knowledge, in order to successfully interact with others,
but this knowledge remains by and large unformulated and subjective, rather than being
an objective social fact of a human society or culture.
As knowledge expressed in conversation is indexical, it seems inappropriate to attempt
to ‘inject’ common sense into computing systems in the form of pre-encoded knowledge
– that would necessarily be the common sense of the computer’s designers and not that
of a user population the computer is expected to interact with. Common sense emerges
from a process of mutual sensemaking between many individuals, and gives them grounds
that they should rarely need to question, or even reason about, to go about their daily
lives. It can only cover what has been experienced by individuals: it is built through
successions of interactions, misunderstanding, explanations and reflection. As such, it is
proper to each individual, and subject to evolution as she interacts with society. Under
such a light, an objective and definitive account of background knowledge is indomitable.
Garfinkel (1967) also designed what he called breaching experiments to infer people’s
expectations about others’ behaviours in given situations. People build their own image of
the social orders that should be expected, and surmise others will act within these orders.
When faced with behaviour that breaches such expectations, they actively attempt to
restore their reality by explaining away the irrationality of their interlocutors and/or by
looking for cues from other actors that they themselves are ‘being normal’. People make
sense of others by using their own knowledge and experience of the activity in which the
sensemaking occurs, or in other words, by using their individual context. When they fail
to do so and need to revise their own assumptions and rationalise others’ behaviour, it
impacts their individual context and implicit social orders.
Breaching experiments seek to demonstrate the existence of social orders, the fact that
they can fluctuate and be dissented, and the processes through which their restoration
is sought when challenged. One of the most famous such experiments is the one where
Garfinkel’s students were asked to go back home and act towards their parents as lodgers
rather than family members (Garfinkel, 1967). The students acted distant and polite, and
did not engage in conversation with their parents. Some parents thought their children
were playing a joke on them, while others grew concerned and saw the signs of an illness.
Parents unconsciously repair their social order through this process of sensemaking. This
leads us to considerate the importance of detection and repair of misunderstandings, as
they can actually routinely occur and are part of an unformulated process of making
sense of the world. These key components of everyday interaction, computer systems
entirely lack.
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Plans and Situated Action
Suchman (1987) developed the theory of Situated Action, which is heavily influenced by
EM. Suchman worked extensively on the role of plans in the design of interactive systems,
as part of an ethnography on an expert system embedded in a company’s printer. Plans
of actions have been used in interactive systems to model users’ behaviour, and in early
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to reason on the behaviour of environmental agents. Suchman
describes plans as “representations or abstractions over action”. Relying on plans as a
model of action implies that people ordinarily plan their actions and then act according
to made plans. In early HCI learning systems and early expert systems, users’ expected
plans were represented into systems, and users’ current plan inferred from observations
made within the system about the interaction.
Suchman argues many system designers assume plans to be explicative resources of
human action, whereas she considers them to be only of descriptive value. When plans
of third-party actors are modelled within a computer system, how is intentionality managed? There is no isomorphic relationship between intention and action (Allen, 1984).
When an individual has a goal, she may reach it by different courses of actions, just
as much as the same action may be performed for varying reasons. From there, does
observing an action tell with certainty about what next event to expect? When an event
written in a specification of action is observed, does it mean we understand why this event
occurred, or does answering this question call for an enquiry of the situation? Suchman’s
work changed the views of many researchers in AI and HCI about the difficulty of understanding users’ intents, and the ways to proceed to build usable interactions.
The second underlying problem of plans is the notion of a shared background knowledge. Just as Garfinkel demonstrated that one cannot remove all ambiguity from a
conversation or enumerate background knowledge, Suchman explains that one cannot
write a plan that covers all possible interactions between actors. It would imply that
systems are capable of holding formal representations of the background knowledge that
allows a human to interpret a given plan. Yet, there will always be an amount of implicit
detail in plans, that only humans will have access to through their “shared background
knowledge”. Moreover, any computer system aiming to be interactive needs not only to
understand users in their situations and provide them with the opportunities they expect.
Such systems must also learn to manage concepts that make human-human interactions
successful, such as turn-taking (Sacks et al., 1974) and contextualisation cues (Gumperz,
1982).
Suchman came to these conclusions through an ethnography performed on a printer’s
expert system which caused usability issues for employees of an organisation. She passively recorded employees trying to make sense of the printer and resolve issues they
were encountering. This expert system was designed to provide step-by-step guides on
how to realise complex tasks with the printer, and would initially ask the user to select
the task they wanted to perform. The system would then guide users by displaying the
next step in the UI, and would guess when the user has performed that step through
sensors on the printer. Suchman noted the existence of what she coined communicative
breakdowns between the system and its users, when the system would believe the users
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are performing another task than what they actually had in mind, and provide advice for
steps that were not actionable or logical to users. Such misunderstandings would occur
because the user misunderstood the advice given by the system or tried to do something
else than the originally selected task. Some users would find themselves stuck and unable
to achieve their goal, without being informed of any error (called garden path interaction
breakdowns). Others would believe that they had made a mistake as a consequence of
receiving other advice than what they had expected whereas the system would not be
aware of any user complication (false alarm interaction breakdowns). The reasons for
such misunderstandings to happen are many: a user could decide in situ to change their
course of action to account for new contingencies (e.g. realising that a print job will need
to be stapled after indicating to the expert system that the job is a document being
‘copied’ and not ‘copied and bound’), they could have not yet formulated the precise
task they seek to perform and are hoping to first explore the features of the system, or
they may have trouble understanding the specific task formulations made by the system
(which has been designed in the the language of the designer or the designer’s expected
target users). Suchman argues these interaction breakdowns occurred because systems
were designed with the wrong assumptions about the nature of human action.
Summary: Interactive Systems Must Support, not Prescribe Action
Garfinkel and Suchman demonstrated that people do not formally and explicitly expose
the structure of their interactions and the background knowledge they recruit to make
sense of said interactions. Both show how difficult it is to design a computer system
that can make decisions on their behalf about what is meaningful to them and what it
is they may expect. Situated Action tells a powerful message to security researchers:
specifications of human activity cause interaction breakdowns. In security, we commonly
rely on specifications of which (user, process, third party on a network) behaviour is
legitimate and which should be prevented. When users interact with security systems and
attempt to perform a task differently from the expected way, they are rejected and often
given no means to resolve the resulting interaction breakdown of that mismatch between
specification of action and Situated Action. I discuss the consequences of Situated Action
for access control in Section 2.2.4.

2.1.4. Designing for the Unexpected
There is abundant literature that relates, from psychology to anthropology, sociology and
philosophy, to the structure of human activity and interactions, and of the context in
which they occur. It has been proposed in HCI that technologies can be designed better
by accounting for the context of its use. This was understood, in turn, in computer
science, as follows: “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an
entity” (Dey, 2001). Dey’s context relates to features of the environments in which a
device is expected to be used and which are available to the device’s designer. Besides, it
is seen as static (i.e. not contingent on the interaction being performed). This definition
and similar ones are prominent in ubiquitous and context-aware computing, owing to
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their practicality. If only the context of an interaction can be understood, then the
designed artefact can be tailored to it.
In phenomenology-inspired discplines however, context and activity are usually seen
as emerging from one another, and as actively produced in the course of the interaction of
social beings, rather than existing prior to interaction. Besides, the context of an interaction is subjective, as every individual has her own cultural and historical background
and objectives. I present below two viewpoints on context, held by researchers rooted in
the third HCI paradigm: Dourish (2004)’s definition of context as an interactional problem and Chalmers (2004)’s pragmatic stance on the design of context-aware computer
systems. The key conclusion from this research is that context is not available at the
time a prototype is designed. Phenomenology encourages seeking the unexpected, and
without surprise, phenomenology-inspired HCI encourages designing for unexpected uses
– or rather, as Dix (2007) proposes, designing to allow the unexpected. I present Dix’s
guidelines for designing for appropriation and relate them to a theoretical tenet offered
by Dourish.
The Nature of Contextuality
Dourish (2004) proposes an ethnomethodologist’s reading of context-aware system design.
He depicts context as emerging from situated activity, rather than existing outside of it,
and opposes the positivist and phenomenological approaches to studying context. Dourish
argues that the need to exploit context in information systems has been formulated
on phenomenological grounds, and as such cannot be addressed adopting a positivist
standpoint.
The positivist tradition seeks to abstract context as an objective reality that can be
relied upon for reasoning. Adopting a positivist point of view led computer sciences to
attempt to formally represent context, seeing it as stable information which can be objectively delineated. Regardless of situation, it would be possible to decide what constitutes
the context of an interaction (e.g. location, time-of-day, etc.). Activities would then take
place within this context, and the context would always be available to the information
system. Context is then a representational problem.
On the other hand, phenomenological approaches insist on the subjectivity of context:
it exists because individuals give it a common meaning and relevance to their present
interaction. In fact, the context of an interaction is precisely what has been mutually
agreed to be relevant by the involved actors . Hence, context may differ between situations
for the same individuals and even interaction. For instance, the location of a user is
irrelevant to the task of editing photographs, but not to the task of checking for weather
forecasts; yet, it is also irrelevant to checking for weather forecasts of a different location
specified by the user.
Moreover, context is seen by Dourish as subjective, in that any individual may consider
different things to be relevant to their own activity, and has to interpret the actions and
words of others according to their own culture and history. All that is unsaid and takenfor-granted in an interaction also has to be interpreted, and may be in different ways.
Context is then an interactional problem and systems should support the production and
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use of context in the way they allow users to better interact with them.
Mutual achievement implies that users are aware of information systems’ context.
Dourish proposes that this context, and the ways in which information systems can be
adapted, be made available to their users. They would then be allowed “to make continual
determinations of the potential consequences of their actions and their opportunities to
reconfigure or realign the technologies through which they are conducting their actions”.
This means that it is no longer computers holding the user’s context, but computers
being flexible enough to be transformed by the user for the context at hand.
When it comes to understanding the context of human beings, Dourish argues software
systems should not attempt to capture and represent context to support practice of an
activity. Rather, they should support the evolution of activities’ practice, and derive an
understanding of their context from it. Indeed, what constitutes our cultures, individual
histories and motives may be impossible to encode in an information system, as human
beings rarely consciously reflect upon them (and all the underlying, taken-for-granted
background knowledge). What remains to HCI researchers is the ability to determine
what makes the practice of an activity on a system meaningful to its users, and to use
that collected information to redesign systems to better let users make systems’ context
match theirs.
In summary, Dourish’s position holds in four points:
• Firstly, context is not a form of information that can be known and represented;
instead, there is a relationship, called contextuality by Dourish, that holds between
things of the world, and activities.
• Secondly, context is not delineable and definable in advance; rather, the scope of
the contextual features of an object of focus are defined dynamically as the object
or focus evolves.
• Thirdly, context is not stable and not always the same for a given activity; in
contrast, it is relevant to particular settings, instances of actions and to particular
parties to that action.
• Finally, context is not separated from activity; it is produced and maintained in the
course of activity.
Historical Context, Transparency and Appropriation
Chalmers (Chalmers, 2004) holds a slightly more tempered position. He shows how
the history of use of a system can be leveraged to support future activity. Without
denying the situatedness of activity (the subjective context), Chalmers reminds us that
history and experience are (an ‘objective’ or rather already mutually achieved) part of
the context of one’s interactions and should not be entirely discarded; rather, they can
be used as an input of adaptive information systems. If a user’s intentions or beliefs
cannot be questioned or observed by a computer system, this system may still be able
to make sense of the past records of interaction with that user. Chalmers also points out
that not all activity is unconscious and non-rationalised, and that the goal of ubiquitous
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computing3 should not be to be invisible under any circumstances but rather to become
more invisible as the user learns to appropriate it. Context is seen by Chalmers as a way
to make computer systems more useful and appropriable by end users.
The author illustrates his points by describing “historically-effected” systems where
the past history of interactions improves future interactions with the system. He says
that “past interactions with people and systems, and the structures of those experiences
[which] are a manifest influence and resource for their action and interpretation, [] are
not often in our systems’ models of context”. For instance, the museum display system
HIPPIE uses a record of what the user had seen before within the museum and in other
databases to choose what information should be displayed to the user. Chalmers also
describes a city visit aid that allows users to visualise each other’s history of visits,
and provides recommendations of places to visit based on individuals’ own, and others’,
histories. These systems use the past interactions of their users with related devices or
systems, something which can be both observed and represented within a system, and
considered available in users’ minds at the time of interaction.
Interaction with technology routinely involves acting without rationalising the motives
and exact ways through which we users act. For example, one does not think about
the physical effort required to move a mouse when needing to click on a button. This
unconscious use is possible through an appropriation of the system, and is referred to as
ready-to-hand interaction. Besides it, a conscious, present-at-hand mode of action occurs
when activity and context are consciously reflected upon, for instance to transfer and
exchange knowledge with colleagues or as part of a learning or problem solving process.
Beyond the use of historical context, user-made plans and formal representations of work
may serve to account for one’s actions and play a role in the appropriation of technologies
in spite of not being useful to supporting one’s direct present interaction.
Chalmers argues present-at-hand, rationalised use of technology cannot be avoided,
as it is part of one’s learning and appropriation of a new technology. Chalmers draws
a parallel between present-at-hand and ready-to-hand use of equipment in Heideggerian
philosophy Heidegger (1927) and Weiser’s concept of transparent use or invisible use
and how one achieves transparency. Transparency does not naturally occur, Chalmers
argues. Instead, computer systems – and the contexts in which they are used – must
be objectified and reflected upon by users in order to be later appropriated. Chalmers
proposes well-designed systems ought to be “objectively visible but subjectively invisible”.
Dourish (2001)’s statements “users, not designers, create and communicate meaning”
and “users, not designers, manage coupling” are also revisited by Chalmers. Coupling is
the process of fitting the actions of one’s activities into the context of the system which
is acted upon to perform the activities. For instance, a user wanting to print a document
must couple the actions of localising the document and sending it to the printer to the
widgets of the UI allowing her to do so. Systems should be designed to facilitate meaning
creation and coupling. However, Chalmers points out that it is inevitable that designers
3

Also known as pervasive or ambient computing, ubiquitous computing encompasses interactions with
technology that stretch beyond a personal computer, i.e. intelligent house commodities or ambient
displays.
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constrain the way users do so (if anything because digital systems manage knowledge in
different ways than humans as discussed in Section 2.1.3), which signifies more presentat-hand interaction for users. The unavoidability of present-at-hand computing should
incite designers to reflect upon the fact that sometimes, the contexts of past uses may
become relevant resources for users to draw upon in present-at-hand interactions to come.
Designing for Appropriation
Both Dourish and Chalmers acknowledge that, at the time an artefact is designed, it is
not possible to anticipate the actual contexts of its use. Dix (2007) argues that there is
ample empirical evidence that technology is subverted and used in contexts which were
not anticipated – and therefore, that technology should be designed with unexpected use
in mind.
Dix provides guidelines to design prototypes which, even though they cannot know
what unexpectedness to design for, can be flexible enough not to hinder re-appropriations.
Dix defines appropriation as the process of domesticating a piece of technology to the
point of being able to benefit from it in new, unexpected contexts – for instance, using
emails in order to send to oneself links to external resources across devices, instead of
using a browser’s bookmarks. Dix reminds us that appropriation is important for a
number of reasons. Firstly, it is situated. A system is appropriated in use, and so, a
system that is appropriable has been successfully designed – the same is not true of
usability evaluations. Secondly, appropriation requires dynamism: environments of use
evolve, and appropriable systems have accounted for these evolutions and do not become
unsuitable as they occur. Finally, artefacts that are appropriated provide users with a
sense of ownership – which Dix argues is a form of welfare as valuable in itself as the
goals achieved through use.
Seven guidelines are offered to help design for appropriation, based on the author’s
past design experience:
allow interpretation let users decide on the meaning of the relations that can be built
between elements handled by an artefact, e.g. “in MacOS you can associate colours
with file, but there is no fixed meaning to a red file”; this concept echoes with Dourish’s proposal that meaning is managed by users via acts of coupling, so wherever
artefacts allow for relations to be freely built between data, interpretation and thus
meaning can emerge as the user intends.
provide visibility make the system’s functioning visible and understandable, as it will
help resolve interaction breakdowns and promote appropriation.
expose intentions when users go against the intended use of a system, they need to
know the intention of the system to understand if their subversion of it has negative consequences. For instance, users with equal privilege sharing a login in a
company’s system may not disrupt a security intent, but they disrupt the intent of
accountability between users.
support not control – systems should offer all functionality needed for tasks to be performed, but not constrain users into performing specific tasks step by step, as this
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will complicate the handling of exceptions and rule out the appropriation of individual features for unexpected purposes: “instead of designing a system to do the
task, [...] design a system so that the task can be done”.
plugability and configuration allow for functionality from different components to be
combined together to implement a new workflow, e.g. “MacOS Automator allows
the user to chain together small actions from different applications, so that, for
example, you can create a workflow that takes a collection of images, sepia tints
them, and then mails them all to a group of people from your address book”.
encourage sharing give users means to share with each other how they appropriated a
system, e.g. contribute to writing a piece of software’s documentation. Dix argues
plugins play such a function, citing the MacOS Dashboard and Firefox as examples.
learn from appropriation study how systems have been sustainably appropriated to
learn about needs that future designs should better support. Dix argues this approach is a form of co-design, since user appropriations inform design requirements
for future artefacts. This is a theme I will explore in Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis.
Summary: Context-Aware, but Whose Context?
Through his deconstruction of conceptual weakenesses in context-aware computing, and
through his insistance on users’ ownership of coupling, Dourish has paved the way for
a conversation on design for the unexpected. Making a system open, visible, reconfigurable and adaptable allows both for ‘context-aware’ computing, but also for computing
in unexpected contexts. Dourish’s theoretical stance is an advance in terms of design
capabilities compared to Dey’s.
Chalmers points out to a type of context that can be relied upon to represent meaningful experiences of a system’s users. In comparison with positivist contextual information
(such as location, weather, spoken languages which might be meaningful to the designer
and to users in different ways (Hiltunen et al., 2005)), history of past uses is actual data
telling how a user made use of a system, how she configured it and possibly how she
learnt to use it in a ready-to-hand way. Such data may also be a resource to help the
user reflect upon her activities and build accounts of it. As I’ll discuss, security needs
precise, authoritative representations of human activities to use it for enforcement purposes. This seems to contradict even Chalmers’ more optimistic view on context. It
shifts the question from activity representations’ accuracy (a task deemed vain in this
paradigm of HCI) to that of their learnability from observing use.
Dix transforms these theories into actionable guidelines for appropriable design. He
binds together concepts from Dourish, Friedman (1996) and Suchman (1987) and proposes that artefacts should be designed to allow for users to perform coupling by interpreting supportive, unassuming features and transforming them into what they want; to
visibly expose their structure and inner workings, so that failures and limits of the prototype become clear; and to explain the intention of their design choices (the restriction
of couplings that falls under the designer’s responsibility) so that appropriations don’t
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bode undesired consequences. With these guidelines, users are in control of artefacts’
purposes, and artefacts can deliver both on current and unexpected contexts of use.

2.2. Security and Usability
There is to my knowledge no research on the appropriation of security mechanisms.
Instead of a discussion of related – but perhaps not relevant – work on context-aware
security, this section revisits the emergence and directions of the usable security research
field, and examines key concepts in usable security research that transcend the knowledge
produced in vanilla HCI or security research.

2.2.1. Three visions for Usable Security
The need for usability was acknowledged very early in the history of security. Security
theorists Saltzer and Schroeder (1975) already argued “it is essential that the human
interface be designed for ease of use, so that users routinely and automatically apply the
protection mechanisms correctly.” 4
A research discipline has slowly emerged to set the goals and methods needed to achieve
usable security. Early usable security (USec) agrees on the diagnostic: the security
technologies that are deployed or that should be deployed in people’s lives are not properly
used or are too hard to use. Increasingly, public manifestations of contempt towards
security mechanisms such as passwords or CAPTCHAs are made by lay people. But how
exactly do researchers propose to tackle this security malaise? Three different visions
have emerged to tackle the problem, which I review below.
User-Centered Security
Zurko and Simon (1996) were the first to raise awareness of usability concerns in security
design, and presented three different processes for making security systems that seek
to be usable: applying usability to existing secure systems, applying security to usable
systems, and a third process of their own called “user-centered design of security”.
The first two proposition involve adding late requirements to existing software projects
and are likely to fail. In software engineering, it is well known that the later a requirement
is added onto a project, the costlier it is to develop a solution that meets it5 . More
recently, Balfanz et al. (2004) documented their failure to retrofit usability into a PKI
UI and the need for them to re-imagine the user interaction from the ground up instead.
Other usable security researchers tend to agree on that viewpoint, e.g. Yee (2004).
The last proposition is defined by Zurko and Simon (1996) as taking the “consideration
of user needs as a primary motivator when defining the security model, interface, or
features of a system”, and is illustrated through the description of a mail encryption
4

At that time, there hardly was anything to HCI but human factors, thus one could probably not
predict yet there would be more to security usability than UI engineering.
5
Accounts of “creep features” by McConnell (1996) and Jones (1996) suggest that late requirements
were already a hot topic of software engineering at the time Zurko and Simon (1996) were published.
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mechanism and a user-centered authorisation engine that are said to implement it. The
authors claim their method offerred the following benefits:
Flexibility of writable AC policies owing to the rule-based AC approach used which is
“more [. . .] user-friendly than ACLs”
“Accessibility” but not as meant in HCI; What the authors mean is that their approach
enticed them to implement their UI with Web forms because they are “familiar to
most users and accessible through widely deployed Web browsers”
Object Grouping has allegedly been made easier by formally introducing a concept of
groups to the AC language used
Unfortunately, Zurko and Simon do not provide any justification as to how those
claims could be supported, and made no reference neither to known HCI methods nor to
any custom form of user-centred design or evaluation. They provide their own security
expert judgment as evidence that said systems are user-centered. Zurko and Simon gave
the impression that HCI and interaction design can be lessened to a process of ‘caring
about users” performed by non-experts with no systematicity and no specific focus or
method – reinforced by an erratic use of HCI terminology6 . In a community that was
relatively unaware of the existence of HCI, it might have contributed to the impression
that usability experts are not needed after all.
Why Johnny Can’t Encrypt
Whitten and Tygar (1999) develop an alternative hypothesis. They conjecture that
current “UI design” methods themselves are not sufficient for designing usable security
software. Instead, “effective security requires a different usability standard”. Whitten
and Tygar develop their own usability properties for security interfaces, which place the
emphasis solely on UIs. An interface is usable if its intended users:
1. are reliably made aware of the security tasks they need to perform
2. are able to figure out how to successfully perform those tasks
3. don’t make dangerous errors
4. are sufficiently comfortable with the interface to continue using it
The authors list properties inherent to security that may complicate the application of
HCI to security design and should motivate the development of new methods for usable
security. Out of these five properties, only one is undisputably alien to HCI, which in
fact suggests much HCI/UI design should be relevant to security UI design:
6

Zurko and Simon (1996) interchangeably use “usable”, “user-friendly”, “simple”, “convenient” and “usercentered”. Yet in HCI, “usable” refers to holding up to described usability properties, “user-centered”
refers to having been built with a documented user-centered design process such as ISO 9241-210,
and “user-friendly”, “simple” and “convenient’ are employed only in common parlance and are not
adequate to describe an interface in HCI – they are judgements of value rather than facts about
systems. Similarly, they call their system “accessible” because it relies on commonly deployed software
rather than becase it is usable by populations with impairments.
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Unmotivated user “if security is too difficult or annoying, users may give up on it altogether”; but this is true of any system or tool. If the interaction cost 7 of a tool
exceeds its expected value, it is not used
Abstraction is commonplace in security policies, but may be hard for non-programmers;
yet no discussion is made of whether abstraction is the symptom of underlying
programs or an ineluctable property of security, and no leads are proposed to tackle
this issue
Lack of feedback occurs because security systems have a “usually complex” state which
is “difficult” to provide to users, and what users want is unknown so systems cannot
deduce whether future events will match user expectations
Barn door states it is impossible to recover from some errors so they must be avoided;
but safety-critical systems and errors are common HCI topics
Weakest link claims users must systematically manage security to avoid system breaches;
i.e. users cannot spend all their time on a single product’s security, and remain vulnerable if not all products are secure
Whitten and Tygar evaluated a standalone UI for PGP 5 with a cognitive walkthrough
and a laboratory experiment8 . Both methods are cheap to implement and commonly
used in early UI evaluations to identify major usability issues. It appears Whitten and
Tygar’s security properties did not play any role beyond task elicitation in the studies;
the methods were used similarly as in vanilla UI design. Many issues were identified, the
detail of which is of little consequence here. It is however clear that the evaluated UI
was found not to be usable at all.
Whitten and Tygar draw an odd conclusion from their findings. They claim that
UI design methods were applied to the PGP UI and failed to spot the issues identified
in their own evaluation. Whitten and Tygar (1999) conclude that vanilla UI design
methods failed to make a security UI usable, even though it was UI design methods
they successfully used to identify usability issues! It is uncertain what role the security
properties played in the evaluation. A more plausible conclusion would be that the PGP
UI had not been evaluated properly by its developers, and that UI design methods could
be relied upon so long as security domain knowledge informs success and failure scenarios.
Transforming the “Weakest Link”
Sasse et al. (2001) provide a counterpoint to Whitten and Tygar’s hypothesis. They
argue that failures to act securely cannot be solved by putting the blame on users, but
require a re-examination of the underlying design flaws of security systems, through the
use of existing HCI methods.
The authors point out that password systems do little to support the creation of
strong and memorable passwords, and that security policies are sometimes too difficult
7
8

See Budiu (2013) for a definition of the term and its implications.
A study in which users were asked to simulate a role in a political campaign and to send encrypted
emails with an email program. This setup simulates motivated users who are already aware that they
need to use PKI encryption.
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to comply with. For instance, a worker who is forced to change her password every
month missed a deadline due to failing to recall her password, and later decided to write
them down on paper, exposing her accounts to being stolen. The authors argue that
such a security requirement is counter-productive to achieving effective security, because
it places expectations on users that are impossible to meet.
An in-depth analysis of password behaviour data from 144 information workers, along
with 6 months of data on password reset events, was carried out. The authors found that
over 90% of employees in the studied firm could not cope with the password policy in
place and therefore had to request password resets eventually. Users in that company had
an average of 16 passwords to remember. Further study on how exactly people fail to type
passwords revealed that when users failed to login into a system, they often came close
to fully remembering a password, or did type a password of theirs, but not the right
one. Memory interference from having to remember multiple passwords harmed their
ability to remember an individual one. Password policies do not factor this reality in,
and instead assume that users’ cognitive load is fully available for every single credential
they are requested to remember.
Sasse et al. point out to numerous authentication system designs that do not rely on
the unaided recall that causes passwords to fail in the studied company. They argue
that the avoidance of unaided recall is a fundamental design principle in HCI, and came
to the conclusion that unaided recall was the design pattern responsible for passwords’
failures using research methods sanctioned by HCI. The authors also point out that
in-depth questionnaires revealed issues with password compliance ranging well beyond
interactional performance concerns. Users’ social standing and perception of each other,
in an organisational context, were affected by how they chose to share passwords or follow
password policies. Again, HCI offers a wide array of methods to investigate such topics
and gather non-functional requirements for the design of security systems which do not
negatively affect users’ social interactions with one another.
The authors, in their conclusion, openly disagree to the position taken by Whitten and
Tygar, arguing that Whitten and Tygar’s research conclusions were themselves the fruit
of applying HCI methods. Sasse et al. insist that security technologies are part not only
of technical, but also social environments. They acknowledge the need to devise a design
method to support the design of usable security systems. The PhD research presented
in this thesis pursues this line of thinking, and formalises the diagnosis made by Sasse
et al. using recent advances in HCI theory.
Discussion: usability sprinkledust to the rescue?
Several methods have been proposed to practice usable security research. It is clear
nowadays that merely plugging in usability and security on existing products does not
lead to usable security (Yee, 2004; Balfanz et al., 2004). In many senses, Whitten and
Tygar (1999) and Sasse et al. (2001) provide a similar diagnostic of the security malaise,
however they propose radically different methods to create systems that don’t suffer from
it.
Firstly, should user-centered design be used or is informal reflexion sufficient when
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designing security technologies? I find daring the claim that a security expert with no
formal training in design, usability and ergonomics and with their sole perspective can
understand the needs, desires and values of an entire computer user population and
absolve themselves from the burden of proving their designs address actual needs. Zurko
and Simon (1996) treated usability research as a mundane topic, but did not explain
by what process other than usability engineering they achieved a usable access control
system, and how they provided evidence of it being usable. User-centered design means
designing with real users and evaluating with real users, not just ‘caring’ about them.
Secondly, is vanilla HCI relevant to usable security research, or must all be reinvented
from the ground up to account for the particulars of security. The latter idea might
originate in a misunderstanding about what HCI is. Whilst engineers are used to accurate rules and models to follow, usability engineering builds upon social science and,
according to Rogers (2012), designing interactions successfully requires some degree of
interpretation and reflexion rather than just applying infallible prescriptions9 . Summarizing arguments from Löwgren and Stolterman (2007)’s Thoughtful Interaction Design,
Rogers states that “instead of thinking in terms of which methods to use per se, another
push was towards thinking about how to use them responsibly”.
Besides, how can Whitten and Tygar claim that HCI does not provide the methods
to evaluate the fitness of a security UI for given tasks, by relying themselves on those
very methods10 ? If security experts are stuck in their attempts to improve security UIs,
maybe they should question whether the UIs and the tasks that they imagine answer
actual human needs and fit actual human limits, use contexts and cultural contexts
and values. The UI focus of Zurko and Simon and Whitten and Tygar’s conceptual
frameworks is likely to limit their ability to design useful security, because it alienates
concerns such as the mutual impact of social environments and users’ security behaviour,
value systems (which at the inception of usable security had not yet been recognised as
relevant), the global technology use context within which users find themselves (e.g. how
the number of accounts they own affect their ability to recall single passwords), etc.
In so far as I can see, HCI has mostly been used as a sprinkle of fairy dust by usable
security researchers on top of existing security tools, systems and ecosystems without
questioning their nature and utility. For instance, CAPTCHAs are regularly made more
readable by usable security researchers, but little work has been devoted to identifying
effortless replacements that do not make end users responsible for online spam. HCI
has, since the 1990’s, given more weight to users in defining the goals of technology use,
and widened its scope of research further than mere concerns of user performance. If
researchers in ethnography, ethnomethodology or anthropology can make contributions
to HCI by identifying important factors in human attitudes, meaning-making processes
or behaviours, and sometimes by finding alternatives to existing technologies which would
9

For instance, Nielsen (1993) emphasizes the importance of providing users with feedback in his UI
design heuristics, but feedback can only be partial for security decisions, so communication can either
focus on worst-case or best-practice outcomes rather than be tailored to the exact choices made by
end users (Whitten and Tygar, 1999). This does not mean that the heuristics are completely inapt
at differentiating poor design decisions from potentially worthy ones.
10
This point has also been argued by Sasse et al. (2001).
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better support the studied human processes, then one should expect the same in-depth
methods to also bear relevance to USec topics. In this thesis, I’ll extend Sasse et al.
(2001)’s argument of the relevance of HCI to USec to include recent advances in HCI
methods and theories – particularly the third paradigm. In doing so, I support the vision
that USec should not be about making users comply, but about making users whole.

2.2.2. The Cost of Security and Some Manifestations of it
Economics have had an important influence in usable security research. Beautement
et al. (2008) and Herley (2009) both argued that user time and effort is a pivotal factor
to determining whether a security system’s design is desirable. Both challenge the idea
that user time and effort are infinite resources that can be freely wasted on security.
The Compliance Budget
Beautement et al. (2008) propose the ‘Compliance Budget’ paradigm, built through a
Grounded Theory on semi-structured employee interviews around the themes of risk and
benefit perception and attitudes towards security policies. It states that users can spend
a finite amount of effort on security, and will refuse to comply with – and even actively
circumvent – security when their budget has been entirely spent. Beautement et al.
(2008) argue that the budget differs between individuals and is based not on the actual
but perceived cost and benefit of compliance – both the cost and benefit to users and to
their organisation. Hence, compliance to security can be improved either by decreasing
the perceived cost or increasing the perceived benefit of complying, and it can also be
optimised by having employees spend their budget on the most critical security issues.
The data collected to support this paradigm is qualitative, and so the authors are able
to provide a method for monitoring and influencing employees’s consented effort, but
not to quantify their compliance budget in terms of time spent, cognitive or physical
load. Organisations should question whether for an individual compliance decision an
employee perceives that the benefit of complying is lower than the productivity cost to
the organisation (in terms of time not spent working effectively), and how often this
occurs before the employee stops complying. Examples are provided about how antivirus
software, repeated authentication, encryption requirements and firewalls can get in the
employees’ way and end up being bypassed if their perceived benefit is too low.
The central idea of the compliance budget is that security designers should mind the
cost of being secure, and keep it reasonable for real computer usage patterns. However,
this argument can also be turned upside down to argue that acting insecurely should
be perceived more costly than acting securely, so that users are more likely to decide
to behave securely to spare their compliance budget. This relates to the concept of
interaction cost: certain user actions can be enticed by ensuring that their interaction
cost balances their relative lack of expected benefit. This approach has been used by
Felt (2014) to limit the amount of potentially malicious downloads opened by Google
Chrome users. Instead of allowing opening a suspicious download in a single click, the
new interaction requires going to a Downloads tab and ‘recovering’ the file. The higher
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effective and expectable cost (recovering being more charged with effort than simply
opening) contributed to a six-fold decrease in suspicious file opening rates.
Optimal Provisioning of User Attention
Böhme and Grossklags (2011) further refine Beautement et al. (2008)’s budget by modelling users’ attention and likelihood to comply based on how often said attention has
been previously spent on security tasks or communications. The authors note that users
must sometimes be confronted to security decisions because only they possess the contextual knowledge required to make the right decision. However, they often end up making
dozens of decisions per day, which prevents them from fully engaging with every decision
in the rational way that was expected of them by security designers. The authors, thus,
“model user attention as a public good” and propose to impose a tax on security systems
for them to be able to consume it.
The authors distinguish between two types of decision-making processes: optimising
and satisficing. In the optimising type, a user takes the necessary time to collect relevant
information and to make the decision that best balances threats and benefits. In the
satisficing type, a user relies on heuristics and salient cues to make a quick and uninformed
decision. As attention-demanding decisions increase in number, they are increasingly
processed in a satisficing way in order to fit within users’ limited attention budget.
Security decisions are modelled as a game between defenders who seek to keep users
in a good state, and who can choose for each security event whether to continue or halt
the interaction (when they know if the current state is good or bad) or whether to ask
the user to make a decision (assuming users will pick the decision leading to the good
state until their attention budget has been spent). Optimal defender strategies differ
when defenders must share the user’s attention. For instance, authentication factors are
always influenced by the fact that a user is asked to authenticate to multiple systems,
and so they should be designed with a multiple defender strategy in mind.
A tax based on the social welfare (the aggregate of benefits to defenders and users) of a
decision is imagined, and the authors show that a tax rate of 50% of the user’s consumed
budget maximises the social welfare including for defenders who selfishly exploit user
attention (by only considering their own benefit). While problems of applicability occur
and a number of assumptions are made to come to this conclusion, the model aims to
illustrate the importance of sparing user attention across all of their encounters with
security, as a single costly interaction impacts users’ security as a whole.
What Happens When Cost is Ignored
Herley (2009) supports these models with evidence that “users’ rejection of the security
advice they receive is entirely rational from an economic perspective.” Indeed, the cost
of listening to or following advice is suffered by all on a daily basis, whilst the cost of
falling victim of a security incident is suffered by a smaller fraction of the population.
Herley, by comparing the cost for users to avoid a security cost with the measure cost of
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security failures at the scale of the USA’s population of 180 million Internet users, shows
SSL warnings and anti-phishing interventions to be counter-productive.
With the basic example of a piece of malware annually causing 1% of a user population
to spend 10 hours to repair their device. Herley calculates that any security advice that
takes more than a second a day to follow “not only does more harm than good (and hence
is rejected), but does more harm than the attacks it seeks to prevent, and fails to do so
only because users ignore it.” Herley argues that users need not be better educated about
security, because most of the times this will translate into a higher cost than accepting
the externalities of security failures. Instead, security designers must learn to respect
user time.
For instance, phishing detection advice has grown in complexity as attacks have. Users
must understand how to read domain names, pay attention to typos, to different TLDs
for websites operating in multiple regions and to legitimate content delivery networks
with different domain names – and they must do so daily for each website they visit in
order to truly stay safe. Yet, Herley estimates users can afford 82 seconds a year before
compliance becomes counter-productive.
SSL certificate errors also cause disproportionate externalities. Herley argues 100% of
certificate errors presented to users are false positivies (expired, self-signed, or used with
the wrong domain), and there isn’t even evidence that users pay attention to whether
they browse in HTTP or HTTPS mode. Not only do users suffer the cost of certificate
errors, they do not even systematically benefit from the protection of HTTPS. Even if
they were forced to only visit HTTPS sites, they already have learnt to ignore certificate
warnings because of a lack of perceived benefit.
Summary: Respecting Users’ Time
Enough evidence has been brought that security designers must respect the time of their
users. A theory was built from qualitative evidence to explain the general mechanics of
users’ tolerance to security costs. Those models were refined and modelled, and game
theory was used to show social welfare can be maximised by making designers accountable
for their use of user attention. Finally, empirical evidence was provided that users can
reject security advice if it entails more cost than benefit to them. The implication for
me is clear: high-upkeep security on OSes is unlikely to be ever adopted, and so the
cost of routinely behaving securely and of maintaining one’s security model must be kept
absolutely minimal and compared to actual benefits.

2.2.3. Attitudes towards Security
Somewhat unsuspectingly for security experts, lay computer users do not hold a very
good mental representation of how computers operate and how they can be compromised.
Dourish et al. (2004) questioned people’s sometimes radical attitudes towards security in
organisational settings, and Wash (2010) developed models of how home computer users
come to understand security.
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Folk Models of Home Computer Security
Wash (2010) performed semi-structured interviews with over sixty people recruited
through snowball sampling. He questioned participants’ knowledge and attitudes towards computer viruses, hackers and identity theft. Wash found that his participants
often conceptualise hackers and viruses as distinct entities – one being automatic, and
the other being the active labour of an agent.
Participants were found to conceive viruses in four ways: as generally bad things that
are accidentally caught, as buggy software that causes issues on its own, as software
meant to annoy people or as information stealers for criminal activities (or crimeware).
Wash noted that participants who believed multiple types of viruses exist would apply
more precautions to stay safe, based on what made sense given their mental models.
Hackers were seen as bad people who “break in” into computers, with variations in
motive and target. Young talented geeks were imagined to attack people at random just
for fun, whilst criminals were out there for money and personal information on computers.
Participants saw themselves as potential targets for those types of hackers, but not for
more elaborate and professional ones, who would target ‘big fish’ such as executives. The
most developed model of hackers was that of contractors who would possess advanced
skill but not waste their time on individuals. Instead, they would target online databases,
and participants who described such hackers were worried not about their computer’s
security but about which services they give away their personal data to.
Wash argues his participants would respond differently to security advice based on
the beliefs they held. For instance, people who see viruses just as buggy software do
not understand the need for anti-virus software. In contrast, not opening attachment
from unknown sources is a well-understood piece of advice that matched most participants’ models. Participants who viewed hackers as opportunistic criminals and viruses
as crimeware provided more evidence of understanding the considered security advice.
The main take away is that people do rely on some form of knowledge to reason about
security questions, and this knowledge does influence how they perceive and engage with
security advice. It is hard, when describing insecure behaviour, to decide how much of it
can be accounted for because of folk models and how much because of a strain on users’
compliance budget. However, the process of sensemaking documented by Wash seems
similar to EM accounts of sensemaking: people can only create rational accounts of their
surroundings based on their own knowledge about the world. Challenging and improving
folk models to avoid a feeling of irrelevance on critical security advice may help users
know what is right to do – and then it should only be necessary to make the right course
of action cheap enough to undertake for people to behave more securely as a whole.
Security as an Everyday, Practical Problem
Beyond security advice, how do people behave securely, how can they conceive staying
secure? Dourish et al. (2004) investigated how attitudes about security informed the
everyday manifestation and management of security in participants’ own practices. They
used Grounded Theory on semi-structured interview transcripts from members of an
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academic institution and a research lab, but selected for diversity of jobs and computer
skills. Coding focused on two axes: experiences and practices of security.
A prevalent way through which security is experienced, the authors argue, is as a barrier
that keeps bad things out. People holding such views would speak of unsolicited email
in the same ways as they would speak of viruses since both fell within the scope of what
had to be kept out. Dourish et al. see three consequences to such an attitude: people
may reject barriers that are only partial, they may imagine that a specific protection
generalises to all types of external threats, and they may not recognise that barriers can
be defeated by using inherently insecure channels.
A variety of attitudes are observed by Dourish et al.: security is frustrating, especially
missed opportunities and hindrances such as getting locked out of a communication
system. Participants were often pragmatic about security: they were aware of taking
risks but balanced those against potential benefits. The authors propose that systems be
made flexible and translucent for pragmatic users to be able to match security to their
situated needs and practices. A sense of futility was also found to dominate people’s
perception of their ability to stay secure: no matter what they did, attackers would
“always be one step ahead”, and those participants would attempt to be vigilant about
threats rather than rely on technology which they deem unlikely to suffice.
It was found that most participants delegate the handling of their security in multiple
ways: to technology (when they understood how to use it), to more knowledgeable
relatives, to specialised organisations (for security maintenance and threat vigilance)
and to institutions they interact with (e.g. banks are trusted to take the necessary steps
to keep financial data secure). Delegating participants were found to no longer actively
manage their security or even verify that the delegatee is still available and doing what
is expected of them: delegated responsibility “becomes almost invisible”. Furthermore,
practices may evolve beyond what had been accounted for to and was expected by the
delegatee, effectively creating a discrepancy between the security being enacted and the
security that is being needed.
People’s actings of security did not always involve secure behaviour or technology.
For instance, sensitive email conversations were obfuscated rather than encrypted; the
authors state this occurs regardless of whether encryption can be considered usable, as
the most visible form of ‘security’ available between the two alternatives will be picked.
The authors draw a parallel with switching between communication media (e.g. email to
phone) during sensitive conversations rather than switching to encrypted or anonymous
conversation channels: the ephemerality of channels plays a bigger role in experiencing
security than the ability to tap them and record exchanges, because it is a more visible
property to end users.
Dourish et al. (2004) demonstrated the value there is in investigating how people value
and practice security, because it informs the likely appropriation of security technologies
and actual secure practices. Dourish et al. propose to frame security research “as a user
question – ‘is this computer system secure enough for what I want to do now?’ ” hence
people must be given the right resources for this routine question to be appropriately
answered. Besides, acknowledging that security is performed as an everyday practical
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matter rather than tasks of their own that are accepted as an prerequisite to computermediated activities has another consequence:
“Decisions about security, then, arise in the course of specific sequences of
action, and in the context of a range of physical, social, organisational, and
practical considerations. Indeed, it may be inherently implausible for typical
users to specify, in advance of particular circumstances, what their security
needs might be; those needs arise only as a result of specific encounters between
people, information, and activities. However, most conventional approaches to
system security [. . .] separate security-related decision-making from working
activities that those security policies are intended to support. A primary design
goal for ubiquitous computing technologies, then, is to be able to place security
decision-making back within the context in which it makes sense as a practical
matter, and so to design for security as an aspect of everyday activity.”
Security Experience Activation
Mathiasen and Bødker (2011) propose to view security technologies from the lense of
experience-centred design (see McCarthy and Wright (2004)). They introduce acting
out security – a method which consists of acting out real-world scenarios that involve
brief and situated security events. Scenarios should involve everyday life situations so
that no instructions are needed and participants can act ordinarily.
An in-the-wild experiment was organised in which a café’s regular guests and bartender were made to use a mobile payment system. The system was combined with a
dedicated point-of-sale device that authenticates clients with a name and pin-code. The
appropriation of the mobile payment raised no difficulty for the participants. One of the
participant’s friends joined the café during the experiment. The participant offered to
buy her friend a coffee, and then handed her the mobile device as well as her pin-code.
The friend went to the café and proceeded to payment, without the bartender raising
any question or the friend seemingly experiencing any difficulty or awkwardness beyond
manipulating the participant’s phone itself.
The relative ease displayed in the process by the friend was interpreted as evidence that
the participant routinely lent her credit card to her friend. This insecure behaviour was
naturally trigerred because, according to experience-centered design theory, the participant activated past positive experiences of security to drive her security decision making.
Besides, the realistic experiment settings allowed studying “how the technology blended
into the experience of being at a café” rather than just the technology or its interface.
Summary: Making Security Pragmatic
It emerges from the above discussion that people make pragmatic security decisions, and
security communication should aim to improve their benefit-to-cost calculations and the
accuracy of their mental models of threats, rather than patronise or scare them. People
also find efforts against the most advanced adversaries futile, so ultimate security should
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be much less of a goal than good security hygiene. I should aim to provide opportunities
for hygiene and materials for sound security reasoning, rather than enforce systematic
security that causes frictions.
The issues surrounding security as a barrier are also interesting for security tool designers. Often, security boundaries are not well communicated and tool misuse may result
in accidental exposure to threats, e.g. assuming that files downloaded within a sandbox
cannot damage the system even after being taken out of the sandbox.
Finally, the situated nature of decision making should inform designs that let users
decide the situations in which hygiene matters or opportunistic crime is prevalent. Users’
attitude to and perceived benefits of security may well be context-dependent. Research
methods that solely study the interaction of technologies with real daily life situations
provide interesting insights into the failures of security technologies, that are not available
in artificial experiments.

2.2.4. Access Control and Situatedness
Studies on access control (AC) have been an opportune indicator of the disconnect between what forms of security make sense prior to action and during situated action.
Indeed, access control relies on specifications of human behaviour. Flexible AC models have been proposed to account for unexpected contingencies of action or harmless
deviations from specified security goals.
Access Control Policies
Organisational Settings Bartsch and Sasse (2013) studied how and why employees
bypass their companies’ security policies. The findings of 118 interviews were summarised
in the form of five security personas with their own individual AC issues. One of the
personas (representing functional staff) is made to argue that it takes too long for AC
policies to reflect changes in the workplace. She then needs to bypass the existing security
systems and deploy alternate ones within her team to control access to shared files.
Security mechanisms must provide room for desired practices to unfold. On the one
hand, work delegation in systems using mandatory access control can lead to delegators
disclosing their personal password so that delegatees may get the job done. On the other
hand, over-entitlements commonly occur as policies evolve because granted permissions
are hard to review or because managers simply forget to revoke them11 .
Bartsch and Sasse’s data also contains multiple occurrences of organisation-provided
systems being rejected to the benefit of external file sharing ones as a result of being too
inflexible. This in turn causes issues of accountability for organisations and direct threats
of information theft, as the alternative channels in use might not be secure. Hence, the
lack of usability of access control systems also results in security threats.
11

This happens for multiple reasons: opaque policies where people don’t really know or understand
what permissions are being enforced and why they were given in the first place, as explained by the
authors, but also because the process through which permissions are re-assessed requires of managers
that they review hundreds of individual permission decisions with too little context and time.
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Personal Settings Mazurek et al. (2011) explored how situated access decision making
occurs in what they call “reactive access control ”. A longitudinal experiment was conducted to determine the differences between what people anticipate they agree to sharing
with their relatives and what they actually agree to in situation. Participants were asked
to imagine an AC policy for relatives and files of theirs (allowing maybe states when participants could not make them mind), and were then randomly sent emails throughout
the following week containing simulated file access requests from said relatives.
Reactive AC decisions partly differed from proactive ones, based on how a participant
was feeling about the requestor and on the social context in which they imagined the
request would be embedded (i.e. if a reason for accessing the data had emerged just
before the request) including for files they would not have imagined to share (such as
their children’s financial information). Participants also enjoyed having accountability
over who could access their data.
Mazurek et al. (2011)’s experiment has limitations. The practical cost of reactive AC
decisions cannot be discussed as reactive access control externalities were not discussed
and as participants were rewarded for their request decision – a form of priming. Because
requests were randomly simulated, some felt socially awkward or unlikely to occur, and
actual requestors would “know better” not to ask. Besides, the settings in which participants acted were really those of an experiment instead of real life, and their interactions
influenced their standing with regard to researchers rather than their relatives. Reactive
AC raises interesting questions about how situatedness and access control interplay, but
the current study does allow conclusions to be made about the appropriation of access
control models.
Optimistic Access Control
Povey (2000) proposed a model in which some unauthorised actions can still be performed
by users, and then be rolled back by administrators if they disagree with occurring
privilege escalations. Their approach accounts for the inflexibility of a priori access
control and relaxes the cost of AC on real-world practices – whilst guaranteeing some
degree of soundness on the relaxed policy. Povey’s system relies on social ties in the
real world to prevent or punish abuse, rather than on technology. This assumption is
reasonable when “the risk of failure and the cost of recovery is low compared to the cost
of not granting access in a given situation.”
Optimistic security can cover a wide range of situations in which denied accesses are
normally justified, such as the absence of a coworker. Povey proposes that such authorisations should be kept exceptional, however. Such a system would provide auditability
over employees’ policy bypasses (as discussed by Bartsch and Sasse (2013)) since it does
not get in the way of work, and would allow for remediation.
The conditions for optimistic security to work are multiple: systems must use strong
authentication, all optimistic actions must be auditable and recoverable (i.e. rollbacks
or compensating actions), and there must be deterrents against misuse (e.g. financial
penalties that can be reverted once an access has been deemed legitimate). Among the
potential applications of such a model, the authors propose the sandboxing of applications
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that are somewhat-trusted, by allowing them to access the filesystem but proposing to
roll it back after use. In fact, many modern sandboxes implement such filesystems.

Summary: AC Specifications Face Theoretical Limits
It has been shown that decisions of whether an agent must be granted access to a resource
are easier to make in situation, and that restrictive AC systems can prevent practices
to the point of incitating agents to bypass them entirely. The teaching for designers of
sandboxes is that mechanisms should allow developers and users to negotiate permissions
in situation and to revoke them, or else they might just not be adopted.

2.3. Conclusion
In this chapter, I have skimmed over the HCI literature to highlight that three families
of methods, theories and topics of research co-exist in HCI. Yet, usable security, as a
research field, has seldom engaged with the latter family – phenomenologically-situated
HCI. This paradigm insists on the importance of designing systems that are flexible, and
that can be transformed by users to match their needs and the particular conditions they
find themselves in. In contrast, security has historically focused on modelling user needs
and constraining their actions to match said models.
The Usable Security research community has highlighted that current security technologies are unusable, in part because they are too taxing on users in terms of effort.
Many different problems have been identified by Usable Security research, although no
consensus has emerged over the appropriate methods to systematically remedy those
problems. In their majority, usable security researchers prefer methods inherited from
early paradigms of HCI.
The potential benefits of re-imagining security research from the viewpoint of the
third paradigm of HCI remain to be discussed, and I will initiate an enquiry of this very
question in Chapter 3. One key topic of the latter paradigm is technology appropriation,
and one of the key problems of security technologies is lack of user adoption. Therefore,
it seems evident that an investigation of security, performed from the perspective of
technology appropriation, could be fruitful. My thesis demonstrates the relevance of
appropriation research by providing advances towards adoptable application sandboxing
technologies, as discussed in Part II.

2.4. Research Methods
In this section, I briefly present some HCI methods used in my PhD thesis: thematic
analysis, value-sensitive design and participatory design.
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2.4.1. Thematic Analysis
Thematic analysis is one of the most common methods of analysis for qualitative research
in social science, especially given so that many studies that report performing other types
of analysis are in fact conducting thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Braun
and Clarke define thematic analysis and report on the different shapes this method can
take.
Thematic analysis focuses on identifying and reporting on patterns of information
within a qualitative data set, with the aim to answer a research question. Those patterns
are called themes, and are developed via a multiple step process of coding qualitative
data, and grouping codes into themes. An emphasis is put on the fact that the identified
codes and themes depend both on the research question being asked and on the initial
perspective of the researcher performing the analysis. Themes are interpreted, and so,
researchers engaging in thematic analysis should clarify their initial assumptions and
explain the process through which they retained or eliminated codes and themes.
Unlike methods like Conversation Analysis (Goodwin and Heritage, 1990), thematic
analysis does not have a rigid recipe for transcribing and encoding data, and allows more
flexibility. Unlike Grounded Theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1998), it does not seek to build
theory and does not prescribe a way of hierarchising codes into higher-order themes.
Grounded Theory aims to build a theory that can be applied beyond the scope of the
analysed data, whereas thematic analysis aims to provide an understanding of patterns
in a specific dataset. Because the claim of a thematic analysis has a smaller scope, it
allows for a lighter form of analysis.
A Thematic Analysis is performed through six stages: familiarising oneself with the
dataset by reading it and noting initial code ideas; coding the data throughout, ensuring
there are no duplicate codes or codes that apply to a single data item; building initial
themes by categorising codes; validating the themes represent the whole dataset properly,
and adjusting them otherwise; naming and defining themes; and finally, writing a report
of the analysis. Therefore, both codes and themes are supposed to be identified and then
refined through interpretation.
Braun and Clarke point out that analyses may differ across a spectrum of factors.
Firstly, an analysis may seek to describe patterns in an entire dataset, or focus on a
specific question and ignore other key information in the dataset. Secondly, themes
may be created through inductive reasoning (a bottoms-up approach), or themes may be
chosen to fit within a specific theoretical framework used to analyse the data (e.g. theories
used to classify privacy attitudes). Thirdly, the analysis might focus on semantic themes
(explicitly based on the meaning of items in the dataset; in which case the themes should
be interpreted to produce an analysis) or latent themes (showing the underlying attitudes,
assumptions or mental models of actors producing the analysed data items instead of the
surface meaning of the items). Finally, the authors point out that some analyses may
fit within essentialist epistemologies, and report on experiences or motivations or actors,
whereas constructionist analyses will focus on the structural conditions and contexts
surrounding the events being reported in the dataset.
Due to its flexibility and due to the numerous characteristics that shape thematic
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analysis, it is a widely used method. I use thematic analysis as an underlying tool to my
value-sensitive analyses, and also as a tool to extract specific patterns of insights from
the interviews I conducted.

2.4.2. Value-Sensitive Design
Human actors often seek to fulfil values in their interactions with others, and with digital
products. Values may include a desire for privacy, usability, trust, welfare, etc 12 . Valuesensitive design (VSD) is an approach to technology design that allows researchers to
explicitly and comprehensively take human values into account in a design process (Friedman, 1996; Friedman and Borning, 2002). To do this, VSD proposes three types of analysis methods which, when used jointly and iteratively, allow a designer to identify values
to support, and tensions between values, early in a design stage.
VSD was designed to encourage the upholding of certain values that ‘have moral standing independent of whether a particular person or group upholds such values‘ (Friedman
and Borning, 2002). On top of that, it is also a useful theoretical framework to identify
tensions between conflicting interests, such that one can tell if a specific technology may
force users to renounce to values they uphold. Allowing to design technologies that do
not exacerbate value tensions is also a goal of VSD.
VSD is based on the combination (and iteration) of three types of investigations –
albeit up to 80% of VSD reports focus on one (or two) type(s) of investigation (Winkler
and Spiekermann, 2018). As the investigations are supposed to be performed iteratively
to fully achieve value-sensitive designs, there is no prescribed order.
Conceptual investigations identify stakeholders and their values, and so, the values
that come into play in the design and use of the considered technologies. In those
investigations, researchers can inform the value conflicts they seek to address and which
values they seek to prioritise. Empirical investigations identify how values are perceived
and understood by stakeholders in the context being studied, or how are competing
values prioritised in design trade-offs. Finally, technical investigations focus on how
existing technologies support or hinder human values found to be relevant.
In my thesis, I perform a conceptual and technical analysis to find whether the values that drive users’ driving values in app appropriation are hindered by application
sandboxes.

2.4.3. Participatory Design
Participatory Design (PD) is a family of research methods that give an active role to
stakeholders in a design process. Participants, as representatives of a stakeholder population, are encouraged to contribute to problem definition, ideation, design, development,
use and / or critique of a product as part of a participatory design study. Participatory
Design practitioners consider it necessary to include ‘the skills and experiences of workers
[...] in the design and organisational implementation of computer systems’, to ‘ensure a
12

See Friedman and Borning (2002) for examples of human values in HCI academic literature.
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better fit between technology and the ways people (want to) perform their work’ (Kensing
and Blomberg, 1998).
A Political Approach to Research
PD primarily originates from Scandinavian research that sought to protect workers’ interests in the design of workplace IT systems (Sanders and Stappers, 2008; Sanders et al.,
2010). The first recorded PD projects were sponsored by Scandinavian trade unions, who
sought to understand the possible side effects of technologies being introduced. This research aimed to influence organisational and national policies to protect workers’ rights
and quality of life at work.
However, workers continued to find themselves unable to influence choices of technologies in the workplace, because management goals were central in the decision-making
processes of technology design and adoption /(Kensing and Blomberg, 1998). This led
to the extension of PD’s scope in the 1980’s, from workers as informants to workers as
active decision-makers of IT system design.
In parallel, PD emerged in other countries (primarily the USA) as a way to address
limitations of traditional lab-based usability evaluations. This fashion of PD is less
politically-rooted, and seeks to include workers in decision-making for better usability.
In recent years, workers unions have lost many members and played a lesser role in
shaping workplace policy. Beck (2002) argues that despite those changing circumstances,
PD remains a relevant approach to HCI research, and can continue to represent the
interests of marginalised or oppressed actors in technology design, and to query how
power imbalances are maintained or exacerbated by technological change.
I argue PD is a method of choice for questioning security experts’ visions of security
on personal computers, as that vision is not user-centered and often tied to the specific
requirements and interests of large software corporations.
Characteristics of Participatory Design
Participatory Design can have several aims, a few of which I summarise here.
Bødker (2003) explains that researchers have limited resources and cannot be expected
to design full-fledged products competing with those of large corporations; however,
they can provide useful critiques of technologies that are taken for granted, and identify
alternative designs that might be more beneficial than established technologies for some
user populations.
Sanders and Stappers (2008) present PD as a way of benefiting from the creativity
and experience of actors influenced by technology, instead of interpreting their needs and
their experiences.
Participation is at the core of PD. A successful PD project must engage participants,
and Clement and Van den Besselaar (1993) provide a list of requirements for participant
engagement. Participants must be given:
1. Access to relevant information
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2. The possibility to take an independent position on problems
3. The ability to participate in decision-making
4. The availability of appropriation participatory development methods
5. Room for alternative technical and/or organisational arrangement
? state that participant workers must be given enough time off, and education resources to be able to effectively participate. There is also a risk that participant workers
aren’t given the power to influence design decisions, and that their voice is later ignored
and bypassed by management. ? points to the importance of considering who must
participate when, and particularly, who mustn’t participate in a PD project to avoid
power imbalances. Heß et al. (2008) provides an example of a PD process unwillingly
dominated by a product manager who has more product expertise and a better ability
to express his ideas than other participants.
Kensing and Blomberg (1998) argue that another central aspect of PD is the development of ‘meaningful and productive relations‘ between designers and participants, so as
to effectively develop two forms of knowledge:
• design professionals need knowledge of the actual use context
• workers need knowledge of possible technological options
Finally, Kensing and Blomberg (1998) point to a variety of ways in which participants
may contribute, stating that PD projects rarely extend participation across all areas:
• providing designers with access to workers’ skills and experiences
• analysis of needs and possibilities
• evaluation and selection of technological components
• design and prototyping
• organisational implementation
In my own PD project presented in Chapter 9, my participants will contribute access
to their experiences, will take part in the analysis of needs and possibilities, and will
evaluate a selection of technological components under my supervision. I will take care
of design and implementation.
Tools and Methods
A wide range of tools and techniques can contribute to a PD project. Beyond tools for
data gathering or analysis, some PD projects follow precise methodological frameworks,
that put together a cohesive set of tools and foci for addressing problems. Examples
of such methods include Contextual Design (?) or Cooperative Experimental Systems
Development (Gronbaek et al., 1997).
Sanders et al. (2010) propose a framework for organising the various tools and methods within PD. Participatory Design translates into a wide range of interventions, from
running workshops to understand the everyday practices of people, to help non-designers
express their needs or desires in terms of products, or to allowing re-appropriation of
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existing technologies via toolkits, or design probes used as a source of information during
a design process. Sanders et al. define four types of purposes for PD tools: to probe
participants; to immerse them into a domain; to better understand their experience; and
to generate ideas or concepts.
Knowledge gathering tools used include questionnaires, interviews, and field observations, with or without audio and video recordings. Design tools include scenario-based
workshops, mock-up sessions, simulations and prototyping.
Criteria for choosing tools include group size, whether participants will work individually or collectively, at what stage of the process the method is being used, whether the
research is conducted face-to-face or online, and what type of relationship the researcher
has to the stakeholder.
Role of the Researcher
Researchers who engage in PD unavoidably contribute their own preconceptions and
perspectives to a project. They are often more at ease with design processes, and may
overshadow participants if not careful. Sanders and Stappers (2008) remind that the role
of the researcher is to make it possible for users to be creative and propose ideas based
on their needs. They state that researchers should provide scaffolds (an infrastructure
where research can happen) and a clean slate: they should encourage participants to
think without restrictions as to what is ‘possible’ or ‘realistic’. Researchers should also
respect participants’ varying degrees of creativity and of desire to intervene and engage
with the project.
In some cases, though, researchers must provide technical expertise to help participants
feel comfortable making proposals. Johnson et al. (2012) provide numerous accounts of
different roles a researcher can take in a PD project, including facilitator, champion,
technical support or explainer. In my research, for instance, I will need to not only
facilitate exchange and encourage use, but also to provide technical expertise and explain
what might be possible; whilst keeping room for interpretation. Researchers must be
aware of the distinction between helping users make sense of technology proposals and
enforcing their own interpretations of the technology’s purpose.
Distributed PD
PD is increasingly conducted online, in distributed settings. Heß et al. (2008), for instance, used an online forum over the course of several months, to have a large group of
participants exchange in the form of a ‘User Parliament’, with some steering provided by
product managers of the product being redesigned and by select participants.
Jones and Lindstaedt (2008) present a PD project with multiple types of activities,
some of which distributed and asynchronous, such as pair writing tasks or ideation tasks
through the use of creativity triggers. The authors warn that during the distributed,
asynchronous parts of the project, it was necessary to coordinate activities between
participants. The authors also believe that participants’ engagement was supported by
prior co-located events, which ‘ provided a strong foundation of social relationships’. In
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my thesis, I will run a PD project with prior participants from my observational study,
in order to ensure that a prior relationship exists.
Farshchian and Divitini (1999) ran a fully distributed study aiming to inform the design of knowledge-sharing tools for aquaculture professionals, where the only medium of
communication was email. Users and designers emailed each other to provide feedback
on design proposals. Mailing lists, as a collective asynchronous communication channel,
were deemed instrumental in allowing the exchange of expert knowledge between aquaculture community members and designers. However, the authors note that participants
tended to prefer personal communication to request expert knowledge, thereby decreasing the amount of expertise shared with others. Another challenge was the difficulty to
bring decision-making conversations to a point where consensus was visibly achieved and
decisions shared across stakeholders.

2.4.4. Takeaways
In this section, I’ve reviewed three research methods that I will be using in my thesis.
Thematic analysis, owing to its flexibility, allows researchers to efficiently extract patterns
out of qualitative data. I will use it to analyse a variety of insights from the interviews
conducted as part of my research, and as a data analysis tool for my VSD study.
Value-Sensitive Design is a research framework that emphasises a focus on understanding how values interplay in people’s behaviours, and how specific design proposals support
or hinder values. I will use it to understand whether current application sandbox stores
conflict in any way with users’ expectations and preferences when it comes to adopting
or using applications.
Finally, Participatory Design is an approach to technology design and research, which
aims to empower underrepresented stakeholders and ensure they are properly represented
in a design process and, in most PD studies, active decision-makers in the process of designing new technologies that are to impact them. PD can be conducted with a wide
variety of tools and settings, so long as participation and engagement are carefully considered and managed throughout the study. I will use PD to revisit the technological
potential of application sandboxes and identify product concepts that a typical expert
user population may find desirable.
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Part I.

Identifying Obstacles to Making
Confinement Appropriate
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3. Theoretical Foundations for
Appropriate Security
Simplement, le prêche rendit plus
sensible à certains l’idée, vague jusque
là, qu’ils étaient condamnés, pour un
crime inconnu, à un emprisonnement
inimaginable.
Albert Camus
in La Peste, 1947

I have presented the competing visions for the direction and methods of usable security
research. In this chapter, I propose another one, rooted in phenomenologically-inspired
HCI, and with a stronger commitment to making users central in the design of security. I
point out the limitations of methods currently embraced in the field, which are rooted in
the positivist paradigms of HCI. I therefore decided to dig into theories and methodological commitments of the phenomenological paradigm of HCI, and to illustrate issues in
usable security research that become visible only from that phenomenological stance. In
this chapter, I re-iterate some arguments made in landmark HCI theories, and illustrate
them with examples taken from usable security research. I construct a phenomenological
paradigm of security research, with methodological commitments that aim to design security on users’ terms, fitting within users’ enacted practices and serving users’ purposes.
My research in Part II of this book will illustrate some topics and methods of choice of
this paradigm. As it explicitly cares for appropriation instead of usability, I name it
appropriate security.

3.1. Introduction – What’s the Matter with Usable Security?
Usable security is now starting its third decade of existence as a field of research. Have
the products of usable security research been adopted in-the-wild? Has it brought about
significant progress in answering users’ needs surrounding security? The evidence is
plentiful that this did not happen. For example, password leaks in the tens of millions
make the headlines on a regular basis (Wikipedia, 2017), yet password reuse is as popular
as ever and such leaks help attackers target users on other services where they thought
they were safe (Das et al., 2014). No amounts of USec research seem to have sufficed
in eliminating reliance on inherently broken authentication processes. Viable coping
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mechanisms to broken security, like password managers and federated authentication in
the case of passwords, originate in the industry, not from usable security researchers.
More recently, global ransomware attacks such as Petya put down critical infrastructure such as hospitals (Centre, 2017), in part due to lack of confinement technologies on
computer systems: file sharing commodities are blamed for allowing malware to propagate to devices and exploit legitimate applications which, with full privilege, encrypted
and destroyed users’ data (Brenner, 2017); and browsers got compromised due to malicious advertisements (Murdoch, 2017). Had sandboxes been used, Petya would have
had smaller consequences. But despite four decades of existence, and despite academic
claims of usable confinement mechanisms, confinement systems are not in wide use on
Desktop OSs due to a host of usability issues which I’ll unveil in this thesis.
The list goes on. Crowe (2016) warns that 85% of organisations receive phishing emails,
and that phishing is the most common delivery vector for malware. Symantec (2016)
warn that over half a billion personal records were stolen or lost in 2015, and that three
quarters of popular websites contain vulnerabilities – websites being the second most
common malware delivery vector according to Crowe (2016).
In this context of global insecurity, did usable security offer practical, scalable solutions
to counter the most visible and pressing issues faced by users? Do we really understand
the problems faced by users better than twenty or thirty years ago? If we do, are we
using the best methods available to design solutions? Or have we lost track of the raison
d’être of the field: to help users? I now formulate an hypothesis as to what went wrong,
in order for future research to be more fruitful.

3.1.1. Where Does Usable Security’s Lack of Impact Come From?
As usable security emerged at the turn of the century, HCI underwent a theoretical
transformation. A new community emerged, with its own theories, methods and concerns, in the trail of phenomenologically-inspired theories such as Suchman (1987) or
Dourish (2001). Harrison et al. (2007) consequently classified HCI into three paradigms:
one of human factors, one cognitivist – both of which are positivist HCI, and a new
phenomenological one they name ‘situated perspectives’. The former two paradigms
dominate HCI, and they are the theoretical underpinning of usable security. The latter
opens new avenues of research for HCI as it sheds light on problems which had been until
then marginalised, Harrison et al. argue. Indeed, the two first paradigms do not explicitly account for users’ motivations, values, desires, for the way their everyday practices
are sustainable and beneficial to them, or for their experiences in general – whereas the
third paradigm focuses on situated experiences, and therefore on users’ own perspectives
of technology use.
My hypothesis as to why usable security has not had significant impact on real-world
security is that it is because the discipline is excessively positivist. Positivist HCI practitioners model human behaviour assuming it is governed by objective, immutable rules
which transcend individuals’ lived experiences, whereas phenomenologists aim to understand how one’s situations and experiences explain current behaviours. Under the
positivist HCI view, humans are viewed as entities which respond to stimuli determin-
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istically, and we need only crack the equation of their behaviour to establish effective
communication between human and machine, and make users comply to our objectives –
namely, security compliance. This mindset has produced two fronts of research in usable
security: modelling humans e.g. (Cranor, 2008; Bravo-Lillo et al., 2011), and developing
efficient technologies that communicate or negotiate security goals with said modelled
humans.
Phenomenologically-inspired social science, in contrast, is interested in what technology is used for, as much as how. When a change is proposed in an existing environment,
it will query how the change impacts actors’ experiences of and abilities within the environment. As Flyvbjerg (2002), the founder of phronetic social science, would put it:
‘who gains and who loses, and by which mechanisms of power?’ For example, some usable security researchers have long argued that the way security engineers shape their
technologies ultimately pushes responsibility onto users when things go awry (Adams
and Sasse, 1999), or makes it fundamentally impossible for users to succeed in acting
securely (Herley, 2009). Shifts of responsibility and losses of power are two realities that
users are confronted with, because of how security is currently designed.
As discussed earlier, two of the three visions for usable security focus on users’ performance and ability to use security systems. This has resulted in the social aspects of
security use being understudied. Besides, there cannot be security if security doesn’t fit
within user practices (something which I will argue requires more than usability). If users
are not able to sustain proposed security solutions, they will resist or ignore security, as
has been documented over and over again (Beautement et al., 2008; Herley, 2009; Motiee
et al., 2010; Krol et al., 2012; Bartsch and Sasse, 2013; Vaniea et al., 2014; Kirlappos
et al., 2014; Sasse et al., 2014). As I’ll argue, security’s impact on users has also been
misrepresented due to an excessive focus on the site where encounters between users and
security systems is most visible: security UIs. Methods from the third paradigm of HCI
might help fill those two knowledge gaps, and so, their relevance to security research
remains to be assessed.
My contribution in this chapter is a set of four proposed commitments, which aim
to increase the breadth of research topics for security research, and the quality of requirements gathered when designing new security systems. Those commitments require
departing from the methodology and the topics of focus that currently dominate usable
security. Each following section brings light to a problem in usable security, and offers a
commitment to address it. Together, the commitments constitute theoretical foundations
for the approach I call ‘appropriate security’. I now present the four issues addressed by
each commitment.

3.1.2. Usable security Should be About Humans, not Technology
A typical question of the third paradigm of HCI is ‘how can we support interaction
without constraining it too strongly by what a computer can do or understand?’ This
is precisely what usable security ought to be about: how can technology provide value
despite security constraining it? Computers, ergo security technologies, don’t have a
purpose of existence outside of the settings in which they become relevant to human
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activity. Therefore, we should only design security technologies with respect to human
activity, rather than separately from it. I point out in section 3.2 that much research in
usable security examines exclusively technological questions, with no evidence that its
finding carry over to supporting human activities.

3.1.3. Security Goes Beyond The Interface
Another issue of usable security is that it overly focuses on interactions with dedicated
security UIs, and does so using experimental study setups. This leaves other topics of
research unexamined: how the introduction of security infrastructures has far-reaching
consequences on technological landscapes; how users sustain accumulations of security
interactions by appropriating security into their digital activities; and how to obtain secure interactions by design rather than interactions with security. I address in section 3.3
the misconceptions that underpin experimental research on tasks performed with security UIs – again with the aim to unveil unexplored types of practices and new research
opportunities.

3.1.4. No Harm Should Come to Users
Sometimes, too little consideration is given to humans in security design. Users’ experiences of designed security artefacts is marginalised by current design processes and
evaluation methods, resulting occasionally in harm to users. Some cases have been documented where users were insulted by security technologies, or refused to comply out of
fear of being ridiculed. Why should security compliance trigger negative emotional responses? How can we avoid that? In section 3.4, I provide examples of harm to users and
argue that when security technologies are imposed onto users, preventing harm should
be an integral goal to their evaluation.

3.1.5. Security on Users’ Terms
Security has traditionally been the turf of trained experts, who alone have decided what
security goals should be. It is the same experts who came up with unusable mechanisms
which some researchers are working to salvage. Security experts have little patience
towards users’ failings. Adams and Sasse (1999) and Sasse et al. (2001) argued that too
often, users have been presented as irresponsible and guilty of the insecurities they face –
despite them having had no say in the shaping of the security technologies they ‘fail’ to
use! Usable security research, when it only aims to make security use-able, does not put
into question the design decisions made by past security experts that underpin the current
offer of security technologies. There is now an urgent need to revisit and rationalise
decisions of the past. I provide directions in section 3.5 to shield design processes from
the paternalistic attitude that has historically characterised security research, and to
ensure that users don’t have to choose between staying secure and having access to
technologies they find useful.
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Contributions
I contribute a critical review of dominant research methods in usable security, and identify
four specific shortcomings, to each of which a section is dedicated. I provide a high-level
methodological commitment to help researchers comprehend how to integrate solutions
to this shortcoming in their own study protocols, and provide pointers to relevant HCI
theoretical literature and research methods.

3.2. Technological Fixation
The first issue of contemporary usable security is that many of the problems we investigate
are coined exclusively in terms of technology. Sub-fields of the research field are dedicated
exclusively to one family of security artefacts, e.g. warnings research, access control policy
research, or passwords research. The end goals – in human terms – that they purport to
serve seem relegated to the background, and those fields focus instead on comparing the
research prototypes they design based on technology-related metrics such as click-through
rates (Sunshine et al., 2009; Felt, 2014; Anderson et al., 2015), entropy (Blocki et al.,
2013; Bonneau and Schechter, 2014; Shay et al., 2016), etc. Human-centred security
should resolve human problems and support human activities. When a security research
project is formulated only in terms of technological elements, the connection to human
interests is only assumed, but not demonstrated.
When a security system, in a given context, does not provide the expected benefits,
good design practice would warrant to re-examine all the assumptions made during its
design, in search of a mistake. In contrast, many usable security research projects decline
to question the relevance of the security systems they study for users’ goals or experiences, and rather, assume that the systems provide benefits to users. Sasse et al. (2001),
Herley (2009) and many others have provided examples where this assumption is not
true. If the designers of original security systems had a strongly flawed understanding of
users’ contexts of use (or, if those contexts of use drastically shifted over time), then the
now-wrong assumptions will remain unexamined in future research that focuses only on
technological design goals and evaluation metrics. In contrast, it was recently acknowledged in HCI that sometimes it is more beneficial for users if designers do not introduce
technologies (Baumer and Silberman, 2011; Baumer et al., 2014).
I coin this approach to usable security research techno-fixation, to emphasize the loss of
the human element and the prominence of the technological one. In traditional security
engineering, a similar issue exists whereby security is only partially provided, through
the use of highly emblematic, but improperly configured measures, which act as rituals
demonstrating one’s attachment to security. That movement has been dubbed cargo
cult security (Pfeiffer, 2011)1 . Techno-fixation is an extension of this predicament to the
socio-technical realm of usable security: beliefs about the efficiency of security remain
unexamined. I discuss here some of the assumptions embedded in this focus on technol1

For
examples,
look
up
https://security.stackexchange.com/questions/42500/
popular-security-cargo-cults or https://forums.grsecurity.net/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=3367.
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ogy, and their shortcomings. I then propose a methodological commitment and research
directions to avoid them.

3.2.1. When Technology is Viewed as an End Goal
The techno-fixated take on usable security has three ramifications. Firstly, it forgets
about user problems and formulates research goals only in technological terms. Secondly, evaluations on such technological criteria produce findings that sometimes contradict each other and thus cannot be put to use in real-world applications. Thirdly, it
prevents researchers from noticing the wider design space available to solve users’ security
problems, including alternative technologies and non-technological interventions.
Losing Track of Original Problems
The most glaring issue of techno-fixated usable security is that its topics of inquiry
are disconnected from human beings. The requirements and metrics used to design or
evaluate prototypes are often not human goals, but technical qualities of the prototypes.
Satisfying improvements in technical qualities is equated to an improvement in user
engagement, satisfaction and security, with no direct evidence that the proposed changes
would actually and significantly benefit users.
Example: authentication For instance, authentication mechanisms are at times evaluated for the effort they require on a single authentication event (Wiedenbeck et al.,
2006; Shay et al., 2012; Blocki et al., 2013; Krol et al., 2015), the proportion of users
who succeed in authenticating (often after a very short wait if memory-based factors are
used), and researchers extrapolate that a system which requires little enough time and
for which few enough errors occur is usable. If the system provides good-enough one-time
authentication performance, it is considered usable.
Sadly, users handle dozens of credentials and can be expected to log into a system
many times a day (Sasse et al., 2014) yet nearly every single study only evaluates the
effort taken and error rate for one authentication event. Since users manage multiple
credentials regardless of the authentication mechanism in use, they need to reuse them
as a coping mechanism because their memory simply won’t follow (Florencio and Herley,
2007; Wash et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016), and memory interference is known to be
a major usability issue for memory-based authentication (Sasse et al., 2001; Chiasson
et al., 2009), yet nearly all laboratory studies account for a single authentication factor
only. Users connect infrequently to some systems (e.g. yearly to a tax declaration service,
or every other year for e-voting), conditions uncomparable with a 10-minute distraction
in a laboratory study – yet few researchers evaluate recall after several days, let alone
months.
By ignoring users’ actual experience of security and by focusing on technical proxies
of performance, techno-fixated authentication research findings foster little confidence in
the ability of technical innovations to carry out real benefits in the field. The user problem
is no longer to log into a system; it is to handle a large portfolio of credentials in ways
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that minimise risk. When confronted to authentication, the user goal is never to succeed
an authentication event, but to access a digital service as part of an ongoing activity of
theirs (Sasse et al. (2001) thus calls authentication events enabling tasks). Therefore,
user-centered research on authentication systems should not ask questions such as ‘how
do we make a single authentication event in ideal conditions faster or easier?’, but rather
‘how do we get users to the services they want with fewer hindrances and fewer risks?’.
Example: access control policies The problem is not exclusive to authentication. Access control in organisations also suffers from a number of unexamined assumptions, as
argued by e.g. Sinclair and Smith (2010). Empirical evidence corroborates issues that go
well beyond how access control policies are authored and expressed, e.g. the time it takes
to update policies, and the growth of over-entitlement as organisations evolve (Bartsch
and Sasse, 2013). Yet, more attention has been devoted to how users can write access control policies (Brostoff et al., 2005; Cao and Iverson, 2006; Karat et al., 2006;
Reeder et al., 2007; Reeder, 2008; Johnson et al., 2010; Beckerle and Martucci, 2013)
rather than to whether discretionary or role-based policies are the right tool to answer
organisations’ security and productivity needs. Research focuses on performance of policy authoring – with little evidence that this is a pressing concern. Yet, Bartsch and
Sasse (2013) found the issues that employees faced were not related to policy authoring
per se: employees concerned about understanding the organisation’s security goals, the
time needed to update policies, over-entitlement, etc.; Sinclair (2013) found that policy
authors felt encouraged to over-entitle employees to avoid conflicts in the organisation,
hinting to implicit social rules that solve human problems more relevant to workers than
their employer’s security policies.
Take-away for researchers To summarise, focusing only on the tools makes us forget
that they are here to solve a human problem, and that improving the tool is only useful
if that improvement carries over to the human’s problem, which is therefore what must
be evaluated against. As Balfanz et al. (2004) put it:
Tools such as SSL or IPSec are great resources [. . . ] because they mean that
we can [. . . ] give our applications certain security properties. What such tools
can’t provide, though, is the solution to a user’s problem. [. . . ] Using the same
[toolset] can help us either build a functional, sturdy home or a useless, brittle
shack.
There is a connection between techno-fixation and the positivist HCI paradigms (Harrison et al., 2007). In the third paradigm, human problems become obvious because the
goal of this paradigm is to build deep, detailed accounts of humans’ experiences with and
around technology. In contrast, the first and second paradigm optimise the physical and
communicational compatibility of technology and humans, which does not systematically
require questioning the role, purpose and values propagated by technology, and instead
can lead to the technology being ‘optimised’ against criteria that are too technical, have
a short-sighted interpretation of what user goals are, or are not recognisable by users.
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The implication is to invest time in understanding the third paradigm, its methods, and
its potential benefits to re-root classics of usable security research into human concerns
that we can all agree upon.
Unactionable Findings
I have explained above how the focus on a performance criteria in password entry or access
control authoring may be irrelevant to UX and behaviour. Here, I argue that optimising
a single criteria might alleviate some issues, but aggravate others. This argument has
been made, already, for authentication mechanisms by Bonneau et al. (2012), who argue
that graphical and cognitive alternatives to passwords usually only improve one metric
to the detriment of another.
Example: access control warnings A prime example of this shortcoming of fixation is
found in warnings research. Warnings are terrible for UX, as they provide dubious value
to users2 and disrupt the flow of their interaction. We know from field research that
users ignore some types of warnings on a systematic basis (Herley, 2009; Akhawe and
Felt, 2013), though there are variations in click-through rates depending on topic (e.g.
SSL warnings are by-and-large ignored but malware download warnings aren’t (Akhawe
and Felt, 2013)). Real-world A/B testing has led Felt (2014) and Felt et al. (2014) to
significantly reduce the number of Google Chrome users exposing themselves to risks
when clicking on malicious links. The core idea behind those changes was to slightly
increase interaction cost for users to proceed through risky situations (e.g. downloads
which are likely malware, and SSL warnings), without completely jeopardising usability
in the process and making it possible to still bypass the warning.
At the same time, the techno-fixated research community produces findings which
improve one metric in the lab, to the obvious detriment of another. Anderson et al.
(2015) prove that habituation effects are attenuated when a warning’s visual appearance
changes every time it is displayed, without investigating potential adverse effects of this
change on other metrics such as trust. Meanwhile, Bartsch et al. (2013) show that
contextualised warnings clarify the risks at hand but cause distrust because users don’t
recognise the usual warning. Bravo-Lillo et al. (2013) design new security warnings for
users to pay attention to the identity of a software editor whose application is requesting
a permission, which force users to re-type the full name of the software editor in order to
prevent spoofing attacks. Those proposed warnings are certainly more secure than the
original ones, but also unusable as they require a mean 36 seconds to use, in favourable
laboratory conditions. In contrast, users swat away SSL warnings in a mean 2.1 seconds
when habituated3 (Akhawe and Felt, 2013). When a warning requires 18 times more time
than what users consent to allocating to it, Beautement et al. (2008) and Herley (2009)’s
economic models of user behaviour would suggest future warnings being disabled is the
most likely outcome.
2

Warning them of a risk that is often too abstract, too unlikely to be economically worthy of consideration, as demonstrated by Herley (2009).
3
SSL warnings are the only ones for which field data was collected.
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Felt et al. (2015) found that merely applying the available academic literature on
warning research to redesign Chrome’s warning texts had negligible impact on user compliance, whereas redesigning the visual aspects of the warning following a classic UX
guidelin (make the preferable action the easiest one to perform) had an effect on compliance an order of magnitude larger. In that domain, empirical evidence exists to believe
that existing usable security research findings are unactionable to field practitioners.
Take-away for researchers Evaluations of technical artefacts completely disconnected
from human actors and contexts of use produce knowledge which might just be useless.
Indeed, both users’ personal contexts (their goals, personal histories, attitudes at hand,
their valuation of risks, etc.) and the contexts of interactions themselves (what the
service being protected is about, what it warns about, how often, how real the risk is)
should come into consideration to determine if an artefact is satisfactory for a security
goal.
I argue that evaluations of artefacts should be performed on criteria relevant to users.
For instance, are users less at risk of falling to an actual phishing attack with this
new warning, and do they have a better, more productive experience of their browser?
Otherwise, researchers may very well be evaluating the interaction (i.e. the exchange of
information which underpins Harrison et al. (2007)’s second paradigm of HCI) between a
participant and an artefact, rather than the impact of the artefact’s availability on user
security for a given context.
Unexplored design spaces
Not sufficiently questioning the origins and worthiness of current security technologies
does not just prevent us from finding how to best deploy them. It also diverts effort away
from the design of novel, more user-centred ones. Techno-fixation limits the exploration
of design spaces for practical solutions to security problems in two ways. It prevents us
from recognising:
• when entirely new services are needed to answer user concerns
• when a piece of technology is inappropriate for a use context where it is proposed
Example: password managers In complete disconnect with the usable security research
field, the industry responded to users’ authentication fatigue with federated authentication schemes4 and authentication automation tools i.e. password managers5 . Such tools
4

Multiple patents for federated authentication appeared in the 90’s, and delegated authentication
schemes appear in 2005 for OpenID and 2006 for OAuth. I could not find mentions of delegated
authentication in academia other than direct studies of OAuth.
5
The first academic mention of password managers appears to be in 2010 (Al-Sinani and Mitchell,
2010) or possibly in a 2008 book (Luca, 2008). Password managers have existed since at least 1997’s
Mac OS 8’s Keychain. Linux OSs had password wallets at least since 2003 with KWallet. Netscape
Communicator introduced a password saving function before 2002. The first release of Firefox, in
2004, had an integrated password manager. The first standalone password managers appeared in
2002 (Password Safe), 2003 (Keepass, LogMeIn), 2004 (Revelation), 2006 (1Password), and 2008
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remove the need for most authentication events, rather than changing the technical characteristics of authentication. They therefore succeed in taking users to their services with
less effort.
Is it because many security researchers are too focused on making the existing technology work that they do not account for alternative stories, which require no technology,
or different ones? Another example of a user-centred service which has yet to emerge
would be personalised password managers, which tackle reuse by helping users minimise
risks despite their reuse strategies, e.g. by enforcing unique passwords only on email accounts which act as a gateway to other accounts. At the moment, password strength
modelling does not account for individual experiences, but only for global trends in password creation (Kelley et al., 2012). Others take a resolutely new approach and design
new authentication services designed to fit within people’s daily lives from the ground
up (Stajano, 2011), with an explicit intent to validate its adoptability in-the-wild (Stajano et al., 2014). Alternatives are possible, but coming up with them seems to be
surprisingly difficult in the current paradigm for usable security research.
Example: collaborative file sharing Research on access control focuses on authoring
policies that match the existing models for data sharing. In contrast, little research
has focused on providing services useful for collaborative work in a team, and then on
building the policy elements which match the desired interaction. Rode et al. (2006)
built a system which lets users spatially visualise how their files are shared with a group
and concurrently used by members of the group, and to control that by displacing files in
the spatial layout. In this system, policy authoring is strongly minimised, and the sensemaking of the policy is delegated to an embodied metaphor. The system also answers a
legitimate user need – collaboratively working on a file and seeing who else is editing it,
whilst providing security as part of this process.
Cargo cult usable security Many technologies which have been successfully applied
to a specific use context and technological ecosystem are then carried over to different
contexts with no validation – and fail to be useful in these new contexts. This problem
is not new, and rituals have permeated much of security practice. The term ‘cargo cult
security’ is used to refer to this ritualisation (Pfeiffer, 2011). One form of cargo cult
ritual consists of applying a piece of technology designed for a specific use context in
another, uncomparable one. In usable security, this happens too.
For example, Zhao and Mannan (2013) notice that it is common practice to hide
whether an email address is associated with a Web service to prevent identity enumeration attacks on login forms. They therefore propose that when users fail to authenticate
to an online service, instead of being told the credentials they used are not recognised,
they should be taken to a fake user session. This would allegedly prevent attackers from
performing online brute-force attacks (notwithstanding the fact that very effective defences exist against such attacks, e.g. incrementally long pauses between login attempts).
However, attackers who are interested in the computational power of the service being
(Lastpass, mSecure).
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targeted will not be bothered, and attackers who seek to detect invalid credentials would
likely quickly come up with methods to spot whether the data presented to them is
dummy or legitimately linked to the user being targeted. The consequences for users are
brushed off as unimportant, since ‘legitimate users are expected to learn the authentication outcome implicitly from the presented user data’. No evaluation is performed to
understand the productivity impact and the subjective issues which could occur in use
as a result of this system being deployed.
Another example would be a proposal for a new CAPTCHA service, which uses facial
recognition software and casts bright colours onto the user’s screen, to analyse the reflection of the light on the user’s face, once again notwithstanding attacks based on replay
of 3D models with pre-computed lights and matching light transitions6 . This service was
tested for usability by a research team hired by the developer (Krol et al., 2016a). The
study showed the CAPTCHA service to be less accepted than existing alternatives, and
to cause unease from participants – 78% of whom requested that their image be deleted
after the study, and it was called ‘creepy’ and ‘weird’ by participants.
This thesis itself investigates the appropriateness of a type of security technology,
sandboxing, which isolates applications and files from one another on a filesystem and
complicate the spread of malware. Application sandboxes originate from the server world,
where applications run with varying degrees of privilege, handle mutually untrusted data
and must absolutely be isolated from one another. As there is no expectation that
two applications deployed on the same server need to share data, sandboxing is successfully applied to servers. The same technology was provided on mobile OSs, where
it shaped and constrained the functionality of applications. For instance, there is no
inter-application communication on mobile OSs, and mobile applications have no plugins. Because sandboxing was imposed from the start, it defined the maximal utility
and usability that mobile applications can provide, rather than restrain the usability of
existing applications. Sandboxing is now pushed for adoption on Desktop OSs, where
applications already exist and make full use of existing OS features. My thesis examines
the impact of introducing sandboxing on expert users in Desktop application ecosystems. Findings show that current application sandboxes are not appropriate as they
require users to sacrifice features (Chapter 6), and create unnecessary tension in use due
to a lack of consideration for how users appropriate filesystems (Chapters 7 and 8).
In the above cases, a security technology is proposed for a new context with no prior
consideration for its possible impact on users. Zhao and Mannan (2013)’s proposal is,
to the best of my knowledge, not implemented anywhere. The CAPTCHA service was
discontinued and the developer erased traces of its existence. Sandboxes are still not
suitable for Desktop OSs, as I discuss later in my thesis. A more productive approach
would have been to re-examine design assumptions and ensure they are still valid given
the new problem space. This would have cut costs and allowed for researchers to directly
focus on functional, usable solutions to the problems being considered.
6

See
http://www.nvidia.com/coolstuff/demos#\protect\leavevmode@ifvmode\kern-.1667em\
relax/lifelike-human-face-rendering for a realistic 3D face render with interactive control of
lighting sources.
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Take-away for researchers Fixation on old security technologies not only produces
findings which can be unactionable or irrelevant, it also diverts design resources from
alternative services which would better respond to user demands than the ‘old’ security
– that which was originally designed without users in mind. This happens both when
we don’t consider alternative technologies for existing use contexts, and when we botch
design requirements for emerging use contexts, and impose existing technologies onto
them rather than appropriate ones.
Work performed either by the industry – rather than usable security researchers – or
by third-paradigm HCI practitioners has demonstrated the existence of a design space
for alternative, more user-centric approaches to security, both in the contexts of authentication and access control. Those results were obtained because the focus was on UX –
not technicalities.

3.2.2. Commitment to User-Centredness
How to depart from techno-fixation? Usable security’s very first paper presents a process for designing user-centred security (Zurko and Simon, 1996), although this claim is
primarily based on security expert opinion and not evidence of a user-centred design process. I have shown a proportion of usable security research rather poorly takes user goals
and constraints into account, as it focuses excessively on the technical characteristics of
security systems. This negatively impacts the suitability of technologies for real-world
use. Instead, I propose that research should strive to always demonstrate its applicability
to human activities. The easiest way to reach that goal is to make human problems the
core of evaluations of technology. In other words:
Commitment 1 – Security research must answer questions about people’s
problems and goals, and how security technologies support those goals, rather
than answer questions about technology in a vaccuum.
When examining a piece of technology’s suitability to a specific population for specific
activities, researchers can ask the following questions to help identify pain points in the
existing technology:
1. What is the user’s primary goal? Does the technology complicate reaching it, and
if so, what could have been different?
2. Why did past interventions fail? Do users’ attitudes, beliefs, behaviours reveal issues
other than mere usability problems with current technologies?
3. How are users currently confronted with security issues surrounding their practice?
How do they deal with those issues ? Especially, does available technology actually
address those issues? How do users deal with the issue when technology is absent?
4. When security technologies exist to solve a user problem but are unusable or unused,
what design assumptions are made by those technologies? Are the assumptions
valid?
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Tools exist in HCI which can help researchers creatively approach technology design.
For instance, Gaver et al. (2003) encourage researchers to introduce ambiguity in their
artefacts and watch how they are interpreted. An example in the presented research
would be that some of the participants who tested the CAPTCHA service mentioned
earlier thought it would be used to bind the concert ticket they were purchasing to their
identity by appointing their photo on it. Interpretation can not only help understand
what users expect, but also legitimate a service otherwise useless to users.
Sengers et al. (2005) propose, citing Agre (1997), that researchers should reverse
the metaphors constitutive of their field, in order to help identify concepts which are
marginalised by dominant metaphors. In security for instance, we could question whether
authentication is truly the responsibility of the user. The reversal of metaphor is presented as useful for generating new design ideas of technologies. Similarly, Faily (2012)
proposes to use Chindõgu – playful artefacts which purposefully pretend to address a
real need while introducing other issues which make them unapplicable – in order to
identify assumptions in security technologies which we’ve become too familiar with to
even notice.
Unrooting past assumptions is only half the work, however. It is also important to
understand users’ actual experiences of confrontations with security – both when it is
visible and invisible. Bødker et al. (2012) argue that in some studies they conducted, users
acted insecurely because of past experiences with security, which cannot be observed and
understood in laboratory environments or technical evaluations. The authors argue that
technology must not be studied independently from its use, and that users in situation
cannot be substituted for behavioural models. They then provide examples of study
designs which lead to experience-inclusive accounts. Those accounts can then be used as
inspiration for design.
Finally, Baumer and Silberman (2011) bring attention to the fact that it is sometimes
preferable to restrain from introducing technologies, than to bring technological elements
at any cost into existing situations. Baumer and Silberman say: ‘It is tempting, if the
only tool you have is a hammer, to treat everything as if it were a nail’. The best way
to eliminate this potential bias in interpreting a design space for a given human problem
may simply be to imagine that currently used technologies don’t exist! How would we
approach current problems from scratch? In answering that question, researchers will be
better equipped to question the suitability of the already available technologies.

3.3. Beyond Experimental Usability Studies
One of the foundational studies of usable security discusses security UI evaluation, and
explicitly argues that human-computer interaction’s theories and methods about UI design don’t apply to security systems (Whitten and Tygar, 1999), claiming that “effective
security requires a different usability standard”. As a result, Whitten and Tygar proposed an exclusively UI-centric set of guidelines for usable security research. Most early
research in usable security was also techno-fixated. This study, one of the most cited in
the field, might explain the popularity, in usable security, of studying a security UI in
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Figure 3.1.: Technology appropriation typically includes adoption, use, maintenance. Usability studies focus only on a subset of these actions.
experimental settings, and why evolutions of methods and topics in HCI seem not to be
given much consideration in usable security.
I argue here the focus on security UIs and on experimental studies is an issue. Research
on security systems that focuses primarily on UIs and other technological artefacts (e.g.
Whitten and Tygar (1999); Sharek et al. (2007); Sunshine et al. (2009); Egelman et al.
(2010); Bravo-Lillo et al. (2013, 2014); Bonneau and Schechter (2014)) reinforces misconceptions about what it is to routinely interact with security. Firstly, these studies assume
that a specific site of interaction with security exists, in the form of a purposeful task mediated by security-centric interface elements. In reality, security affects users’ choices and
abilities even when users don’t interact with it. Secondly, they assume that it does not
matter that users’ intentions and goals in artificial experiments are not demonstrated to
be realistic, yet they rely on intentional use from study participants to derive knowledge
about security use – which I’ll argue is not their natural mode of acting.
My challenging of these assumptions leads me to propose to reframe security studies.
Instead of studying isolated and artificial encounters with interfaces, I propose to focus on
the appropriation of real-world technologies mediated by security. Eglash (2004) presents
the phenomena of technology appropriation across an axis from the consumption to the
production of technologies, which shows different stages of transformation of technologies as they become appropriated: re-interpretation, adaptation and re-invention. For
instance, the use of VPNs by migrating citizens to access geo-locked content in their
home country is a re-invention of a security technology. Dourish (2003) provides another
definition of appropriation as “the process by which people adopt and adapt technologies,
fitting them into their working practices”. In Figure 3.1, I present an overview of the
different activities users perform with regard to a technological artefact to appropriate
it, to highlight how appropriation encompasses further types of activities than usability.
The HCI concept of usability strongly focuses on the ability to perform use tasks –
whether maintenance or use. Whilst the concept of usability has a wider meaning to
many researchers, it is not shared by all, and historically, usability was the ability to
succeed in using a physical or digital interface. In contrast, appropriation, which is
quickly gaining traction in HCI in recent years as a topic of research (workshops on the
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topic are all from the last fifteen years, e.g. Dittrich et al. (2005); March et al. (2005);
Huh et al. (2010); Salovaara et al. (2011); Tscheligi et al. (2014); Krischkowsky et al.
(2015); theory is recent too, e.g. Carroll et al. (2002); Balka and Wagner (2006); Dix
(2007); Riemer and Johnston (2012); Bødker and Christiansen (2012)), encompasses all
user activities which lead to technology fitting into users’ lives and providing value to
them.
It is important to make this distinction because usable security derives from a narrow
interpretation of HCI: usability studies. What I propose instead is to make it about
appropriation, resulting therefore in appropriate security. The following issues are not
addressed by the dominant paradigm of usable security of studying task performance in
controlled environments:
1. users don’t often interact directly with security but are affected by it
2. user goals do not mirror UI tasks, and so task usability studies do not mean users
can reach their goals
3. non-purposeful computing exists
4. in experimental settings, users see through deception and act to satisfy researcher
expectations, not their own goals
5. confrontations to security are situated, and depend on personal experiences – there
is no ‘neutral’, ‘general’ user attitude that can be documented via experiments
I now discuss those and present my commitment to studying appropriation rather than
interfaces.

3.3.1. Why There is More to Making Security Usable Than UIs
I first illustrate how security manifests itself well beyond its configuration UIs, and sometimes shapes the capabilities of technologies in ways invisible to users. I next show that
usable security laboratory studies rely on the erroneous assumption that users intend
to interact with security. I then discuss the problem of the sustainability of securitymediated practices – a problem that many in the field are well aware of, but the treatment
of which in evaluation studies remains elusive.
Issues with Task-Centric Studies
The focus on tasks is embedded in the usable security culture. For instance, Garfinkel
and Lipford (2014) propose in their book about usable security a list of ‘major themes in
usable privacy and security academic research’ which is nearly unequivocally about performing tasks with security UIs. Yet, three critiques can be addressed to this approach.
Non-purposeful computing Firstly, not all computing activities are purposeful, therefore not all computing is about tasks. Harrison et al. (2007) point out that most of HCI
(including the part usable security derives from) is unable to conceptualise non-taskoriented computing:
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A fourth set of issues arises out of the domain of non-task-oriented computing,
such as ambient interfaces and experience-centered design. These approaches
tend to be bad fits to the first and second paradigms, whose methods tend
to require problems to be formalized and expressed in terms of tasks, goals
and efficiency – precisely what non-task-oriented approaches are intended to
question. It is difficult, for example, to apply usability studies to ambient
interfaces, since standard evaluation techniques are ‘task-focused’ in the sense
of asking users to pay attention to and evaluate the interface, precisely what
the system is devised to avoid. Alternative methods require discussion and
thought and may involve values.
The stance assumed by the third paradigm of HCI is that participant characteristics like attention and motivation are not identical in the laboratory, where users are
financially motivated and asked to pay attention, and in the real-world. This is why
non-task-oriented computing prototypes cannot, for this branch of HCI, be evaluated
through usability studies. Yet passive security indicators, which are not task-oriented ,
are routinely evaluated in the laboratory, sometimes making exceptional claims about
usability (Bravo-Lillo et al., 2013). Yet, such indicators are also consistently ignored by
users in-the-wild (Herley, 2009; Akhawe and Felt, 2013).
Security exposure apart from user tasks Clearly there is more to security than securityrelated tasks. In OSs, users’ and applications’ ability to access data is mediated by an
immutable access control policy embedded into the OS’s System Call Interface (SCI).
Similarly, users’ ability to access services online is contingent on immutable security
mechanisms: one may be misidentified by a website as an attacker by DDoS protections
because they use a shared Internet connection; legitimate software may be forbidden on
an application store because of security decisions by store owners, making the software
invisible to users’ eyes; websites may be tagged as unsecure on some devices because of
changes in SSL requirements which haven’t been dealt with on the website’s end (and
websites may be exposed to dependency issues which prevent them from updating the
middleware responsible for providing SSL); etc. . . In these situations, users’ freedom to
use computer-based services is restricted by security measures, yet they do not perform
tasks. Fifteen years ago, Smetters and Grinter (2002) already warned of this blind spot
in usable security research:
Usability methods test the usability of end-user applications, and there are
very few end-user security applications. Usability testing of security to date
has focused on security applications or end-user visible security mechanisms
including encryption software, password mechanisms, and user interfaces for
managing policy. In other words, “usability of security” tends to be defined
as “usability of security-related applications.” [. . . ] We need to broaden and
refine our methodological base. This is especially important with distributed
systems where every piece of software has to deal with security issues implicitly
or explicitly.”
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Yee (2004) presents a method to derive appropriate security states for a system based
on intentional user actions, with the intent to avoid users having to make security decisions. He says of security tasks:
Presenting security to users as a secondary task promotes conflict. People typically use computers for purposes other than security, such as communicating
with friends, using online services, managing time and money, composing and
editing creative work, and so on. Asking users to take extra security steps is
problematic because the extra steps either interrupt their workflow or end up
hidden in configuration panels.
Fahl et al. (2013c) and Acar et al. (2016) also demonstrate that the quality of security
in end-user applications also depends on decisions made by developers, and therefore
that attention should be given to ensuring that developer tools allow developers to build
security properly. While they focus on how developers perform certain tasks to implement
security infrastructural elements in their software, in this thesis I discuss how the APIs
provided by security designers themselves to developers also affect users’ ability to fulfill
their goals (see Chapters 6 and 8).
Task Representations are Distant From User Practice Designing task-centric UIs
means making strict assumptions about how the technology is supposed to be used.
Suchman (1987) has extensively demonstrated the negative usability consequences of
designing UIs that allow users to perform tasks by following a tightly-encoded plan.
Security, through the constraints it imposes on technological capabilities and through
the introduction of policies, poses the threat of re-introducing plans of human action
into technology. Therefore, it is important to evaluate security-mediated technologies in
order to prove they are as useful with the security than without – not merely to test
a specific task. When evaluating the usability of a ‘typical’ task, security experts only
guarantee that the mediated technology works as long as users comply to experts’ plan
of users’ actions. This too can lead to interaction breakdowns as users diverge from the
expected use of the security-mediated technology.
For example, consider a file writing API in an OS. This API is of course used to
implement file saving dialogs. It may also be used to export a document to a universally
readable format like PDFs, or to implement a feature that produces differentials between
versions of a document for version-controlled documents. If a sandbox was deployed,
which replaces the file writing API with an API that invokes a file saving dialog directly,
it would succeed in the task-oriented laboratory evaluation (as users would be asked to
save a file via a file save dialog), but it would preclude usages which provide utility to
other users. The Windows sandbox has replaced a generic file writing API with a file
saving dialog API, for example.
Another type of issue of the focus on interfaces for tasks is illustrated by Bannon
and Bødker (1989): users may sometimes augment an application with other tools (not
necessarily digital), not observable as that application was developed and evaluated,
to address its shortcomings. For instance in security, users write down passwords to
overcome memory interference, yet laboratory evaluations of password typing or password
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recall tasks don’t always ask participants to disclose such practices, or seek to permit
them.
Consider now how email attachments are used not just for file sharing but also to
transfer one’s working files across devices through emails to oneself. A company policy
might proscribe email attachments as it introduces a dedicated cloud file sharing service.
The capabilities of both systems may differ, e.g. the cloud service might not allow sharing
to oneself, or may notify team members of any uploaded files (even that draft which your
supervisor should not see just yet), might not allow remote connections unlike email, etc.
In such cases, the new, possibly more secure system would not fulfill the whole of user
goals, especially if it is evaluated in a laboratory study against a partial representation
of user goals, in the form of a ‘typical primary task’.
In laboratory evaluations of security, I argue primary tasks suffer the same limitations
as distant representations of others’ work discussed by Suchman (1995). Representations
seek to speak on behalf of users in a design process, but Suchman argues that they,
because of their distance, do not capture the diversity of practices that making up the
represented work, its complexity, or the rationales behind it. Like it is preferrable to
document users’ work with users, on their sites of interaction, it is better to evaluate
the appropriability of technologies by confronting them to the actual tasks performed by
users, not by emulating a distant primary task in a laboratory. With real tasks come
all the subtleties of user action which distant representations fail to capture. Suchman
points to workplace ethnographies to overcome those limitations. Likewise, we need to
invest in richer representations of users’ goals to validate designed artefacts, instead of
relying on reductive tasks.
Take-away for researchers Security as a task is, I argue, poorly conceived. To start
with, users’ confrontations with security go well beyond tasks with security UIs, including
the appropriation or abandonment of systems mediated by invisible security. The utility
and usability of such systems is informed by security technologies that afford no tasks
to users to control them. Besides, non-task-oriented computing artefacts cannot be
evaluated with a task focus.
The larger issue remains, however, that task performance evaluations are fundamentally inappropriate as sources of data for requirements engineering or for overall UX
evaluation. Krol et al. (2016b) assert that the issues faced by usable security can be
fixed merely by improving laboratory study designs. They argue that laboratory studies of security UI task performance are advisable at the early stage of a design process.
This goes against the overall structure of a user-centred design process as generally presented by the design industry (Little, 2012; Usability.gov, 2013; Inc., 2015; Erickson, 2017;
ZURB, 2017), and shows just how much usable security researchers lack consideration
for user goals. In contrast, designers emphasize that research about user goals, decisions
about the desired outcome of the process, conceptual and interaction design all come
before designing the first interface prototypes and evaluating them. Besides, Greenberg
and Buxton (2008) have also argued, in the HCI community, that usability evaluations
cannot be substituted for an integral design process, and can harm design outcomes, if
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performed too early or with too little critical reflection over the role of evaluations. The
authors also quote Barkhuus and Rode (2007) who point out to the existence of the same
strong bias in favour of quantitative empirical evaluations in ACM CHI, the main venue
for HCI publications, that I am arguing exists in usable security.
Therefore, if one substitutes actual user research with usability studies on products
which did not follow a user-centred design process (e.g. current security technologies),
one is not equipped to produce new designs which answer user goals appropriately, since
user goals are precluded by design decisions already embedded in the old products one is
attempting to fix. Usable security researchers need to overcome tasks and engage with
actual user requirements gathering and with whole UX design processes, before even
considering UIs and usability evaluations. This is the step that is missing to not merely
make use-able security, but appropriate security.
Experimental Studies Make for Unrealistic User Intentions
Laboratory studies are performed with participants who differ from the typical user with
regard to their motivations. Participants are motivated by advancements to science
and peculiar gain. What they view as beneficial while interacting with researchers’
artefacts is what they imagine the researchers want them to do (demand characteristic
bias (Orne, 1969; Nichols and Maner, 2008)) whereas users in-the-wild decide if something
is beneficial based on their own user goals. Krol et al. (2016b) propose, to fix usable
security experimental studies, that merely picking a ‘realistic’ simulacra of primary task,
with ‘meaningful assets’, and with ‘realistic risks’, will suffice to fix the issues inherent to
past such studies. I argue we must also ensure users have an ecologically valid attitude
towards the interaction, and a realistic goal for it – both in terms of experimental and
mundane realism (Aronson and Carlsmith, 1968). It is not enough to say that they must
perform an artificial task they can’t relate to with their devices or data, but rather,
it is their goal as users in the study participation that should be realistic. Otherwise,
their perception of risks their data is exposed to, and their experience of and attitude
to security artefacts will be biased, no matter how real risks are in researchers’ study
designs. Participants will simply trust the researchers that the activity is innocuous, or
that researchers will take responsibility for risks, due to the context. I now make this
argument with empirical evidence from reflective studies of usable security and from a
theoretical standpoint.
Artificial Primary Tasks Don’t Fool Participants First, I argue taking part in a lab
study is itself enough of a motivation for users to engage with artefacts, while they need
a goal to fulfill in order to sustain interactions in-the-wild. In other words, users might
bother more in the lab. Two studies compare users’ security compliance behaviour in
lab environments when they are primed to pay attention to security and when they are
not primed: Schechter et al. (2007) and Fahl et al. (2013a). In both studies, users are
found to behave identically when primed and non-primed. Fahl et al. conclude that this
means priming avoidance is counter-productive. Another hypothesis is that laboratory
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settings are so unnatural, and study protocols so transparent to participants, that participants guess the study is about security, and therefore priming occurs unbeknownst to
researchers. In another study, Bonneau and Schechter (2014) asked their study participants if they had guessed the study was about security: 76% of them either suspected it
or had guessed it. The hypothesis thus warrants further consideration.
If a study aims to evaluate a particularly outlandish – and visible – security system, it
ought to embed it into an equally outlandish service and provide a valid reason for users
to be interested in interacting with the service, beyond money. Otherwise, suspension
of disbelief won’t operate and users will focus on the outlandish part of the interaction.
As lab study participants – who are often ‘regulars’ from university pools or professional
participants like Mechanical Turkers – know researchers are interested in testing their
reaction to something and their goal as participants is to make that possible, they will
actively seek to satisfy researchers’ expectation as soon as the topic of study is identified.
The Understanding of Security Depends on How It is Experienced The third paradigm
of HCI (Harrison et al., 2007), which I embrace in this thesis, is based on phenomenology.
Heidegger (1927)’s phenomenology offers the concept of equipment to analyse ecosystems
of technological artefacts. Roughly, equipments are objects which exist in our worldview
in-order-to act upon a goal with them, and only in reference to other equipments. There
are two modes for using equipment: ready-to-hand when the user is familiarised with
the tool, and thinks only of the object of her activity and not of how the tool operates
while acting; and present-at-hand where the characteristics of the tool are visible and
available for reflection7 . On a strictly theoretical basis, Heidegger (1927) and Dreyfus
(1991) argue the in-order-to-ness of equipment is essential to making interaction with
it meaningful: equipment is “how it’s used, what it’s for, where it fits” (Dreyfus, 1991).
From this standpoint, it matters that users, in evaluations of security, have an object
of attention which matters to them and onto which they can make sense, themselves, of
using the security or secured equipment being evaluated.
Dreyfus (1991) calls the fact of routinely using equipment in ready-to-hand mode
skillful coping. It is an achieved state, through learning and appropriation experiences.
Skillful coping points to the ability to appropriate equipment, and so studies that validate
a technological artefact should seek to prove it can become transparent in use, and it can
avoid interaction breakdowns that throw users in present-at-hand mode – rather than
validate one deliberate present-at-hand interaction.
My argument is that experimental evaluations of security make an incorrect assumption
about user behaviour: that their objects of activity are identical in experimental and in
everyday life settings. Participants do not join a study in order to use a technology in
order to reach a goal of theirs – but to make money or help out a fellow researcher.
It is whether the study elements sufficiently blend into their own activities that will
determine if we are observing them acting in order to please us or in order to reach
7

There is also the unready-to-hand mode, which is arguably a subset of presentness-at-hand and occurs
when the tool is not available for use, e.g. because it is broken or requires action, or when it gets in
the way of a person’s goal and is irrelevant to fulfilling it.
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their own goals. I argue that users in experimental settings seek to demonstrate their
undertaking of interaction – one of the few reasons why users may approach equipment in
a present-at-hand mode (Dreyfus, 1991). In ethnomethodology parlance, they’re doing
‘being participants’. They act as they rationalise that a participant should act, since
the object of their presence in the laboratory is their quality of participant and not an
interactional goal of theirs.
What evidence is there to defend this argument? Harnesk and Thapa (2016) formally modelled information security as ‘equipment-as-experience’ using Heidegger’s phenomenology. They argue that security manifests itself in how it is experienced, and it is
experienced ‘always in a way that [is] relevant to their respective work tasks’. Because
users do not hold security in itself as a goal for interaction with security equipment, their
experience of it is particularly informative. For instance, a group of nurses confronted
with a behavioural security system expected it to improve their work performance beyond the area of security, because a negative impact on productivity was the most salient
aspect of their experience of the previous security equiment. Users will judge, and accept
or reject, security equipments based on their experiences of security, which themselves
are bound to their unique settings of interaction.
Harnesk and Thapa (2016) conclude that “the implications of the equipment-as-experience
perspective to security practitioners is that the entity they deal with is not defined by
its properties (or present-at-hand mode), but rather requires skilful coping with security
equipment to understand its place in practice (or ready-to-hand mode).” In other words,
the ability to evaluate whether a security artefact can be beneficial to users can only be
examined with respect to them skillfully coping with it and with researchers examining
the resulting experience had by users through this appropriation.
Take-away for researchers Experiences of security – like all others – are situated (Suchman, 1987). Users’ decisions to act towards a given piece of technology, or to ignore or
circumvent it, depend on their goals at the site of interaction and on their past history
of experiences with that and other technologies, and those decisions are made at the
site of interaction and depending on it. Experimental studies promote unrealistic goals
and settings, cut off from past experiences8 , focus on studying salient performance issues
– usability – rather than the ability to appropriate technologies and find them useful.
Because such study settings are unrealistic in how they ask users to apprehend the interaction, at least those who adhere to the third paradigm of HCI should agree that
their results do not always carry over to practice. This debate has been had in other
disciplines, such as social psychology, where discussions exist on the types of realism
studies should exhibit and what this means about the scope of their results (Aronson
and Carlsmith, 1968; Berkowitz and Donnerstein, 1982; Wilson et al., 2010).
But usability studies remain just studies of whether it is possible to use a specific
user interface. As Nielsen (2013) says, “in a usability study [...], an 80% success rate
8

Specifically, they do not account for how past experiences invite themselves in the study settings.
Mathiasen and Bødker (2011) demonstrated why accounting for past experiences may be relevant to
security studies.
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means that 20% of the visitors are incapable of using the site. It doesn’t mean that 80%
of prospects will become paying customers”. To tackle adoption, we need to take our
studies further.

3.3.2. From Interface Testing to Designing Appropriate Security
I propose to abandon usability studies as a gold-standard of security artefact performance.
Other forms of research are relevant to designing security. In particular, I bring attention
to the value of building accounts of how artefacts can be appropriated instead.
Commitment 2 – Studies of security artefacts must demonstrate they fit
within appropriations of technologies in use, not just that specific user interfaces can be intentionally used.
In Figure 3.2, I compare the scope of research that dominates usable security, with
that of productive security and what I call appropriate security. Productive security, a
paradigm emerging from work done by colleagues as UCL9 , typically collects rich data
about the management of security technologies in organisations, and their effect on realworld uses across time, work contexts, and employee demographics – with a particular
focus on causes for abandonment of security. It comes much closer to appropriate security
as it treats security technologies as in-order-to equipment (Dreyfus, 1991) and focus on
the interplay between security and user goals. In a sense, my goal is to extend this line
of thinking to individual interactions, and to extend reflection on security’s impact to all
aspects of appropriation.
I propose that we explicitly design security so that users control all the processes of
appropriating those security technologies. If users choose to adopt, and can appropriate, security technologies, then we can truly see if it fits within their practices, or what
arbitrations they are required to make due to shortcomings in security designs. If appropriation does not occur, then we learn that security fails to satisfy user values, and we
can direct our attention to furthering our understanding of user goals and priorities.
9

See the poster made by Grossman (2016) which summarises projects going on under this paradigm.

Type

Re-interpretation
Adaptation
Re-invention

Desirable properties

Example of relevance to security

Interpretive flexibility
Reconfigurability
Control of sensemaking and
of technology by users

Chapter 7 on filesystem appropriations
Chapter 6 on plugins
Chapter 9 on sandbox-based service co-design

Table 3.1.: Different types of appropriation require different properties in systems: interpretive flexibility (Sengers et al., 2005), reconfigurability (Suchman, 1987;
Dourish, 2004), and control by users (Dix, 2007).
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Security Mediator
maintenance
adoption
ﬁeld studies on security mediators
use as intended
organisational
security

account for
variations in
use contexts

are often imposed

abandonment
attempts to bypass
security mechanism

re-interpretation
adaptation
re-invention

not normally under
users' control

usable security
experimental studies

Simulacrum of Technology
simulacrum of main use

ranges from unrealistic mock tasks to tasks with
imaginary or 'realistic' assets and risks; not about
realistic user goals as the goal of users in engaging
the simulacra is helping researchers; diﬀerent user
values are involved than in real use contexts

aﬀects
Mediated Technologies
maintenance
adoption
abandonment
use as intended
sources
of value
to users

re-interpretation
adaptation
re-invention

the further down on the axis, the
more ignored by usable security &
prevented by security mediators

proposed scope for data collection towards requirements engineering in appropriate security

Security Mediator
use as intended
adoption

Mediated Technologies
use as intended
adoption

maintenance

re-interpretation

maintenance

re-interpretation

abandonment

adaptation

abandonment

adaptation

re-invention

aﬀects

re-invention

proposed scope of focus for security technology design in appropriate security

Figure 3.2.: Differences in research focus between usable security’s typical experimental
usability studies, productive security and appropriate security.

The properties we should implement to reach appropriation have already been discussed in HCI. Table 3.1 summarises HCI relevant to different types of appropriation,
and points to examples of such appropriations in my thesis, which will serve as an illustration of the goals of appropriate security research. Sengers et al. (2005)’s concept of
interpretive flexibility should help security designers tone down assumptions they make
about how a system is to be used, and hence help them design less restrictive security
technologies. Reconfigurability (Suchman, 1987; Dourish, 2004) of security tools, and
security mediators that don’t prevent the reconfigurability of mediated systems, should
help make security possible in a wider range of contexts and applicable to more complex
types of practices. Finally, including users in design and putting them in control of deciding what kind of security technologies make sense to have – as Dix (2007) recommends
– should result in more relevant, and more readily adoptable security.
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3.4. When Security Causes Harm
In this section, I illustrate how security can cause harm, rather than prevent it. Harmfulness in security artefacts may be a byproduct of technological fixation. Indeed, the
goal of much design and usability evaluation in usable security is to show that a piece
of technology is better than the status quo on a given metric (as Greenberg and Buxton
(2008) explain experimental usability studies tend to be). No effort is usually spent on
qualifying failure to interact or comply with the security and understand its effects on
users’ wellbeing, when such failures would occur in real-world contexts and with meaningful user assets. Often, since studies feature artificial environments, it’s even harder
to query how users would feel about the security artefact’s effect on their lives. I argue
security evaluations should not just provide opportunity for praise or critique of functional aspects, but also validate the ability of an evaluated product to support human
wellbeing, and document how security may fail – and how badly. In particular, I argue
that it is paramount to study the potential harm caused by security where users cannot
opt out from using it.
Users interacting with technology are, as (Cooper, 1999, chap. 2) puts it, primarily
interested in not looking stupid. Thus, it should be an explicit design goal of all security
products to avoid antagonising users – on top of being a vital commercial strategy for
commercialised products.
Harm can manifest itself in many ways: users and bystanders can feel insulted, belittled
or embarrassed, but also be caused to panic as they get locked out of a system, or even
doubt their ability to perform the task that brought them to interact with a recalcitrant
system. Likewise, the opportunities to avoid such failures are manifold: exploration of
failure situations with misuse scenarios or fault trees and reflection on how interaction
breakdowns can be resolved during the design phase, systematic documentation of failures
in the evaluation process and use of the critical incident technique or other forms of
feedback during deployment. And even when failure cannot be entirely designed away,
its remediation must be explicitly designed to be possible, within users’ reach, and as
rewarding as possible.
I first highlight a variety of harmful security interactions, to make the case that harmful security exists. I then provide the corresponding methodological commitment and
research directions.

3.4.1. Manifestations of Harm in Security
Harm is no novel outcome of interactions with security. In his ‘Security Engineering’
book, Anderson (2008) describes the false positive ratio of intrusion protection systems
as their ‘insult rate’. Harm ranges from innocuous mockery to public humiliation and
systemic exclusion.
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Embarrassment and Frustration
Sometimes, users are merely embarrassed by a security mechanism in front of others. For
instance, Beautement et al. (2008) report on an employee who would avoid complying
with her company’s USB encryption policy to avoid the embarrassment of forgetting
the decryption password in front of clients. Other authentication factors that work
independently of the user’s mental state would be more appropriate for this user.
In 2015, Strudel, an experienced security engineer, struggled to get an encrypted USB
device to work on live video at a security conference during his talk on a secure operating
system10 . We can hear him on the recording attributing agency to the USB key and
lamenting out loud that ‘it looks tired’ and asking ‘if it wants to work’. These jokes aim
to defuse an otherwise stressful situation. The device eventually worked when tested on
another USB port.
Embarrassment occurs when you have to account for your failure to spectators of the
interaction. In a survey by Scott (2015), a third of respondants have been permanently
locked out of a system due to a forgotten password, and a sixth admitted to shouting
or screaming at their computer when they lose their password. Therefore, one may
expect others to sympathise to password lockup issues. However, I can only speculate
as to how spectators would react if the system promoted by Zhao and Mannan (2013)
– creating a dummy user session with fake data rather than letting users know they
typed the wrong password – was in place. Would spectators understand why the user
fumbled in front of their user session, logged out, and logged back in again? Feedback
indicating a system error not only explains why the interaction halted, but also adjusts
the expectations of observers. Opaque and weird security technologies risk aggravating
the ability of spectators to sympathise with struggling users.
Public Shaming by Design
A couple of years back, I witnessed the following scene at the London Gatwick airport,
which uses automatic e-passport gates to authenticate passengers one by one. Human
operators direct travellers towards empty booths with gates at the front and back as soon
as those booths’ gates open, as well as large display screens in front of and inside them.
Additional operators are present behind the booths to direct passengers to boarding
gates. Authentication occurs within the booth. I was waiting in a long queue of about a
hundred people to use the e-passport gate.
As an obese passenger attempted to enter the booth, the machine emitted a red light
and displayed a message on its front screen warning that only one passenger at a time
may enter the booth. The passenger went out and in again, and the machine complained
again. After a few more tries, the passanger was sent by the operator for manual passport
checking at a police desk. All nearby passengers successfully used the e-passport gate.
During the few minutes the interaction lasted, the passenger is likely to have felt
insulted, as it was her being obese that led the machine to misclassify her as two separate
10

Strudel (2015), video available at http://static.sstic.org/videos2015/SSTIC_2015-06-03_P08_
CLIP.mp4 in French, starting at 15:00.
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people. As it was a busy day, a long queue of bored passengers had formed on the way
to the gates. Airport passport checks are already a stressful interaction of their own,
and obese citizens who perceive they are being discriminated against suffer from lower
self-acceptance as a result (Carr and Friedman, 2016).
Even something as unassuming as the choice of a method to detect e-passport gate
abuse can contribute to mental health consequences for users. Looking back at the design
space for the security goal at hand, I assume the system must use the width of obstruction
to the front gate to determine how many people are entering the booth, as measures based
on weight would be highly inaccurate and those based on number of contact points to the
ground too owing to luggage. It strikes me, however, that the same airport is equipped
with facial recognition CCTV in the entirety of its airport – a CCTV system which in
combination with the incriminated e-passport gates earned Gatwick airport an award
for ‘Best Security and Immigration Experience’ (Mayhew, 2012)! With such technology,
how exactly is it difficult to detect if multiple faces are enclosed in a small space with
transparent walls? Furthermore, as Baumer and Silberman (2011) would not fail to point
out, was there even a need for technology in a process that involves locking people in a
booth surrounded by idle border agency officers?
Anderson (2008) provides other examples of social exclusion and discrimination by
security products, including fingerprint readers failing not only people with disabilities,
but also elderly users or manual workers. Intrusion detection systems applied to fraud
detection or terrorist screening are also said to end up discriminating against some ethnic
or social group.
Endangerment
Clearly, when security mechanisms are deployed and applied to users’ computing practices, their goal is not to promote lack of security. And yet, it sometimes happens that a
security mechanism disables or reduces the effectiveness of another one, or when a system
makes demands on users whose failure to comply will have dire consequences.
For example, Felt (2016) studied causes for warnings in-the-wild in the Chrome browser, and found that 16% of examined SSL warnings were caused by security products
and antivirus software. Security products intercepted Web content and examined it, and
in doing so invalidated legitimate websites’ SSL connections. Excessive false positives
are responsible for warning habituation, and habituation is blamed for users ignoring
legitimate warnings. Here, non-user-centred security undermines the credibility of all
future security encounters. As Sasse (2015) argues, scaring, tricking or bullying users
into compliance with a mechanism whose intrusions border on harassment is less likely
to yield results than questioning the role and frequency of warnings, and only bothering
users when risk is real.
Another example would be Bonneau and Schechter (2014)’s artefact that seeks to teach
users how to remember 56-bit passwords to use as a master password for a password
manager. The intention is laudable: if users succeed, they only need a single password to
remember instead of dozens. The authors report an 88% success rate after three days, but
the recall rate falls at 59% after two weeks, with 21% of users admitting to cheating, and
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22% dropping out of the study. To make it worse, up to 74% of participants suspected
or were convinced that the study was about memorising a password, and therefore that
demand characteristic biases kicked in. Where does that leave the users who would fail?
One of the main criticisms of password managers is that they lock up all of a user’s
secrets behind a single password. Users’ accesses to all their services are thus lost if they
forget their master password. Scott (2015) found in their survey not only that a third of
respondants permanently lost access to an account due to forgotten passwords, but also
that a fourth forget a password they need on a daily basis. Amazon Mechanical Turk
participants, used in this study, under-represent the elderly (Ipeirotis, 2010), who are
more at risk of memory failure.
Bonneau and Schechter (2014) suggest that their prototype could be used for a password manager, therefore reducing the number of passwords a user needs to remember.
The proper experiment design to demonstrate that is to deploy the artefact and compare
failures between users of the artefact after the novelty effect has worn off and users with
self-selected passwords, in real-life conditions with realistic stressors, login frequencies,
and representative populations with regard to memory performance. Technologically
fixated accounts of experiments are not merely difficult to understand, they can turn
harmful if practitioners are unable to understand the nuance in researchers’ findings and
apply findings to the letter without accounting for limitations. I used Bonneau and
Schechter’s paper to make this point because it has the commendable quality of accurately disclosing experimental issues. Without this, one would not be able to understand
limitations in its findings. Not every researcher report drop-out rates, model cheating,
or bother with verifying that their study’s deception holds up to scrunity. Bonneau and
Schechter teach us, indirectly, that relying on usable security laboratory results can be
hazardous.

3.4.2. Commitment to Benevolence
I have justified the importance of understanding how security systems can fail people,
and with what consequences. If designers don’t account for how technology fails to fit
within users’ lives and to foster wellbeing, security practitioners who deploy their designed
artefacts might insult, harm or exclude groups of users. This problem is not unique to
security. Some of the topics that are becoming central to contemporary HCI are relevant
to my discourse here. For instance, preventing harmful security is a problem closely linked
to the emerging topic of embarrassing interactions (Deterding et al., 2015) in mainstream
HCI. Furthermore, quality of life – the expected output of sensible design – was one of
the core topics of this decade’s Aarhus conference (Bardzell et al., 2015). If security
can be construed as harmful, then our research community should thus participate to
the discussion initiated by Baumer and Silberman (2011), who proposes that designers
should occasionally exercise restraint in relying on technology to tackle human problems.
Finally, theories and methods exist to unveil the emotional state of users, and Erdem
Demir et al. (2009) have shown that appraisal theory can be used in conjunction with
qualitative data collection methods to discover the impact of interaction with an artefact
on users’ emotional state.
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Current evaluation methods for security interventions often focus on the fitness or
usability of technological constructs. Participants’ experiences are relegated to the background – in particular, the experiences induced by failures of security mechanisms are
rarely reported, even though past experiences of security determine future attitudes towards security (Mathiasen and Bødker, 2011). I therefore propose that the focus of
studies be put on interactive failure rather than success:
Commitment 3 – Security designers must be sensitive to how their products
can cause harm to human users, by examining the consequences of unintended
effects and interaction failures on human wellbeing.
A few simple principles can be followed to implement this commitment. Mainly, a
change of attitude towards artefact evaluation is required. The goal of evaluation must
not be to merely praise technologies. Instead, evaluation must seek to determine the
scope of application and limits of technology. The identification and resolution of potential harm factors must be included into design requirements and into an artefact’s
iterative design process. For instance, Ruoti et al. (2013) identify how automatic encryption software leads to user confusion, and provide resolutions in the interaction between
the email client mediated by the automated encryption and the user, with the specific
intent to lift users’ confusion. A few useful questions to ask about a design are:
• How (badly) does it fail (to support a successful user interaction)?
• Who does it fail for?
• Can I remediate failure for each identified group, and how?
When harm is unavoidable (e.g. when an automated spam filter will occasionally catch
up a user by accident), the user’s experience of the harm remains within the realm of
design. It is better to be apologetic, explain what happened, and to provide support (both
emotional and practical, i.e. a way to overcome the classification error) than it is to simply
bark ‘Denied Access’ at the user’s face. In order to understand the emotional impact of
interactions onto users, methods exist. Erdem Demir et al. (2009) recommend the use of
experience-sampling devices (Larson and Csikszentmihalyi, 1983; Csikszentmihalyi and
Larson, 2014) and in-depth interviews (Legard et al., 2003) in order to capture users’
emotional state after interactions with artefacts to evaluate. Even older engineering
methods, such as the critical incident technique (Flanagan, 1954) can be used to monitor
artefacts after their deployment. basis

3.5. Paternalism in Usable Security Research
Much of research in usable security focuses on fixing users’ behaviour in a way or another
– through educating users, making them aware of risks, helping them make decisions,
tricking or scaring them into complying with instructions, etc. Sasse (2015) has argued
that bullying users into compliance further amplifies their defiance towards security, and
encourages them to further disengage from it. Why is it then that such an attitude
towards users is often perceived even in usable security researchers?
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Here, I argue that usable security’s misunderstanding of users is twofold: firstly, it
misrepresents their work and activities and ignores the contexts in which they occur, and
builds policies based on those misrepresentations, thereby promoting solutions which are
too demanding and too disruptive to be adopted; secondly, it fails to engage with users’
own conceptions of security – which have been shown to differ from experts’ (Dourish
et al., 2004; Wash, 2010; Kirlappos and Sasse, 2012; Rader et al., 2012) – yet users will
only support and adopt security that they find desirable for themselves. In other words,
decisions to adopt or comply with security are made based on users’ mental models and
users’ values, not security experts’. If usable security is, from a user’s perspective, only
about condescendingly disrupting them to solve somebody else’s problem, it is no wonder
why they choose to avoid it.
I call these two forms of misrepresentations of users paternalistic security, as they
promote the deployment of constraining and disruptive technologies allegedly for users’
own good. I provide examples of the two issues in existing usable security research, and
of their consequences. I then discuss how we can ensure that security research properly
supports users instead of marginalising their own priorities. I propose a shift of focus
from usability to appropriateness, as a response to this concern, and point out to the
methods that can be used to do so.

3.5.1. Paternalism in Action
I first provide an in-depth analysis of a specific practice deemed insecure and combatted
by paternalist security researchers, even when it is legitimated by users’ contexts. I then
present examples where paternalism occurs because security experts don’t pay attention
to the impact of security decisions on user priorities, and did not properly involve users in
the design process. Next, I point out to theoretical conflicts between third-paradigm HCI
and security engineering. Finally, I provide examples of failing to account for unexpected
practices.
An Example of Expert-Centric Conceptions of Security
A typical security issue which triggers paternalistic responses is credential sharing. This
practice is born out of practical usability concerns – not merely convenience, but necessity. Bartsch and Sasse (2013) report on an organisation where employees who shared
credentials also went out of their way to re-deploy new access control systems for their
shared data, showing that they cared about security, but just could not get work done on
the basis it was provided to them by the organisation. Mathiasen and Bødker (2011) show
how credential sharing can be used as a marker of mutual trust, strengthening bonds of
which trust is a cornerstone. Kirlappos and Sasse (2015) illustrated the value of interpersonal trust in organisations to explain why markers of trust, including non-compliance
to security policies, occur.
Singh et al. (2007) provides an in-depth study of the causes behind banking password
sharing in the Australian society. They found that in 8 out of 33 surveyed couples, one
person managed the banking of their partner. For 4 of these 8 couples, it was achieved
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through password sharing. Reasons include trust signalling, the difficulties for a foreign
partner to open up her own account, bills being assigned to one individual account and
the partner with most free time taking care of paying the bills, and spreading credit
debt across individual accounts to limit its cost. Aboriginal parents also shared their
cards and PINs with children when at school, to ensure the children would always have a
means of payment for their school lunch and not suffer humiliation from non-Aboriginal
peers. Finally, sharing also occurs when disabled people are dependent on their carers
to manage their money.
Do such practices, deeply rooted in social codes, bonds between sharers, and legitimate needs, call for further crackdown on non-compliant users, or for the design of
more adapted security mechanisms? Not identifying the causes for password sharing and
merely chalking it down to user laziness or lack of awareness has led researchers to attempt to deter sharing. Mandujano and Soto (2004) propose to use biometrics to detect
and prevent password sharing. Ferreira et al. (2013) argue that users should be made to
“acknowledge that password sharing is a problem”. They should be “educated to never
share accounts”, organisational cultures must be “fixed”, and staff should learn how to
apply for new accounts instead of sharing passwords because employees cannot work!
Take-away for researchers On this topic, the divide is obvious between the paternalists
who want to influence user behaviour and those who want to fix account design to allow
delegation and more secure sharing of credentials. Only the latter propose a solution
which reconciles security goals and user goals. The former, because they are impervious
to the true nature of users’ activities and why it requires password sharing, ignore the
user need and focus on imposing their conception of security.
It’s important to also realise that in many of these cases, the ‘unsecure’ digital behaviour is yet another mark of dependence between people who already need to trust
each other in other aspects of their lives, and are already vulnerable to one another.
Password sharing does not further increase users’ vulnerability in those situations, but
rather is an extension of an accepted vulnerability – called trust – which simplifies their
lives. Paternalists thus respond by blaming users because they only examine security
from their expert perspectives, rather than from users’ perspective and contexts.
When User Needs are Thwarted by Security
When security gets introduced, it sometimes disrupts functionality that users rely on,
and forces them to either lose some of the utility provided by their software, or miss
out on security. This occurs because security experts only investigate the impact of
security insofar as proving it is usable, but they do not verify that the security was
designed with correct assumptions as to user needs. For example, Abu-Salma et al.
(2017) interviewed 60 users about their experience with different communication tools
and their perceptions of the tools’ security and privacy. Despite visible usability issues
in some tools’ interfaces, participants did not report usability to be a primary obstacle
to their adopting of secure tools. Instead, they were concerned about the fragmentation
of user bases across incompatible tools. Most communications are spontaneous rather
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than planned; to reach their communication partners, users either need to use the same
communication tool, or tools need to be interoperable. As users valued the convenience
of using the most directly available communication tool more than they valued security,
they did not adopt secure communication tools. By developing completely new tools,
the security community has failed to satisfy users’ primary expectation: reaching their
peers as conveniently as possible.
Take-away for researchers I unveil another example of paternalism in Chapter 6, where
sandbox designers privilege security over legitimate user needs and foster user disengagement from sandboxes. In both cases, users have the ability to adopt or reject security,
at seemingly no cost, and choose to reject it. I argue that when users opt-out from using
security mechanisms, it may be a sign of paternalistic design. Assumptions made during
the design process about what users do or what security they need must be re-examined.
Conflicts Between Appropriation and Security Theories
Security is paternalistic in nature maybe because security engineering theory encourages
limiting user privileges. Computer security lays its foundations on Saltzer and Schroeder
(1975)’s ten empirical security design principles, which seek to constrain the space of
possible designs and guide designers towards the least insecure design. I argue here that
two of these principles – least privilege and failsafe defaults – run directly contrary to
guidelines to design for appropriation.
The principle of fail-safe defaults “means that the default situation is lack of access, and
the protection scheme identifies conditions under which access is permitted”. Security
design and policy authoring are error-prone activities, and preventing access to resources
in scenarios which have not been thought through is an effective method of avoiding
situations detrimental to the system’s security: “In a large system some objects will be
inadequately considered, so a default of lack of permission is safer”. The principle of
least privilege, similarly, states that “every program and every user of the system should
operate using the least set of privileges necessary to complete the job”. Whilst the
previous principle applies when the security consequences of a specific configuration are
unknown, the Principle of Least Privilege is directly informed by a security requirements
gathering process and encourages designers to deny access to resources mediated by the
security mechanism as often as possible.
In ethnomethodology-inspired HCI theories, it is held that computer systems are unable
to fully capture, model and react to user contexts and should be flexible enough to
be re-interpreted by users (Suchman, 1987; Dourish, 2004; Chalmers, 2004; Dix, 2007).
Dourish (2004) proposes that systems should expose their structure to users in ways
intelligible to them, so that users can align them with the settings of their activity at
hand. Reconfiguration can be seen as the process of making technology fit a practice,
and is described by Suchman (1987) as one of the constituents of human agency with
regard to machines.
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Take-away for researchers Systems cannot both be reconfigurable and implement the
security principles as they are laid out. Not only is reconfiguration out of reach but the
principles also strip human actors of their agency by constraining their ability to control
their interactions with systems. Since reconfiguration is required for appropriation, it
is the core of security design principles that must be revisited by HCI researchers. We
must replace the Principle of Least Privilege with another that allows explicit, controlled
elevations of privilege, especially when the asset being protected is owned by the actor
delegating access, or when the delegator and delegatee already need to trust each other
to perform work related to the asset effectively.
Unexpected Workflows
Here, I share a few anecdotal examples of user behaviours I’ve witnessed, which show how
unexpected workflows can be hindered by security. Re-interpretation of a tool’s purpose
is one of the facets of appropriation which can be threatened when security constrains
the range of action of applications and interfaces.
Take a user who downloads a bank account statement from their bank, in PDF format,
because they need to share it with a prospective landlord. The user may decide to blank
out the details of purchases they make for privacy reasons, and their actual account
number. To do so, they will need an image editor to edit the PDF’s content. Many
confinement systems fail to account for such a basic need. Windows or OS X sandboxes
will prevent an image editor from accessing a file typically associated with PDF readers (Microsoft, 2017). PIGA OS, an activity confinement system, forbids information
flows between activities and separates banking domains from email ones, forbidding the
emailing of a bank statement to a landlord (Briffaut et al., 2010b). In contrast, systems
like Qubes OS which allow for interpretive flexibility and let users reconfigure confinement domains on the fly will permit the workflow to be implemented in isolation from
the rest of the system (Rutkowska and Wojtczuk, 2010).
In Windows, sandboxed applications have access to a special API for saving user files,
which implements security by designation (Yee, 2004). Unlike the previous API, this one
does not let applications choose the final name of the file. Traditionally, an image or
document editor would correct the filename typed by users to match the file type they
have selected. This is no longer possible, and if users are not careful to select the file
type that matches the name typed in the save dialog, they will end up with a file that
does not have a correct extension, and which other applications may fail to open as a
result. Here, UX improvements made by developers were not expected by the security
experts who designed sandboxed application APIs.
Take-away for researchers Failing to document unexpected appropriations results in
security crippling the utility of the systems it protects. Unexpected acts of appropriation
can only be documented by collecting rich accounts of user behaviours, e.g. ethnographic
studies and in-depth qualitative interviews. Usability evaluations designed to emulate a
mock task only emulate what the security expert thinks the task is, and are oblivious to
such unexpected appropriations.
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3.5.2. Including Users in Security Design
It should be clear now that we must pay more attention to what users do with the
systems we want to secure, and to how their activities, experiences and social contexts
influence what security functionality they need. To achieve that goal, we can turn to
third-paradigm HCI theory once again. To avoid the type of paternalism that consists
of deciding for users what kind of security they need, security experts should turn to codesign with users, and ensure that users perceive security benefits for themselves when
adopting a new security technology. In addition, security experts must ensure their
designs do not disrupt current – and ideally future – appropriations of the protected
systems. This will require more systematic and detailed enquiries into user practices,
and more flexible designs. Hence, I propose the following commitment:
Commitment 4 – Security experts must build rich accounts of user activities, contexts, priorities and security-related needs before designing artefacts
constraining users’ activities. Those accounts should not contain unchallenged
security expert assumptions about users.
In order to apply it, three actions can be undertaken, which I now detail.
Achieving a deep understanding of user practices
The first step is to properly understand what users do. Testing the usability of a security
system against a simple emulated task in the lab is not enough. For instance, Schreuders
et al. (2012) and Potter and Nieh (2010), two desktop application sandboxes, were tested
this way and deemed usable. Yet, I point out in Chapters 6 and 8 to usability issues
which probably apply to both these prototypes: a lack of support for some complex
features, overly restrictive file access models which endanger UX, and application sandboxing’s conceptual limits in enforcing system-wide data separation goals. Likewise, an
inordinate amount of authentication evaluation studies have been performed, but only
in-the-wild studies properly document the amount of authentication effort expected of
users in their daily lives. Moreover, understanding practices requires documenting the
motivations behind user choices, rather than merely observing them. There is enough
empirical evidence showing that users make different trust judgements in laboratory
conditions than they do in-the-wild to treat laboratory data as invalid for security research (Sotirakopoulos et al., 2010; Fahl et al., 2013a).
In conclusion, it is important to move data collection to the wild, where we can witness
unexpected practices, and understand which tools users choose to appropriate, for which
activities. Ethnographies are a first method which can be applied to this end (Suchman,
1987, 1995). Otherwise, Bødker et al. (2012) proposes several qualitative data collection
methods which focus on users’ own experiences and the motives behind them. Finally,
one can combine qualitative data focusing on behaviour drives, e.g. Vaniea and Rashidi
(2016) or Wash et al. (2016), with in-the-wild quantitative data collections which act
as statistics on the frequencies and types of actions performed by users, e.g. Das et al.
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(2014), Felt (2016) or Wang et al. (2016). The study described in Chapter 5, upon which
this thesis’s empirical results are built, combines those two traits.
In security research, Smetters and Grinter (2002) had already encouraged the use of
field studies for requirements engineering fifteen years ago:
Specifically, fieldwork techniques could also be used to observe candidate settings for secure applications. The results from these kinds of observations and
interviews could support the design of end-user applications that leverage the
security infrastructure and help it fit (from the end-user perspective) into the
activities that are a feature of the setting. In other words, field methods can
serve in the requirements part of the software life-cycle as well as the evaluation
part.
Co-designing Security
The next step is to ensure that users own the design process of security features themselves. Users should feel that security benefits them, and the best way to achieve this
goal is to ensure that it actually does. Therefore, their own needs for security, and the
requirements that stem from their current appropriations and needs, must be identified.
The most obvious approach is to employ a co-design method. Participatory design is
one such method (Schuler and Namioka, 1993). To this date, participatory design has
been applied twice to security: by Weber et al. (2015), and by myself in Chapter 9 of this
thesis. My own experience showed the great difficulty of associating users as sources of
proposals when the security capabilities available for design are too complex. Therefore,
the role of researchers and the sources of technical know-how for users must be carefully
thought out. Johnson et al. (2012) provide resources for thinking about researcher role.
Other design methods, such as informant design (Scaife et al., 1997), used for design
with children in educational contexts where they cannot fully grasp the goals of the
institution to co-design, put a greater demand on researchers to come up with proposals,
whilst ensuring that users’ experiences and feedback are taken into account.
Finally, Dix (2007) points out that rich accounts of appropriations collected in-thewild can be substituted for co-design processes, as – if detailed enough – they are a
representation of the current needs and motives of users. Dix also provides multiple
guidelines to help design for appropriation.
Allowing Future Appropriations
The last step is to ensure that security artefacts do not rely on specific interpretations
of users’ activities – but rather, that they let users interpret and adapt them – including
the security elements – to their needs. Dourish (2004) explains why it is preferable to
design flexible systems which allow users to reconfigure them to better fit their contexts,
and he explains (in (Dourish, 2001)) that it should be users’ role to manage coupling –
the building of relations, and sense, between assets that users manipulate and abstract
actions supported by technologies. Sengers et al. (2005) says one way to achieve what she
calls interpretive flexibility is to build “open-ended systems where the reflection itself is an
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irreducible part of the final experience”. She also explains how inverting the metaphors
and assumptions that underline design – like those pointed out by Sinclair and Smith
(2010) – can help identify practices which had been marginalised or unsupported by
systems which rely on the inversed assumptions.
What do these theoretical stances imply for usable security design, in practical grounds?
It means security systems which constrain user activities must be kept flexible, and put
under users’ control. For instance, for sandboxing, I argue policies should not enforce
a specific kind of meaning (e.g. applications of a certain kind can only open some file
types), but rather mirror the structure and organisation of users’ work. Among existing
sandboxing models, those that create security boundaries around activities seems a better theoretical fit than models which create boundaries around applications or origins of
content.
For access control in general, it means that policies should be flexible, editable from
the ground-up, overridable whenever possible, and encode as little fixed meaning as possible. For authentication, it could mean that authenticated services should only provide
an explanation as to what kind of authentication they need (e.g. phishing authenticates
the ‘human’ attribute of a user; some sites verify a user is an adult; etc.). Then, users
should be able to bring in any authentication mechanism which best fits their context
and preferences, and which satisfies the service’s requirements (Forget et al., 2015). Delegation of authenticity also is an important concept to explore in order to let users regain
flexibility.

3.6. Conclusion
I’ve illustrated some shortcomings of the currently dominant paradigm of research in
usable security: it focuses too much on technology and in doing so, marginalises the role
of user needs in design; its method of research – experimental studies – suffers limitations
in its validity and in the range of topics it can effectively tackle; the current research
paradigm lacks in how well it protects users from harm; and finally, it is paternalistic.
I argue these methodological shortcomings could be responsible for why usable security
research seems to have had such little impact on real life security.
I propose a paradigm switch to a new family of methods, embodied in the third
paradigm of HCI. I define appropriate security in the form of four methodological commitments: to formulate research in terms of questions about users rather than technical
performance goals; to study on technology appropriability rather than usability; to actively pay attention to what happens when users fail to reach their goals in presence of
security; and to avoid paternalistic assumptions about what users want and collect rich
accounts of users’ expectations in their own terms instead. Together, these commitments
aim to:
1. ensure that security design processes solve user problems, not technical problems
which may not be actionable or relevant to users’ issues
2. gather design requirements from users by studying how they appropriate technolo-
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gies, including unexpected uses and particular appropriations that improve their
UX, and validate prototypes of designed artefacts in ’ actual settings of use, with a
focus on demonstrating utility and appropriability
3. guarantee, when interaction with security is made mandatory, that users cannot get
harmed in the process
4. include users’ experiences, needs and desires in the design ideation process, rather
than decide unilaterally what’s good for them, and compensate for the cost of
security by providing value to them
While undoubtedly more costly and complex to implement than usable security, this
paradigm’s methods aim to provide assurances that users will adopt and make use of
secured technologies, and therefore that carrying out their everyday activities will be
less risky. Usable security merely aims to show that a security-related artefact can
be used assuming that users will choose to, whereas appropriate security seeks to foster
security adoption and to increase effective security in-the-wild. Which of the two matters
the most to users? Is it for them to slightly reduce the cost and pain of abiding by
antiquated models of security, or is it to get their work done and to be able to be creative
with technology, without getting insulted by the computer in the process? Appropriate
security gets closer to users’ concerns, so that they are no longer marginalised by and
penalised for security experts’ decisions.
Besides, it has been well debated that non-positivist forms of HCI research can be
valuable to the advancement of HCI (Harrison et al., 2007), and more recently that HCI
should not always hold itself to positivist HCI standards of scientific rigour (Rooksby,
2014; Reeves, 2015). Is it not likely that usable security would also benefit from expanding
its perspectives? Moreover, if in HCI, it is legitimate to say that sometimes technology
design is not the answer (Baumer and Silberman, 2011), is it not also reasonable to state
that security interactions and constraints are not always the answer? Only by getting
closer to users’ preoccupations and by actually monitoring our design prototypes’ impact
on their lives will be be able to build the confidence that we’re moving forward. Therefore,
why not do it?
In the rest of my thesis, I study confinement, a technology which was deemed usable
on multiple occasions (DeWitt and Kuljis, 2006; Potter and Nieh, 2010; Schreuders et al.,
2012) but that is by and large not adopted by users when they have the choice. I aim to
demonstrate how this focus on making security appropriate helps identify directions for
more usable and more secure artefacts, and can help shape better technological futures for
users, where not only security does not get in their way, but where they also benefit from
it. I now review research on confinement in Chapter 4, in order to identify open problems
from the appropriate security perspective. Chapters following that one will then address
identified problems using methods that respect the commitments made here.
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4. Open Problems in Confinement on
Desktop OSs
Der reißende Strom
wird gewalttätig genannt.
Aber das Flußbett,
das ihn einengt,
nennt keiner gewalttätig.
Bertolt Brecht
in Über die Gewalt. Gedichte 5. Band,
1934-1941

Now that I have outlined my approach to research, I turn to the topic of this thesis:
confinement technologies. These systems propose to protect the OS, user files, and user
applications from potentially rogue or compromised processes. They do so by isolating
processes, groups of processes and files into small units, so that a compromised application
or file cannot infect the entire system, but only a controlled, limited part of it. Many
models and techniques have been proposed to isolate services and resources on OSs,
which I discuss in this chapter.
I start this chapter by motivating the choice of confinement technologies as a topic
of inquiry. I provide an overview of the different models of confinement in section 4.2,
based on the granularity of the security boundaries they provide. Next, section 4.4
presents prototypes of activity confinement, and section 4.5 the only prototype of contentbased confinement. Then, I discuss the integration of application confinement in research
prototypes of Desktop Environments (Desktop Environments (DEs)) in section 4.6, and
in commercial OSs in section 4.7, to illustrate how it can be applied at scale. Finally,
section 4.8 concludes the survey with a list of identified open research questions.

4.1. Introduction – Motivation for Studying Confinement
Traditionally, OSs have been developed with multiple concurrent users in mind who
should be prevented from disrupting one another. Hence the privileges of running processes were derived directly from the identity of the user running them. This situation
lead to systematic over-entitlement, as apps were assigned more privileges than they actually needed. It was acceptable as long as all user-run software was benign. Nowadays,
software is routinely compromised and malware routinely installed on user machines (Verizon, 2013, 2014, 2017), and ambient authority is no longer a viable approach to handling
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process privileges (Miller et al., 2003). Reactive security approaches have been deployed,
that identify malicious behaviour and terminate misbehaving applications. Nevertheless,
users’ applications keep getting exploited and their assets compromised. New models and
mechanisms are needed to contain applications and limit the harm they can cause when
compromised. Below, I explain why I invest effort in confinement technologies, rather
than other approaches to OS security. Readers will find, in Loscocco et al. (1998) and
Schreuders et al. (2013), additional arguments explaining why isolating user accounts
from one another no longer suffices.

4.1.1. Application-Level Security & Compartmentalisation
Confinement technologies rely on the OS to enforce desired security properties. Another family of approaches, that can be called application-level security, also seeks to
protect users’ data from harm, but by relying on methods implemented by application developers themselves, within applications. The former and the latter differ in
threat model. Confinement isolates applications at the OS level, with generic properties, whereas application-level techniques can get closer to the implementation details
and semantics of individual applications to provide better security. The drawback of
application-level security is that applications’ developers must choose to use those techniques; malicious application developers typically wouldn’t. Application-level security
works well when application developers are well-intended, and when adversaries only
consist of the third-parties providing input to applications. In contrast, confinement
assumes that applications can be outright malicious as well – or that developers may
make mistakes resulting in their legitimate applications being compromised. Those two
approaches are complementary: one may use application-level security to limit privileges
within an application, and then further restrain privileges through tools provided by the
OS.
Application-level security encompasses two categories of defences: development tools
and compartmentalisation. The former consist of secure coding practices and code analysis tools, which eliminate bugs and design flaws when used by developers. The latter
consist of implementing the principle of least authority1 , just like confinement, but inside
applications rather than in OSs. It involves splitting applications into components with a
dedicated purpose, and isolating them from one another. In particular, compartmentalisation aims to strip privileges from code components that perform complex, bug-prone
operations on untrusted input data. In this section, I outline the history of compartmentalisation, and its merits. I conclude the section by reminding how threat models differ
between confinement and compartmentalisation, and why advances in compartmentalisation, whilst very beneficial, don’t affect the legitimacy and necessity of confinement
research.
1

Least authority differs from least the Principle of Least Privilege (POLP) in that it also considers
how interactions between isolated components may result in transfer of privilege (Miller and Shapiro,
2003).
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Provos’s Privilege Separation
There have been several attempts in past security work to split applications into components so as to reduce the risk associated with high privilege, e.g. Postfix and Vsftp2 .
However, those were specific to the application under consideration and did not seek to
provide a general method for reducing exposure caused by excessive privilege in applications. It can be argued that Provos et al. (2003) where the first to present a general
method for splitting an application into multiple components, so that fewer lines of code
are executed with full ambient privilege. They called this method privilege separation,
which came to be known under the name of compartmentalisation or partitioning in the
security community. The authors state that the method’s goal is to ‘narrow the exposure to bugs in code that is executed with privileges’; they explicitly target involuntary
security flaws in code, rather than outrightly malicious code. The authors explain that
‘adversaries who gain control over the service may execute the same operations as any
authenticated user’.
Compartmentalisation came out of a need to overcome limitations in the C language
and in UNIX systems in terms of what protections can be provided to processes in
a generic fashion. Since it was not possible to guarantee, using only methods based
on programming languages, or the security model of UNIX, which back in 2003 was
much coarser than it is nowadays, the authors proposed a new tool for developers to
preemptively limit security risks in their applications.
Privilege separation already exists in Unix OSs. Provos et al. propose to repurpose
it by splitting existing applications into multiple processes, so that it may become a defensive programming technique as well as an OS-level security technology. Specifically,
the authors propose to create child processes with reduced privilege to execute specific
sections of applications’ source code, for which privileges are deemed unnecessary. Implementation details are as follows: the privileged application may create new processes, and
execute them under a temporary, unprivileged user identifier, with a temporary, empty
filesystem root. Inter-Process Communication (IPC) is performed via a UNIX socket, to
enable data exchange between the application and its unprivileged subsystem.
In the proposed model, unprivileged child processes may request additional privileges
via special messages, that application developers must check and which they must decide
to honour or dismiss. The authors provide an example in the form of a modified OpenSSH
server, which separates the code responsible for accepting incoming connections into a
privilege process that performs a few select operations that need superuser privilege,
and an unprivileged child process which parses incoming network packets. Applying
the proposed method divides the size of OpenSSH’s Trusted Computing Base (TCB) by
three. The authors list past vulnerabilities which would not have been exploitable if
privilege separation had been applied to OpenSSH.
2

I do not provide citations here because original publications are nearly two-decades old and have been
taken off the Web. See Provos et al. (2003) and Kilpatrick (2003) for original references.
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Privman
In the same time frame, Kienzle et al. (2002) proposed, in their Security Patterns Repository project, a pattern called ‘partitioned application’, which consists of splitting an
application into two partitions, one of which retains privileges whilst the other doesn’t.
This proposal was taken up by Kilpatrick (2003), who implemented a library to support
the separation of applications into multiple compartments3 . The library, called Privman,
seeks to focus on the ease of porting legacy applications to a compartmentalised design.
The Privman library helps separate applications into, specifically, two compartments:
one with full privilege, and another that executes the bulk of the code, and requests that
the former compartment performs privileged operations on its behalf. The privileged
compartment is not expected to make decisions on privileges at runtime. Instead, a
policy file must be provided that describes how the unprivileged compartment may access
privileged operations as a whole, for its entire lifetime. This means Privman is no different
from a userspace sandbox, that wraps an arbitrary process and restricts its interactions
with the outside world. In fact, the authors cite userspace sandboxing techniques as
related work, and argue that the benefit of using Privman over those is that Privman
does not require modifications to the OS kernel. Privman alone is more limited than the
compartmentalisation techniques presented later in this section, and closer in spirit to
an opt-in sandbox than to a compartmentalisation library.
To address these shortcomings, Kilpatrick provide an Application Programming Interface (API) for applications to register custom extensions to the set of privileged operations that can be put in a policy file. Those extensions may carry an application-specific
semantic. Unfortunately, access to extensions is granted indiscriminately throughout the
entire application lifecycle and for all instances of the application, rather than contextually. This shortcoming also applies to many confinement systems, as discussed later in
this chapter.
Privtrans
Unlike other partitioning systems, Privtans (Brumley and Song, 2004) focuses on how to
partition an existing program rather than how to efficiently enforce partitions. Given a
few annotations on the original source code of a C program, Privtans automatically splits
it into two partitions (one privileged, the other unprivileged) and adds the necessary IPC
calls so that the unprivileged compartment may call the privileged compartment where
necessary. Brumley and Song experimentally show that their automatic partitioning
produces security equivalent to that of a manual partitioning.
The partitioning is not fully automated: developers are tasked with understanding
which resources require privileges, and must annotate such resources. Either variables or
functions can be annotated, and Privtrans will ensure those variables and functions can
only be directly manipulated (and respectively, called) in the privileged partition. The
3

This paper cites an earlier version of the Provos et al. (2003) publication, from 2002. Therefore, it is
posterior to the work from Provos et al..
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annotation mechanism can also be used to identify resources that the application considers sensitive, e.g. private encryption keys, which in turn also are available exclusively
from within the privileged compartment.
By default, the IPC monitor ensures that sequences of calls from the unprivileged
to the privileged compartment match possible call sequences in the control flow graph
of the program. This policy can be extended by developers: IPC calls between both
compartments can be intercepted, and authorised to proceed or blocked according to a
custom policy, written in C code. Extensions can also be used to declassify information
produced by privileged functions and provide it to the unprivileged compartment.
The authors report that as few as two annotations are necessary to protect OpenSSH
in a way comparable to what Provos et al. (2003) achieved. They conclude that their
automated approach is simpler to adopt than a manual compartmentalisation, albeit they
state that manual approaches are likely to leverage better performance. Still, Privtrans
is the first compartmentalisation solution to address the technical difficulty that lies in
compartmentalising an application. It does not remove the need to understand security
and to properly identify which areas of code require protection or control, but it makes
the task of adding compartments to code significantly simpler than other approaches.
Wedge
Wedge (Bittau et al., 2008) is one of several modern approaches to compartmentalisation. It builds directly upon Linux OS primitives to enforce full separation between
compartments of an application, thereby implementing Saltzer and Schroeder (1975)’s
safe defaults principle. Wedge extends Linux’s threading model in order to allow the
creation of isolated threads within a process, resulting in better performance than most
other Linux-based isolation solutions that impose the use of multiple processes. Wedge’s
distinctive characteristic is that authorised communications between compartments are
modelled by describing memory objects they may share and system calls they may perform. Wedge has therefore a particularly rich policy language. Policy is written directly
within the code, by adding tags to memory allocations in order to describe the specific
privileges granted to the allocated memory block.
Wedge also includes a runtime analysis tool, similar to SELinux’s audit2allow, that
helps developers assert which memory objects are shared between compartments of their
application during a benign run, so as to help them write appropriately permissive policies. Wedge’s analyser is based on the Pin dynamic analysis tool. Memory allocations
and accesses are tracked at run-time much like they would with a taint analyser. Bittau
et al. (2008) view this runtime tool as undissociable from the underlying compartmentalisation model they propose, for developers to be able to compartmentalise applications.
The authors rightly point out that previous solutions like Privman did not assist developers in understanding how to compartmentalise, or how to audit compartments. By using
Wedge’s runtime analysis tool, developers can compare their policies to a true measure
of the privileges needed to run it4 .
4

A static analysis tool would also be needed to model the upper-bound of appropriate privileges to grant
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The authors report successfully stripping access to privileges out of 75
Capsicum
Another example of compartmentalisation would be Capsicum (Watson et al., 2010),
which introduces APIs to help applications reduce the privileges of specific code units
that process untrusted input, and which forwards privilege to compartmentalised code
through capabilities. The use of capabilities has been shown by Miller and Shapiro (2003)
to allow writing more flexible security policies than using only ‘ambient’ privileges, and
so, developers who want to compartmentalise their apps with capability-systems may
find that easier to achieve than splitting their app into multiple processes governed by
an ‘ambient’ access control policy at the OS level.
Watson et al. (2010) developed what they call a hybrid capability model for compartmentalising applications and libraries on POSIX systems. Capsicum was developed for
FreeBSD, and later ported to Linux. It provides extensions to the POSIX API, that
enable developers to isolate parts of their applications in less-privileged compartments
(called renderer processes), starting from a fully privileged process. Whereas Wedge
extended the threading model and exposed compartments through it, Capsicum extends
processes, and allows running processes in ‘capability mode‘, i.e. in a sandboxed environment where only capabilities may be used to interact with outside resources. Both files
and shared memory segments are exposed to such restricted processes via capabilities,
so that all authorised interactions between sandboxed processes and the outside may be
revoked.
An overarching goal of Capsicum is to take the responsibility of expressing security
policies away from system administrators, and to put it back into the hands of users, by
having policy embedded into application UIs. The reasoning behind this is that policies
change fast, and it is not realistic to expect them to be updated by a central authority
if they are to provide effective protection regardless of a user’s current needs5 .
A typical example of user-provided policy is the following: a user opening a file with
their OS’s file opening dialogue in a compartmentalised application could cause the application to delegate a secure handle6 for that file to an unprivileged compartment. In
contrast, a sandboxing system might spawn a whole copy of the application into a restricted environment where only that opened file may be accessed. The idea of granting
privileges out of user actions has been later formalised by Yee (2004) as security by designation, which is the terminology I use in this thesis. Though, it was Miller and Shapiro
(2003) who first came up with that concept under the name of Powerboxes. Watson
et al. intend, in future work to Capsicum, to make use of interactions with users (such
to each compartment, on top of the lower-bound computed at runtime with the dynamic analyser.
The authors mention that as a current limitation of Wedge, but acknowledge the need for such an
analyser too.
5
In the slightly less technical domain of organisational security policies, evidence has been provided by
Bartsch and Sasse (2013) that policies failing to be updated in time is indeed a hurdle to conducing
work effectively and securely.
6
File handles are capabilities, in that they grant access to a resource through an abstraction layer, and
allow for revoking the access after it was granted.
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as opening files in a powerbox, or dragging and dropping them onto a window) in order
to configure and run compartments on-the-fly so that each user file is separated from
others. Unfortunately, this line of research has not led to further publications, so it is
not known what attempts were made and whether they were successful.
CHERI
Watson et al. (2015) address, in CHERI, the scalability and performance of compartmentalisation by exploring how changes to CPUs’ memory management models can
drastically simplify and improve compartmentalisation APIs. Until CHERI, compartmentalisation systems had to use OS primitives such as processes or threads to implement
compartments, leading to expensive context switches and to compartments using different address spaces (because they use different processes; and because shared memory
segments are not designed for access control onto memory addresses they provide).
CHERI is a software-hardware architecture that makes use of an extension to traditional CPUs to store additional information on memory locations (e.g. which compartments can access it) and changes to the C language to replace pointers (that allow direct
interaction with content in memory) with capabilities that can be revoked, transfered, or
limited to certain types of operations (e.g. read-only VS write-and-execute memory segments). CHERI can be adopted incrementally, to compartmentalise bits of a program,
libraries, or entire programs altogether. This is made possibly by running traditional
OSs on top of a hypervisor kernel that can bridge between the traditional OS world and
the new capability-based OS with a single-address-space memory model that CHERI
promotes.
In a traditional OS, processes are given a virtual address space in which they have
full dominion over their memory, and a Translation Lookaside Buffer is used to map this
virtual memory onto real hardware memory. In CHERI, programs may choose not to receive a virtual or real address when allocating memory, but a capability that allows them
to read or write into a memory segment, and so, to implement memory safety in C within
a single address space. Memory capabilities are described in Woodruff et al. (2014). On
top of those memory capabilities, CHERI provides object-capabilities, a way to switch
between different security domains upon function invocation. This approach frees developers from the limits inherent to isolation approaches based on a fixed number of CPU
rings, and it’s easier to program and more efficient than compartments relying upon IPC
between processes with distinct identities. To implement such capabilities, processes in
CHERI have access to a new loader and new primitives to allocate capabilities to protected memory. APIs are also provided to convert legacy pointers into capabilities, and
a wide range of permissions can be set on capabilities. Memory reserved for capabilities
is tagged, and so cannot be accessed via direct referencing.
CHERI represents a significant breakthrough in compartmentalisation technology. It
allows the sandboxing of typically untrusted rendering code, the creation of data processing pipelines where each step is compartmentalised, horizontal compartmentalisation
so that different data instances are processed in their own distinct compartments, etc.
Libraries used in a program may use their own model of compartmentalisation to fur-
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ther reduce risks. CHERI therefore does make it easier to program compartments. The
performance overhead of CHERI is also negligible across most benchmarks compared to
Capsicum.
Takeaways from Compartmentalisation Research
Compartmentalisation as a technology is improving at a remarkably fast pace, particularly thanks to CHERI. It is currently possible to split an arbitrary program into multiple
isolated units and greatly reduce the exploitability of flaws in said program. Coming up
with the right security model, as a developer, is no trivial task – yet several tools can
partly automate this work. Compartmentalisation might have carried an unacceptable
performance penalty – that is no longer the case thanks to CHERI.
Application confinement and application compartmentalisation technologies differ in
one fundamental aspect: a sandbox may be applied in spite of the application developer’s
intent, whereas compartmentalisation is a choice made by the developer. In one case,
developers may be adversaries, and it is end-users of OS distributors who uphold the security model. In the other case, developers are responsible for designing and implementing
security – and will not do so if they are malicious.
There is another difference between the threat models considered by compartmentalisation and confinement. Even though application-level security is likely better than
OS-level security at securing a benign, well-written application, it requires rewriting all
existing applications and cannot be applied to secure malign ones. Malicious third parties adjust their targets quickly when a previously vulnerable application is secured. So
long as at least one user application is not secured, that application can be targeted. For
instance, the sharp decrease in the number of infections from exploit-ridden PDF files
and Microsoft Office files from 2013 to 2014, according to Verizon (2013, 2014), was compensated by an increase in infections via JPEG images and other files. At the time this
PhD thesis started, it was therefore more relevant to study confinement owing to its then
superior scalability. CHERI has closed this gap by allowing application developers to use
fully-compartmentalised third-party libraries without any effort. It was unfortunately
published too late to be considered in my thesis work.
Moreover, despite promising research prototypes, compartmentalisation is not mainstream yet in the same way that confinement is. Compartmentalisation technologies
target only a few languages. Some have limited support for system calls commonly used
in existing programs. Others are too slow to use. Therefore, it is not possible yet to
assess the consequences it might entail at the scale of an entire Desktop OS. CHERI is a
game-changer in that regard: it enables enough different models of compartmentalisation
and is simple enough to use to allow usability studies with application developers who
are not security experts. But it has come out in 2015, too late to be considered in this
thesis. My goal in this work is to study how a security technology can be appropriated,
and what kind of methodological configurations best support appropriation. A more
widespread technology like confinement provides a better starting point, because one can
highlight how existing confinement systems do impact users’ freedoms and abilities when
applied at scale, and therefore, identify room for improvement in the design process of
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confinement.
Moreover, social engineering can occasionally trump security by getting users to run
malware directly on their systems. Application-level security in benign applications will
have no effect over standalone malware running with full user privileges. Verizon (2014)
suggests at least 49% of criminal malware observed in corporate environments has been
introduced owing to a user error. Verizon (2017) says half of breaches involved a malware
component. Application-level security cannot substitute OS-wide protection mechanisms
such as confinement, because it accounts for a smaller amount of the threats users are
exposed to on Desktop OSs.
Finally, compartmentalisation is not a trivial task. It requires an understanding of how
information flows in applications, where threats come from, and how to mediate outputs
of compartments processing untrusted code. It must be implemented in every application, of which there are millions. In contrast, there are a handful of Desktop OSs with
a user marketshare over 1%: Windows, OS X and Linux (NetApplications, 2017). It is
less costly, and less taxing on an already scarse computer security workforce, to correctly
deploy confinement mechanisms in three OSs than compartmentalisation in millions of
applications. Notwithstanding economic aspects, it is likely that many developers –
who struggle to build end-to-end encryption (Acar et al., 2016) – will fail to properly
compartmentalise their applications. Fewer deployments with fewer opportunities for
misconfiguration result in a smaller attack surface. Tools that assist compartmentalisation may boost the usability of compartmentalisation to the moot where this argument
is untrue – possibly in the near future. Until then, confinement remains more easily
applicable than compartmentalisation when all applications must be secured.
For these reasons, I do not consider application-level security in this thesis. Compartmentalisation is very useful for security-conscious developers who can afford its cost,
especially for server applications and Web browsers who do face a significantly larger
volume of threats than other applications. It has been widely adopted in Web browsers,
in fact. Compartmentalisation, however, cannot alone prevent the existence of malware
on Desktop OSs.
This being said, there is a topic of enquiry that is likely interesting both to confinement
research and compartmentalisation research. Both technologies implement security by
isolation. What methods do we have to evaluate how, over time, information flows that
are allowed between isolated parts of a system (content and applications with confinement, or compartments with compartmentalisation) would cause erosion in the security
model being enforced? I propose a method to solve this question in the context of confinement in Chapter 8, and that method might also be applicable to compartmentalisation
once it can be applied at a wider scale.

4.1.2. Reacting to Malware
Multiple methods can be used to mitigate the issues of compromised or rogue processes,
even in systems with ambient authority. For instance, host-based intrusion detection
systems (HIDS) detect and report unusual resource usage patterns or behaviours that
are assumed to be attributable to malware (Lunt, 1993; Debar et al., 1999) – and intrusion
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protection systems (IPS) take action to counter such patterns. HIDSs and IPSs can rely
on databases or rule sets describing known attacks (knowledge-based or rule-based) or
learn about the normal behaviour of a system and detect processes that deviate from
this norm (behaviour-based or anomaly-based). IPSs tend to confuse legitimate usage
patterns as being suspicious, which is particularly problematic for real-time active IPSs
which may then disrupt legitimate processes. Users’ digital activities change over time,
making IPS difficult to apply to Desktop software.
HIDSs constitute the backbone of modern antivirus (AV) software. AVs primarily
rely on a database of malware binary signatures to detect malware at runtime on the
systems where they are installed. This database is maintained by analysts who observe
binaries and files collected or sent to them. Behavioural heuristics can also be used to
detect processes that behave like typical malware. This is useful against polymorphic
malware, which constantly change their binary signature. For an in-depth discussion of
AV software, see Szor (2005).
The Verizon Data Breach Intrusion Report for 2014 (Verizon, 2014) suggests that
reactive security systems excel at preventing mass-scale infections by known malware via
the Web. They face two challenges, however: they require a good knowledge of how
benign and malign software differ7 , and they do not question ambient authority: what
is not detected can harm fully.

4.1.3. Process Integrity Protection
Benign applications can also be protected by guaranteeing the integrity of their control
flow. For example, Address Space Layout Randomisation (ASLR) (PaX Team, 2003)
complicates control-flow hijacking attacks, and the No-Execute Bit (AMD, 2013) prevents
exploit payloads hidden in data segments from being executed. These mechanisms can
still be circumvented: ASLR can be defeated by memory information leaks (Durden,
2002) and the NX Bit by Return-Oriented Programming (Shacham, 2007; Buchanan
et al., 2008) or more recently Blind Return-Oriented Programming (Bittau et al., 2014).
Payer (2012) extended traditional Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) mechanisms (Abadi
et al., 2009) to the dynamic libraries used by a process by replacing the traditional Linux
loader with one that couples loaded processes to a sandbox implemented in the process’s
memory space. The sandbox dynamically reads all loaded code to draw a graph of
legitimate control flows and translates that code so that each system call is redirected to
an authorisation layer. System calls that do not match a state in the built Control Flow
Graph (CFG) can be assumed to be code-based exploits and interrupted. A system call
policy is used for data-based exploits. Payer’s CFI sandbox provides extensive coverage
at a reasonable performance cost (up to 50% slower).
The protection offered by CFI is limited to software that is benign, and that is exploitable only because of bugs (rather than design flaws). For instance, it would have
7

This question is not trivial at all. Does a browser extension record my passwords because it implements
a password manager service, or because it is malign?
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prevented the OpenSSL Heartbleed bug8 but not Bash Shellshock9 .
Native Client (NaCl) (Yee et al., 2009) allows browser to run native programs by
limiting those programs to a subset of verifiable instructions, based on the principle of
proof-carrying code (Necula, 1997). NaCl’s compiler verifies that all instructions point
to valid addresses within compiled programs’ memory layout. Like for other CFI approaches, NaCl prevents code-based attacks but cannot protect users’ data without a
policy and means to enforce it at the level of the API provided to programs.
Hardware approaches to integrity protection exist (e.g. McCune et al. (2008) and Baumann et al. (2014)) but correspond to different adversarial models than mine.

Contributions
In this chapter, I perform a systematic literature review of confinement technologies. I
present major models and their implementations, as well as applications of confinement
in DEs and commercial OSs. I highlight the importance of policies in determining the
properties of a confinement system, rather than its technical characteristics, and bring
attention to the limitations in security and usability evaluations of past research works.
I propose five open problems for confinement systems research.

4.2. Models for Confinement
Ultimately, most approaches apart from confinement are either too specialised to be
applied to all applications, or do not address enough threats. Confinement technologies
strongly diminish the problem of ambient authority by implementing the Principle of
Least Privilege (POLP): processes should be allowed to perform the least amount of
operations required for them to function as the user expects. The privileges required
by a program change depending on what the user seeks to achieve, and discrepancies
between granted and actually required privileges can lead to frictions and reduce the
usefulness of the program. Different models of confinement have been developed to try
and get as close as possible to least privilege whilst remaining manageable for end-users.
The UIs used to manage privileges also matter, as the usability evaluation performed by
Schreuders et al. (2012) shows, and can range from explicit access control to situated
acts of designation.

4.2.1. What is Confinement?
I refer to the process of modifying the execution environment of a process to enforce a
security goal as process confinement. The derived terms activity confinement and content
confinement refer to alternative models of confinement that describe security boundaries
in terms of activities and content origin rather than only OS concepts such as system
calls, hardware resources or process identities. Confinement aims to be systematic: it
8
9

Heartbleed was caused by a forgotten buffer length check which allowed out-of-bounds reads.
Shellshock is a code omission causing untrusted data to be processed without error.
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should always apply, and apply to all classes of software. Lampson (1973) formalised
what it means to confine an application and proposed that a confined program shall
satisfy the following rules:
R1 The confined program must be memoryless, i.e. not carry any state over multiple
executions
R2 Programs called by a confined program must be transitively confined, unless trusted
R3 Storage channels (permanent and temporary filesystems, IPC) must be identified
and mediated
R4 The input of confined programs over legitimate and covert channels must be chosen
by the caller
R5 The confined program must be forced to have its input conform to the caller’s
specifications
Evolutions since 1973
This paper was written before the advent of the Internet. The authors had not anticipated
that programs would legitimately connect to remote servers and exchange data, or that
new covert channels would be continuously discovered (see e.g. Hanspach et al. (2013) for
sound-based channels on laptops) to the point that many experts agree covert channels
cannot be prevented on a single host (Proctor and Neumann, 1992; Zander et al., 2007). A
host OS cannot decide whether communication channels between arbitrary (and partially
unspecified, i.e. newly installed and potentially malicious) programs and remote parties
are legitimate or malicious, and so this information must be specified for network security
policies to be enforced by the OS10 . Even then all remote ends of such connections should
be trusted not to leak information. It seems an unreasonable burden to prevent any
leakage of data accessed by untrusted programs. Therefore, I do not consider R4, the
mediation of covert channels.
The Impact of Security by Designation
One of the foundational ideas behind the CapDesk secure OS was that authority was
exchanged between separate programs via an API that encapsulates granted privileges
so as to permit their revokation. This API was called the PowerBox (Stiegler and Miller,
2002). It was applied to build a file manager app that allows applications to run with a
capability to access one file11 ; and also to build a file open dialog that grants a running
application the authority to access a file, that it did not have at launch time.
10

This is not entirely true. Stiegler and Miller (2002) propose a basis for an OS where all interactions
between processes could be performed via capabilities. This may solve most of the issues surrounding
covert channels; however, as discussed earlier, I do not consider capability systems in the scope of
this thesis due to the existing limits on their applicability and due to the threat models for which
they are systematically applicable.
11
In contrast, traditional file managers let the OS run the app with full authority, and merely indicate
the path of the file the app is expected to open once launched.
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Later on, Yee (2004) formalised applications of the PowerBox concept to securitynegotiating UIs, under the name of security by designation: when a user’s action clearly
designates what the user intends an unprivileged application to do, and when this act of
designation occurs on a trusted path, the application can automatically be granted the
appropriate privileges without risk. For example, opening a file from the (trusted) file
manager of the DE means the application handling this file is designated to open the file,
and can be granted access to it. This influences R2: actions performed from within a
confined program, but through an act of designation on a trusted path embedded in the
confined application shall not be transitively confined. In fact, Powerboxes were used
to allow sandboxed applications to acquire new capabilities over files. Powerboxes have
been applied both to Windows and OS X application sandboxes.
The Memoryless Property
Being memoryless is not always a requirement for current process confinement systems.
Application sandboxes are expected to remember changes made by users to their settings,
for instance. Besides, many confinement systems are designed for server applications,
where applications have a long lifetime and are expected to persist data. Besides, the
question of memory storage is in some cases a bit moot: any remote takeover of a server
application would already do significant damage since applications can run for weeks
before being rebooted.
On Desktop OSs, memorylessness is typically undesirable: memory is used not only
to cache data for performance, but also to save users’ settings and preferences for the
application. As we’ll see, both Windows and OS X chose to implement memory in their
sandboxes. Therefore, I do not consider it a fatal flaw for a sandbox to have memory, and
I will make the assumption that memory is permitted when modelling attack surfaces
for sandboxes in Chapter 8.
Systematicity
In this thesis, I speak of systematic sandboxing to refer to sandboxes that are supposed
to always be used to confine an application. For instance, mobile apps are systematically
sandboxed. In the Desktop world, there also are sandboxes that can be used on-demand
to confine specific instances of an application.
The presence of memory and storage in a systematic sandbox means that the sandbox
enforces a boundary between the confined application and its data, and the rest of the
system. It is typically in non-systematic sandboxes that memory and storage can weaken
the isolation afforded by sandboxes.

4.2.2. Formalising Boundaries: Three Models of Confinement
Confinement can be centred around different entities: users, processes, content and activities. Three models were defined so far. I quickly present them, and then discuss
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similarities and differences between them. Finally, I point to the main open problems in
confinement research.
Summary of Models
User confinement, the historical security model of Desktop OSs, is not discussed. This
model provides the full ambient authority of the user to userspace processes and leads to
significant harm to users. It is unsuitable to defend against most modern threats, since
it cannot protect users from malicious applications. It is therefore ignored.
Process confinement mechanisms are primarily discussed in section 4.3. Process confinement may be used to achieve different security goals: a process may run an untrusted
helper child process in a confined space to process a specific piece of data, or a runtime
environment may confine all processes so that they are isolated from one another and cannot interfere with each other. The two other models rest upon process confinement but
differ in their interpretation of what constitutes least acceptable privilege and redefine
the perimeter of isolation accordingly. That is, the three models define different domains
(sets of files and processes joined together within the same boundaries) of confinement.
Content-centric confinement is the dominant model in Web browser security (with the
Same-Origin Policy (W3C, 2010) which ensures scripts can only interact with content
from websites of the same origin as them). It is also a model applied in Web browser
compartmentalisation to isolate tabs handling sites of different origins (Reis and Gribble, 2009). Moshchuk et al. (2012) brought this idea to OS ecosystems, with a focus on
incapacitating malicious content. The Content-Based Isolation model isolates combinations of application and files based on their origins (software publishers and the declared
owner of files), essentially making confined domains entirely disposable with regards to
the system and ensuring that malicious can only impact the environment in which it
runs itself. Questions arise in this model as to how to best handle data sharing and
application configuration across uses. See Section 4.5 for more details.
Similarly, activity-centric confinement creates confinement domains between processes,
but centred on a constructed representation of users’ different activities (Rutkowska and
Wojtczuk, 2010; Briffaut et al., 2010a,b; Tiwari et al., 2012). Assuming that the activities
are distinct enough and data is normally not shared across activities, each of them can
be put into a separate domain. The reuse of app configurations across files within each
activity is both a usability advantage and a security drawback. The assumption that
such activity representations can be created and maintained by users is not to be taken
for granted, yet no research effort has been made to validate it. I discuss activity-centric
confinement systems in Section 4.4.
Confinement Domains and Model Properties
I express the end result of confinement models as confinement domains. Domains contain
sets of processes and files that are grouped together by a confinement mechanism and for
which a state is maintained. Domains are isolated from one another by boundaries, and
cross-boundary information flows are mediated by a policy. For instance, a process con-
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finement mechanism creates domains composed of this process, its internal data and all
the user files legally opened by the process. In contrast, with content-based confinement,
domains contain only one set of same-origin files coupled with one set of same-origin
applications. An ideal domain contains a minimal set of assets while making the assets
actionable and self-contained.
Assuming that a user’s computing practices can be segregated into groups of data that
can legitimately be put in the same domain, what are the immediately visible security,
efficiency and practicality properties of each model? Table 4.1 summarises these properties. It is more the models of confinement themselves than their implementations that
determine what properties can best be achieved, so I do not distinguish much between
various implementations. I make the assumption that several acceptable implementations of each model are possible based on combinations of technologies already developed
within each model. Interested readers will find an in-depth comparison of technical details between various application access control mechanisms in Schreuders et al. (2013)
(with a strong focus on access control rather than confinement), and I provide an in-depth
review of process confinement mechanisms in Section 4.3.
Conceptual Problems in Process Confinement
The main issue of process confinement is that information flows between domains should
be commonly expected, given that users may legitimately open their files with multiple applications, or handle multiple files with a confined application that is not entirely
memoryless. Assuming that security flaws exist in the files and applications that bridge
between confinement domains, and that said flaws can be systematically exploited, processes could be infected over time until a whole system is controlled. In contrast, a system
without confinement would be immediately and entirely controlled as soon as one flaw is
exploited in one process. This assumption is not entirely unrealistic as low-level libraries
for image or font rendering or graphical user interface (GUI) toolkits are occasionally
targeted by malware writers. With some applications, it will be possible to trigger the
exploit again e.g. by setting the application to reopen files from the previous use session,
if such a setting exists. Another approach would be to exploit the application’s plugin
infrastructure to add new code to execute upon launch, etc. As a result, security erosion
should be expected.
Multi-category security systems such as the one implemented in SELinux (Morris,
2005) cannot protect against such erosion. MCS systems can be used to label groups of
12

Each individual app may contain exploits, so one app per domain is the best model. However, if
a developer is malicious, all her apps will be malicious – which makes same-origin the second-best
model.
13
Files that come from the same source will be malicious if the source is malicious.
14
In process confinement systems, policy is usually used to relax, rather than define the security model.
Therefore, the safe defaults principle is implemented.
15
A tradeoff exists between the accuracy of activity representations and the risk of mediation being
incomplete and mode errors occurring.
16
If origins are encoded, then the model provides safe defaults.
17
Implementations tend to ignore the memoryless requirement, rather systematically.
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Process
Confinement

Activity
Confinement

Content
Confinement

Ideal
Properties

Apps per domain

One

Same-origin

Files per domain

Any

Any
Interrelated files
in same domain

One12
Sameorigin13

Data to encode
in policies

Coarse permissions
for apps (& file labelling sometimes)

Representations of
user activities

Labelling of origins
& trusted domains

As little as
possible

Domain Definition
Same-origin

Technical Properties
Safe defaults

Yes14

Implementationdependent15

Yes16

Yes

Memoryless
across domains
Transitive
Storage channels
mediated
Covert channels
blocked
Performance
overhead

No17

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, as long as confinement is systematically applied

Yes

Yes, across defined boundaries

Yes

No (untractable problem)

No

Implementation-dependent, can be low enough for practical
use under any model

None

Applicability & Utility
Legacy app
support

Implementationdependent

Yes

Apps that poorly
fit the model*

Apps
IPC

‘Metawork’ apps

Impact on
usability
Qty of attack
surface reduced

that

need

No, and requires
extensive changes
to Web and apps
Contentaggregating apps,
IPC, tabbed UIs

Yes

None

Unknown, never quantified

No impact

Unknown, never quantified

All of it

Table 4.1.: Security, performance and applicability of three models of confinement of user
processes and data on modern Desktop OSs. Green-highlighted characteristics
indicates a model is satisfactory on those characteristics. Yellow-highlighted
ones indicate a critical open problem. No model is clearly better than others, and none have been thoroughly evaluated to quantify or even qualify
their security benefits and usability impact in real-world settings. I discuss
application compatibility in each model’s dedicated section.
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files, so that individual processes can open files only if they have been given the clearance
to interact with said label when they don’t have the appropriate clearance. A user would
then either assign an application’s binary all the relevant categories so it may access all
files that the user wants to be able to access in the future, or she would create multiple
versions of each application, each with access to its own unique category. In the former
case, if a process is compromised and if there is a mechanism to ensure future processes
are compromised as well, it does not matter if MCS is used because future processes
will be compromised and will be given the appropriate label to open the files users want
to view or edit. MCS could only work in the latter case, if state is not shared across
instances of an application that interact with different categories. This latter case falls
under the definition of activity-based confinement in this thesis.
Multi-level security systems could protect sensitive files from exploits brought in through
less-sensitivity files more efficiently. Assuming we have only a high and low levels of security, if a process runs at the low level and gets compromised, any state that it writes to
the filesystem in order for the exploit to persist across runs would be saved in a low level,
and would therefore not be readable when the same process runs at a high level. However,
labelling all user files with security levels and choosing a security level when running an
instance of a process also falls under the definition of activity-based confinement.
Moreover, process confinement mostly aims to separate applications from one another.
The file access control policy in place will determine how many files each individual
application is allowed to access at any given time. Considering the recrudescence of
ransomware attacks – which were not caused by phishing but by malware (Brenner,
2017; Symantec, 2017a) – attack scenarios where an adversary remotely exploits a local
application to encrypt all the files accessible from that application appear increasingly
likely.
Regarding application compatibility, process confinement forbids IPC, commonly used
by applications such as task managers, and by software from the same publishers to
combine features. However, OS X has implemented an IPC model that circumvents
this limitation, by allowing confined applications to expose an interface to others. A
more serious limitation is the fact that some features, as well as plugins, are limited or
forbidden by process confinement mechanisms. This issue is the topic of Chapter 6.
The central question of process confinement is not just ‘how effective and usable is it?’,
but ‘how much actual security do users gain for the usability cost of confinement?’ – for
both the security erosion scenario and the direct attack scenario. This will be addressed
in Chapter 8. A survey of implementations of this model is presented in section 4.3.
Conceptual Problems in Activity Confinement
Activity confinement mitigates security erosion by mapping domains over co-used data
rather than over process identities – under the assumption that files used as part of the
same activity have the same level of security sensitivity and trustworthiness. Activity
confinement relies on the ability to describe user activities through policies or during situated use of the system. The HCI literature suggests this task is far from trivial. Systems
which require detailed representations of activity (i.e. lists of remote URLs and lists of
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files tied to an activity, sequences in which applications can be opened and files accessed
for the activity to be well-constituted, etc.) to be written in advance are likely to fail –
and in fact, there is no evidence of usability even for basic tasks in laboratory environments for such systems. Systems that require users to continually maintain separation
between activities through use expose themselves to mode errors. Again, no studies have
been performed to quantify these risks. Finally, activity representations could be automatically learnt from past user actions, but solutions in HCI to the problem of activity
identification are not robust enough yet – notwithstanding the presence of adversaries,
which would greatly decrease the efficiency of activity identification if taken into account
(see Barreno et al. (2006) and Biggio et al. (2013) for details on adversarial learning).
Regarding application compatibility, some software, by its nature, is used across all
activities, e.g. email clients and calendars. Activity confinement mechanisms that rely
on automatic activity identification would need to account for that and classify such
software separately from a specific activity. However, no prototypes of automatic activity
confinement exist yet, so the issue has not arisen 18 .
For activity confinement, the most pressing question is: ‘considering three possible
futures for activity representation, what is the most accurate form of representation we
can achieve in practice, and what usability and security effects does it bring?’. I will not
treat this question in the thesis, as learning activities securely is probably untractable. I
conclude for now that the situated maintenance of representations by users is the likeliest
to yield results. Implementations of activity confinement are presented in section 4.4.
Conceptual Problems in Content Confinement
Content confinement goes even further than previous models, as it isolates pairs of data
and process. What distinguishes content confinement is that the isolation of applications
so that one application doesn’t concurrently access content produced by mutually distrusting sources is done automatically and transparently. If the user needs to manually
enforce the security model by considering the origin of every document she opens, it is
not content confinement but regular process confinement.
It is unclear how users would manage to configure and run existing applications in such
a system, without completely rewriting applications and OSs so that document origins
are made available when applications are launched. Content confinement is a very new
proposal, so more research is required to define it. Two problems seem particularly
crucial to solve: legacy applications cannot be supported, and significant changes need
to be made to Internet-facing applications and servers on the Internet regarding the
origin labelling of downloaded files.
Regarding application compatibility, this model is the most limited. Many applications
legitimately aggregate content from multiple sources, e.g. bibliography managers, music
18

Systems that can learn activities for a period of time of manually using the application, e.g. SELinux’s
audit2allow, are not fully automatic, because the user has to manually create policies for each of
their activities by running applications. In the case of audit2allow, she still has to link the learnt
policies for each binary with each other and with the files that ultimately comprise the different
clusters of her activities.
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players, image viewers. Under content confinement, users would need to run an instance
of such applications per origin of content. This does not mirror the way that users and
application developers currently co-organise, aggregate and consume content in many
applications. Applications like document or code editors, which use tabbed UIs so that
one document can be edited per tab, and users can quickly switch between documents,
would also be impacted by the proposed model.
Web browsers (whether research prototypes like the Darpa Browser (Wagner and Tribble, 2002) or modern browsers with sandboxed tabs) are able to separate mutually distrusting content inside the same UI because they implement confinement within the
application, which is not compatible with the threat model considered in this thesis,
as the code of the privileged part of such browsers would have to be part of the TCB.
Instead, it would be necessary to run multiple disjoint applications and recompose them
in a single UI to achieve the same level of functionality with an external confinement
mechanism.
I give a summary account of the model’s only implementation in section 4.5.

4.3. Process Confinement Mechanisms
This section describes the main families of mechanisms that can be used to isolate a
process or mediate its access to resources: Virtual Machine (VM)s, containers, userland sandboxes, information flow control, and other Mandatory Access Control (MAC)
systems. Some systems combine different methods to provide multi-layered security,
in which case I classify them based on the characteristics that distinguish them best.
Windows 8 and OS X sandboxes will be separately described in section 4.7.

4.3.1. Virtual Machines
Virtual Machines (VMs) are extensively used by server hosting companies to isolate their
clients’ applications and reduce hardware costs. They can apply as a security boundary
since they don’t provide any direct interface for processes inside the guest OS to interact
with those on the outside. In order to break a VM, a virtualised piece of malware needs
to find a vulnerability on the hardware-emulating interface provided by the host OS,
which happens. 76 vulnerabilities were discovered in under two years for Xen, considered
one of the most lightweight and secure Virtual Machine Monitors (VMMs) (Team, 2014).
Cost is another deterring factor: with naive virtualisation, every running service and
application needs as much RAM, CPU and disk space as an entire OS. This cost can be
reduced by limiting the interfaces offered to the guest OS or translating them directly
onto the host’s SCI. Whitaker et al. (2002) proposed Denali, a system built with such
techniques to isolate single untrusted server applications. VMWare also implements ThinApp, stripped-down VMs that run a single application on Windows hosts (VMWare,
2014). Dune (Belay et al., 2012) turns the problem around by running virtualised applications directly on-top of hardware rather than through a kernel and an isolation layer.
It repurposes Intel VT-x which was originally developed to allow guest OS kernels to
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safely access specific CPU features alongside a host OS. This method removes much of
host kernels from the TCB.

4.3.2. Containers
Similar to VMs, containers are a form of OS compartmentalisation in which the OS
is shared across domains of isolation (the containers), and in which it is the SCI that
acts as a boundary between contained processes. The idea of containers probably comes
from the Plan 9 OS which was designed to let processes compose their own view of a
distributed system by selecting the resources they needed (Pike et al., 1993). The whole
of a SCI must be adapted to support containers, or serious security issues can occur. For
instance, the Unix chroot command isolates a process into a specific directory of the file
system, but does not mediate usage of IPC and is defenceless against privileges run by
the super-user root (or escalating to root via exploits).
FreeBSD Jails
Kamp and Watson (2000) built a model for confining groups of processes into “jails” on
FreeBSD. Jails impose a few restrictions on processes: they enforce a hardened chroot,
prevent process visibility across jails and limit processes to a single assigned IP address
per jail. Jailed root processes can be prevented from using specific interfaces of the OS
by explicitly removing the corresponding privileges before jailing them. Setting up a
jail is done via a unique system call that takes care of setting up an environment. The
performance cost is likely negligible, No performance evaluation has been performed,
albeit the changes made to the OS are drastically simple (only hundreds of lines of
code were added to system calls and the FreeBSD kernel). Jails are integrated with
VIMAGE, a technology that can virtualise a FreeBSD kernel’s network stack to allow
per-jail network settings (McKusick et al., 2014).
Solaris Zones
The Solaris OS kernel is able to run groups of applications in virtualised environments
called Zones (Oracle, 2014). A zone can contain any number of processes, and albeit it
usually runs the same kernel as the host Solaris OS (called the Global Zone), it can also
emulate other UNIX systems. Zones are containers: they allow applications that exist
on the host system to run unmodified in an isolated, fully configurable environment, and
applications in a Zone run with native performance, without virtualisation overhead (Oracle, 2013). Like with Linux Namespaces (presented below) and FreeBSD Jails, a Zone
can run over a completely isolated network with a unique IP address. Multiple applications can be run per Zone, and interact with each other, whereas the cannot interact
with applications in other Zones. The administrator of the OS chooses which filesystems
can be mounted onto a Zone, and which cannot. Non-root users can be allowed to create
and configure their own zones with the appropriate privileges.
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Linux Namespaces and Containers
The Linux kernel provides a much more complete form of containers, based on namespaces (Kerrisk, 2013). Namespaces allow processes to have a unique view of the OS,
at a negligible performance cost. The entire Linux SCI has been made namespacecompatible19 and split into six families: mount for filesystem access (which is used to
expose user files and sockets to desktop services), network for network and host services
configuration, uts for locale, ipc for native IPC, PID to isolate processes into exclusive
groups and user to map all within-namespace UIDs to a single one on the host (limiting
the scope of root privilege escalation). To escape namespaces, an attacker needs a kernel exploit or a bug in a system call implementation. The large size of modern OS SCIs
makes the TCB of containers one of the largest among confinement mechanisms.
The Linux Containers (LXC) project (LXC, 2014) provides an overlay to namespaces
for system administrators. Other implementations exist e.g. OpenVZ (OpenVZ, 2014)
and the Linux vServer (Des Ligneris, 2005). The Docker project (Docker Inc., 2014) also
allows running app bundles in containers, with an emphasis on scalability and portability. Containers do not require fine-grained per-application policies, making them very
manageable and making it hard to accidentally distribute insecure containers. These
projects all primarily target server owners and providers of cloud computing services. No
UI has been developed, as of 2014, that aims to help desktop users run applications in
containers.
Drawbridge
In the Windows world, Porter et al. (2011) developed a particular form of paravirtualisation with Drawbridge. Their mechanism transformed an OS Application Binary
Interface (ABI) of about 4000 Windows 8 system calls into one that only contains 45
(most of which are client to OS calls, and a mere three of which are OS-initiated, e.g.
interruptions). A library is provided that simulates the original system calls inside the
confined client by using a combination of the 45 remaining. The ABI is stateless which
guarantees the OS state is not influenced by the execution of the confined client.
Drawbridge’s simple ABI is also its weakness: it does not expose access to user files
and OS resources (such as audio and video devices) in any semantic fashion, meaning
that the policy applied on top of the 45 generic system calls must deduce this semantic
from the parameters of calls made by client processes.

4.3.3. System Call Interposition and Mandatory Access Control
Rather than providing processes with their own view of an OS, some methods map
process behaviours onto fine-grained policies to control their interaction with the OS.
The policies then play a greater role in enforcing boundaries than mechanisms. System
call interposition is a classic approach to mediating a process’ access to resources, and a
building block for many more elaborate sandboxes.
19

An effort spanning across 11 years, according to Kerrisk (2013).
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System Call Interposition
Systrace (Provos, 2002) was one of the first system call interposition utilities. It traces
all system calls made by a process and can interrupt them if desired. Systrace uses a
partly in-kernel implementation to speed the decision making process for system calls
that should always be allowed or refused. Systrace policy is stateless, and its rules independent from one another. Provos propose to dynamically modify policies by presenting
a prompt to users when applications are interrupted by a denied system call. Yet, if
such a system was presented to non-technical users, they would not understand queries
and grow habituated to accepting them to be able to use their apps. Users may then
accidentally grant malware access to originally mediated system calls. Besides, system
call interposition systems can reason about files or Internet resources only in terms of
their location (file path or URL) rather than origin or content type. This makes them
unfit for restricting apps’ access to user data.
Seccomp/BPF (Drewry, 2012) appears to be the state of the art in system call filtering.
It owes its name to the BSD network Packet Filter, of which it reuses the architecture to
provide high performance filtering. One has to register a handler program for system calls
to be filtered, which must be written so as not to contain any loops (to ensure handlers
terminate). One can then make a process enter a retricted zone in which filters call
handlers on the system calls made. Seccomp/BPF is a bare mechanism used by multiple
browser sandboxes and MBox (see below) to deny or redirect specific system calls.
Garfinkel et al. (2004) propose to use delegation rather than filtering to control a
process’ execution. Their sandbox Ostia comes with a small kernel module that blocks
undesirable system calls, and a userland ‘emulation library’ (installed into sandboxed
processes by a custom loader) that rewrites system calls within the sandbox with IPC
calls to a trusted agent that executes the system calls on behalf of untrusted processes.
The authors argue this approach benefits from its design being more conservative
than traditional filtering sandboxes. They state that in filtering-based sandboxes, the
permissions associated with a resource may change between the time they are checked and
the time the OS effectively grants permission (TCOTOU race conditions). The authors’
argument is that if the permission checking is done in the TCB, the trusted code can
wait to ensure that permission has been granted to use a resource before allowing it to be
modified. The use of capabilities is another way to prevent such race conditions, assuming
that one may obtain a capability pointing to a resource that both allows checking for
privileges and later one, using said privileges via the capability.
Besides, it is claimed that bypassing a sandbox boundary in Ostia would lead to no
privilege escalation since the untrusted process is not expected to handle privileges (which
means protection layers do not need to handle exceptions and can blindly forbid access
to resources). A final advantage of delegation sandboxes is the ability to get untrusted
clients to do much of the system call work outside the TCB, and to only handle accessgranting operations. Many system calls are composed of other smaller calls, not all of
which relating to resource access. Drawbridge applies the same delegation approach to
Windows’ SCIs (Porter et al., 2011).
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SELinux
Security Enhanced Linux (Loscocco and Smalley, 2001) is a Linux Security Module
(LSM) 20 implementing Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) 21 by the means of Domain and Type Enforcement (DTE). SELinux applies a security context to all files and
running processes. These contexts, made of a role, domain and type, are used in access
control rules to describe which objects of which types can be accessed by which subjects
of which domains. SELinux attaches roles to users, which drastically limit the possibility
of root privilege escalations. A user logging in directly as root would have the role of a
system administrator, whilst a user switching to root via other means would retain its
original, limited role.
SELinux can run in permissive, strict or targeted modes. The strict mode, which enforces a system-wide default-deny policy, is never used in DEs – it is too cumbersome to
write and maintain policies for DEs. The targeted mode enforces rules for specific domains only, and is used to confine system services. It can only protect from apps for which
a correct policy is provided. SELinux has a reputation for being complex (Cameron, 2012)
and is often run in permissive mode where it does not block any system call. This reputation culminated in Hayden (2015) setting up a website called ’stopdisablingselinux.com’
specifically to encourage its use. Schreuders et al. (2012) compared SELinux to MAC
systems based on access control lists and found those easier to use.
Besides, SELinux requires that every file on the system be labelled, and the labelling
of newly created files is derived from the domain and type of their creators. Hence, all
instances of a process can access the same resources since their binaries share the same
security context. SELinux was designed to harden server-type processes, not for Desktop
applications. As the most widespread and well-supported LSM, SELinux is often cited
by Linux users and distributors as the choice solution for hardening virtually any type
of system, a popular belief which is not justified in the case of desktop OSs.
Path-Based Access Control LSMs
AppArmor (Bauer, 2006), TOMOYO Linux (Harada et al., 2009) and the grSecurity
RBAC module (Spengler, 2012) use file paths rather than DTE to specify access control
policies. These systems trade expressiveness for simplicity compared to SELinux. Nowadays, OS distributors use either of SELinux or AppArmor for service hardening, albeit it
is still extremely rare that a third-party application ships with any kind of LSM policy.
Ultimately, all Linux Security Modules suffer from the same issues: one needs to
understand the inner workings of a process to express what system calls it can perform
and on what data. These systems do not support running separate instances of the
same process without ugly hacks as they work on the basis of a statically written policy.
Policies are written pre-emptively, and their authors have no knowledge of user activities.
20

Linux Security Modules are modules that implement callbacks for a number of hooks already placed
in the Linux kernel across the Linux SCI.
21
As well as Multi-Level Security and Multi-Category Security, albeit these features are often redundant
with Type Enforcement.
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They cannot limit applications to the files relevant to user’s tasks at hand. These systems
require a structural rather than contextually-dependent access to users’ files and other
mediated resources.
PinUP
PinUP (Enck et al., 2008) is a MAC system that proposes limiting process access to files
based on what the typical life cycle of those files is. For instance, an office application
may produce a read-only PDF report from a read-write document, and that PDF file may
later be displayed or printed but not edited by a video game. System-wide policies can be
written to describe how each file type is expected to be accessed, based on the identity of
the user and the process outputting the file (so PDF files generated by different tools may
have a different policy). However, a PDF file may also be opened in an image editor, or a
PDF editor, or in a browser or mail client or IM app, most of which are interchangeable
components of a system. PinUP is useful in expressing the workflow of disjoint processes
that are part of the same application or tool suite, and that are confined in the same
confinement domain.

4.3.4. Information Flow Control
Instead of enforcing hard boundaries, some security systems reason about how information is allowed to flow from one storage place (an allocated zone in a process’s memory,
or a file on a filesystem) to another, and forbid flows of information from one type of
storage to another using security policies. Those systems implement information flow
control (IFC). The first IFC concepts originate in the Bell-Lapadula model (Bell and LaPadula, 1973) which introduced multiple levels of confidentiality in data, and Biba (Biba,
1977) which introduced an integrity model. We may distinguish between OS-level and
process-level IFC, and hybrid systems that have started to appear in recent years and
are presented below. IFC can implement a variety of secrecy and integrity policies, but
also policies such as Non-Interference (Goguen and Meseguer, 1982). Two IFC-based
isolation systems have emerged whilst this thesis was conducted, and are not reviewed
below, as they were released too late to have an influence over the technological choices
made in my study or the list of research questions I tackle: Laminar (Porter et al., 2015)
and CamFlow (Pasquier et al., 2015).
Asbestos
One of the first experimental OSs to use system-wide information flow control for isolation
is Asbestos (Efstathopoulos et al., 2005). This OS uses an event process abstraction to
isolate events pertaining to different users within separate parts of a process, so that
non-interference between users is guaranteed. Asbestos policies are written using labels
akin to capabilities, and by defining OS-wide or intra-application compartments within
which data may be declassified.
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To implement intra-application compartments, the same Asbestos process can be executed with different memory zones, each of which can be allocated to e.g. a single user.
This is achieved by transparently creating a process that dispatches events to threads
of the base process to secure (which consumes data from mutually-distrusting users).
Asbestos was tested by developing a Web server that can separate requests originating
from different users.
Applications define users and compartments themselves, and so, must be developed
specifically with Asbestos in mind. Legacy applications cannot benefit from Asbestos.
Moreover, Asbestos trusts application developers to be well-intended, unlike in this research project. Asbestos is an excellent proposal for server application compartmentalisation, with the ability to span compartments across multiple processes. Asbestos also
does not provide protection against long-term storage covert channels, i.e. malicious processes communicating or contaminating overs by use of their filesystem privileges. The
fact that Asbestos provides a unified model for intra-application and system-wide access
control is a laudable achievement. This being said, it is not designed to isolate potentially
malicious Desktop applications at scale under a user-defined policy.
HiStar
Another OS that proposes to use IFC is the HiStar OS (Zeldovich et al., 2006). This
system does exactly what a compartmentalisation library does: it allows splitting a
program between trusted and privileged components and untrusted ones, via labels and
taints. Data (e.g. user files) can be labelled, so that any memory zone containing this
data is tainted with the corresponding label, and may only be untainted by the data’s
owner. Taint analysis is used to ensure that as the tainted information flows, taint is
propagated. Tainted files remain tainted on HiStar, unlike on Asbestos, allowing IFC
over time.
A policy element must be added to restrict the privileges of tainted processes. In the
HiStar paper, the authors port the ClamAV antivirus software with a policy forbidding
the use of network capabilities by a tainted process. This way, the AV scanner cannot
be exploited to turn into a rogue privileged app for an attacker. A wrapper is used to
launch ClamAV, which can choose to untaint scanner results and deliver them to the user
in a safe way. The security premise of HiStar is that the wrapper is orders of magnitude
simpler and smaller than ClamAV, making it easier to reason about its security. HiStar
comes with 4 predefined types of taint that can be applied to processes and files to
compose simple policies.
A few UNIX userland daemons were ported to support HiStar as a proof of the simplicity of the proposed OS. It is unclear what security benefits are obtained from such ports
without a discussion of how data should be labelled in a HiStar instance, and to what
effects. The authors provide a proposed policy for OpenVPN: to prevent interference
between a regular network interface and a VPN on the same machine, OpenVPN can be
modified to taint all incoming VPN traffic, therefore forbidding it from being sent on a
regular untainted network interface.
Zeldovich et al. argue that one of the benefits of HiStar over MAC systems like SELinux
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is the ability for application developers to come up with their own policies. With regard
to my threat model (untrusted applications), this point is not relevant. Like for most
other systems surveyed in this chapter, the potential benefits of HiStar revolve around
the ability for end users to express policies that are useful to them.
Flume
Krohn et al. (2007) is a system-call interposition sandbox for Linux that uses data flow
policies. Unlike Asbestos and HiStar, Flume is an extension of Linux rather than a
completely new OS. Flume integrates IFC into sockets, pipes, and defines some processes
as being trusted. Those trusted processes define information flow policies applicable to
untrusted processes that they run, and can perform declassification. Therefore, Flume
implements decentralised IFC22 With DIFC, acts of declassification can be performed by
subjects that own privileges over some objects, which is used in Flume to allow processes
to manage their data flows autonomously and without prior policy specification at the OS
level. Flume prevents any process from creating unmediated communication channels if
they have access to labelled data they aren’t authorised to declassify. Therefore, processes
are either part of the DIFC model or aren’t entirely.
Flume uses labels to track data flows within an application, like Asbestos and HiStar.
As Flume implements DIFC, processes can create tags that are either part of a secrecy
label or integrity label, and pass labelled data over to other processes, with or without
the capabilities to read (respectively, write) over the labelled data and to declassify the
data. Multiple tags can be cumulated and a process may only read or write data if it has
the corresponding capability for each tag (Myers and Liskov, 1997). A central store is
provided that allows DIFC processes to persist the capabilities they own and to persist
capabilities onto files, so that future processes may access the files if needed.
Flume is implemented entirely in userland, allowing applications themselves to provide
policies. As an example, the authors ported a Web wiki application to use Flume. This
involved code changes and the writing of a thousand-line-long policy file. Flume is not
intended as an off-the-shelf sandbox for legacy applications. Moreover, Flume has a 40%
CPU performance overhead which may be excessive for some Desktop applications.

4.3.5. Describing Application Functionality
Two systems have attempted to provide access control policy languages based on application functionality. These systems are sitting in between system call interception and
modern desktop sandboxes.
MapBoX
MapBoX “allows the provider of a program to promise a particular behaviour and allows
the user of a program to confine it to the resources she believes are sufficient for that
behaviour” (Acharya and Raje, 2000). It first explored the concept of behaviour classes
22

See Myers and Liskov (1997) for an introduction to DIFC.
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for applications, and proposes to map defined application behaviours with confinement
policies. MapBoX controls access to files and network locations but enforces a generic
policy for access to other parts of the SCI. UI applications are supported with a custom
access control mechanism on the X11 protocol, however the authors seem to point out that
access to shared resources (e.g. the clipboard) is impossible. As for previous systems, the
usefulness of MapBoX does not lie in mediating access to resources but in understanding
which of the expressible policies are desirable.
Application classes were developed for a set of 50 applications chosen by the authors,
most of which are CGI scripts and UNIX utilities (designed to perform a unique task),
and few actual UI applications were present in the benchmarks used. MapBoX allows the
use of only one behaviour class at a time, a limitation acknowledged by the authors. Some
benign apps failed to run in their sandbox because they attempted to access resources
belonging to other windows, because of the implementation internals of the X11 graphical
server. Other applications failed to run because they perform safe operations (getting
one’s current working directory) in a way deemed unsafe (system calls with relative
filesystem paths). This illustrates a limitation of MapBoX’s behaviour classes: they
reason in terms of intentions, but enforce behaviours and fail to map intentions to all
their possible behaviours.
MapBoX is assumed to be secure based on the fact that 99% of the benchmarked
applications failed to run when applied a different behaviour class than their own. This
evaluation however ignores that attackers can often emulate their malicious code with
a small set of available system calls. This problem is better understood now with the
advent of Return-Oriented Programming (Shacham, 2007; Buchanan et al., 2008).
FBAC
Schreuders et al. (2012) implemented a similarly principled system called FunctionalityBased Access Control as a Linux LSM. FBAC’s main advantage is that it supports the
on-the-fly activation and deactivation of behaviour class policies. Hence a Web browser
that embeds an IRC client could use the IRC-related privileges only when necessitated
by the end user.
The primary issue of feature-based AC is that it removes a lot of the transparency
involved in writing low-level policies for GUI applications: it is not clear how those highlevel features are translated into system calls. The sandboxes implemented in mobile OSs
and in recent commercial desktop OSs propose permissions that match actual high-level
desktop features, and that are exposed via capabilities, and so it is trivial to prevent
the exploitation of a privilege for something else than its intended purpose. When highlevel permissions are retrofitted into low-level system calls, it is unclear what kinds of
malicious programs could be written given a set of high-level permissions. If high-level
permissions grant access to capabilities, however, then one ought to understand how the
loss of traditional system calls might affect the functionality of existing applications,
because of misuse, legacy use, or even creative use of the low-level technologies originally
created to grant access to features such as network access, fullscreen mode, etc.
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Moreover, applications proposing exotic features may require the writing of new features, and arguably the applicability of FBAC or MapBoX should be evaluated by attempting to sandbox random applications rather than well-known ones. Indeed, appropriateness derives from the ability of multiple users to adapt a tool to their use. A
thorough deployment would be required to answer this question.

4.3.6. Userland Sandboxes
Users can deploy off-the-shelf confinement solutions that do not need to be built-in as
OS features, at the expense of a less complete protection. Goldberg et al. (1996) introduced the term sandboxing “to describe the concept of confining a helper application to a
restricted environment, within which it has free reign.”. For the purpose of clarity, I refer
in this document to sandboxes as a general term for confinement mechanisms, container
as sandboxes built within and managed by the OS, and userland sandboxes as sandboxes
that are deployed by end users and not managed by the OS. It sometimes happens that
such userland sandboxes partially use containers or other kernelland utilities as an underlying mechanism. The distinction I make is on whether the confinement is managed
by the OS or by the end user. Figure 4.1 provides an overview of different sandboxes.
Janus
Goldberg et al. (1996) proposed Janus, a userland program which runs other processes
under supervision. Janus attaches itself to supervised processes (with ptrace or equivalent facilities on *NIX systems) so it can filter their system calls. Janus reads policy
(global, per-user or per-app) files which define permissions based on ‘policy modules’.
The modules then define which system calls are watched, and what code should be executed to validate the system call.
Whilst Janus is conceptually simple, it is too transparent for securing desktop applications with a UI. If a system call in a genuine application fails, the user may only notice
that the application is misbehaving or crashing. It is difficult for end users to review
crash logs, understand the behaviour and security constraints of a system call and modify
a security policy written by developers. Hence, I consider policy failure to map correctly
onto expected behaviour, in Janus and in other system call interposition systems, as a
critical issue, because the resulting interaction breakdowns will be hard to resolve.
MBox
Kim and Zeldovich (2013) developed MBox, a pure userland sandbox for Linux inspired
by overlay filesystems. MBox uses system call interposition to emulate a private sandbox
filesystem by redirecting filesystem operations. When sandboxed processes write to a file,
MBox copies it into the sandbox’s folder and modifies the write’s path transparently,
instead of denying the call. This allows apps to run without affecting the actual OS.
When a sandboxed process terminates, the user can choose to commit the file changes it
made onto the OS, or to discard them.
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Figure 4.1.: Confinement architectures are manifold and can be implemented in multiple ways, offering tradeoffs
between security, scalability and applicability. Still, they all have a security policy and a component
in charge of enforcing it. Who informs the policy, why and how to tell if a policy is ‘good’ ? These oft.
eluded questions may matter more than the technical trade-offs that drive architecture design. Figure
partly based on Garfinkel et al. (2004).

MBox also integrates the seccomp/BPF system call interposition mechanism to restrict
interactions on other APIs. Because of its userspace implementation, MBox is about 20%
slower on file-intensive workflows and 45% on multithreaded code. MBox’s user interface
is rudimentary. A command-line interface allows users to commit filesystem changes,
but this task can be tedious as MBox doesn’t distinguish user documents from cache or
configuration files.
Sandboxie
On Windows, the proprietary userland sandbox Sandboxie (Invincea, 2012) uses system
call interposition to redirect all within-sandbox filesystem and registry accesses to specific locations on the host OS. Sandboxie also mediates the use of devices and blocks
IPC across isolation domains (though users can allow a sandboxed app to use IPC by
passing appropriate options when launching the sandbox). Sandboxie can be used via
a command-line interface for advanced users to create desktop shortcuts to sandboxed
applications. An app launcher is also provided that allows users to graphically choose
which app to launch in a sandbox. Users can also run an app in an existing isolation
domain so that multiple apps can share a sandbox and perform IPC within it.
Sandboxie uses a copy-on-write filesystem like MBox. In its default settings, it lets
sandboxed apps read users’ files. If launched with the appropriate option, Sandboxie
will restrict them to a set of specified directories instead. Likewise, all system registry
can be read by default, however lay users may not be aware of the inner working of
the registry and may not understand whether their confidentiality can be violated by
means of exposing it. Because it contains much of the user’s apps’ configuration, reading
the registry could inform an attacker about what applications are in use, how they are
configured and what version they are – essentially to which exploits they are vulnerable.
Sandboxes can be given the authorisation to write to a real filesystem directory (which
presents security risks), and alternatively users can launch a utility to retrieve files that
were created in the My Documents and Desktop directories of a sandbox. As with MBox,
the procedure involves user awareness and action. I am unaware of usability research on
Sandboxie.

4.3.7. Summary
Most of these confinement mechanisms produce similar outcomes from a user perspective:
one or several processes have restricted privileges, and an access control policy mediates
their interaction with the outside. Technical differences include potential performance
differences, simplicity of porting applications to the confinement mechanism, and the
simplicity of the security code itself (both its conceptual simplicity and the size of its
TCB). Functional differences are not numerous. Techniques may distinguish themselves
in e.g. the ability to modify the confinement domain or policy applied to a process
on the fly, or in the use of layered filesystems which affect file integrity when multiple
confined processes access them and which also allow users to review changes to files made
by confined processes. Of course, policy authoring mechanisms constitute a significant
difference between those mechanisms.
Compartmentalisation and IFC-based systems differ from the others, as they directly
involve application developers in defining how information flows within programs and
what security policies are being enforced. Because code structure contributes to security
with those systems, end-users aren’t able to control or amend what policies are enforceable. Those systems assume that app developers are well-intended, and seek to help them
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reduce risks caused by potential flaws in their code; or to implement isolation between
mutually-distrusting sources of data. section 4.5 presents a system that can generalise
such an isolation property without code modifications. As for compartmentalisation and
IFC-based systems, their threat model differs significantly from mine, making them unsuitable for use as a general-purpose sandbox applicable at scale to existing applications.
I argue those criteria are less important than the actual policy being enforced by the
mechanism. Many mechanisms were designed for server-side applications where isolation
must be perfect and no data is shared. These assumptions are not true for Desktop
applications, so the same models cannot be applied and deemed secure or functional
without a critical reflection on the configuration of policies, and without a discussion of
the information flows taking place between isolated applications.
Ultimately, users already have optimised their workflows through use, by making use of
the full capabilities of existing applications. Those appropriations of their applications,
filesystems and OSs are threatened by the introduction of constraining elements, if policies are not validated to permit users’ practices. As none of the developed mechanisms
have been evaluated for usability, and as research on confinement mechanisms does not
discuss what, if anything, makes policies suitable to the Desktop world, it appears urgent
to pay attention to how confinement mechanisms can be deployed, rather than how they
are designed.

4.4. Activity Confinement Mechanisms
The idea of activity confinement may originate in Compartmented Mode Workstations,
such as the one described by Berger et al. (1990), who explained how a window manager can convey information about the levels of security associated with data currently
opened in an application, in the context of multi-level security. Or perhaps it was first
envisioned by Balfanz and Simon (2000), who proposed Windowbox, a system built on
top of Windows with multiple mutually isolated desktops for a more general purpose.
In Windowbox, the concept of activity had yet to be formalised, though. Two attempts
have been made in recent years to design OSs that provide security based on users’ current social context or activity, both rooted in traditional security research. They provide
evidence that it is technically possible to confine processes according to a representation of activities, albeit they do not describe how to produce such a representation of
users’ activities, merely how to enforce it. Qubes OS (Rutkowska and Wojtczuk, 2010)
and PIGA OS (Briffaut et al., 2010a,b) both offer excellent isolation between activities. However, they both have usability issues that may undermine the efficiency of their
security, through bypassing, failures to configure and use the system, or use mistakes.
Activity confinement aims to allow an end-user to perform distinct activities with
different trust domains, entirely through the everyday UI of their OS. With activity confinement, a user should be able to perform her different activites with a strong guarantee
that said processes and files cannot interfere with processes and files devoted to another
activity. Many process confinement systems could ultimately be used to isolate an activity from the rest of a system, and the boundary between container technologies and
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the activity confinement systems presented below is somewhat blurry. Depending on
where one draws the line, all past compartmented mode workstations would fall under
the curfew of activity confinement. In this thesis, I pay particular attention to systems
that intend to expose a confinement mechanism under the guise of high-level user activities. Qubes OS and PIGA OS are specifically about isolating activities from one another,
rather than being able to if a user expanded effort and security expertise to configure a
confinement system to do so. I do acknowledge the ability of many confinement technologies, such as CMWs or containers, to be exploited to achieve activity confinement,
however.

4.4.1. PIGA OS
PIGA OS (Briffaut et al., 2010a,b) is a research-grade OS developed for a contest on
the development of “Secure and Walled OSs for Internet Users”. It provides strong MAC
enforcement based on an extension to SELinux called PIGA-Protect. PIGA-Protect uses
SELinux DTE but extends its DTE model to specify forbidden access control sequences
rather than allowed atomic rules. PIGA can hence enforce more expressive and complex
rules than SELinux alone (e.g. prevent information flows from A to B by forbidding writes
to B if previously read by A). The TCB is the same as SELinux’s but performance is
significantly worse (especially memory usage), albeit this is due at least in part to its
implementation rather than design. PIGA-Protect requires a policy for every process on
a system, including a full DE. The only policy available is for the rudimentary LXDE
DE, since policy authoring is even more costly and error prone than on SELinux23 .
PIGA-Protect can successfully limit the consequences of typical userland application
exploits, since it can express rules that prevent information flows (e.g. you can forbid
Internet connections from a PDF reader after it opened a PDF file labelled as sensitive
or untrusted). However, least privilege cannot be enforced without every individual file
having its own label and every application policy including rules for every label. PIGA
OS uses its own policy language, and writing a complete policy for a user’s applications
and DE represents weeks of expert work24 .
PIGA OS makes assumptions about the structure of human activities: it considers
them to be disjoint from one another, and entirely specifiable by security-trained system
administrators. Administrators have to select authorised applications and write access
control policies for all the system calls they can make to all OS resources, in a custom
access control language. It is implicitly assumed that not only canone exhaustively
describe what a program should be let to do within the context of particular activities,
but also that such a task can be performed by a remote administrator who does not
know the intricacies of the user’s work (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.5 as to why that’s a poor
23

I completed development projects on PIGA OS during my studies and prior to joining UCL. The full
OS was, however, never released and my statement is based on my experience and that of fellow
students at the university where it was developed.
24
Once again based on my past observations and discussions with the head PIGA OS developer. Policies
for PIGA OS are as complex as SELinux’s, since both need labelling. It is a well-known fact in the
systems security industry that SELinux is costlier to configure than alternatives.
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assumption).
The next assumption is that users don’t multitask. PIGA OS supports one activity at a
time, and policies contain rules describing the allowed activity transitions. The userland
tool Contextd (Briffaut et al., 2010b) exposes activity switching to end-users among the
defined options (so they can choose to e.g. launch a Web browser in the banking domain
rather than online purchases). When a user transits to a “dangerous” activity, they need
to log out and log in again before they can perform any “safer” activity – this is justified
by the system preventing the reuse of applications that have possibly been compromised.
Since PIGA OS is implemented with a rule-based MAC IPS, it does not really define
boundaries between running applications, but rather contains the whole OS according to
one activity specification. That’s why it cannot allow new applications to be created into
a different confinement domain, and why it requires such drastic user actions to ‘reset’
the current activity history.
Finally, the system is particularly rigid. The system does not provide any information
to users on how their activities are protected. Once the system has been set up, policies
cannot be changed (to prevent attacker/insider compromise) – including files, so users
cannot e.g. switch a downloaded file from a context to another at all. It does not even tell
users which files belong to which activities. If the user needs to perform a new activity,
they need the administrator to write the corresponding policy and reinstall the entire
system. Given the dynamicity of activities, it is highly unlikely that this approach is
successful outside a handful of very security-critical environments. PIGA OS has been
scoped for companies that need strong security guarantees, can invest large efforts in OS
setup, and treat their employees as adversaries. Its configuration and usage overhead
make it unsuitable for other uses.

4.4.2. Qubes
Rutkowska and Wojtczuk (2010)’s Qubes OS implements confinement domains in the
form of “Application VMs” (AppVMs). Those VMs can run any number of user applications, and a custom DE is provided for users to launch new apps inside an AppVM
of their choice. OS services such as the network and graphic stack or filesystem are
managed in separate VMs, and so AppVMs only run users’ apps. This modular design
makes it hard for adversaries who exploit a service to gain complete ownership of the
system. Files are contained within the AppVMs in which they were created and must
be manually transferred from a VM to another. Windows in Qubes are decorated with
a colour associated to their domain (see Figure 4.2), as well as the name of this domain,
and users can write basic firewall rules to prevent access to specific resources from within
a given domain. Users first have to indicate the domain in which they want to perform
something before they can launch new apps. Finally, a disposable VM is available for
tasks that do not fit within a defined activity.
While Qubes can actually be used on a daily basis (with an interaction cost and
performance overhead), the security benefits it provides depend on how the user separates
their activities and on the user being constantly aware of whether they perform their
activities in the right setting. It is known in HCI that mode errors are a common type of
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Figure 4.2.: A screenshot of Qubes OS.
error, and yet Qubes relies precisely on users’ total awareness about the mode in which
they operate. This might work, but it requires usability testing in a variety of real-world
scenarios. For instance, people act in an opportunistic way: it is not uncommon for them,
when using an application for a given activity, to remember something else that they
want or have to do, and to temporarily switch to this other concern (Bannon et al., 1983).
There is also ample evidence of tasks being interrupted (Czerwinski et al., 2004; González
and Mark, 2004; Mark et al., 2005; Benbunan-Fich et al., 2011), data (Rattenbury and
Canny, 2007; Oleksik et al., 2009; Balakrishnan et al., 2010), and software being used
for multiple different activities (Tashman, 2006; Benbunan-Fich et al., 2011). Taken
altogether, we can predict that in an activity confinement OS, users will routinely have
multiple instances of an application open and routinely need to find which instance
is associated with which activities upon resuming a task. Accessing the wrong file or
external resource (e.g. websites) when resuming a task could be responsible for turning
mode errors into actual violations of the security model. Evaluations are warranted with
regard to mode errors.
Another issue exists, which is inherent to all activity confinement systems: as activities
evolve over time, new activities emerge out of existing ones, and users are poorly aware of
the delineation between their existing and emerging activities until after practice (Ringel,
2003; Oleksik et al., 2009). Thus, users may need mechanisms that allow them to split
or merge activities. With Qubes’ current design, this task is daunting as users would
need to create a new activity and manually transfer files one by one. There is also no
mechanism to instantiate a new activity on-the-fly, other than define a new AppVM,
name it and choose which applications can be used inside it. Nevertheless, Qubes is
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Figure 4.3.: Moshchuk et al. (2012)’s content processing stacks as used in ServiceOS.
Each confinement domain contains content processors and content of different origins from each others. In this model, content and content processors of
the same origin do not need to be isolated because the authors of the content
and applications in use already have access to data of the same origin.
probably the best prototype of activity confinement at the moment. It has not undergone
usability testing, and sadly, it is difficult to remotely deploy a version of Qubes with
participants for iterative design interventions. Indeed, the Qubes installation guide claims
it should only be installed on a physical computer and not a virtual machine due to its
implementation (OS, 2017).

4.5. Content Confinement Mechanisms
I have already discussed the content-based confinement model in Section 4.2. This section
glances over the unique implementation of this model to date. Moshchuk et al. (2012)
are currently developing ServiceOS, an OS that uses Drawbridge (see Section 4.3.2) to
confine groups of processes. ServiceOS introduces the concept of a content processing
stack (combinations of content, and processing applications, with a unique identity) and
instantiates a new Drawbridge container every time an application is used to access a file
with a different stack than already running confinement domains. Figure 4.3 illustrates
a few such stacks.
The content processing stack makes sense security-wise: malicious document authors
can only access other documents they authored themselves, and malicious application
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authors cannot infect a system and are as innocuous as possible. Applications under
ServiceOS are effectively memoryless across content origins and thus address malicious
content. However, the usability price to pay for this model is high. Whole classes of
application would not function under content-based confinement: media players, image
viewers, file managers, bibliography managers, etc. Any application that can legitimately
store content of diverging origins ceases to provide the benefits of such content aggregation under this model. Indeed, multiple instances would have to be created for each
content origin. The model entices users to retrieve data from unique remote origins,
thereby reducing their control over the origin of their data. Applications that allow users
to manage multiple open files, e.g. document editors with one tab per document, would
also have to sacrifice the UX benefits that pushed them to adopt such UIs. The model
also requires all applications to be ported. It is therefore less applicable than others.
As the model is still in its infancy, and since serious doubts can be formulated over its
applicability, I don’t consider it further in this thesis. Interested readers will find a full
discussion of its implementation in Moshchuk et al. (2012).

4.6. Integration to Desktop Environments
Prototypes of DEs providing access to sandboxing facilities based on process confinement
were proposed. They are reviewed below.
Apiary
Potter and Nieh (2010) used Linux containers25 to build Apiary, a DE with isolation
between applications. In that system, applications can be launched in persistent or
ephemeral (memoryless in Lampson’s vocabulary) containers. The former essentially
only provide isolation between processes of different applications, whilst the latter are
flushed after use and permit the secure processing of untrusted data. A custom-made
basic desktop is provided, with a compositor displaying the graphical output of each
confined process into windows and providing a panel for the purpose of process launching.
The authors rightfully point out that on traditional desktops, the sharing of files across
processes26 breaks the model of security by isolation at the core of confinement models.
Apiary lets applications share files but imposes two restrictions: a source process can
launch a destination process and transfer it data, but (1) the destination is run in an
ephemeral container and (2) the data provided read-only. In consequence, source processes cannot permanently contaminate a destination process and destination processes
cannot write towards their parents.
Not all use cases of file sharing are covered by this approach. For example, a user
may need to download a file in a Web browser and then edit rather than merely consult
25
26

The authors used Zap, a predecessor to LXC which I don’t cover in this survey.
Traditionally, applications are let to execute another app and provide it with a file to open as a
parameter. It is common for such files, when they do not actually exist on the system, to be
temporarily stored in /tmp.
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this file. This means the destination application must be let to write to the file location,
or else users will have to save the edited file at a different location and deal with the
duplication of their data. Besides, some applications will not let a user modify a file
opened in read-only mode until it is saved elsewhere on the disk. The authors have not
sought to evaluate how often either of the supported and unsupported practices occur
for their target user population.
Files in ephemeral containers get deleted when the containers are closed, and so users
are at risk of losing created files if they do not copy them to a safe location prior to closing
the container. Apiary archives such files into special directories that can be browsed with
the file explorer. How to best present these directories to end users (i.e. how to name the
resulting directories and how to hierarchise them, whether by time of creation or closing,
by app name or by parent container) has not been investigated.
Apiary’s security was evaluated by means of discussing how it would limit the attack
surface of two known exploits on a PDF reader and a media player, which grant the
attacker a shellcode. With Apiary containers, the shell running the shellcode would have
extremely limited privileges, and attackers could at best permanently compromise the
reader or player’s container. Recovering that container would be faster than recovering
an entire compromised user session.
Apiary underwent user testing. 24 members of a university were asked to successively
perform tasks that simulate interactions between applications on three DEs: Xfce, used as
a control DE; Apiary; and a ‘neutered’ Apiary in which processes cannot call each other.
There was no difference between the environments in completion time or reported ease-ofuse. Though, the reporting is too succinct to understand what exactly was performed by
participants. Many issues undermine the quality of the evaluation. There is no indication
as to the order in which users were tested, even though it should be expected that some
users will perform worse in the first environment owing to a lack of familiarity with the
applications and environment, and that users will perform better in the second Apiary
environment as a result of prior experience. It is also not reported what DE participants
were accustomed to, and how similar Xfce and Apiary were to participants’ routinely
used DEs.
This evaluation does not tell whether participants would protect themselves efficiently,
since they are not let to choose between no containers, ephemeral containers and persistent containers; or whether confinement would get in the way or generate disappointment
or frustration over time, for instance as a result of users vainly customising an app’s configuration whilst in an ephemeral container; or whether participants would accept bearing
the possible performance overhead of Apiary in settings where file fragmentation is more
manifest to them. Apiary is a good illustration of the limits of a UI usability lab study
for answering questions that relate to the appropriation of a mechanism that mediates
all user activities.
Polaris
Polaris is an OS prototype based on Windows XP that demonstrates the utility of applying the Principle of Least Privilege to desktop applications (Stiegler et al., 2006). In
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Polaris, when a user double-clicks on a file in her file manager to open it, the OS will
dynamically grant the application associated with that file’s type the authority to read it.
The rest of the time, applications do not have access to user files. As applications need to
access user files on an contextually-dependent basis, Polaris grants them access based on
situated user actions that designate files as being relevant to their current context(Yee,
2004). Applications also have permanent permission to read certain files necessary to
their functioning, determined when they are installed.
To make use of these authority-granting mechanisms, Polaris exposes users with a UI
for instantiating compatible applications into specific contained processes called ‘pets’.
Users are expected to create multiple ‘pets’ to match the threats they expose themselves
to as they use applications (e.g. by using a different pet browser for the Internet and
an hypothetical Intranet) though the interface provided does not suggest any use of the
tool. Users are expected in that UI to choose an executable and ‘pet profile’ that match.
This model has been abandoned by all modern containers which simply bundle necessary
resources with binaries into packages. Pets can be chosen as handlers for specific file
extensions so the file chooser may load pets when it is used to open files.
The implementation of Polaris is simple: a user account is created for every pet with
very restricted privileges. Polaris launches pets by copying desired files into a folder
accessible to them (and keeping said files synchronised with the OS). Polaris decorate
windows’ colour and inserts pet names in their title bars to allow pet identification.
As such, it does not provide any protection against graphic stack attacks or privilege
escalation exploits. It is merely a filesystem AC mechanism emulated with commodity
OS features, and a UI. Windows 8 has implemented the Principle of Least Privilege in its
WinRT apps, but has entirely redefined the APIs used for file access. The issues involved
in porting existing APIs on other platforms to a form that allows security by designation
are undocumented to the best of my knowledge.

4.7. Commercial Desktop OS Sandboxes
I present both the Windows and OS X sandboxes in this section. Both sandboxes operate
on a similar model, with similar policies. The main difference lies in the technique used
to build the sandbox. I first present the overall sandboxed application model and its
differences with traditional Desktop applications. Next, I present the permissions and
file access policies of both OSs. I then discuss some implementation details for Windows
and OS X. Finally, I summarise the consequences of these sandboxes for application
developers, before concluding.

4.7.1. Overall Model
Both OSs provide sandboxed applications to users via the same process, illustrated by
Figure 4.4. Users can download legacy applications off the Web, which will never be
sandboxed. Those legacy applications cannot use some of the new features of OSs, e.g.
synchronisation of their content and settings on a cloud platform (available on both
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Figure 4.4.: The process followed by developers on Windows and OS X to get their applications to users. Access to the App Store is tied to sandboxing.
Windows and OS X). They have access to all native APIs exposed by the OS. Those
applications are updated manually by users, or automatically if developers built their
own self-update mechanism.
In contrast, applications uploaded to the OSs’ centralised App Store must all be compatible with the OS sandbox. In exchange, they get access to store-exclusive features such
as settings synchronisation and automatic updates. Sandboxed applications on Windows
cannot have plugins, and on both Windows and OS X, applications must be updated via
the App Store only. Part of the developers’ sale profits are taken by the OS distributor
to account for Store expenses.
As it is, the distribution model used both by Microsoft and Apple makes it impossible
to study adoption of sandboxing by developers without confounding factors. Therefore,
I can only focus on evaluating the access control policy models chosen by OS distributors
for real-world use; and on probing the adequacy of systematic application sandboxing,
with the limitations found in Windows and OS X, on users’ appropriations of applications.
I now describe each sandbox’s policies.

4.7.2. Policies and Permission Models
Reference documentations are available for Windows 10 (Microsoft, 2013; TechNet, 2014;
Microsoft, 2017) and OS X (Apple, 2017,?,c). After releasing Windows 10, Microsoft has
replaced the Windows 8 reference documentation, and so documents which I originally
used to understand the Windows 8 model (circa 2014) no longer exist as of 2017. Because
of this, no references are provided for the description of the Windows 8 implementation.
Both OSs require of Store-uploaded applications that they provide a manifest of the
privileges they require. Under OS X, privileges are typically named ‘entitlements’; under
Windows, they are named ‘capabilities’. In this document, I use the world privilege With
them, applications can request access to:
• Hardware e.g. camera, microphone, printers, USB devices
• Internet access
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Windows 8

Windows 10

OS X
X

X
X
X
X
Allowed

File creation allowed
X
X
X
X
Allowed

Downloads
Documents
Images
Music
Video
designation dialogs
temporary exceptions

X
X
X
X
X

Table 4.2.: Privileges afforded by each OS. On Windows, security by designation dialogs
are allowed without a privilege. On Windows 10, applications can create their
own files in the Downloads folder without privilege. On OS X, applications
can ask for a temporary exception when uploaded to the Store to gain full
access to a specific path.
• User account data e.g. location, contacts, calendar
• User files (see below)
• Files on USB devices (via designation dialogs for Windows 8 and OS X, for the file
types handled by the application for Windows 10)
Sandboxed applications, by default, can only access a filesystem location where their
own data files are installed as read-only, and where applications can store cache and
configuration files. User documents can only be accessed by declaring library privileges.
or if the user uses a security by designation dialog to open or save files (under OS X, a
privilege is required to spawn such dialogs too). ‘File Open’ and ‘File Save’ dialogs only
grant access to individual files at a time, so applications can no longer programmatically
access sequences of files in arbitrary locations of the filesystem. Table 4.2 summarises
which OSs provide a privilege to access a location.
Media libraries are defined as single specific locations. In Windows 10, users can add
folders to their media libraries (documents, images, music and videos), and they can
define new libraries. However, sandboxed applications can only declare a privilege for
the four original libraries. In OS X, the image library can be made to point to a different
(but single) folder via the Photos application (Apple, 2017b). I could not find how the
music or video libraries’ locations can be edited.
On both systems, applications can use a special privilege to keep track of files that
have been opened by previous instances of the application. This allows them to implement features such as ‘Recent Files’ widgets, since neither system provides a security by
designation equivalent yet. Trusted UIs should have been developed to let users securely
designate previously opened files which they want to re-open, just like for ‘File Open’
and ‘File Save’ dialogs.
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Other Limitations
The introduction of sandboxing prevents a few types of behaviours beyond access to
privileges and files.
Inter-Process Communication Applications cannot communicate with each other directly, or see each other. This prevents specific classes of applications from being sandboxed: those that need to control other applications, e.g. task managers or assistive
technologies such as screen readers. Applications also can no longer read the preferences
of other applications, or share preferences between them.
Plugins Windows does not allow sandboxed applications to implement any sort of plugin infrastructure.
On OS X, the situation has evolved in the duration of this thesis. In early 2017, the
App Store Review Guidelines (Apple, 2017a) stated that applications may not “download
or install standalone apps, kexts27 , additional code, or resources to add functionality or
significantly change the app from what [they] see during the review process”. This implies
that some types of plugins might be allowed. As OS X sandboxed applications are codesigned, such plugins would need not to come under the form of standalone or dynamic
libraries. Only resources or scripts might be allowed. The reference documentation
((Apple, 2017,?,c)) did not mention plugins or add-ons. Simply looking at deployed
applications might not clarify the situation as they might have benefited from a temporary
exception when they were uploaded.
As of 2018 when this thesis was revised for final submission, the App Store Review
Guidelines now mention plugins are allowed (Apple, 2018).

4.7.3. Windows Implementation Details
Each process on Windows runs with an Integrity Level (IL) from which its privileges are
derived. Processes cannot send IPC messages to higher-privileged processes, and low IL
processes cannot communicate with one another. Most processes run with a medium level,
which essentially corresponds to ambient authority. They occasionally need to escalate
privileges for User Account Control (UAC)-protected operations (e.g. writing to the OS’s
file system). Upon being granted privileges via the UAC UI, said processes escalate to
the high IL, which encompasses an administrator account’s privileges.
Applications can switch some of their sub-processes to the low IL to prevent them from
opening new file descriptors or performing IPC. This feature is used to implement sandboxing inside Web browsers (such as Internet Explorer’s “Enhanced Protection Mode”)
by compartmentalising them into a medium broker process and low processes in charge
of displaying Web pages and running scripts. Only a few select Web browsers are allowed
to contain a medium process and run in Windows 8’s Store UI.
27

Kernel extensions.
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Finally, an AppContainer level exists that is used by sandboxed WinRT applications.
From Windows 8 onwards, apps can be built against a new, restricted cross-device Windows API called WinRT. WinRT apps run in an environment which supports capability
manifests (letting app developers declare which privileges their app requires), situated
permission prompts (to let users grant or deny additional privileges) and limited forms of
security by designation via Trusted UIs. Privileges include access to documents, media,
audio and video capture. I give exact details of the policy in section 7.5. Trusted UIs
include file opening and saving dialogs. Even though Windows relies on developers’ declarations for assigning privileges, untrusted apps are more restricted when using WinRT
than when using the previous Win32 API. All these accesses to privileged interfaces and
user resources are mediated, and users could theoretically revoke privileges from abusive
apps.

4.7.4. OS X Implementation details
The OS X sandbox is loosely similar to the Windows one. Applications uploaded on
a centralised store are systematically sandboxed, and those outside the store never are.
Apple’s security model puts a greater emphasis on the review process occurring when
applications are uploaded to the store. However, I could not find any publications describing how decisions are taken in this verification process, so it is difficult to compare
it systematically to other sandboxes and policies.
The most notable difference to Windows is the existence of temporary entitlements,
which are special permissions outside the security model of the App Sandbox, that are
granted on a case-by-case basis by Apple to individual applications, for usability reasons.
For example, an app may request a temporary entitlement to perform IPC with another
app; or to concurrently more files than is usually allowed. Because those entitlements
are given on a case-by-case basis, through private communications during the app review
process, it is not possible to study the Apple app sandbox permission model from an
outside perspective: the criteria for allowing a temporary entitlement aren’t known, and
may involve arbitrariness.
OS X includes a number of commodities for app developers who want to sandbox
their application. Developers of app suites can bundle their applications within the same
sandbox group, to ensure proper communication between apps via XPC, by providing a
unique group identifier in each app’s manifest (Apple, 2017). XPC also allows some level
of compartmentalisation within an app sandbox, with distinct privileges for each compartment, allowing sandboxed apps to be potentially even more secure (Apple, 2017b).
Some form of IPC between applications from distinct developers is possible, too,
through AppleScript (Apple, 2017a). For this to work, applications must declare scripting endpoints that are to be exposed publicly. Then, a third-party wishing to use the
scripting endpoint must request a capability for that endpoint in its manifest. AppleScript is likely a suitable alternative to some plugins and to traditional IPC, though
future research is warranted to determine this. At present, temporary entitlements can
be used for when applications providing scripting endpoints haven’t properly declared
them. It’s unclear if calling AppleScript features results in a breaking of domain bound-
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aries between two applications, or if the called application is transitively loaded in the
caller’s sandbox.
Apple has chosen to set up deployment processes which allow exceptions to its security
model, when warranted by the needs of its users – the App developers. This is positive
from a usability perspective, as a more rigid attitude would have prevented adoption by
many App developers. However, it also means that the designed security model is not
applied in full. Besides, Apple warns that granted exceptions would only be temporary.
Because Apple’s sandbox and policy design processes are not done in public, I am not in a
capacity to comment on the process itself and to formulate research questions around it.
Since the deployed OS X model is ridden with exceptions, I cannot perform evaluations
of its underlying principles in-the-wild and expect the results to carry over to the original
model itself. Therefore, I do not consider the OS X sandbox further in this thesis.

4.7.5. The Cost of Sandboxing
Because of feature limitations induced by sandboxing, not every developer is keen to
support this mechanism. Both on Windows and OS X, users can now encounter any
of the following scenarios when looking for an application: the application remains unsandboxed and is independently distributed (e.g. (Dickman, 2012; Steve Streeting, 2012;
Brad Chacos, 2013; Peter Cohen, 2014; Sketch, 2015; Newman, Jared, 2015; Chris Hoffman, 2015)); it’s uploaded to the App Store and sandboxed; or a full version remains
independently distributed, and a feature-restricted version is uploaded to the App Store
(e.g. (Chris Hoffman, 2016; Riley J. Dennis, 2016)).
Some workflows around files are complicated by sandboxing. File autosaving under
a different name than the original file is no longer possible (i.e. to provide a backup).
Applications cannot open metadata files for a file they’ve been granted access to by
designation (e.g. a subtitles file for a movie). When users save a file in an editor, and the
filename does not match the file’s type, applications can no longer correct the extension
in the filename on-the-fly.
Loss of features and plugins are cited by developers as reasons to abandon the Store
on both platforms. Other reasons include the cost of porting the application to new
APIs, as well as all the libraries it relies on. The economic model of the Store also forces
developers on both platforms to surrender up to a third of their application sale income
to Microsoft and Apple. OS-specific reasons exist too, which I now detail.
Windows Specifics
On Windows, applications with complex file usage patterns cannot use any advanced
form of file selection dialogs and must instead use a privilege to request access to all
of a user’s documents (effectively gaining access to all the documents of the file types
handled by the application), which forces them to go under heavier scrutiny in the App
Store review, and pay a premium to Microsoft. I could not find information on how many
applications declare this privilege.
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Figure 4.5.: In this example, Open Office’s Export to PDF feature is used to export a file
named ‘example.odt‘ to the filename ‘example.pdf‘. Note how the user is not
typing the full filename. The file extension is automatically inserted, but that
is not possible for a sandboxed application that must reply on OS-granted
capabilities to save a file to a specific location.
Furthermore, as WinRT is a multi-platform API, apps cannot rely on processor optimisation such as SSE instructions (which limits the ability of some low-level libraries
and resource-intensive apps like Photoshop to be ported).
Finally, many Windows 8 users have been unsatisfied with the fact that WinRT apps
have to implement a fullscreen touch-orientated UI, even on Desktop devices. These constraints make no sense for desktop users, and swamp the UX issues related to sandboxing
itself. Windows 8 has been under criticism for its dual desktops, one for Win32 apps
and one for fullscreen WinRT apps (Nielsen, 2012). Applications that want to provide a
desktop experience cannot be sandboxed using Windows’s current mechanism. Because
so many changes to Windows have been made simultaneously and not all of them are
motivated by security, it is difficult to study the isolated impact of security measures on
developers’ ability and willingness to port their applications.
OS X Specifics
Hamburger (2012) points out that some developers are disappointed in the decision to
forbid free trials and discounts for App Store applications.
Moreover, as sandboxed OS X applications cannot bundle helper applications, some
developers have had to resort to distributing helpers for their applications outside the
App Store, such as Day One who provide a command-line interface (CLI) utility to help
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users script usage of their GUI application (Day One, 2011).

4.8. Discussion
I have surveyed the models, techniques and practical implementations in Desktop OSs
of confinement technologies. Three models have been proposed to assign users’ files
and applications to confinement domains: process confinement, activity confinement and
content confinement. A variety of techniques exist to implement process confinement,
whereas the other two models are still in their infancy and have only a handful of prototypes. Most research focuses on technical aspects, and only superficial usability evaluations have been performed for a small number of mechanisms. Many attempts were
made to integrate confinement into DEs, to the point of being deployed on Windows and
OS X. However, those deployed sandboxes face significant resistance from application
developers, and many applications remain purposefully unsandboxed half a decade after
their introduction.
Throughout this survey, it should have become visible that there is a distinct lack
of usability evaluation in confinement – and that to a lesser extent, security evaluation
focuses on proving the ability to block specific malware and not on quantifying the
benefits of confinement. I now list open problems in confinement research which I will
contribute towards solving in this thesis.

4.8.1. Fulfilling User Requirements for Sandboxes
Application developers complain about changes imposed by sandboxing on the capabilities of their applications. Some other times, users themselves complain when developers announce an update with sandboxing support (e.g. users of Pixelmator (2015)
who lament the loss of automatic file saving), or they simply don’t adopt sandboxed
applications (Brad Chacos, 2013; Ian Paul, 2013). Confinement mechanisms have other
consequences, e.g. potential performance issues.
Yet, research on confinement technologies does not seek to anticipate or describe how
it would affect application landscapes. Usually, evaluation focuses on proving that some
applications are protected from some attacks. Because of this, we do not know which
kinds of externalities of confinement technologies will be tolerated by users, and which
ones will not be tolerated. The behavioural drives behind application appropriation
choices made by users are not known, and therefore, the role of security technologies in
such decisions is not documented yet. Whether the introduction of confinement is seen
as positive or negative by users – and why – is important. I provide an initial exploration
of this topic in Chapter 6.

4.8.2. The Shape of Policies
Information flows across domains, as well as which files and applications go into which
domains, are managed by policies. Regardless of the technique employed to confine, there
is an architectural element in charge of applying policy and controlling information flows.
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Ultimately, technical details of confinement mechanisms are not as relevant as how they
are used, i.e. what kind of policy they enforce. In fact, the Windows and OS X reference
documentations are not loquacious about the type of mechanism employed, to the point
where I could not find this information at all for OS X.
Policies make or break a security mechanism. The extensive amount of research effort
dedicated in usable security to policy authoring (e.g. Brostoff et al. (2005); Cao and
Iverson (2006); Karat et al. (2006); Reeder et al. (2007); Reeder (2008); Johnson et al.
(2010); Beckerle and Martucci (2013)) testifies to the fact that users struggle to use
systems mediated by security policies. I have argued in the previous chapter that research
should focus on establishing user needs accurately before making decisions as to how to
express them in policies and as to the kind of security that needs to be enforced. This
also applies to confinement mechanisms: we should research what kinds of policies mirror
the structure of users’ work, and only then should we build languages and mechanisms
to express and enforce those policies. Chapters 7 and 8 are dedicated to designing
new policies based on HCI theory and users’ appropriations of their filesystems, and to
comparing policies used in Windows with my designed policies.

4.8.3. The Lack of User-Centred Evaluation
The most glaring take-away from this survey is that usability evaluation is by and large
ignored by computer security experts. Only a handful of mechanisms describe a usability
study, and all such studies were superficial – done in the laboratory, with basic tasks that
do not represent the complexity of user activities. None have attempted to deploy their
mechanism and observe how it affects the appropriation of affected applications. Surely
Microsoft and Apple have done such studies for their own sandbox mechanisms, but
they are not public and it is not known how design decisions were made, and how user
requirements were integrated into their design processes. The impact of confinement
mechanisms on user’s ability to appropriate their OSs and be productive with them
remains unknown.
Moreover, even security evaluation often seeks to validate the ability for the boundary
to hold against specific classes of exploits, rather than quantify reduction of risk. This
means that security metrics (the ability to limit the effect of exploits) do not account well
for what is valuable to users: the integrity of their data. When a sandbox’s boundary
holds against an attack, the user files inside the sandbox are still compromised. Usercentred security metrics would instead quantify the proportion of user files that are lost
to the exploit.
Given the complete lack of user-centred evaluation of both the security and usability
of sandboxes, and given the numerous issues raised by application developers in the
Desktop sandboxes deployed on Windows and OS X, further research is warranted. The
original criteria-based approach to describe a confinement system seems outdated, as
transitivity, memorylessness or the absence of covert channels appear not to always be
taken into account in contemporary confinement mechanisms. Evaluation criteria must
therefore be designed, that account for the reality of application behaviour in our time.
I will propose such metrics in section 8.4, and discuss open problems for metrics research
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in section 8.6 and section 8.8.

4.8.4. Finding the Limits of Activity-Centric Confinement
The two existing activity confinement systems rely on manual specification of activity
representations. PIGA OS requires representations to be preemptively encoded at an
excruciating level of detail, which is considered untractable by Situated Action. The other
one, Qubes, relies on users creating their confinement domains and enforcing them in use.
Whilst it has a lightweight upfront cost for users, and enforces separation without further
user effort, it is possibly susceptible to mode errors which could warrant an evaluation.
Another technique is possible, which could be used to detect mode errors in Qubes,
or to identify new activities and help users separate them from current ones: deploying
a machine learning system, which analyses users’ past activities to classify user actions.
However, it is unclear if automatic activity learning is achievable at sufficient standards
of performance, especially since current systems assume the absence of malicious applications or files, but sandboxing makes the assumption that all application input is
malicious. Therefore, can activity learning be applied to activity confinement? This
question is left out of the scope of this thesis.

4.8.5. What Kind of Application Security Do Users Want?
Models and techniques for confinement owe their development to expert knowledge and
expert opinions about security. None of the systems I surveyed claimed to be informed
by an account of users’ needs or expectations regarding how their applications behave.
Those technologies, when imposed on users, might not be adopted simply because users
don’t think that the technologies solve a problem they’re facing.
A truly user-centred design process starts with understanding user needs, and then
designing services, information architectures, interactions – and lastly, technical prototypes – which help users meet their needs. Since there is no record in the literature of
if, and how, users would like to control or contain their applications, I will examine the
question in Chapter 9 by recruiting a group of users into a participatory design study,
centred around their experiences of security, and I’ll explore with them how to fulfill their
expectations using the capabilities of a bare, flexible confinement technology which can
be used to implement both process confinement and activity confinement.
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Part II.

Experimenting with the Design
Process of Application Sandboxes
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5. Study Design
I have a cunning plan.
Baldrick
in Blackadder, 1983–2000

Up until now, I have presented theoretical work. I’ve identified methodological requirements to research the appropriability of security technologies, and I’ve uncovered
open problems specific to confinement technologies. Activity-centric and content-centric
confinement models seem difficult to further, leaving application-centric confinement as
a ground for efficient experimental enquiry. In the rest of this book, I showcase how I
studied the appropriability of application sandboxes, a type of confinement mechanism.
I describe methods to elicit appropriability requirements, to perform user-centred evaluations of sandboxes, and to generate ideas of new, valuable services that could encourage
users to adopt sandboxes.
In this chapter, I present the design of the study I performed to collect the data that
this case study relies on. The study is concerned with fitting a sandboxing service into the
practices of expert Desktop users. I first present the considerations that motivated the
study in section 5.1, followed by the recruitment process and participant demographics
in section 5.3. I then outline the two parts of the study in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. Next,
section 5.6 covers the ethical aspects of the study and tools given to participants to keep
them in control of data collection. Finally, I provide the documents and software used in
the study to assist with reproducing it in section 5.7, and outline the limits of the study
in section 5.8.

5.1. Principles Underlying the Study Design
I aim to address two knowledge gaps: firstly, knowledge about the variety of practices
that confinement must support, and secondly, an understanding of aspects of users’
practices where confinement technologies can be appropriated and provide value. These
problems are subtly different. The former refers only to what, practically, people do and
how they do it, and so to what features and permissions their applications need and
what confinement models can be built around those needs. The latter is about what
participants like, trust, value and can sustain, and specifically about the kind of services
that they would value enough to accept the cost of sandboxing as an externality.
Sandboxes mediate the capabilities of whole ecosystems of applications and of the OS
itself. There might be hidden consequences to sandboxing, and it might impede specific
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application behaviours or file organisation strategies which help users be productive and
satisfied about their computer usage. Therefore, I must identify aspects of the appropriation of applications, filesystems, and other Desktop entities which are called into question
by the introduction of sandboxes. This implies a study where I observe how and participants use their system and discuss the motivations behind their decisions concerning
applications and files.
It matters to know how people formulate boundaries between their data and activities
and how they conceptualise security risks and security demands. Knowing how people
turn risk perceptions into actions can be leveraged by designers to place tools in the
right place and present them with the right scope. Also, if users don’t express any
security needs, conclusions must be drawn as to how we must promote sandboxing for
it to be adopted. To this end, I must ensure my study design engages with the personal
experiences of users related to risks and with their attitudes to security.
Users’ time and wellbeing must be respected, and we cannot allow for sandboxing to
be yet another security theater that provides no actual benefits to users. I must hence
quantify the security benefits of sandboxes, and compare them to their usability costs.
If multiple design choices are available, then I must select those that provide the best
mix of security and usability. I must thus collect detailed information about application
behaviours which allows me to model costs and benefits.
There is no point in designing usable security technologies that nobody cares about.
If the technology cannot be applied transparently and without negative side effects, then
one way to deal with the scenario where users have little interest in sandboxes is to
investigate how sandbox capabilities can be recycled to provide other services which users
would value. I must then also discuss what users would change about their applications
if given the chance. Users should then be given the choice to use, or to neglect, a sandbox
in their real-world use settings; and equally, to use, or to neglect, sandbox-based services
deemed useful by users. This will allow me to study if users choose to adopt sandboxes,
or other sandbox-based services, and therefore whether the use of proxy services was
useful in encouraging sandbox adoption.
In a different context, Boardman and Sasse (2004) were the first to study the appropriation of ensembles of Personal Information Management (PIM) tools in real-world contexts. Their focus on appropriation allowed them to understand and classify behaviours
that occur across PIM tools. Likewise, I must observe real-world usage to understand
how users strategise how they access files with their applications. Those behaviours,
which can break boundaries assumed by sandbox policies, are what determines their
usability and security.
Consequently, I follow three principles for this study: in-the-wild research, to guarantee
real and varied insights into practice; design rooted in participants’ experiences and
desires, to allow users to bring forward their opinions on what is useful to them; and
a focus on appropriation rather than usability, to ensure that my study works towards
making sandboxes adopted, rather than merely useable.
The study is divided in two phases (see Figure 5.1). Firstly, I collect data about users’
use of applications and files and interview them about their appropriation of applications,
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Figure 5.1.: Timeline of the study showing where in the thesis the collected data is used.
filesystems and their computers as a whole. Secondly, I give them a sandbox and discuss
how to integrate it and services derived from it into their work environment based on
their experiences of security and of applications, and based on their demands.

5.2. Why not Mobile OSs?
My thesis is exclusively about Desktop OS. Mobile OSs do use application confinement,
with a model of complete isolation between applications. However, they and their application ecosystems differ in fundamental aspects from the Desktop world, and those
differences have not been proven to be insignificant with regard to confinement technology adoption by end users1 .
Multitasking is more Central to Desktop than to Mobiles
Complex multitasking workflows are not as likely to be observed on Mobile OSs as on
Desktops since mobile devices have more limited capabilities. Mobile UIs have little
screen real estate and can be slower than keyboards for text input, limiting their attractiveness for productive tasks (Bao et al., 2011). Desktop OSs also have better support
for multitasking, since they provide windowed applications, advanced task bars, virtual
desktops and can run multiple concurrent versions of the same application with different content. Mobile OSs barely support two concurrent windows and barely ever allow
someone to switch between tasks within the same application (e.g., concurrently writing a
message and searching in one’s conversation history). Applications on current mobile OSs
are modal, preventing within-app multitasking or running multiple app instances concurrently. Only browsers, to my knowledge, routinely include within-app multitasking
capabilities. Mobile OSs also lack mechanisms for bulk file sharing across applications,
as they do not have access to a common filesystem. Finally, billions of dollars were
invested in building information systems and applications for Desktop OSs, tailored to
specific business needs. Not every company has the means to port their existing tailored
1

Nothing has been shown to be or not to be significant, since the topic has not been explored at all in
research.
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applications to a new OS and to re-equip their workers with new devices; especially for
security benefits that aren’t always well-understood.
All these factors make it easier to perform some productive activities on Desktops
than on Mobiles. In turn, it implies that successful deployments of confinement on
Mobiles’ simpler workflows tell nothing about the feasibility of retrofitting Desktop user
practices into the confinement model used on Mobile OSs. In fact, an opposing hypothesis
could be formulated: as Mobile confinement could prevent collaboration between apps, it
might have hindered the ability of developers to provide the features needed for complex
workflows on Mobiles. Hence, Desktops must be studied as a distinct problem from
Mobiles.

Mobile and Desktop Application APIs Differ
Mobile OSs were designed to allow only simple apps, as originally they had limited
processing power, and did not need facilities such as IPC or non-trivial file sharing
patterns. It is impossible to assert that applications needing special hardware support,
IPC with known other services, bulk access to files, etc. can be built on Mobile platforms,
until Desktop developers try and report either failure or success. There isn’t satisfactory
evidence that Mobile OS APIs can be made equivalent to Desktop APIs.
Can existing mobile confinement models with their permission systems provide desktop
applications with optimal security properties? This question, to be answered, requires an
understanding of the factors that drove the design of the permission systems built into
Android and iOS – however those design processes did not lead to academic publications
by their designers. Desktop applications rarely ever need to read users’ text messages,
but they might need to use a service provided over a known IPC name (to implement a
password store API, for instance, something which has been impossible on Android and
lead to insecure password transport over clipboards (Fahl et al., 2013b)).
Not only do we not know if Mobile OSs can provide the facilities needed by Desktop
apps and integrate them into a reasoned security model, but confinement is also needed
now on the desktop. Antivirus performance is unlikely to increase, global malware and
ransomware attack campaigns are very successful under the current Desktop security
model. Legacy applications should ideally be supported, without completely rethinking
how applications access and manipulate user files from the ground up.
Given the differences between Desktops and Mobiles, I argue that confinement for
Desktop OSs deserves to be studied in separation from that of Mobile OSs.

5.3. Recruitment and Demographics
I first explain how I advertised the study and sampled participants to be recruited. I
then describe the demographics of my cohort.
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5.3.1. Advertisement and Sampling
I advertised the study on a Reddit community dedicated to Linux users, and on another dedicated to Xubuntu users. I also advertised via user discussion mailing lists for
Xubuntu, albeit all final participants came from Reddit. I used Linux users because other
parts of my study include software components that cannot be written for closed-source
OSs. Linux is for this reason the de facto standard OS for systems research. I chose
not to use traditional university channels for recruitment to maximise the chances of
occupational diversity in my population.
I screened participants who replied to my ads, to ensure a sample representative of
the Linux user population, following a stratified sampling method (I filled up positions
on a first-come-first-serve basis within each subpopulation). Two online surveys describe
the demographics of OpenSUSE and Ubuntu users (Novell, 2010; Canonical, 2012). Respondants were mostly aged between 20 and 34 year old (with a sizeable proportion
of older users), saw security as an important factor for using Linux, and used it for
leisure and work – though more of them used Linux exclusively for leisure than for work
(3.4% to 12.2% of work-only users). Common uses include Internet browsing, chatting
and email, productivity work (including programming), playing media files, graphics and
photo editing and gaming.
OpenSUSE respondants were segregated across three tiers of expertise: IT professionals, users with technical know-how and unskilled users2 . I aimed to recruit individuals
within each tier. Indeed, expert users have more complex practices than beginners, as
they have further appropriated the available tools. They could be more demanding in
terms of features wanted and more affected by sandboxes. Hence, I must consider experts’
needs.
Linux communities are overwhelmingly male (females accounting for 2 to 4% of respondants). Discussing the causes of such a disparity is off-topic3 . However, my goal
is to maximise diversity of practices rather than contribute to institutionalising gendersegregated technology design. Thus, I did not consider gender or sex in my sampling
method. Unfortunately, few female-identifying respondants came forward, and many of
those who did registered too late as I already had too many participants in the subpopulation they fell in. I ended up with one female-identifying respondant out of thirteen
(7.7%).

5.3.2. Recruited Participants
I recruited 13 Xubuntu users from a pool of 40-50. The participants come from 8 countries, are aged between 18 and 54, and are representative of Desktop Linux users for age,
2

Only the OpenSUSE dataset has data on technical skills. My past experience of user support and UX
research in Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) communities including Xubuntu corroborates the
idea that Linux users are highly confident in their abilities and willing to tinker and learn, even when
lacking technical skills.
3
Others have discussed the gender digital divide at length, e.g. AAUW Educational Foundation (2000)
and Hicks (2017). As Linux is a community of practice that is often interested in computing for its
own sake, it can be perceived similarly to computer science and other ‘geek’ cultures by women.
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occupation, gender and degree of Linux proficiency. Table 5.1 presents my participants.
Most of them describe themselves as expert Linux users, except P6 and P12 (beginners,
but experienced with Windows), and P3 and P10 (IT professionals). P10 and P13 are
security experts, and P12 attends security classes.
My participants include a Web developer, two adult high school students, two tech
support representatives, a musician, a consumer retail employee, a student teacher, a
sales engineer and four computer science students. I used interviews to survey the practices of my participants, beyond the occupations they reported. Eight of them write
code regularly, seven perform information work, and seven produce media content (e.g.
graphics, audio, video, scores, photos).

5.3.3. Remuneration and Benefits to Participants
I paid participants up to £30 for letting me collect data on their computers in the first
part of the study (£1.5 per day, with a minimum earning of £5 guaranteed), and £20 for
participating to the mid-study interview. I paid them up to £40 for the data collected
during the five-week sandbox participatory design phase (£1 per day, with a minimum
earning of £5 guaranteed), and £10 for participating to the final debriefing interview. In
total, participants could earn up to £100.
Participants obtained other benefits: during their final interview, we discussed good
security hygiene, and I answered any question participants had about their practice and
about sandboxes. I also provided participants with an early prototype of a sandbox
service, which some stated they would continue using as it was useful to them.

5.4. Part 1 – Observing Practices and Activities
Owing to Situated Action, individuals are much less able to explain the particulars of how
they act after the fact, than they are to account for the goals of their actions. Thus, the
two preferable options to use insofar as understanding their practice are ethnographies
and digital data collection. Ethnographies would provide better insights into participants’
decisions to use and how to use technologies, but I would have access to a more limited
set of use contexts (and thus, activities) than with digital data collection.
Therefore, I monitored all the activities performed by my participants on their computers, so that I could examine exactly how they interact with applications and files. I
completed this quantitative data collection with interviews.

5.4.1. Data Collection
The study started with participants installing data collection software on their systems,
which I had them run for an average of 23 days (min: 15; max: 38). The goal of the
data collection was to inform me of their own information management practices, but
also of their applications’ actual behaviours. I monitored how all apps use files and
various system calls to reach these two goals. The choice of goals reflects on two of
the main issues any confinement technology faces: does it enforce the right boundaries
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(information management side), and how many apps are compatible with it (application
behaviours side)?
I developed two tools to collect the data used in Chapter 8. The first one, based
on GNOME Zeitgeist4 , an event logging framework that seeks to make past activities
visible to users (Prante et al., 2010), and collects high-level information from compatible
apps about apps’ file usage and a variety of Desktop events. I reused the API and
database server and implement my own events to build a richer picture of participants’
work structure.
The second tool was a LD_PRELOAD library5 injected into all apps of the participants’
Desktop session, which logged all system calls related to files so that I can reconstruct
participants’ filesystem. This approach is not compatible with all apps 6 , but it still
provides deeper insights into app behaviours than data collection methods typically used
in task identification systems or multitasking studies, and on a more systematic basis.

5.4.2. Interview
I invited participants to a semi-structured interview, in which we first discussed their
activities over the past few weeks and in general, to understand what they do. Some
types of activity, e.g. software writing, may come with specific requirements in terms of
app behaviours, or with specific demands from users.
We also discussed how users appropriate applications, from adoption to abandonment,
including how they use plugins and generally speaking what features matter to them.
This data is useful to understand how choices might be made by users as apps transit to
Desktop sandboxes: will they refuse sandboxed versions of apps because of externalities
that clash with their preferences? This specific topic is the basis for Chapter 6.
Moreover, I asked participants to describe how they organise their documents and
folders, to model how their favourite file organisation structures might conflict with
the ways of accessing files imposed by sandboxes. For instance, the Windows sandbox
exposes a unique Music library to all audio-capable apps, rather than allowing users to
discriminate which apps access which sets of audio files. The question remains whether
some users have a legitimate need for a more complex isolation model. Chapter 7 covers
that topic.
Finally, I discussed security with participants. The deception was revealed and participants were offered to opt out without penalty, or to continue. No participants had
guessed the actual topic of the study. All participants chose to continue. I asked participants to discuss their security practices, both to assert expertise levels and understand
concerns. I asked participants if some of their files or apps are particularly important and
sensitive to them, and I initiated a discussion of their personal experiences of security –
specifically, of moments when they struggled to do the right thing or when they became
4

https://wiki.gnome.org/action/show/Projects/Zeitgeist
http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man8/ld.so.8.html
6
Specifically, Google Chrome already exploits LD_PRELOAD and makes it impossible to further preload
code without breaking Chrome. For Chrome, an extension was developed that allowed me to collect
some information on visited websites and downloaded files.
5
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P4
power user

P5
power user

P6
beginner

P7
power user

P1
power user

P3
IT professional

ID
linux proficiency

yes
ø
ø

P13
power user w/
technical skills
professional
used Docker
18-24
male
Hungary
CS student

ø
ø
18-24
male
France
CS student

ø
used VMs
18-24
male
UK
musician

security training
sandbox usage
age range
gender
residence country
main occupation

P12
beginner

yes
ø
ø
P11
power user

ø
ø
45-54
male
Italy
sales
engineer
ø
yes
video, audio

P10
IT professional

ø
yes
25-34
male
Portugal
consumer retail

ø
ø
25-34
female
France
student
teacher
ø
yes
ø

ø
ø
18-24
male
Bulgaria
freelance web
developer
yes
ø
images, audio
P9
power user

professional
ø
18-24
male
USA
CS student

in training
ø
18-24
male
USA
tech support
representative
yes
yes
photos

ø
yes
scores

code writing
information work
media editing
P8
power user
ø
ø
18-24
male
Spain
CS student

yes
yes
ø

ø
ø
25-34
male
France
tech support
representative
yes
ø
photos

ID
linux proficiency

yes
yes
ø

P2
power user w/
technical skills
ø
used VMs
18-24
male
USA
high school
student
yes
ø
images, audio

security training
sandbox usage
age range
gender
residence country
main occupation

ø
ø
18-24
male
UK
high school
student
ø
ø
ø

code writing
information work
media editing

ø
yes
photos, video,
audio

Table 5.1.: Participant demographics and practices, as derived from sampling forms and interview data.

aware they were taking a risk. This last point mostly served to emulate participants’
memories of security experiences, as it was the basis of the second part of the study:
co-designing a confinement-based service.

5.5. Part 2 – Designing a Sandbox Service
In the second part of the study, participants engaged in a group conversation about
their experiences of security issues and of issues related to applications misbehaving. In
this group discussion, I told participants how sandbox capabilities can be used to create
different types of application services, and I asked them to discuss which services they
would like, and how they would like them to be.
I then asked participants to vote on services they would like to implement, and I built
the three most demanded services. The overarching goal of this approach is to discover
tangible, desirable features on top of which the security benefits of sandboxing can be
bootstrapped. Indeed, participants might not find the sandbox valuable but they might
be sufficiently interested in the services built on top of it to adopt the sandbox as a
consequence.
While I was implementing the services, I provided participants with a raw commandline sandbox along with minimal integration with the file manager used on their system
(so that they could tag files to protect or to treat as untrusted). Once the services
were implemented, they were deployed for participants to use. After a period of use, I
interviewed participants to discuss their experience of the sandbox, and of the services
built on top of it, focusing on the usability and utility of the aforementioned.

5.5.1. Researcher Role
As a researcher, I encouraged participants to engage in the project, and I helped them
understand the ways in which available technologies could be put to use to reach their
goals. I explained features, explained what could and could not be implemented and
how functional it could be made within the time frame of the study. I then put it to
participants to make decisions as to what I should develop for them, among realistically
available options.
As participants are not systems experts (even those who were computer science students), all of them were unable to guess on their own the current technological limitations of sandboxing. During the study, I deployed a sandboxing mechanism called
Firejail, which uses features of the Linux kernel along with its own features and options
to implement sandboxes for userland Linux processes. Most of my role consisted of explaining to participants whether specific scenarios they desired were achievable, and if
not, what alternatives existed that might satisfy the goal they expressed. I encouraged
participants to express their ideas and desires regardless of technical feasibility, as they
were not knowledgeable enough to discern current and future capabilities from technical
limitations which cannot be overcome in the scope of the study.
My role was therefore that of a champion who makes the technology understandable
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and available. I had originally intended for the study to be one of participatory design,
but it may be closer in spirit to informant design (Scaife et al., 1997) as participants were
not often knowledgeable enough to formulate initial propositions of services on their own.

5.5.2. From Experiences to Proposed Features
Whilst all participants agreed in their mid-study interviews to continue being part of the
study, 7 enrolled for the next part. I introduced a forum shared by all continuing participants, had them introduce themselves and asked them to post their personal experiences
of security issues – the ones which we discussed in our one-on-on interviews, and others
they recalled. I asked participants to comment on others’ stories and to discuss their
similar experiences. I encouraged participants to discuss how technology ‘should have
been made’ for them to avoid running into the issue they encounter, or what technologies
could have helped them in such situations. I helped participants by actively describing
the capabilities of the sandbox and helping them devise achievable technological changes
which would support their activities in the scenarios they described.
Once we had a sufficient amount of stories, I summarised the six most well-formulated
proposals and asked participants to decide which ones they would prefer to try, how
the proposed features should behave and look like, and how they should be customisable. Once participants had decided which features they liked the most, implementation
and testing started. Meanwhile, participants were given the raw sandbox for them to
experiment with should they want to.

5.5.3. In-the-wild Testing of Features
Three proposals were selected for implementation. Mainly, participants wanted to dispose
of a workspace where all applications are automatically sandboxed together. This feature
concerns the findability of the sandbox, as it exposes it in a way that minimises the
interaction cost of starting a sandbox. This feature required very substantial changes to
the Xfce DE used on Xubuntu, and I had to delay the study for about two months to
finish implementing it. It is likely that this delay contributed to participant dropout.
At the same time, participants were familiarising themselves with the bare sandboxing
tool (which has a command-line interface), reporting issues and asking for explanations
about some features.
Once the first proposed feature was deployed, I started working on the second one: the
ability to systematically sandbox a specific application. This feature was particularly
useful for apps that are not entirely trusted by participants.
The third most asked feature illustrates the value of providing benefits that extend
beyond participants’ understanding of security. It consisted of allowing participants
to reduce the network bandwidth used by a sandboxed app or apps in a sandboxed
workspace. Many participants experienced issues with proprietary and peer-to-peer apps
that hog bandwidth. When participants chose to sandbox an app for the sole benefit
of bandwidth control, their adopting of a useful feature coincidentally increased their
security.
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Once all features were implemented, the participants were given some more time to
test them and schedule an interview. In total, four to five mouths elapsed between
participants’ enrollement and their interviews. Participants were also asked to fill a form
in order to evaluate the usability and utility of the bare sandbox that was introduced at
the beginning of the participatory design phase, their DE (as a control artefact), and the
DE with the three integrated features. For usability, the system usability scale (Brooke,
1996) was used. For utility, I developed a scale which was constructed similarly to system
usability scale, and which can be viewed in the Appendix’s end-of-study questionnaire.
Four participants had a debriefing interview. In the interview, we discussed the evolution of their security needs over the duration of the participatory design phase. We
then discussed their use of the bare sandbox, and then, of each implemented proposal.
The qualitative data focussed on participants’ intents and on their struggles with the proposed technology, and completed the questionnaires. We devoted some time to discussing
alternative designs which could have suited participants.

5.6. Ethics and Tools for Participants
I first discuss processes provided to help participants stay in control of what gets collected.
I then discuss the use of deception, and finally, detail the benefits afforded to participants.

5.6.1. Tools for Participants
Participants use their everyday computing devices in the study. This entails that they
must be able to suspend participation temporarily should they want to hide something
from me. One of the data collection tools I used contains three built-in mechanisms for
privacy protection: one for deleting all data collected within a time period (Figure 5.2),
one in the form of a system tray icon on which users can click to pause and resume
collection (see Figure 5.3), and one for visualising past collected data and erasing specific
events (see Figure 5.4). I extended the data visualisation to support my additions to the
data collection tool. I also modified the data collection framework so that the LD_PRELOAD
library can detect when it should no longer record data. Thus, both methods of collection
allow suspending collection.
These precautions were necessary, but turned out not to be used. I asked participants
if they used the data deletion tools. Some said they did only for the purpose of testing
them, but all participants said they did not seek to delete specific events during the
study. Instead, some took their most private or sensitive activities to a family member’s
computer or to their office computer. Still, the presence of the tools was an ethics
requirement and a good way to foster trust from participants.
I also provided a client application that lets participants upload their data, review
their status in the study, contact me and check how much they’ve earned and what’s
next to do (see Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.2.: User interface of the tool to bulk-delete past usage data or blacklist applicatioms from being monitored.

Figure 5.3.: System tray icon to pause or resume event logging.

5.6.2. Use of Deception and Ethics Approval
I told participants the study focused on their multitasking habits. This allowed us to
avoid non-response biases from Linux users who are not particularly interested in security. It also limited the risk of social desirability biases or demand characteristic biases.
Multitasking was chosen as a cover topic to attract participants who perform productive
work, as previous research has established users are likely to need to bypass security
technologies that get in the way of their activities in work contexts Bartsch and Sasse
(2013); Beautement et al. (2016).
The deception was revealed near the end of the mid-study interviews in which the data
was collected. Prior to revealing that the study was about sandboxing, I did not ask
for details more than once and superficially when participants mentioned of security or
revelations about their mental models of security. Thus, when participants spontaneously
mentioned security in their answers, they did not do so under the influence of response
biases.
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Figure 5.4.: User interface of the tool to visualise collected data (for Zeitgeist only) and
to selectively delete it (flags the file name as being deleted in a special log,
so that I can later on delete the file name from system call logs too).
The study was approved by UCL’s Research Ethics Committee. The REC identifier
for the study is 6079/001.

5.7. Reproducibility
Research must be reproducible. To help meet this often undervalued ethics requirement,
I provide the documents and tools used in the study.

5.7.1. Documents
The following documents used in the study are included in the appendix of this thesis:
• The Information Sheet for part 1
• The Information Sheet for part 2
• The study’s Ethics Approval Application form
• A template text for advertising the study on third-party websites
• The list of topics, with sample questions, used in the mid-study interview
• The list of topics, with sample questions, used in the debriefing interview
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Figure 5.5.: User interface of the UCL Study Manager, which lets my participants check
how much they’ve earned, upload their data, review the information sheet,
contact me and access the data visualisation tool to handle their privacy.
• An end-of-study questionnaire for users to evaluate designed prototypes

5.7.2. Software
Multiple pieces of software came into play in the study, some of which previously existed, and some of which I developed from scratch. They are all open-source. All the
study software on participants’ computers was made compatible with Xubuntu 15.10 and
Xubuntu 16.04 OSs, and were tested for those platforms.
The software I developed may not be compatible with modern Linux systems, as underlying software dependencies evolve. Researchers who seek to reproduce this study should
look up my online package repository at https://launchpad.net/~ucl-cs-study-devs/
+archive/ubuntu/multitasking-study for a list of packages that have been modified.
Each package here is provided with custom patches, specific to Xubuntu 7 .
All the software below is available in the unique repository https://github.com/
SteveDodierLazaroPhD. I have developed the following software completely from scratch,
7

The patches are not always clean and well-split, as I encountered multiple issues while packaging
and had to re-work patches on the fly. However, the list of package in the repository is the list of
applications that must be modified and re-distributed.
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and am making it available under open-source licences:
PolicyAnalysis a Python app which analyses the collected PreloadLogger and Zeitgeist
data, once uncompressed
PreloadLogger a library for system call logging used as one of two quantitative data
sources in the study
UserStudyManager a Qt client used by participants to upload their PreloadLogger and
Zeitgeist data to the study website
UserStudyWebsite the website used to manage participants’ enrollment and instructions for them; Based on Symfony, requires a Web server, and requires the manual
deployment of Vanilla forum manually as it is not integrated into this repository
due to licensing issues
I have modified the following open-source software:
Firejail the bare sandbox I used in the study, modified to support custom options used
in the study and features asked by participants
QZeitgeist5 a Qt5 port of the QZeitgeist library (Qt bindings for the Zeitgeist Framework)
SandboxExo a fork of Exo which provides a UI to make an app systematically sandboxed
SandboxGarcon a fork of the Xfce desktop file parser with support for X-Xfce desktop
keys used for sandboxed applications
SandboxGlib a fork of the Glib which provides additional API for GAppInfo instrumentation, and supports sandboxed launches
SandboxLibwnck a fork of Libwnck that supports the visualisation of Xfce secure workspaces
in workspace thumbnails
SandboxLibXfce4ui a fork of the Xfce UI library with methods for querying workspaces’
security labels
SandboxLibXfce4util a fork of the Xfce Utilities library with utility functions for Firejail
profiles
SandboxNMApplet a fork of the NetWorkManager applet which does not display virtual
network devices used to control sandboxed apps’ bandwidth
SandboxNumix a fork of the Numix Xfce theme that supports custom decorations for
sandboxed apps
SandboxThunar a fork of the Xfce File Manager with support for opening files in a
sandbox
SandboxXfce4AppFinder a fork of Xfce’s App Finder that supports launching Firejail
sandboxed clients
SandboxXfce4Panel a fork of Xfce4’s panel that supports Xfce secure workspaces
SandboxXfce4Settings a fork of the Xfce Settings daemon with support for Xfce secure
workspaces
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SandboxXfce4Whiskermenu a fork of the Xfce panel menu with support for sandboxed
application launching
SandboxXfwm4 a fork of Xfce window manager that decorates Firejail sandboxed clients
distinctively
UserStudyJournal a fork of the GNOME Journal, which provides privacy controls for
the Zeitgeist data framework, extended to also manage PreloadLogger
ZeitgeistGtk2 a fork of GTK+2 with modified and improved tracking of file events via
toolkit widgets
ZeitgeistGtk3 a fork of GTK+3 with modified and improved tracking of file events via
toolkit widgets
ZeitgeistThunar a fork of the Xfce File Manager that records when files are moved,
copied, etc.
Other repositories were developed for the thesis but ultimately are not needed to
reproduce the study:
SandboxXfDesktop a fork of the Xfce Desktop process which shows files from secure
workspaces’ Desktops; was not deployed in the end, but partly supports secure
workspaces
TranscriptThemer a script to turn raw text transcripts into pretty HTML files with
statement numbering
ZeitgeistChromeSource a data source that records visited Web pages and downloads,
which must be deployed on the Chrome Web Store
ZeitgeistGlib a fork of the Glib which logs GAppInfo launches
ZeitgeistGPaste a fork of the GPaste daemon used to monitor clipboard activity
ZeitgeistXfwm a fork of the Xfce window manager that monitors window ids and active
windows

5.8. Limitations
I discuss here how the technical constraints and choices made in my study design affect
the scope and validity of my results. Most of these limitations can be fixed by performing
longer and larger evaluations, with a better control of the underlying software stack, e.g.
if OS designers themselves test their sandbox prototypes with existing users. I will also
discuss topic-specific limitations in the next chapters.

5.8.1. Cohort size
The field study I ran involves a participatory design phase which requires sustained
interactions with participants, forcing me to keep a small cohort. My participant count
is thus too low to provide statistical significance for my results. I provide quantitative
data whenever possible to allow for my results to be aggregated to future studies using the
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same methodology, but with larger or different cohorts. Besides, my main contributions
are not the findings I make, but the validation that research methods exist which can
efficiently tackle open problems in usable security. The methods I develop in the next
chapters have never been applied to the design of security infrastructures, and show the
existence of a large open space for design interventions.

5.8.2. Deception
Deception ensured the validity of my collected data against non-response biases, social
desirability biases and demand characteristic biases. It also means I had fewer opportunities, after data collection and after the bulk of my interviews, to ask participants about
their security goals. Discussions of users’ appropriation of applications and filesystems
could not involve significant amounts of security discussions, as I wanted to ensure users
mentioned genuine security concerns at this stage, and were not nudged into artificially
increasing the importance of security in their thought process. If I had brought up security too much during interviews on those topics, I would have been unable to assess
whether security even is a factor in users’ decisions and behaviours.

5.8.3. Linux users
I recruited Linux users. They are more reflective about technology and more experienced
than their Windows counterparts. This is not a threat to validity, but reduces the scope
of my findings to experienced and reflective practitioners. Many Windows users are
experts, too – including developers, digital artists, researchers, etc.
There are two ways in which Linux use may influence user values: Linux users prefer
software that is open-source and free of price. Thus, my data may overstate the importance of these two specific aspects of software. These two differences with non-Linux
users should have a minimal impact over users’ appreciation of values such as security,
usability, productivity, etc.

5.8.4. Validity of Linux as a Study Environment
Linux is used in this thesis, as both the OS and the majority of its application ecosystem
are open-source and can be freely modified. This characteristic is usually considered an
absolute necessity for systems security research, and an astonishing majority of confinement systems are prototyped and developed for Linux or other UNIX systems, as shown
in Chapter 4. Those which are designed for proprietary OSs come from research teams
with access to their source code.
Moreover, Linux users do not radically differ from technical users and expert users
on other platforms. There are plenty of software developers, computer science students,
‘geeks’ of all sorts and advanced users on Windows and OS X, too. These users are
often under-represented in usability studies, as it is assumed that expert users will be
capable of – and comfortable with – using software that was tested for novice users. Alas,
such an assumption is untrue when it comes to confinement: it is the most complex and
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diverse needs that we must support, if we are to produce a confinement system as universally usable as possible. Hence, studying advanced users who have the most numerous
opportunities to complexify their practices and modify their computing environments
yields the best insights in terms of both what confinement systems ought to be, and
what computing could be if systems provided full flexibility to users instead of hindering
them.
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6. Unveiling Value Conflicts Between
Appropriations of Applications and
Application Sandboxes
Enfin je me rappelai le pis-aller d’une
grande princesse à qui l’on disait que
les paysans n’avaient pas de pain, et
qui répondit : Qu’ils mangent de la
brioche.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau
in Les Confessions, 1813

This chapter offers a value-sensitive analysis of users’ behaviours surrounding the appropriation of applications on their Desktop computers. The introduction of sandboxing
is known to have an impact on characteristics of applications, especially on the availability of features. Therefore, the focus on values allows me to assess whether users are
likely to make sacrifices in order to benefit from the security provided by sandboxes.
Value-sensitive design has seldom been used in security research. In using it, I aim to
show that security cannot effectively be achieved if we content ourselves merely with
producing usable interfaces and tools that nobody has an interest in.
I first present relevant research in section 6.2. Next, section 6.3 covers the analysis method and research questions. I present the results of my value analysis of three
aspects of application appropriation in section 6.4, and results on reactions to feature
loss in section 6.5. I present analysis-related limitations in section 6.6 and conclude in
section 6.7.

6.1. Introduction
Sandboxes have become an essential building block of modern OSs (Apple, 2016a,b;
Google, 2016; Microsoft, 2013). However, they impact how application features can be
implemented, and sometimes prevent the implementation of features found in applications, because the methods used to implement those features are also useful for malware
writing. Because of that, sandboxed and unsandboxed versions of the same application
can differ slightly in behaviour or offered features.
If sandboxing is mandatory on Mobile OSs, it is not yet on Desktop OSs, and it is
up to developers to choose to develop their application with sandbox support, or without. Developers struggle to make their applications compatible with sandboxing without
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sacrificing important features and plugins. Many ultimately opt out from supporting
this security feature (Chris Hoffman, 2015; Dan Counsell, 2015; Ian Paul, 2013; Milen
Dzhumerov, 2014; Sketch, 2015).
Plugin infrastructures (which allow third-party developers to augment an application
with additional features or UX improvements) and features such as emulating keyboard
input, screen sharing, audio recording, inter-process communication and bulk file processing are forbidden in the Windows sandbox and restricted in the OS X 1 . sandbox
allegedly to prevent malicious behaviours, but they are sometimes too critical for applications to abandon (Peter Cohen, 2014; Steve Streeting, 2012). These incompatibilities are
not, per se, technological constraints that cannot be overcome. They are design decisions
made by sandbox designers. Instead, designers could have chosen to complicate sandboxed applications’ security policies or to complicate the design of security mechanisms
to support those potentially dangerous features.
On Windows, many popular applications like Dropbox, Steam, iTunes, Google Drive,
VLC, Office, Photoshop, etc. are not sandboxed, or only in rudimentary versions with
missing features (Chris Hoffman, 2016; Riley J. Dennis, 2016). Tech reporters argued
that sandboxed applications are rarely downloaded and used on Windows, because they
lack critical features and degrade productivity (Brad Chacos, 2013). After five years, the
adoption of sandboxing seems to stagnate on Windows On Linux Desktops, sandboxed
application stores exist (Docker Inc., 2014; Flatpak, 2016; Canonical, 2016), but none
have a substantial user base.
Consequently, desktop users are not currently experiencing the security benefits of
sandboxes, despite being exposed to phishing attacks, malware, ransomware, etc. Still,
productive activities such as software development, complex information work, data science, film or music making, etc. often require the use of Desktop OSs. The first problem
is thus to make it possible to use sandboxes on Desktops. Moreover, assuming sandboxing
meets usability requirements, users still need to either abandon their current applications
in favour of new, sandboxed applications, or accept updates to their current applications
that introduce sandboxing. How users will arbitrate such decisions about application
adoption or retainment has not been thoroughly addressed in past research.
I formulate the hypothesis that developers refuse to support sandboxing because it
would degrade what makes their applications valuable to their users. Specifically, I am
worried that feature loss and the performance cost of sandboxing could discourage users
from adopting sandboxed applications. If the consequences of sandboxing upset users or
make applications useless, it would explain why developers are reluctant to support it.
I also suspect potential problems have been less visible on Mobiles because productivity
applications might be more affected than others by sandboxing.
To find answers, I interviewed 13 expert users to explore the values they seek to fulfil
1

I won’t discuss OS X in as much depth as Windows since OS X has allowed many exceptions to its
established security policies in the early days of the OS X sandbox, which might have masked problems
that would have arised if sandboxing had been systematically applied. For instance, Microsoft Office
is allowed on OS X with plugins; but I am not in a position to know if that is an exception made
to the OS X model, or not. The App Store rules say that it is forbidden to alter the behaviour of a
Store application, which is precisely what plugins do.
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when they make choices about applications. I aim to unveil the de facto requirements
that sandboxed applications must meet in order to entice user adoption, support users’
needs of application adaptation, and prevent application abandonment.

Contributions
I show that my participants struggle with explaining and accepting feature loss, and may
choose to abandon applications that remove features – especially for security reasons.
I show that plugins are useful and valuable to expert users, and are a crucial way to
improve their productivity. I also show my participants do not consider security as a
prime factor in their decisions related to application appropriation.
I also make the following minor contributions: I perform a value-sensitive analysis
of application adoption, adaptation via plugins and abandonment. I find that different
values underpin each of these processes, and that the values recruited to think about
content consumption and production applications differ. I also find expert users only
value security for Internet-facing applications. I provide evidence for methodological
risks in usable security research: temporal aspects of appropriation (e.g. use of plugins,
which address issues that were experienced in use and reflected upon by users) can only
be studied in-the-wild; and participants’ appreciation of security must not be distorted
by priming.

6.2. Background
Usability evaluations of security mechanisms are mostly restrained to their user interfaces.
I argue there is more to technology adoption than usable interfaces. If a tool does not
perform a function that is useful to users, or if its presence dispossesses users of something
more of valuable to them, the tool may be ignored. This is why Smetters and Grinter
(2002) have called for usable security to ensure that designed systems are useful. Likewise,
Mathiasen and Bødker (2008) examine usable security from the lens of experience-driven
design (McCarthy and Wright, 2004), and “concern [themselves] with how, on the one
hand, the use experience is determining the security technology, while on the other hand,
the security technology resists, constrains and directs the use experience”. By framing
sandboxing as an appropriation problem rather than a usability one, I can focus on the
compositional and spatio-temporal aspects of UX, which are usually ignored in usable
security. In this specific section, I will examine the appropriation of a class of artefacts
(applications), to understand the aspects of experiences that users care about.

6.2.1. Value-Sensitive Design
I did not want to just document participants’ preferences, but understand why they
held them. Value-sensitive design (Friedman, 1996) is a methodology that reveals values
involved in user behaviours and the frictions between them. It combines three forms of
analysis. Conceptual analysis is used to identify stakeholders, their goals and potential
value tensions between them. Empirical analysis reveals tensions in studied environments
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where technologies are deployed. Technical analysis probes how artefact designs position
themselves with regards to values and value conflicts. I used a value-sensitive design
conceptual analysis to design my interviews, and an empirical analysis to model the
values involved in application appropriation and relate them to security, which I report
on here. I also perform a technical analysis of application installation methods with
regard to relevant values.

6.2.2. Research on App Updates
Vaniea et al. (2014) examined how novice Windows 7 users decide to update their applications. They found novice users avoid updates by fear of losing functionality or having to
adapt to UI changes. I study expert users rather than novice users, and my investigation
pushes beyond application updates to include other facets of appropriation. However,
I observed similar behaviours between my cohort and the authors’. Neither group actively considered security when thinking about applications that do not interact with
the Internet. My participants were less reluctant to modify their productivity applications, which I attribute to the higher complexity of their needs. They also preferred and
used automatic updates, which I credit to the application store they used distinguishing critical updates (security and bug fixing) from major functionality updates which
are more disruptive. Vaniea and Rashidi (2016) also collected records of positive and
negative experiences of application updates. They found that user are concerned about
four types of externalities with updates: features being removed, and reliability issues
being introduced including applications becoming slower, buggier, or requiring more system resources. I found my participants had similar reasons for disliking and abandoning
applications after an update.

6.3. Method
I aim to identify how sandboxes clash with the needs of expert users. Sandboxes have
known effects on applications, so the question to answer is whether those effects are
likely to upset users. To this end, I must understand what users value the most in their
applications, and how they are likely to react to situations where they lose something of
value. I explain in this section how I proceed to reach these goals.

6.3.1. Research Questions
Feature loss and plugin loss are externalities of sandboxing that developers expect and
dislike, and thus focus most of our investigation on these aspects. However, other tensions
might yet have to be uncovered. I hence explore the relationship between users and
their applications more thoroughly, including situations like application adoption and
abandonment which are have been ignored in past studies. I treat plugin usage as acts of
application adaptation, and thus include their use in my value analysis. If the presence
of features emerges as an important value for users, and if plugins play a distinct and
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important rules in users’ practices, it would corroborate developers’ worries about these
two aspects of applications that conflict with sandboxing.
I first investigate what users value and prefer in their applications, and the relation
between these values and security. My research questions are:
RQ1: Which values drive application appropriation? Is security one such value?
RQ2: How much do expert users rely on plugins? What value do plugins provide to
expert users?
After that, I turn to how users relate to and react to feature removal in their applications. I discuss their own experiences and beliefs, and then explore how they make sense
of feature removals motivated by security reasons.
RQ3: Is feature loss acceptable? How does it impact users’ choices of applications?
RQ4: How does security-motivated feature loss differ from other types of loss with
regard to acceptance and reaction?

6.3.2. Data collection and coding
I performed semi-structured interviews centred around participants’ usage of applications, how they manage and value their applications, and about their information management and security strategies. The interviews lasted 40 minutes to 1:50 hour (median
1:14 hour), and I collected 81 to 227 statements per participant (median 140).
I coded my data through two separate thematic analyses (Braun and Clarke, 2006) for
the value analysis and questions about feature loss.
Where a value analysis was performed, I allocated all participant’s statements of intent
or behaviour to characteristics of the applications that they relate to (I call those app
traits), e.g. applications being slow or costly, or the fact that an application offers new
features. The app traits represent what participants believed to be true about apps,
which justified making a decision relating to the app (e.g. installing or not installing it;
adding a plugin to it). I re-coded previous answers and refined app traits as I went along,
until all participants answers could be unambiguously classified. I then categorised these
app traits based on the value they most closely relate to. The values are presented right
after. In other words, I used thematic analysis to extract values out of my dataset and
to enable a value-sensitive empirical analysis of participants’ behaviours.
In the section on feature loss, I performed a separate thematic analysis to identify
themes in participants’ answers, e.g. how they made sense of feature loss statements or
the expected compensations for feature loss.
Data coding for value analysis
I classified participants’ statements on how they appropriate applications and on the
plugins they use, based on the app traits they relate to (e.g. “Ad-blocking” or “Access to
content” for plugins; “Unresponsive UI” or “Privacy Issues” for application abandonment).
For plugins, I paid attention to their reported purpose, e.g. P11 uses a VPN service to
access foreign media rather than for security. When participants added or replaced
components of their DE, I recorded those events as DE plugins.
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Value
Usefulness
Security
Reliability
Usability
Productivity
Credibility
Affordability
Mobility
Stability
Flexibility
Ad blocking

Description / Included app traits
new features; enabling social interactions; access to content; format compatibility; loss of required features; lack of required features; low frequency of use;
replaced by another app or feature
security; security reputation; security issues; privacy; privacy concerns
excessive resource usage; reducing resource usage; excessive disk space usage;
slow, unresponsive app; buggy app; replacing a buggy feature; data backup
feature; maintainability
UI improvements; UI looks unusable; UI looks unappealing; UI too hard to
learn; app is too hard to install
improving task efficiency; integrating external features; work organisation; inefficient ui
app is proprietary; app becomes proprietary; legal reasons; bad reputation
online
app is too expensive
cross-device computing
stability (see section on appropriation over time)
flexibility (see section on appropriation over time)
An outlier. Participants did not tell me why they used ad blockers, so I was
unable to classify those events.

Table 6.1.: Mapping between values and the application traits involved in application
appropriation, plugins and reasons for feature loss. The app traits are used
in the paper’s figures.

Next, I categorised traits into values: usefulness, security & privacy, usability, productivity, credibility, affordability, mobility, stability and flexibility. I originally chose values
to highlight known tensions in the usable security literature (security vs. usability (Adams
and Sasse, 1999), usefulness (Smetters and Grinter, 2002) and productivity (Beautement
et al., 2016)). The list of values was then expanded and corrected to properly represent
themes present in the data. So, the analysis shifted focus from theoretical to inductive.
There is one aspect where I had a strong influence on themes’ delineation: to have a more
fine-grained understanding of what kinds of ‘usability’ issues conflicted with security, I
defined the UI usability value as learnability, memorability and subjective satisfaction
only. I linked absence of errors to reliability, and UI efficiency to productivity.
I classified applications into categories: browsers, communication applications (email
and messaging), file sharing applications (cloud storage and torrent), media consumption
applications (e.g. music and video players, news aggregators, etc.), media and document
editors (e.g. Office, audio, video, image editors), code editors, DEs and security applications. When a statement refers to an application’s feature or to a past experience with
an application, I assign it to the category that fits the application.
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Eliminating weak evidence
Self-reported data suffer from accuracy issues. To eliminate potential demand characteristic biases (Nichols and Maner, 2008), I only retained strong statements – which
participants justified or supported with prior experiences. The following markers allowed
me to decide if a statement was strong or weak. Statements are strong when:
• An example is given based on a past experience, e.g. the user saying they dislike
slow applications and have abandoned one in the past for that reason
• A justification is given why the belief is held by the participant (e.g. for trust
assumptions made by the user about a software vendor)
• Words such as ‘certainly’, ‘completely’, ‘always’, ‘never’, etc. are used, indicating a
strong opinion
• Participants answer quickly, without hesitation, do not sound nervous
• I paraphrase the participant’s answer and they respond with ‘Yes’, ‘Exactly’, etc.
• I’m asking participants questions that do not involve biases or are not related to
intents (e.g. listing the plugins they use in an application)
In contrast, weak statements are found when:
• Words like ‘probably’, ‘maybe’, ‘I guess’, etc., or the conditional tone are used
• Participants struggle to come up with an answer, sound hesitant, pause frequently
• No justification or past experience is given to validate the belief or assertion
• I paraphrase the participant’s answer and they disagree with my summary
I eliminated 18 hypothetical, vague or contradictory statements, and used 201 in my
findings.

6.4. Values in Application Appropriation
Sandboxes can make an impact in terms of everyday security only if they are used, rather
than merely usable. To this end, I aim to determine how sandboxing interplays with three
aspects of application appropriation: adoption, adaptation and retention. Sandboxes
may conflict with users’ ability to obtain features and may incur a performance penalty.
If users’ adoption and abandonment behaviours are driven by the presence or absence
of features and by performance considerations, then sandboxing will conflict with users’
main decision factors. This could lead to sandboxed applications being adopted less
often, or applications being abandoned after they become sandbox-compatible.
Besides, the Windows sandbox prevents applications from providing plugins. Plugins
are part of how applications can be adapted to better suit workflows. Users of plugins
might lose features if switching to a sandboxed version of an application. In such a
scenario, they trade the added value provided by plugins in exchange for more security.
I aim to find out where plugins are used, and what value they provide.
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Participants Losing Interest in an App Because of...
App Traits 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13

Lack of required features
App is proprietary
Bad reputation online
UI looks unusable
UI looks unappealing
App is too hard to install
App is too expensive
Bugginess reputation
Excessive resource usage
Security reputation
Privacy concerns

Values
Usefulness (6)
Credibility (4)
Usability (3)
Aﬀordability (3)
Reliability (2)
Security & privacy (2)

Figure 6.1.: Participants decided not to install potential new applications primarily because they lacked a required feature. Other reasons revolve around Credibility
and alleged Usability and Reliability.

6.4.1. Application Adoption and Abandonment
I look at the values governing application adoption and application abandonment, in
order to discover potential challenges during the transition to sandboxed applications.
When developers port their applications to a sandbox, externalities can include features
being incompatible, loss of plugins or performance degradation. They must decide if
those changes will put users off from adopting or continuing to use their application.
Hence, I asked participants what would convince them not to try a new application, and
what would convince them to abandon an application they are using.
Losing Interest in Potential Applications
I recorded 20 statements of interest loss. P4 gave no answer, and P2’s answers were too
weak to be included.
As Figure 6.1 shows, half of my 12 respondents stopped considering an application
because it lacked a feature. Feature loss is a possibility when porting an application
to a sandbox, either because the feature relied on privileged operations (e.g. bulk file
processing, access to hardware, IPC) or on libraries that are themselves not compatible
with the sandbox. Thus, if an application developer removes a key feature because of
sandboxing, fewer of my participants would consider it for adoption in the future.
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Participants Abandoning an App Because of...
App Traits 0 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13

Excessive resource usage
Slow, unresponsive app
Buggy app
Loss of required features
Replaced by another app
Low frequency of use
Ineﬃcient UI
UI too hard to learn
Security issues
App becomes proprietary

Values
Reliability (7)
Usefulness (6)
Productivity (1)
Usability (1)
Security & privacy (1)
Credibility (1)

Figure 6.2.: Participants stopped using applications primarily because of Reliability issues: bloated applications, unresponsive or buggy UIs. Applications also fell
out of use, or lost required features after an update.

P10 mentioned avoiding applications that have a reputation for “breaking other programs somehow” or “security stuff”. He also avoids applications that are hard to install.
Applications with such a reputation might benefit from being sandboxed owing to the
benefits of application stores. Ultimately however, sandboxes appear more detrimental
than beneficial to adoption for my cohort.
Abandoning a Current Application
I also analysed what reasons participants have to stop using their current applications,
to identify the impact of sandbox introduction for the current users of an application. 11
participants provided 21 statements on application abandonment. P2’s data was again
removed.
Figure 6.2 shows that Reliability is the primary factor for application abandonment:
participants stopped using applications because they became too slow, buggy, or used
too much RAM. Usefulness follows. Two participants no longer needed an application,
and two had a better replacement available. Five abandoned an application because
it was missing a feature (in four cases, it was lost to an update; in one case, the user
realised it was only partially implemented to start with). Security was mentioned only
once spontaneously as a good reason to abandon an application. Two other participants
stated security was a good reason, but after I accidentally primed them.
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6.4.2. Using Plugins to Customise Applications
Expert users commonly install plugins on their applications to improve them. Plugins
are routinely found on browsers, but also code editors, media editors, information work
applications, communication applications, media players, etc. They are written by thirdparty developers, and are banned from the Windows App Store, the OS X App Store
(partially) and on Mobile platforms. Browsers are actually given the ability to run
unsandboxed in order to retain the ability to provide plugins 2 .
My participants reported using 73 plugins (2 to 9, average 5), for all application categories except media consumption applications (46 for browsers; 14 for code editors; 2
to 4 for communication applications, document editors, DEs and security applications).
When asked, seven participants mentioned 11 additional plugins they would like to have.
Participants plausibly had more plugins installed than they recalled, as many Linux productivity applications and media players are distributed with some plugins enabled by
default. If all Linux applications were sandboxed, participants would resultingly miss
out on a significant part of their UX. I now document the role of plugins to understand
how users would be affected if they chose to adopt sandboxed applications. This informs
me on the values that security mechanisms compete against when they compromise the
ability to have plugins.
Desired Plugins and Features
I asked participants to imagine an additional feature or plugin they would like to have,
to check if specific types of features are in demand, or if plugins are wanted for specific
application categories. Plugins were desired for browsers, communication applications,
code editors and DEs. I found that the 73 installed plugins and 11 desired plugins and
features were similar in terms of the values they support and concerned similar application
categories. Consequently, I discuss ‘installed plugins’ and ‘desired plugins’ together.
The Role of Plugins
Plugins were predominantly used for browsers, but also for content production applications such as code or image editors and for communication applications. The features
provided by plugins supported a variety of app traits, e.g. making an application compatible with a new format. My classification aims to show what exactly participants would
lose if plugins were removed. Some types of users or some applications’ userbases may
be more affected than others. I highlight the app traits for which sandboxes may be able
to replace plugins with other techniques. I counted how many participants mentioned
each trait and assigned traits to values, as shows Figure 6.3. The Ad-blocking trait was
mentioned by all participants and not classified into a value due to its unique nature.
2

Browsers use sandboxing internally to limit the risk of having their more error-prone code (such as
rendering engines) exploited. However, the broker processes that manage the UI of a browser and
handle the creation of sandboxed processes for each browser tab are not sandboxed. They run with
full ambiant authority.
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Number of Participants Reporting a Plugin per App Trait
App Traits 0

1
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8

9 10 11 12 13

Ad blocking
Improving task eﬃciency
Integrating external features
Work organisation
New features
Format compatibility
Enabling Social Interactions
Access to content
Privacy
Security
Cross-device computing
UI improvements
Data backup feature
Replacing a buggy feature

Values
Ad blocking (13)
Productivity (12)
Usefulness (9)
Security & privacy (7)
Mobility (5)
Usability (4)
Reliability (2)

Figure 6.3.: The plugins installed and wanted by my participants primarily support Adblocking, Productivity (task efficiency, external features, work organisation)
and Usefulness (new features, format compatibility, access to content, social
interactions).

Plugins mostly support the productivity value, with three traits relating to it. Firstly,
plugins help participants perform small tasks faster, e.g. code snippets or tools to accelerate browsing through Web pages. Secondly, they integrate features normally found
in other applications to make them faster to access, e.g. image processing features in
browsers or source version control in code editors. Thirdly, plugins help participants
organise their work sessions in browsers, DEs and code editors, e.g. tools to manage tabs
or improve window placement.
Plugins also support Usefulness, with traits such as the compatibility with new document formats, enabling new social interactions, granting access to copyrighted content,
and with the introduction of new features. Security plugins consisted of script and Flash
blockers, HTTPS Everywhere, and a password manager. Privacy plugins comprised endto-end encryption for instant messaging and email applications and of plugins to prevent
user tracking on the Web and on Facebook. Sandboxes can partially emulate some features of network security plugins, albeit without proper integration into applications’
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UIs. They cannot compensate for the loss of plugins in the Usefulness category.

Accounting for Productivity Applications
My participants used plugins for code editors and document and media editors, as well
as DEs and browsers. I call both editor categories ‘production applications’ – applications used in productivity contexts. Browsers, DEs and communication applications are
hybrid, relevant to all sorts of use contexts. Media consumption applications (music and
media players, online social networks, news aggregators, etc.) are, themselves, rarely ever
useful in productivity contexts. Even though plugins are available for most of the media
consumption applications mentioned by my participants, none of them used plugins for
this category. Thus, plugins are particularly in demand for production applications. This
is especially true for code editors where 6/8 participants used plugins. The Productivity
value also accounted for 7/15 plugin mentions for the code editor category. Therefore,
users of code editors are particularly dependent on plugins to boost their productivity.
They would be more affected than others by plugin loss.
Other application categories use plugins, for other reasons. Participants mentioned
security and privacy plugins, but only for browsers and communication applications. As
Vaniea et al. (2014) argue, users express security needs only for applications that visibly
interact with the Internet. They may refuse to degrade their UX in exchange for security
for applications where there is no perceived security need.

6.4.3. Values Driving Appropriation over Time
I recorded other value statements that are not specific to adoption, abandonment or
plugins. Two values were frequently mentioned: stability and flexibility.
6 participants expressed, in 8 statements, discontent when their UX is disrupted by
changes in applications, therefore preferring stable experiences. P7 and P5 expressed
disbelief about feature removal. P5 said: “If there is a need and there something covering
this need, if you remove it it’s really hard to explain to your users that it’s just not there
any more”. Three participants were particularly attached to a specific feature (e.g. the
ability to browse books or albums by their cover for P5, or the reopening of documents
at the page they were last closed for P10) while I discussed their work habits. Finally,
P13 expressed not wanting to change the applications he was habituated to, and disliking
when those applications’ UI changed after an update.
4 participants also praised, in 6 statements, software that is flexible and can be adjusted
to their needs. P4 and P12 told me how they take advantage of settings and plugins
to speed up keyboard-driven workflows. P4, P5, P12 and P13 mentioned customising
applications like their document editors or DE. P5, for instance, says “I have been able
to basically make my own toolbars with everything that I use. That’s really flexible. [...]
And it’s pretty much the same idea in all applications”.
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Use

usefulness↝ (determined by evolution of user needs)
reliability↝ (tolerance to issues may ﬂuctuate)

Adoption
reliability
aﬀordability
usability
credibility
usefulness
usefulness

Adaptation

ﬂexibility
productivity
usefulness
security (online apps)
ad blocking (browsers)

Updates

use requirements
no longer satisﬁed

stability
security↝ (bug ﬁxes, new bugs)
reliability↝ (bug ﬁxes, new bugs)
usefulness↝ (new features,

Abandonment
usefulness↘
reliability↘

feature loss)

update degrades
use requirements

Legend

Process

: perceived value ↝: degree of fulﬁllment ﬂuctuates ↘: no longer fulﬁlled
process conditions or mediators

outcome of process on value fulﬁllment

Figure 6.4.: Values involved in decisions performed throughout the lifecycle of an application’s appropriation. Values for adoption, adaptation and abandonment
are derived from my research. Effects of updates on values are assumed from
Vaniea et al. (2014) and Vaniea and Rashidi (2016).

6.4.4. Summary of Findings
RQ1: Which values drive application appropriation behaviours? Is security one such
value? I found applications are:
adopted if they are useful, appear usable and affordable, and have a reputation of reliability, security and credibility
adapted with plugins to boost productivity and usefulness and sometimes to provide
security and ad blocking capabilities
abandoned when they lose their usefulness or reliability
Figure 6.4 illustrates the role of values throughout the cycle of application appropriation. Users also valued a stable UX, and flexible applications that can be adjusted to
their needs.
RQ2: How much do expert users rely on plugins? What value do plugins provide
to expert users? All my participants used plugins – for browsers, DEs and all types of
editors, but not for media consumption applications. Plugins mainly provide usefulness
and productivity. They also provide ad-blocking in browsers, and security for Internetfacing applications. Few of the benefits provided by plugins could be replaced by other
mechanisms, if plugins were to become unavailable.
Productivity plugins were more prevalent for productivity applications and DEs, and
my participants were in demand for more productivity plugins than they already had.
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Thus, people who use computers for productive work, and specifically users of some
types of applications, would see their productivity decrease if they no longer had access
to plugins.

6.4.5. Implications for Sandboxing
Sandboxing conflicts with usefulness by preventing the implementation of some features,
reliability by degrading performance and resource usage, and stability by causing developers to transform or drop some features. Sandboxes thus conflict with the values
elicited by participants when they decide to adopt and abandon applications. Owing
to their effects on plugins, sandboxes further threaten productivity and usefulness, the
main values supported by the use of plugins. Developers who chose to drop features and
plugins to support sandboxing might be confronted with a loss of users and potential
new users, according to my value-sensitive analysis. Future research on a larger scale
would be benefitial to quantify those potential losses.
My participants’ liking of stability suggests sandbox designers shouldn’t expect UX
sacrifices as a prerequisite to sandbox adoption. Mobile OSs never had plugin infrastructures, and so their users have adopted what was available. Android and iOS are
dominated by media consumption applications (Statista, 2014, 2016), and since there is
no plugin demand for consumption applications, plugins are not as crucial for Mobile
OSs as they are for desktops. Users might refuse to switch to sandboxed versions of
desktop applications if this means losing plugins they have already integrated into their
work practices.
Plugin loss will particularly affect users with productivity goals, and some groups e.g.
users who write code (and expectedly, over demographics that were not represented in
my cohort). When productivity is put in competition with security, users respond by
implementing “shadow security” practices, which involve disengagement from sanctioned,
verified security mechanisms, even if they do value security (Kirlappos et al., 2014). It is
advisable that plugins be supported by sandboxes, especially since there is no technical
barrier to distributing plugins on the Windows and Mac App Stores.

6.5. Feature Loss
I learnt that usefulness is a major driver of appropriation decisions, and I know that
sandboxes conflict with usefulness by forbidding some features. I now explore the value
arbitrations made by participants when they are confronted with feature loss. I query how
they explain feature loss in an application they use, and how they react to it, especially
if “security reasons” motivate it.

6.5.1. Method
I asked participants, if a feature was removed from an application, what they would do
and how it would affect them. I also asked them what good and bad reasons a developer
could give to justify this change. When possible, I asked participants about features they
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mentioned during the interview. Otherwise, I would ask about “a feature” or “the ability
to have plugins” for an application they mentioned using. Most participants responded
with hypothetical scenarios based on applications they used.
I formulated the security question as such: I asked participants what they would
think if a developer were to remove a feature or plugin “for security reasons”. P12
spontaneously mentioned security as a valid reason for removing a feature, obviating
the security question. P5 and P9 were mistakenly asked about justifications to feature
removal after I had revealed the security deception.
I refer to answers based on participants’ features as “own experiences”, and answers to
the security question as “security reasons”. As the interviews were semi-structured, some
participants did not answer, especially P3 and P11.
After the interviews, I verified if the discussed features are compatible with sandboxing:
4 were about applications that are not sandboxable 3 ; 11 were compatible; 5 were partially
incompatible; and 18 were incompatible. None of my participants showed extensive
knowledge of how sandboxes affect applications and features when I discussed sandboxing
with them at the end of the interview. Therefore, I do not believe that the compability
of features discussed in the interviews could have influenced participants’ attitudes and
reactions.

6.5.2. Justifying Feature Removal
I wanted to know what determined whether users would accept the disappearance of
a feature. If a specific reason makes sense to users, they will be less incredulous and
suspicious when a feature is removed for that reason. Conversely, if users are told a
feature is removed for a reason they do not understand, they might deplore the developer’s
decision and be more prone to switch applications.
I collected 18 reasons which participants thought were acceptable (see Figure 6.5) and
8 unacceptable (Figure 6.6) to justify feature removals. 5 participants recalled actual
experiences of feature loss, showing it is a commonplace experience, though overall participants did not find it easy to answer those questions.
Maintainability was seen as the most valid reason to remove features, by 3 participants, with 2 mentions from P4. This included removing code that was too difficult
to maintain or not stable enough, or making plugins temporarily unavailable after an
update. However, one of the “feature loss” application abandonment reasons I discussed
in the previous section was justified with maintainability: P4 abandoned the GNOME
DE because its plugins would often stop working after an update. So the reason is not
unanimously accepted.
Security was mentioned thrice, albeit two times by participants whom I accidentally
primed to think about security beforehand, as I forgot to ask the question about feature
removal until right after revealing the security topic of the study and before discussing
security practices. Legal reasons were mentioned both as a good and as a bad justification.
So was reliability, with participants claiming that excessive CPU or RAM usage were
3

Those were part of the DE and thus, out of the scope of app sandboxes.
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Acceptable Feature Removal Reasons (number of participants)
Reasons
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Maintainability
Reducing resource usage
Legal reasons
Any, I trust the developer
Replaced by another feature
Low frequency of use
Security
There is no good reason

two of which
were primed

Values
Reliability (4)
Credibility (3)
Usefulness (2)
Security & privacy (1–3)
None (4)

It depends

Figure 6.5.: Number of participants citing a reason as acceptable to justify feature removal.

valid reasons, but excessive disk usage wasn’t. Likewise for usefulness: P6 mentioned
not caring about a feature he did not use, whereas P12 strongly opined that developers
should not remove a feature used only by a minority of users.
Participants could conceptualise why feature are removed (maintainability, legal issues,
reliability, and security), but none of the enumerated reasons seem to be always justified.
Besides, three participants thought feature removal to be inexcusable, no matter the
reason. Therefore, there is no blanket rationale that developers can invoke to explain
away a decision to remove a feature.

6.5.3. Security reasons
I asked eleven participants (except P3 and P11) what they would think of a scenario
where a feature is removed for “security reasons”.

Are security reasons really accepted?
Eight participants considered security to be a good reason to remove a feature, once
I asked them. The three others did not answer the question, but described how they
would analyse the feature loss instead. None found it explicitly unacceptable. Yet, only
P12 mentioned security spontaneously – as well as P5 and P9 right after I primed them.
Security might be a positive value to my participants, but it is not something they think
about when features are affected by updates.
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Unacceptable Feature Removal Reasons (number of participants)
Reasons 0 1
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Excessive disk space usage
Low frequency of use
Legal reasons
Change for the sake of it

Values
Reliability (2)
Usefulness (1)
Credibility (1)
None (4)

I don’t know

Figure 6.6.: Number of participants citing a reason as not acceptable.

Making sense of “security reasons”
Even though participants agreed security was an acceptable justification, they sounded
negative about it. I had expected them to state that they would no longer use the insecure
software. Instead, they showed me they would attempt to understand the announcement
and to decide for themselves if they should be concerned and adjust their practice.
Participants were mostly defiant because of how they made sense of “security reasons”.
They understood security as incident response, rather than the anticipation of risks that
have not yet materialised, or compliance with external constrains. Yet, sandbox feature
constraints derive from risk management considerations rather than security vulnerabilities.
Three participants clearly expressed the idea that the security risk had resulted in
exploitation, using words such as “malware”, “breach” or “security exploit”. Three more
talked of a “vulnerability” or “security hole” and wondered if their data could be compromised as a result. Only P8 pondered that the feature itself might have represented a
danger, without mentioning the existence of a fault attributable to the developer.

6.5.4. Deciding What to do About Feature Removals
How many users would abandon an application if its developers decided to remove an
important feature from it? The answer to this question is relevant to developers who
must decide whether to adopt feature-degrading sandboxes or not. I thus asked my
participants how they would react to the loss of a feature they had previously mentioned
to us, or to the loss of plugins. I sometimes asked participants about more than one
feature. Figure 6.7 presents the 20 reactions I collected from 11 participants for feature
loss in general (some participants answered for several features, P9 gave weak answers,
P11 was not asked). It also shows the 11 reactions collected for security-induced feature
loss from 9 participants (P1 gave two answers, and P3, P9, P11 and P13 gave none).
For updates motivated by security reasons, participants decided to stay on the old,
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Reactions to a Feature Loss

3

Accept loss
Attempt workarounds ﬁrst
Keep old version
Switch to other app
It depends

8
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2
Security reasons
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Own experiences

Figure 6.7.: Participants are more likely to accept an update that induces feature loss
for reasons other than security. Some will deploy workarounds to emulate
or replace the lost feature, before seeking a replacement application. Over a
third of participants would abandon an application that lost a feature and
seek another one with an equivalent feature either way.

insecure version of the application in 2/10 cases. In 4/10 cases, they preferred switching to another application. 2/10 said their reaction would depend on the feature or the
developer’s attitude. This leaves only 3/10 cases where participants would accept the update. This reaction contradicts my finding that nearly all participants agreed security is a
valid reason to remove features. I hypothesise this discrepancy is due to usefulness taking
precedence over security in driving participants’ choices. Another possible conjecture is
that my expert users have become prejudiced against security announcements, owing to
dissonance between alleged and perceived security benefits in past security experiences.
The cost of feature loss was viewed as higher than the security benefits in my security
question. In contrast, when I asked about feature removal in a generic update, participants rooted for the imagined benefits of the update more often: they would use the new
version in 11/21(52%) cases – including 3/21(11%) cases where they would attempt to
emulate the lost feature with the new version, but would switch back to the old one or to
a new application if their coping mechanism fails to satisfy them. Security is, after all, a
secondary goal (Sasse et al., 2001; Yee, 2004), so it comes after features which support a
primary goal. My value analysis corroborates this: factors like usefulness, productivity or
reliability trump security in participants’ decisions. P10 would either switch to another
application or stay on the old version. In 7.5/21(36%) cases in total, participants would
switch to another application. In 2/21(10%) cases, participants said it depends on the
feature.
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6.5.5. Getting Something out of the Loss
In both conditions, three participants expected lost features to be re-introduced after
some time. When a disruption is temporary, participants might tolerate it as a necessary
evil. P1, P10 and P13 also expected the application to be improved in some way (e.g.
reducing RAM usage, speeding up the UI, or integrating popular plugins into the application) in the general case. This desire for compensation was not seen in the security
condition, as a security benefit was already communicated.
P5, P10 and P13 wanted developers to explain what the vulnerability was that had
been fixed. Other participants sought to convince themselves of the well-foundedness of
the security reason. P7 stated he expected to be told “how much time has there been a
security breach, why have they not warned me beforehand, and what happens now”. P12
said “they’d have to justify it pretty well”. P2, P8 and P10 said they would look into the
issue to decide if they should feel concerned. Overall, those participants had untrusting
attitudes towards developers who announced security updates.

6.5.6. Summary of Findings
RQ3: Is feature loss acceptable? How does it impact users’ choices of applications and
practices? Feature removal has a substantial impact on users: over a third may abandon
an application when a feature they used disappears. Half won’t consider updating an
application with a missing feature, and they may also abandon an application that loses
a feature. A quarter of participants expected feature loss to be temporary, and a quarter
also expected it to be compensated with improvements.
There is no consensus among participants over what constitute good reasons to remove
a feature. Maintainability, reliability and legal issues were mentioned, although as bad
reasons too. Security was mentioned spontaneously by one participant, and after security
priming by two more participants. Given the prevalence of stability in user values, I find
feature loss hard to justify overall.
RQ4: How does security-motivated feature loss differ from other types of loss with
regard to acceptance and reaction? When asked, my participants claim security is a
valid reason to remove features. Yet, they are four times more likely to ignore a security
update than a non-security update that removes features. This illustrates how security
is a secondary goal to users.
Participants view security-motivated feature removals as incident response rather than
a preventative measure. They expect developers to explain why a security risk existed
and the consequences if it. Thus, developers’ credibility may paradoxically suffer when
they announce security improvements.

6.5.7. Implications for Sandboxing
Sandboxes restrain the ability to implement some features as a form of risk management,
rather than because these features cause systematic vulnerabilities. As my participants
understand security as incident response, they are likely to attribute a sandbox-related
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feature loss to a fault on behalf of application developers. Besides, we’ve seen that
there is no blanket rationale that developers can invoke to explain away a decision to
remove a feature, which all participants would believe is legitimate. Therefore, the task
of explaining a sandbox-motivated feature loss to users seems particularly strenuous and
hazardous for developers.
Feature removal can cause users to disagree with a software update. As we’ve seen,
this is more so the case when feature loss is justified by security, and consistent with
concurrently-made research findings (Vaniea et al., 2014). Because users might reject
security updates or feel upset about them when updates threaten the availability of
features, having to remove features from one’s application may act as a deterrent for
developers to consider sandboxing. I argue that the current restrictions on features and
plugins place an unfair burden on application developers, and that sandbox designers
must review those decisions rather than wait out for developers to finally ‘get it’ and
adopt sandboxing. Presently, there are valid incentives in place for application developers
to stay away from sandboxing.

6.6. Limitations
6.6.1. Method of report
Application appropriation events are rare, and participants sometimes struggled to recall
details of their past experiences. I helped them recall past events by using diary data
to discuss the applications which I knew they used, and I eliminated statements where
participants sounded hesitant or were inaccurate.

6.6.2. Linux specificities
I recruited Linux users. They are reflective about technology and often have experience
with multiple OSs. This is not a threat to validity, but reduces the scope of my findings
to experienced and reflective practitioners. Many Windows and OS X users are experts,
too – including developers, digital artists, researchers, etc. Linux users prefer software
that is open-source. Thus, my data likely overstates the importance of the app traits
related to proprietary licenses. Finally, it is possible that desktop applications used on
Linux differ significantly from those used on Windows or OS X. Many applications are
available only on some OSs, and not on Linux.

6.6.3. Reliability of analysis
Both my coding process and value-sensitive design rely on researcher interpretation. My
choice of values reflects how I deconstructed usability into distinct actionable values (reliability, productivity, usability, flexibility). Other researchers may have used a different
degree of granularity.
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6.7. Implications for Usable Security Research
Some of my findings would not have been possible to make if I had stuck to the methods
used in previous sandbox usability research (Potter and Nieh, 2010; Schreuders et al.,
2011). I derive methodological implications for future usability evaluations of security
mediators.

6.7.1. Productive security is achieved over time, not in the lab
Beautement et al. (2008) argue that the cost of security might be accepted during initial
interactions, but rejected over time as users wear out their “compliance budget” – their
ability to comply with security when the cost of it exceeds its benefits. When newly
introduced security artefacts disrupt stability (e.g. with feature loss) or flexibility (e.g.
by removing plugins), these artefacts cannot be declared usable solely on the basis of
one-off interactions in a lab setting. Those values are fulfilled over time, and so the
impact that changes in users’ practices have on them must be studied over time too.
Previous usability studies of sandboxing (Potter and Nieh, 2010; Schreuders et al.,
2011) did not study how participants ultimately react to the cumulative frustrations
caused by a degraded UX, or how they can improve their productivity once sandboxes
hinder applications’ flexibility. Ergo, sandboxes should ideally be introduced in-the-wild
so that their impact on productivity-supportive appropriations can be verified. At the
very least, researchers should demonstrate that the demands made on users by proposed
security artefacts will not conflict with the ways in which users acquire productivity in
their practices. Otherwise, researchers may falsely conclude that sandboxes are usable,
when in reality they make users less productive. The compliance budget model (Beautement et al., 2008) states that users may tolerate security interactions up to a certain
point. With that it mind, we must guarantee that users can sustain interaction, rather
than successfuly interacting once.

6.7.2. Deception is necessary to discover actual behaviour drivers
After I asked them, participants overwhelmingly agreed that security is an acceptable
reason to remove a feature. Yet, they would be less likely to continue using an application
that lost a feature for security, rather than for other types of improvements; and it was
not a major value in their appropriation decisions. Because of that, I firmly believe
participants’ answers were influenced by a social desirability bias. If participants are
aware of a researcher’s interest in security, they may exaggerate the importance of security
in their decision-making, and researchers may overestimate their willingness to make
sacrifices for security. This phenomenon is well known in social science research, and
embedded in biases such as demand characteristic biases and social desirability biases,
yet it is not systematically accounted for in usable security research.
Technologies like sandboxes exclusively provide security benefits. Therefore, when a
sandbox is deployed or an app is made compatible with a sandbox, it is difficult to pretend that the change being introduced is not linked to security. As a result, users may
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be primed to attribute more importance to security when studying their acceptance of a
sandbox. Researchers wanting to study such technologies may benefit from first assessing
value conflicts and identifying problems that might be downplayed by participants once
those are enticed to ‘care’ about security by study designs. Indeed, an unbiased understanding of which values users will privilege in their decisions is an important source of
information for design. Once a user has been primed to explicitly consider one value,
that information is lost. Research on values that might trigger a social desirability bias
must be built with deception in order to be valid.

6.8. Conclusion
Even though sandboxing has been available for years on OS X and Windows, many
applications are not available in a sandboxed format; and thus most users on these
systems continue to use unsandboxed applications. One suspected cause for the lack of
adoption of sandboxing by application developers was a worry that sandboxes degrade
UX too much, which users would resent. It was needed to understand what qualities of
an application users prioritise when they make decisions about which applications to use
and what features their applications should have. With such an understanding, we would
be able to understand if security is desirable enough for end users for them to accept
their applications become less apt in some other aspects.
Sandboxes do not provide support for several types of features, and for plugins, resulting in sandboxed applications being second-class. Based on implementations, they
can also decrease application performance slightly. Sandbox adoption is not systematic
on desktop OSs, and some developers even forsake sandboxed versions of their applications. I investigated how expert desktop users arbitrate different values in applications,
and how they cope with feature loss, to understand how they arbitrate between usefulness, productivity and security, and how likely they are to adopt or retain applications
that sacrifice features for security improvements. If users are likely to abandon newly
sandboxed applications, it would explain developers’ reluctance to support sandboxing.
I built a model of values involved in three desktop application appropriation processes:
adoption, adaptation, and abandonment. I found that lack of features was the primary
reason for users to reject a potential application, and one of two reasons (along with
reliability) for users to abandon an application they’re using. I also found that users
like to adapt and customise their applications, primarily to meet productivity goals,
especially for browsers and productivity applications like code editors. Besides, feature
loss is a seldom understood phenomena that is poorly accepted by users. A portion of my
participants would abandon an application that removes a feature they use, especially if
justified by security improvements.
Sandbox designers must identify the features threatened by the changes sandboxing
brings about, and they must improve support for the relevant APIs so that these features
survive sandboxing. They could support plugins by distributing them on application
stores and subjecting them to the same security checks as applications. These corrections
are essential to avoid putting security in competition with usefulness and security. Indeed,
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my value analysis shows that security is not a primary motivation in my participants’
decisions, and thus, that sandboxed applications are less likely to be adopted by them
than their insecure counterparts.
We now know that sandboxes must be designed to support a wider range of application
functionality. In the next chapter, I will confront sandboxing to users’ appropriations of
filesystems, and provide design implications for sandbox policies.
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7. Learning from Filesystem
Appropriations to Design Application
Sandbox Policies
Ce qu’on réprouve chez lui, c’est l’idée
que l’histoire est une lutte et la
politique rapport avec des hommes
plutôt qu’avec des principes.
Maurice Merleau-Ponty
in Notes sur Machiavel, 1949

In my literature review of process confinement mechanisms, I have highlighted that
policies are enforced by every mechanism. Who gets to write the policies? I could not
find evidence of a documented, evidence-based process in the design of policies used in
any of the experimental or deployed sandboxed DEs or OSs I surveyed. Policy design
seems mainly based on security experts’ opinions about how applications are supposed to
access files. Due to this lack of evidence for fitness with users’ appropriations, sandbox
policies are potential representations of techno-fixation and paternalism. In this chapter,
I query how my participants manage their files to generate ideas about the kinds of
accesses and filesystem organisations that policies should not hinder. Note that I only
investigate the Windows policy; not the OS X policy as I could not find detailled enough
information to draw conclusions on the quality of OS X’s policies.
The chapter is outlined as follows. First, I introduce the problem and aims of the analysis in section 7.1. I next describe the data collection and coding process in section 7.2.
I present my interview findings in section 7.3. Next, I highlight the design implications
for application sandbox policies and provide design requirements in section 7.4. Finally,
I present new policies which aim to address the identified concerns in section 7.5 and
conclude in section 7.6.

7.1. Introduction
It is common for security mechanisms to be governed by policies, and application sandboxes are no exception. The Windows and OS X Desktop sandboxes contain policies
that describe which files can be accessed by which applicationsand that govern access to
OS interfaces, hardware and user data alike. Here, I focus on the relation between user
data and policy-mediated applications.
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In Windows, applications are allowed to open files which they declare they can support;
and files located in specific areas of the filesystem, which represent the user’s collections
of music, videos, images and documents. The concepts used in these policies embed
assumptions made by OS designers about how applications are used. Applications are
assumed to open specific file types and to open files in specific areas.
What if the assumptions are incorrect? What if our participants’ appropriations of
their applications and their filesystem invalidate the assumptions? Firstly, the files that
applications declare they handle (i.e. the files they declare they are the most suited to
open) and the files that can be opened and manipulated in them are not the same (e.g.
movie applications do not handle subtitle files, which are handled by subtitle editors, but
those files are certainly readable by movie apps; code editors often handle a single type
of source code, but any text file can be opened in most of them). Secondly, users may
choose to organise their files completely differently from the way prescribed by policies
found on Desktop OSs (usually, policies ask users to organise music, video, images and
other documents into four dedicated folders). To the best of my knowledge, there is no
academic literature validating the direction taken by the Windows policy designers.
Moreover, one core tenet of this thesis, discussed in Chapter 3 (particularly in section 3.5), is that we must resist the temptation to rely on formal specifications of how
computers should be used; that we should not force users to attribute meaning to software capabilities and to interpret them in the same way we do. The presence of file types
and media libraries in file access policies is one such case of specification. Semantics are
attributed to file types and to specific locations, which could turn out to be too constraining and to prevent valuable uses of applications, or to not be shared by all users. If
we wanted to reduce the degree of specification in policies, we should investigate policies
that reason on the relations between files being accessed, rather than on the assigned
meaning of their type or location.
We’re thus facing a dual problem with Windows’s current sandbox policy: there is no
evidence of it being evaluated against appropriation practices, and it contradicts design
principles from the third HCI paradigm. Could there be more fitting types of policies?
Besides the question of the current policy’s fit to user practices, what kind of security
could users want for their files, and does application sandboxing match their expectations? We know security to be a collateral concern for users, and they are therefore
unlikely to actively, consciously work towards the goal of containing malware. The purpose of sandboxes, as a confinement system, is to separate and protect assets (here, the
system, applications and user files) from one another. What is unknown is the type of
file separation goals that users may have. If that was understood, and provided for, users
may have higher incentives to get out of their way and alter their habits for security. Are
users’ goals well represented by sandboxes, or are user goals and sandbox goals disjoint?
To clarify those two questions, I investigated what users’ file management strategies
teach us about the goals security mechanisms should aim to meet; and about the usability
requirements that must be met by sandboxes to properly support users’ current practices. I discussed file management strategies with my participants during their mid-study
interview, and used that data to answer both questions.
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Contributions
I unveil evidence of a mismatch between how Windows’s sandbox file access control policy
is designed and filesystem appropriations by expert users. I propose directions to resolve
the identified issues. In particular, I propose new policies which exhibit the characteristics identified as necessary for sandbox policies to be compatible with my participants’
practices. Moreover, I identify a conceptual limitation in application sandboxes’ ability
to assist users in separating their data, which is the reason for the analysis performed in
section 8.9.

7.2. Data Collection and Analysis Method
To understand if Windows’s sandbox policy would be effectively usable for my participants, I discussed their file management strategies in my interviews. I first asked
participants to give me a description on their terms of how they organise their files, and
I then asked for precisions on how they organise media files, and work documents. We
also discussed how they keep their filesystems tidy, and the effort they put into that.
These questions are useful to ask to complement a purely quantitative evaluation of the
usability of sandbox policies (as performed in Chapter 8) because participants may recall
or discuss phenomena which are not always visible in short-term observations of their
computer usage, but also because we get to discuss the motives behind users’ choices,
and to understand how these motives can be supported by security technology designs.
It is also an opportunity to discuss how users choose to expend effort and what benefits
they see; judgements which cannot be made strictly from behavioural observations.
Moreover, it is primordial to study the use of a technology within an ecosystem of tools
and practices rather than in isolation. For instance, Boardman and Sasse (2004) were the
first to study the appropriation of ensembles of personal information management (PIM)
tools in real-world contexts. This allowed them to understand and classify behaviours
that occur across PIM tools. Likewise, we must observe real-world usage to understand
how users strategise the use of files in multiple apps at a time, or the use of multiple
files within an app, after they have fully appropriated the capabilities offered by their
applications.
I analysed the data through a thematic analysis. Through a first read-through of
transcripts, I identified recurring topics (such as the role of the Desktop folder) that
explained divergences in participants’ behaviours or intents, and so, I coded the data
to systematically identify where these topics came up: I first created codes for each
noteworthy behaviour or decision reported by a participant, and then re-ran through each
participant’s transcript to find related statements. When data was missing or unclear for
a participant, I modelled her filesystem using the quantitative data I also collected, and I
used this model to clarify the participant’s file management choices if possible. However,
there were not enough coded data to justify a thematic classification of the codes, so I
report directly on individual findings.
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7.3. Interview Results
I present findings from my participant interviews in this section. First, I describe how
my participants maintain distinctions between files that do not match assumptions made
by the current Windows policy. Then, I discuss how participants map their activities
to their filesystems, including how they organise their media documents, whether parts
of their filesystems play a specific role for them, and whether they try to keep their
filesystem tidy. Finally, I explain the implications of these findings for sandbox access
control policy design.

7.3.1. How Users Express Data Separation Needs
Sandbox designers would benefit from understanding how users willfully consider different
types or sets of files to be distinct from one another. Indeed, if security boundaries exist
between files that mimic the distinctions that users make, these boundaries would be
unlikely to disturb how users create and consume files; and users may perceive them
as providing value. In the course of our interviews, participants brought up how some
files and activites are kept separate from others. I compiled those declarations about
separation and grouped them in three categories: work versus personal life; separation
of projects within work; and separations within media types.
Three participants declared paying particular attention to keeping their work documents and personal documents separated. P6 goes as far as never keeping any personal
documents on his work computer, although he has to work from his home computer occasionally. P13 keeps part of his work documents encrypted while he is not using them.
Moreover, P2 stated he keeps his personal programming projects and his job-related
projects separated. P4, however, declared he does not separate his personal life from his
work life.
Three participants also enforce separation between projects within their work documents. P6, a sales engineer, ensures he keeps each of his client’s data in a separate folder.
P4 works and lives in multiple cities, and has a folder for the relevant work and personal
documents for every city. Generally speaking, all participants separated their programming projects from one another, and all participants who gave or received lectures kept
lecture-related documents separated by class.
The most surprising form of separation, however, was that made by some participants
between files of the same media type. P7 separates his photos from other types of
images (and other participants reported non-photo image content, without stating if
they distinguished both types). P2 separates movies in English language from those in
Italian which his family watches, as they do not speak English. P1 records his own audio
files, and does not want them to appear with his music in his music player. Likewise,
P12 ‘hates music players that scan based on metadata’: ‘isolating my music drive ensures
that the player does not pick up sound bites, recordings, or tracks in progress (when I
am in the music producing mood).This separation derives from a usability consideration,
rather than security.
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7.3.2. Explicit Security Concerns Around Files
Participants also reported explicit security concerns, after I revealed the security topic
of the study, which can be translated into data isolation needs. P5, for instance, worried
about any application reading files belonging to her password manager. P4 worried about
Dropbox specifically sniffing GPG keys he uses to encrypt files he uploads on Dropbox.
Generally speaking, there were applications that participants did not want to entrust
with access to their files: Dropbox, Skype, video games, applications provided by their
workplace (due to privacy concerns), or browser plugins.

7.3.3. The Organisation of Media
OSs provide users with a suggested file organisation, by the means of default folders
present in users’ homes when they create an account. On Windows, media libraries are
collections of folders which regroup all files of a specific media type into a bookmark
on the file manager – and they are initialised with the default folder created in the
user’s Home directory. There are four of them: images, videos, music and documents.
Sandboxed applications can declare that they are applications relevant to one specific
family of media, and if they do so, they can access any media in the relevant library1 .
It is not known if this choice of library was made in consideration of security, or other
factors; and it is possible that this choice was made for a user population distinct from
my participants. I noticed that my participants – who are experienced computer users –
were not always satisfied with the default file organisation, and came up with their own
way to store and classify media. Firstly, they had media that did not really fit in the
four default libraries. Secondly, they sometimes had other reasons to either scatter they
media across multiple locations, or to store it elsewhere.
Non-conventional media types
Participants had other types of media than pictures, music, videos and ’office’ documents.
I identified other media types, as users mentioned them, and because they told me (or
for some, I noticed looking at the modelled filesystems) that these media are stored in
their own folders rather than in an existing library. The additional media types found
in the study are: non-music audio recordings (2 participants); audio books (1); music
scores (1); e-books (2); 3D models and renders (1); programming sources (7); healthcare
documents (1); sports wearable logs (1); and email attachments (2).
Most of these types were used with specific apps, distinct from the ones used for images,
videos, music, etc. Some media types did not have dedicated apps, but users made the
distinction mainly because it was media they produce rather than consume (e.g. 3D
renders and audio records). For these, media production apps will be tied to one type
of media (e.g. audio records), and media reading apps to two types (audio records and
downloaded music). As of now, users can choose to keep those media separated from the
1

Although users can create new media libraries on Windows 8 and 10, sandboxed applications do not
have a mechanism to ask to be granted access to any library except the four default ones.
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Participants following default folder conventions
follows default
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doesn't follow
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documents music

videos

images downloads

Figure 7.1.: Number of participants who follow the convention established in Windows of
having default folders for different media types, vs. participants who organise
their media and downloads differently.
four default media libraries, but this means that sandboxed applications will lose access
to those files of a non-conventional type.
In Chapter 8, I will test the effects of treating programming sources as a media library
of its own, since I collected sufficient data on this data type to evaluate the usability
effects of separation programming sources from other types of documents.
Compliance to default folders
The current Windows policy assumes users store each of their types of media in a unique
location, determined by the conventional default folders. As Figure 7.1 shows, participants rarely organised their media files in accordance with this assumption – be it images,
videos, music or documents.
Participants overwhelmingly rejected the use of a unique documents folder2 . Seven
of them had documents scattered over multiple folders, and four more had either their
whole documents or a backup on an external drive or synchronised Dropbox folder.
Participants also often stored their media in non-standard locations. Images and music
were put on an external drive to facilitate sharing (with household members, friends, or
colleagues). Videos were either kept on an external drive, or left in the Downloads folder
as they were consumed immediately and only once. Participants distinguished media they
produced from media they consumed (music vs recorded audio; movies vs 3D renders;
images vs photos). As media players tend to come up with their own ways to aggregate
2

I define documents, in my assessment, as any kind of report, lecture, text, presentation slides, scan of
paperwork, related to work or studies or administrative purposes.
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and present media, participants may want to prevent their media players from loading
up work in progress, experiments, or confidential media.
Besides, I noticed that 6 out of 7 participants who write code had one or several root
folders for their code in their Homes, rather than in their documents. This media type,
not predefined in Windows, was also managed by participants with multiple folders rather
than a single one.
I also verified compliance to the Downloads folder, as it is used in policies to grant
applications the privilege to create files, and access files they’ve created themselves.
Nearly every participant’s files which could be identified as Downloads were in a single
Downloads folder. As discussed in Section 7.3.4, participants choose to expend effort into
moving files around only for files that are meaningful – not files downloaded once and
forgotten after a single use. This may explain why Downloads are less prone to being
relocated. In fact, two of the participants with Downloads in non-standard locations had
them elsewhere because the application they used saved them in a different location by
default.

7.3.4. Special Areas in Filesystems
My participants don’t agree to the prescribed way of organising media, but that does
not mean that special areas of the filesystem have a contested meaning; it means users’
practices are too complex to fit in the proposed media folders. I point this out because I
do not mean to say that all folders should be treated equally in policies. Indeed, I found
that my participants use the Downloads and Desktop folders differently from the rest of
their filesystem: the content of these two folders is not thematically-related as in other
folders.

The Desktop as a Workspace
Some participants used their desktop as a workspace for their ongoing projects and
activities, due to the Desktop being easier to reach and navigate than other folders. P9
and P13 stored files they currently accessed for work on the Desktop. P10 kept his most
important projects there, because he had no time to organise his filesystem and needed
quick access to his most crucial projects. P3 also told me in a follow-up interview that
he too treats the Desktop as a placeholder for his current projects. Similarly, P8 dragged
files he downloads directly into the Desktop, making these files quicker to access in the
future.
The specific role of the Desktop implies that files and folders at the root of the Desktop
are unlikely to have a relation to one another: they are artefacts of different ongoing
activities. As DEs provide shorter access to the Desktop’s content, it is not surprising that
desktops are appropriated as shortcut areas both by users and by application developers
who add shortcuts to their applications on the desktop.
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Transient Files and Messy Folders
Downloads are another special folder. It is generally used as a transient area for files
(though P3, P8 and P9 also use the Desktop to that end), which is what the Downloads
folder is intended for. Five of my participants reported that they nearly never clean up
old files in Downloads, and having hundreds of files in their Downloads. Four more only
cleaned it up regularly, leaving four who clean it up often (and one non-respondant). It
implies that the Downloads folder often contains a trace of participants’ past activities,
which can be privacy-sensitive.
Participants mentioned moving a downloaded file into media libraries when they believed that they would use it again. They also deployed different strategies to classify
images from music and documents, just as we manually observed that applications like
media players tended to have different file access patterns than productivity applications.
For instance, music was very organised, with hierarchies of folders for each artist, album,
etc., and properly named files (likely to assist music players in picking up appropriate
metadata for each file and easing navigation of the available music in the player), whilst
for photography, participants often had a folder for each social occasion on which photos
were taken. Essentially, the amount of effort put into organising groups of files depended
on how much participants cared about the files, and on whether organising files presented
a usability advantage in future activites.
We now know some files do not get cleaned up and remain in the Downloads folder
indefinitely, unless they will be reused later. Yet, those files were downloaded for a
reason. The corollary to what we’ve learnt is that some files are downloaded to be
used or consulted immediately. And often, the application that downloads (be it a P2P
downloader or a Web browser) is not the application that handles the file’s content
(or else the content would be directly accessible without downloading). Therefore, files
in a Downloads folder are supposed to be openable by other applications. Yet, the
Win10 model only lets the creating application (e.g. the browser) access the file. Is that
really desirable? Moreover, if downloaded files must be accessible by applications, we’ve
established that they should also be isolated from each other due to their nature. These
two requirements appear paradoxal.
Four participants evoked the creation of temporary folders for transient activities. P1
did so when he knew he would create or download multiple documents which he would
not keep, to avoid creating a mess in permanent folders. P9 created temporary folders
in the Desktop to download applications he would build himself. P12 created temporary
folders directly in the Home root, and sometimes forgot to remove them. These acts
reveal a catch 22 situation: effort is justified to avoid making a mess in valued areas of
the filesystem, even though it would take the same amount of effort to clean up transient
files if they had been created in permanent folders. Ultimately, effort is anticipated rather
than avoided. This finding will be revisited in section 9.4 where participants ask to have
a transient workspace implemented using a sandbox.
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7.4. Implications for Sandbox Policies
I present the implications of my interview findings for the design of access control policies
for sandboxed apps.

7.4.1. The Organisation of Media
Problem Revealed
My participants made use of more media types than the default four defined in Windows.
These media types could qualify for new media libraries, especially when they are associated with a handful of dedicated apps. Indeed, my participants do not comply with
the suggested organisation which consists of storing any (non-image, audio or video) file
in a “Documents” library.
However, participants did not adhere to the suggested default folders primarily to ease
file sharing, rather than because of a mismatch between how they store their music,
videos and images and what the OS expects. It is not the meaning of shared libraries
that is being questioned, i.e. users do only store image content in an image library, they
just also happen to store images elsewhere on the filesystem than in the library folder.

Design Requirements
If media-library-based policies seek to be efficient, then media libraries must closely match
the types of media users manipulate, and policies must allow applications to open data
from other media libraries than the four default ones.

Solutions to Explore
Custom media libraries can be defined by users. Policies could support changing the media libraries accessible by any given application, so that e.g. IDEs can access programmingrelated files, and e-book readers a folder of e-books. The difficulty for users is that they
must manually define libraries and manually assign them to applications.
We know some applications are handlers for specific types of media. Such applications
could declare that they handle a new type of media library. For instance, e-book readers
could ask for access to a “Digital Books” library just like image editors ask for images.
Then, when users install such an e-book reader, the relevant media library could be
instantiated automatically so they don’t have to do the mapping themselves but just to
add the one relevant folder to the new ebook library. This approach is better than only
letting applications open files they handle regardless of location, as it grants access to
metadata files and files in compatible-but-non-handled types too.
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7.4.2. Separating Data of the Same File or Media Type
Problem Revealed
In Windows, users are not in charge of which media libraries or file types applications
can access. Current Windows sandboxing policies primarily grant apps access to all files
belonging to a media library or all files of a given file type. My data unveil two problems
with this state of affairs.
Firstly, users sometimes purposefully separate data of the same media or file type, out
of usability considerations. Policies that only allow apps to access one media library force
users to make a choice: either they re-group the previously separated data into a media
library, so the app can access all files, and the app will mix both groups of files in its UI;
or they keep the data separated, at the expense of more convoluted efforts to access the
files kept outside of the media library.
Secondly, in work contexts, users store data (e.g. client data for salespeople, programming projects, document writing projects) which come from mutually distrusting
principals and which are not normally co-accessed. There is here an opportunity for
useful, non-disruptive security, which is wasted by policies that take an all-or-nothing
approach to allowing access to files.

Design Requirements
We must respect users’ expectations that some files don’t get to be opened (or co-opened
with others) in a sandboxed application. The first direct implication is that policies
granting access based on file types are unsuitable.
The second implication is that users must be able to grant a (1) specific application
instance access to a (2) group of files (3) through their interactions. Let us go over these
three conditions. Firstly, specific application instances must be reconfigurable because
some applications are required to access multiple groups of files that users want to keep
separate. Secondly, the inclusion of media libraries is an admission that applications
need access to co-located metadata files in order to best function when reading a file
they handle. Therefore, application instances must be granted access to groups of colocated files rather than to individual files. Thirdly, it is preferable that these decisions
are instantiated in the course of users’ natural interactions with the DE, rather than
through added effort.
The problem could be deeper, however. I need to experimentally validate whether users
are likely able to prevent information flows between data they want to keep separate.
And if information flows do occur, then I need to identify design opportunities to prevent
them without further disrupting user activities. This problem is twofold: firstly, I must
account for existing information flows; secondly, I must be able to build systems where
such flows are guaranteed not to exist. The problem is discussed in detail in section 8.9.
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Solutions to Explore
A first solution, which satisfies only the two former requirements, is to let users define multiple libraries, and allow users to launch application instances with access to a
specific media library. This introduces a potential for mode errors as users forget to
assign the library when they launch an application instance. Users would typically open
the application in the wrong mode, attempt to open a file (likely by designation), and
need to realise that specific usability issues (e.g. the subtitle missing for a movie, the
embedded document missing for a document editor, etc.) is caused by a permission mismatch. They’d then need to close the current application instance and re-launch it in
the appropriate mode.
A second solution consists of building policies which contextually grant access to a
group of files based on the first access by designation made by the user of the application.
Different levels of granularity can be used to determine the group of allowed files. A
potential issue of this approach is that the level of granularity is too small or too large
and that the policy is either unusable or insecure.

7.4.3. Transient Files and Folders
Problem Revealed
There was no unique area of the filesystem where participants reported creating temporary folders (e.g. when they download an app to test it, or download and view files they
will never reuse). As such, it seems difficult to distinguish permanent from temporary
folders in policy making, even though permanent files and folders hold greater value for
users.
Design Requirements
It is unclear whether there is potential for a design intervention within the model of
application sandboxing. As such, I present no requirements to this problem.
Solutions to Explore
Allowing users to isolate temporary activities (rather than applications) from the rest of
their systems would prevent files handled in such temporary activities from affecting the
system. In Chapter 9, I will propose a sandbox-based service to my participants which
allows them to perform such a task.

7.4.4. Learning from Filesystem Appropriations
Problem Revealed
Files in the Desktop and Downloads folders don’t have a relation to one another as
files do in other folders. This suggests policies do not need to allow an application
instance concurrent access to files directly at the root of the Desktop or Downloads
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folders. Besides, downloaded files have a long lifespan. File listing attacks would reveal
more information about participants in Downloads than in other folders, and so, file
access should be granted on an individual basis in this folder.
Design Requirements
Put another way, specific folders act as roots to collections of data sets which are different
from one another – like a filing cabinet organises the presentation of files with different
aims and contents. Media libraries are supposed to act as roots in that sense, albeit for
a specific type of media – akin to filing cabinets for tax return documents, for instance.
The Home of a user’s files is, also, a root where special folders like the Desktop and
Downloads, the default folder of each media library, and folders particularly important
to users are stored. Likewise, removable drives can be conceptualised as roots.
I make the assumption that roots could be modelled in policies. Firstly, folders stored
in different roots are likely to be unrelated3 . Secondly, folders at the base of a ‘root’
are likely put there because they belong to the theme, or meaning, assigned to the root
by the user. I may still assume that folders directly at the base of a root may not have
content that is inter-dependant – just thematically-related. In contrast, files stored in
the same folder deeper into a user’s filesystem hierarchy are more likely to be related,
since they are stored together.
This description is purely based on the structure of the filesystem, not the ascribed
meanings of individual folders (which are be vulnerable to interaction breakdowns between the sensemaking performed by each individual user, application developer, and the
OS designers). According to principles laid out by Dourish (2004), such an approach is
better at allowing users to adapt the technology at hand to their context of use.
Therefore, as far as design goes, the meaning ascribed to any given root by users does
not matter. What matters is that all roots are properly identified.
Solutions to Explore
In the next section, I present a policy which was developed to exploit the concept of
roots – which will then be evaluated in Chapter 8 along with other potential policies.
The remaining question to treat is how to make the concept of root actionable to users.
Currently on Windows, file managers embed a shortcut to each of the media libraries
defined by users. In fact, aggregating multiple locations and providing faster access to
them appears to be the original purpose of media libraries, since before the introduction
of sandboxes on Windows. Therefore, a DE presenting users with a UI that lets them tag
file collections and that provides bookmarks to them should be implemented and tested,
to see if users’ collections match the intended meaning of roots. A similar approach
would be Oleksik’s lightweight tagging (Oleksik et al., 2009).
3

With one exception, sometimes managed by expert users using symbolic links or shortcuts: copies of
a project stored in a backed-up folder or on the Desktop for faster access.
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7.5. Proposed Policies
I present here the policies implemented by Windows, and alternatives designed in response to needs identified in my findings.
I distinguish three types of policies: base policies which apply a single rule to all file
accesses on the OS; ancillary policies which tackle access privileges for specific files or
areas of the filesystem; and composed policies which combine base and ancillary policies
to provide comprehensively mediate file accesses. For instance, Win10 is composed of
multiple bases (applied to specific areas of the filesystem) and multiple ancillary policies.

7.5.1. Windows Policies
Table 7.1 presents Windows policies and their components, as well as the two extreme
positions of the policy lattice: Unsecure, which allows all accesses, and Designation,
which only allows individual accesses by designation.
The Windows 8 and 10 policies are very similar: they apply permissions per media
library, that is, applications developers declare which media libraries their application
should have access to, e.g. the CompoundLibrary policy is used in Windows 10. In the
documents library, applications are further restricted to the file types they declare they
handle (FileType). Besides that, ancillary policies are applied. The FutureAccessList
policy allows applications to re-access files opened in the past. The StickyBit policy,
used in Win10 only, lets applications create new files in the Downloads folder, and access
them. Win10 also differs from Win8 in that it lets applications access files in removable
media based on FileType (Microsoft, 2017)4 .

7.5.2. Proposed Policies
Table 7.2 presents alternative policies, which could address the problems identified in
the analysis of my participants’ interviews. CustomLibrary is an extension of the library concept, addressing the concern exposed in Section 7.4.1. Filename, Folder and
DistantFolder represent three possible levels of granularity for contextual access granting based on how users configure the structure of the filesystem (in line with Dourish
(2004)’s proposed conceptualisation of context), as introduced in Section 7.4.2. DistantFolder specifically uses the concept of roots proposed in Section 7.4.4 to define contextual
boundaries.
Folder lets applications access files with exactly the same parent folder as a file accessed
legally (by designation, or through an ancillary policy). DistantFolder works the same
way, except the parent folder used is not the direct parent of the allowed file, but the first
distant parent folder located in a root. For instance, ∼/Downloads/foo/bar/file.pdf is
a child of the ∼/Downloads root. Therefore, its distant parent is ∼/Downloads/foo and
any other file in that folder may now be accessed (e.g. ∼/Downloads/foo/ter/data.bin).
4

Unfortunately, the Windows 8 documentation describing policies was archived by Microsoft, and I
could not find again the documents I had originally used that describe how permissions are handled
in Windows 8. Therefore, I do not cite any documentation.
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Policy Name
Unsecure
Designation
FileType
BasicLibrary

B
B
B
B

StickyBit(D)

B
A
A

Win8

C

Win10

C

CompoundLibrary
FutureAccessList

Description
All accesses are allowed.
No accesses are allowed (except files accessed by designation).
Apps can open files of a MIME type they declare they support.
Apps declare media libraries they support; libraries are bound to
their single default folder.
Like BasicLibrary, but custom folders can be added to libraries.
Apps can open any file legally accessed by previous instances.
Apps can create new files and access files they created in the
folders specified in D.
BasicLibrary(music, images, video) ∨
(BasicLibrary(documents) ∧ FileType) ∨ FutureAccessList
CompoundLibrary(music, images, video) ∨ FutureAccessList ∨
(CompoundLibrary(documents) ∧ FileType) ∨
FileType(in removable media) ∨ StickyBit(Downloads)

Table 7.1.: The Windows policies and the two extremes of the policy security lattice.
Some policies are composed: they use other policies as building blocks to
attempt to match user needs closer. The Win* policies seek to model the
Windows 8 and Windows 10 sandbox policies. There are Base, Ancillary and
Composed policies.
OneFolder and OneDistantFolder are slightly more secured versions of the folder policies. They only grant access to a parent folder on the first allowed access, and subsequently deny any access (even by designation) outside the allowed parent folder. Those
policies are designed to better clamp down any single application instance to a specific
activity, by preventing cross-folder application instance reuse.
To illustrate differences between policies, Figure 7.2 shows a filesystem similar to my
participants’, and demonstrates how every policy would partition this filesystem. For
semantics-based policies, groups of files emerge, each of which contains files across multiple locations. For structure-based policies, boundaries are directly drawn on the Figure.
The policies I propose are likely to better provide a serious security benefit. As they
scope down the amount of files available by a single application instance, they reduce
over-entitlement: the amount of access which is granted, but not justified. Should an
application instance be compromised by ransonware, the ransonware will have much less
of an ability to destroy user data if the application instance only has access to a folder
or set of folders than if it can access an entire library or all files of a given type. This
security benefit will need to be experimentally validated and quantified.

Configuration Costs for Users
Some policies require users to perform configuration actions in order to be effectively
usable. In the policies defined above, for instance, users must specify which folders
(apart from the default one) are part of a media library.
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Filesystem Example
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Policy Name

Description

CustomLibrary

B

Filename

B

Folder

B

DistantFolder

B

OneFolder

B

OneDistantFolder

B

Like CompoundLibrary, but new libraries can be defined on
top of the default four.
Files with the same name but another extension as
previously accessed ones are allowed.
Files in the same direct parent folder as previously accessed
ones are allowed.
Files that share a distant parent folder with previously
accessed files are allowed. Distant parent folders are the
first direct child of the nearest root (media library root
folders, Home, Downloads, Desktop and removable drives).
Files in the same folder as the first accessed file are allowed
(but not future designated files).
Like DistantFolder, but only one folder can be accessed
per pplication instance. Future designated files outside
that folder are not allowed.

Table 7.2.: Policies proposed to address issues identified in participants’ interviews.
CompoundLibrary

users must add folders to media libraries.

users must define new libraries, add folders to them, and assign the libraries
to applications; Here, I assume the workaround proposed in Section 7.4.1 is implemented and costs can be reduced to only the addition of folders to media libraries.

CustomLibrary

DistantFolder

users must define roots, in the form of bookmarking or tagging actions.

These costs are not exactly identical, albeit they can only be compared within the
context of a specific sandboxed DE implementation, with UIs for every action listed
above. Some actions like adding a folder to a media library or tagging it can be performed
in a contextual menu. Assigning a media library to an application is more likely to require

Legend

a

foo.h

Denied ﬁle

foo.h

bar

Root folder for DistantFolder

bar

foo.h
bar.h
foo.avi
foo.srt

Allowed ﬁle
Normal folder

Group of ﬁles accessible by applications that declare supporting
the library or ﬁle type represented by a
Group of ﬁles accessible by app instances, if they ﬁrst legally
access one ﬁle in the group

Figure 7.2.: Illustration of how every base policy splits a typical filesystem into groups of
co-accessible files. DistantFolder is shown both when users do not create any
root, and when they create roots which map the root of all CustomLibrary’s
media libraries.
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a pop-up dialog. Either way, users must not only perform the configuration action. Prior
to that, they must become aware that they must do so in order to obtain the policy they
want, and discover the UI that allows them to perform the action.

7.6. Conclusion
Windows sandbox policies are based on assumptions that are not backed by the academic
literature – mainly by lack of research. It is clear that the type of policy enforced by
a fully-sandboxed system will affect how users are able to organise and access their
files – and therefore, how much productivity they can achieve on that system. Yet,
research has not yet investigated the relation between productivity and file access control
policies. As in Chapter 6, I stepped aside from usability studies which only aim to show
a system can work, and investigated how users want their filesystems to work, so that
their expectations for productivity can be later compared to what security policies afford.
Using qualitative interviews with my participants, I highlighted a few aspects of their
appropriation of filesystems which are relevant to design. In particular, I pointed out
that they do not manage their media and documents in the same way as required by
the Windows policies. Furthermore, I identified another design requirement currently
unfullfiled by Windows sandboxing: participants sometimes purposefully want to keep
some data separated, but they do not have tools to enforce this separation beyond the
filesystem (i.e. , to ensure applications don’t cause information flows between files users
want separated).
Those findings enabled me to notice mismatches between the assumptions embedded in
currently deployed Windows policies and my participant’s appropriations; and to imagine
new policies, in line both with theoretical considerations about what makes computer
systems appropriable and with the practices discovered in the interviews. I proposed
policies which follow the structure of filesystems, and which make use of the fact that
files which are co-located are more likely to be related and used together than other
files, in order to grant application instances access to files co-located with those opened
by designation. My policies have the potential to offer both usability improvements
by ensuring that files likely related to the one being accessed are also accessible, and
security improvements by not resorting to blanket privileges for whole classes of files. It
is therefore time to evaluate them.
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8. A Comparative Evaluation of
Application Sandbox Policies
Qu’est-ce que signifie ici que
l’existence précède l’essence ? Cela
signifie que l’homme existe d’abord,
se rencontre, surgit dans le monde, et
qu’il se définit après. L’homme, tel
que le conçoit l’existentialiste, s’il
n’est pas définissable, c’est qu’il n’est
d’abord rien. Il ne sera qu’ensuite, et
il sera tel qu’il se sera fait. Ainsi, il
n’y a pas de nature humaine, puisqu’il
n’y a pas de Dieu pour la concevoir.
Jean-Paul Sartre
in L’existentialisme est un
humanisme, 1946

The main finding of the literature review in Chapter 4 was a distinct lack of usability
and security evaluation for confinement mechanisms, to the point where no metrics exist
to compare the cost and benefit of two systems in the academic literature on confinement.
To remedy this, I propose usability and security evaluation metrics in this chapter, and
apply them to compare sandbox file access control policies.
I first motivate the need to evaluate policies in section 8.1. I survey relevant literature
on policy evaluation in section 8.2. In section 8.3, I present the tool I developed and the
metrics I designed. I then compare policies and present the results of this evaluation in
section 8.4. I investigate the optimality of sandbox policies in section 8.6. I highlight
limitations of my analysis in section 8.7 and discuss how to take the analysis forward
and address metric limitations in section 8.8. Next, I discuss limitations of application
sandboxing identified through carrying out this project in section 8.9, and conclude in
section 8.10.

8.1. Introduction
As of today, the usability evaluation of academic proposals for confined Desktop Environments (DEs) or OSs has been sporadic, and focused on proving that simple tasks can be
performed, rather than on finding the limits of the system and identifying the practices
it forbids. The overall cost to users – the number of disruptions they suffer and the effort
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they must deploy to re-establish their practices – is never quantified. Yet, I’ve shown in
Chapter 7 that policies can get in the way of how users organise their data. I’ve also
discussed how applications have features which can be deemed dangerous and forbidden
in new applications. These restrictions bring potential usability issues the frequency of
which needs to be evaluated.
Furthermore, Desktop applications are a prized entry point for malware developers
to take control of an OS, either by distributing malicious desktop applications or by
exploiting legitimate ones. Recent global ransomware attacks have cost upwards of $5bn,
fifteen times as much as a mere two years ago (Morgan, 2017). This shows how urgent it
is to limit application privileges. Sandboxing can theoretically curb such malware, yet to
the best of my knowledge, the security benefits of Windows’s application sandboxes have
never been quantified. What if there are too many information flows across confinement
domains in sandboxes, and the mechanisms don’t effectively protect from ransomware?
There are no metrics and methods yet to perform such evaluations. Without them, how
can practitioners make informed choices about which mechanism to deploy and with
which policy?
We must therefore develop a simple, efficient method to compare the impact of various
policies on both security and usability. In this chapter, I present the tools required
to answer those questions. I introduce the first process and metrics to evaluate both
the security benefits afforded by a sandbox file AC policy, and the amount of usability
disruptions it introduces. With it, I compare the Windows sandbox policies to policies
proposed in section 7.5. My method uses real-world application usage logs from my
participants in order to model how decisions made by policies would apply to accesses
performed by participants’ applications. The same process I use can be integrated in the
development cycle of existing OSs to collect high quality data on users’ practices and,
with additional information on user populations, to identify ideal policies for all sorts of
users.
Security designers sometimes speak of a security-usability tradeoff to shake off criticism
against their design decisions. By modelling and evaluating both security and usability, I
can find whether there indeed is a tradeoff in the context of file access control policies for
sandboxed applications, or whether some policies are clearly better than others. It is also
possible, with graph theory and with the data I collect, to question the optimality of a
given policy with regard to the user’s practices. Furthermore, the tool I developed helps
identify situations where discrepancies exist between users’ data separation goals and
observed information flows in users’ logs, so these situations can be manually analysed.

Contributions
I make the following contributions. Firstly, I propose an automated evaluation framework
which can evaluate any number of sandbox policies using highly-accurate application
behaviour data with minimal researcher effort. Secondly, I propose the first usability
metric and the first security metrics for access control policies, which are integrated into
my evaluation framework. I propose an experimental metric to evaluate the optimality
of the boundaries provided by an access control policy. I compare existing policies to
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new ones derived from Chapter 7. Finally, I identify open challenges in both application
sandboxing and in my approach to evaluating sandbox policies.

8.2. Related Work
Multiple application confinement models have been proposed in academia and in commercial products, which enforce a variety of AC models. Most proposed confinement
systems evaluate neither security nor usability, and to the best of my knowledge, no
public evaluations of the security benefits or usability of Windows 8, Windows 10 and
OS X desktop sandboxes exist. Some evaluations of confinement systems exist, which I
present here.

8.2.1. Evaluations of Confinement Systems
Some confinement frameworks have undergone usability evaluations of their policy authoring user interface (UI) (Reeder, 2008; Schreuders et al., 2012), as policy authoring is a
topic of choice for usable security research.Yet, most end-users’ experiences of computing
do not involve this task. Instead, users are handed systems with pre-authored policies,
in organisational settings as much as in personal computing where app platforms and
sandboxes fulfill the role of policy authoring.
Few studies of file AC prototypes exist. Schmid et al. (2002) proposed to extend
OSs so that users can mark specific files as being protected, causing accesses on these
files by unauthorised apps to trigger access granting prompts. A usability evaluation
was performed, though with procedural mistakes: the demographics of and number of
participants are not reported; participants were trained to use the UI for the designed
tool, i.e. taught how to perform rather than let to act naturally; they were therefore
primed; the policy being evaluated only included a handful of data types. Schmid et al.
report that only 1.5 prompts a day were shown to users on average, which does not line
up with the complete file usage data I collected. The security benefits of the system were
not quantified.
Potter and Nieh (2010) introduce Apiary, an app sandbox that uses overlay filesystems
and ephemeral sandboxed helpers to fully isolate apps from one another. Apiary removes
information flows between apps, because it assumes that apps never need to access the
same sets of files. My app usage logs show, on the contrary, that users routinely access a
file in multiple apps over time. Therefore, the security evaluation performed on Apiary
relies on users respecting an assumption which is directly contrary to their preferred way
of using desktop apps. Going against user preferences can foster disengagement (Bartsch
and Sasse, 2013; Dodier-Lazaro et al., 2017b). Besides, the security benefits of Apiary
are not quantified either.
Apiary’s usability evaluation asks lab participants to perform tasks which conveniently
do not challenge the major structural change it imposes on user workflows. Potter and
Nieh found that Apiary does not impact performance for simple tasks which do not
require files to be modified by multiple apps, but Apiary does complicate or prevent
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tasks that have such a requirement. I argue that usability evaluations must focus on
quantifying the impact of potential issues brought about by security, rather than on
merely finding examples of applicability. If the technology is only applicable to half of
users’ workflows, it is unlikely they will adopt it. This is why I focus on quantifying
the interaction cost (Budiu, 2013) of introduced security mechanisms, by quantifying
the actions required to configure them and the disruptions to existing user workflows on
already appropriated app ecosystems they bring about.
DeWitt and Kuljis (2006) evaluate the usability of the Polaris sandbox. As in other
studies, they evaluate its UI for a number of simple tasks, rather than evaluating if users
can appropriate Polaris into their most complex activities and deal with its interaction
cost over time. Once again, users are recruited into a lab environment and are aware
of the security nature of the study, so they are primed to pay attention to security and
excessively motivated to perform.
Instead of evaluating UIs, I focus on evaluating the ability of the underlying security
architecture to support the full extent of user interactions that are currently found valuable by users. I shift my scope of analysis to full logs of real-world app usage, and I
focus on the accumulated costs of interacting with security rather than the performance
metrics of a specific interface in a specific context.

8.3. Data Collection and Technical Background
To be able to analyse how applications are affected by policies, I monitored the activity
of all applications run on my participants’ personal computers for three weeks. Participants went about their lives in their usual environments during these three weeks, and
so, used their personal computers to varying degrees of frequency to perform a variety
of activities. I collected two types of data: input/output system calls performed by
userland applications; and calls to the GIMP Toolkit (GTK+) GUI toolkit by userland
applications that use this toolkit 1 .
I first explain how accesses to files are classified. Then, I present both sources of data.
Finally, I describe how accesses are processed before evaluation.

8.3.1. Access Types
It’s important to distinguish files that users intend to open from user documents opened
by applications using programmatic calls and from files that actually are part of the
application. I distinguish three types of accesses to ensure I only report on actions taken
on users’ data:
Programmatic accesses are those performed by applications automatically, without the
user necessarily knowing that files are accessed. For such accesses, it is impossible
1

A majority of applications use GTK+ in the DE used by our participants; however, this data is
necessarily partial since other applications use other toolkits, or statically link to older versions of
the toolkit instead of dynamically linking to the one I distributed to my participants.
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to determine if users want the files to be accessed. They are the files accesses to
which need to be mediated by policies.
Owned Files are located in predefined paths on the filesystem (e.g. /var/cache/<app>/)
and are known to be cache, configuration files, fonts, libraries, etc., which are installed along with applications. Accesses on these files are irrelevant, so I listed all
owned files for all of my participants’ applications, and I ignore these files in my
evaluation.
Designated accesses are those for which there is evidence that the user intends the application to access the file, and designated the files to be accessed by the application
to the OS (Yee, 2004). Such accesses should always be allowed, regardless of the
AC policy.

8.3.2. System Call Logging
For system call collection, I developed my own LD_PRELOAD library2 which I injected in
every userland process using the pam_env PAM authentication module3 . This library intercepted a series of system calls used to manipulate files, and logged them. This approach
is not compatible with all apps, unfortunately. In particular, it clashed with the implementation of the Google Chromium sandbox, making it impossible to use LD_PRELOAD for
Chromium processes4 . A browser extension collected some data for Chrome, though it
is not as complete as the LD_PRELOAD library. Because participants were screen to retain
only those who use Chromium as their main browser, participants were all affected in
a similar way. Bugs occurred with other apps, making the collected data only a partial
representation of app needs. Still, it provides deeper insights into app behaviours than
previously applied data collection methods, and on a more systematic basis.
I collect the following system calls related to file manipulation: creat, open, openat,
open64, openat64, mkdir, mkdirat, fopen, freopen, fdopen, fdopendir, opendir,
unlink, remove, rmdir, close, fclose, closedir, rename, renameat, renameat2, dup,
dup2 and dup3. I ignored the symlink and link system calls as they appeared not to be
used by my participants on actual user data. I did not model links between applications
that communicate via IPC system calls, as these would arguably be replaced by mediated
APIs in a fully-sandboxed Desktop system.
System calls are, by nature, programmatic. I labelled all system call accesses as programmatic, with one exception. When an application is opened via a command-line with
a filename parameter (e.g. “localc taxes.ods”), all accesses to said file are marked as designated instead. Indeed, the application was instructed by the user that this is the file
it must open.
Some applications’ calls could not be logged. I excluded Chromium from this analysis,
as Chromium’s sandbox is not compatible with dynamic library loading (Google, 2015).
2

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man8/ld.so.8.html
http://linux.die.net/man/8/pam_env
4
A bug was reported at https://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=536815, and the
Chromium developers concluded they did not have the resources to fix the issue at the time.
3
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Besides, applications that did not terminate properly were unable to save their system
call logs – this is because the data collected was so large it was necessary to compress
individual applications’ logs, which, for performance reasons, could only be performed as
applications exited. I successfully logged a median 260056 system calls per participant,
and a median number of 37.24% of each participant’s processess succeeded in saving
log data. Due to the central role of Web browsers and the difficulties encountered with
Chromium, it is likely that my dataset is skewed towards office productivity applications.

8.3.3. Desktop API Call Logging
Toolkits in OSs with sandboxing implement accesses by designation, as described by Yee
(2004) – also named powerboxes in the OS X ecosystem. The OS provides applications
with a basic replica of the toolkit’s file opening and saving dialogs and widgets, run
by the OS itself. Users can browse through all their files with this toolkit, and select
files to open (or filenames to save to). The OS then grants applications an exceptional
permission to read or write to said file locations. This process is transparent to users, as
the dialogue presented by the OS is assumed to be identical to the one in the application’s
GUI toolkit.
Therefore, I must identify file accesses performed via the default GTK+ file opening
dialogue, as these would be allowed in an OS with sandbox support. To this end, I
deployed on my participants’ computers a customised version of Zeitgeist5 , a software
framework developed for activity-based computing research Prante et al. (2010) and integrated into GTK+ and other Linux Desktop components, which collects information
on Desktop activities performed by applications. Zeitgeist already reports on some file
opening and saving events via the basic File Open Dialog and File Save Dialog. I modified it to cover all aspects of the toolkit which relate to file opening (e.g. file opening
dropdown lists, recent files menu items, recent files dropdown lists, etc.), and to gather
more precise information than Zeitgeist normally collects on how files are opened and on
the process identity of applications that log file accesses. A median number of 81% of
each participant’s applications successfully logged a median 10565 events.
Combining both data sources, I collected a median 276171 events per participant concerning a median 12006 files, of which 1141 were user documents; and 9978 application
instances (grouped in 85 applications), of which 772 were user application instances
(grouped in 24 applications). Variability across participants was high. User documents
collected varied between 22 and 25710; Applications from 8 to 51. I defined user documents as the files in users’ Home directory or in removable drives, which were not inside
hidden folders and which were not hidden files at the root of Home (to avoid counting
applications’ configuration files as user documents).

8.3.4. Filesystem Modelling
In order to score policies, I must re-create representations of the users’ OS where each
policy’s decisions can be computed. To this end, I built an OS simulator which replays
5

https://wiki.gnome.org/Projects/Zeitgeist
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application events in the order they happened, and which generates a model of users’
filesystem. I can then re-run the same simulation with a policy to model how policies prevent accesses, and perform further analyses on the resulting filesystem models (without
and with policies).
I modelled users’ applications the following way: for each application used by my
participants, I recovered the .desktop file that describes its supported MIME types,
executable name, etc. I added information on the media library it purports to support,
paths to helper binaries found in system logs for this application, paths of files owned by
the application so they could be filtered out, and I also differentiated user applications
from system applications or study artefacts (e.g. Zeitgeist’s daemons) to focus the analysis
on applications that are targets for sandboxing.
I merged system call and Zeitgeist events by recouping application PIDs and runtime
timestamps. I used heuristics to detect executions of interpreters such as Python and
Java, and to identify the executable being interpreted when possible, by finding system
calls from applications with overlapping PIDs and timestamps as well. Once all applications are identified, I sort all the accesses they perform by timestamp, which allows me
to replay events in the correct order, rebuild users’ filesystems, and simulate policies.
After a first simulation, I manually analysed the generated filesystems. In order to
improve the accuracy of the analysis, I wrote a settings file for each user containing the
following information:
• the correct path to their Home folder
• the correct names for their default media folders (accounting for locales)
• custom folders for media libraries, for CompoundLibrary and CustomLibrary policies
• roots for DistantFolder (defined as the same folders as all media library folders)
• security exclusion lists (see Section 8.9)
At this stage, all the information is available to evaluate policies. I now present the
metrics I developed.

8.4. Metrics Definition
Hu et al. (2006) proposed qualitative criteria to assess the quality of AC systems. This
section aims to turn some of these criteria into quantitative metrics which can be used
to compare two policies.
Hu et al.’s criteria include the number of steps required to assign capabilities to subjects
in a system (in my context, to desktop apps) and to objects being accessed (in my case,
files, e.g. when users need to configure the scope of a media library). I transform these
criteria into a metric by counting the number of interactions required of end-users by
a policy 6 . My modelling goes further than the proposed criteria, as I also count the
number of situations in which an application’s access to a file is disrupted by a policy.
The more applications are required to change how they access files in order to retain
6

E.g. interactions with embedded security widgets like those described by Roesner et al. (2012)
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features that justify those accesses, the more likely it is that developers fail to continue
to provide those features. Therefore, policies must also be compared to how an OS would
function without any policy.
The authors also argue in favour of measuring how well systems support the principle
of least privilege. I measure access over-entitlement in my evaluation, and I simulate
attacks, in order to account for two strategies of malware developers: direct remote
code executions upon entry into a system (over-entitlement metric) and stealthy attacks
over time (attack simulation). In addition, I model how close policies are to an optimal
partition of users’ files and applications, in order to get a better idea of how close policies
are to least privilege. I do not model other criteria proposed by Hu et al. as they
either are non-determinents of differences between sandboxing policies or they relate to
administrative aspects of sandboxing policies rather than usage aspects.
I now present my usability metric, followed by my two security metrics.

8.4.1. Usability Metrics
Usability metrics must assess how choices in security infrastructures affect the ability of
users to perform their activities in their favourite way – which is the way they go about
their activities when zero security restrictions apply.
Achieving that goal requires identifying situations where additional interactions are
required to maintain the usability of the system; or alternatively when practices which
users have already appropriated must be transformed. For instance, if a policy prevents
a user’s application from opening a file, the user will have to find a way to grant access to
the file. Some OSs may implement an access granting dialogue, while others may require
that the user goes and opens the file by designation. Since implementation details on how
these situations are managed depend on each OS, I can only count events that cause a
disruption (denied file accesses) or require an interaction (configuration of policies), and
let OS designers arbitrate on how these events should be managed. Exact interaction
costs Budiu (2013) for policy configuration and access granting can only be calculated
for a specific UI, user population, task at hand and use context.
I distinguish two usability costs:
access costs, the most common, when an application fails to access a file
configuration costs, when the policy being evaluated requires the user to perform a prior
configuration action
Usability scoring is performed by summing access and configuration costs for all application processes run by participants. I browse through every file access, ordered by
timestamp, and I determine if the access is legal based on the policy’s logic. Accesses
can fall into four categories: designated, owned files, policy-allowed, or denied.
designated decisions are returned for accesses by designation (except for OneFolder and
OneDistantFolder which treat all designation accesses as programmatic after the
first designated or allowed access)
owned files when a file is owned by the application accessing it, it is ignored in the
analysis to avoid noise
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allowed when the policy rules make the access legal
denied if an access is not by designation and not allowed by the policy
When an access is denied, the access cost of the policy might be increased, depending
on past accesses. For instance, if two consecutive programmatic accesses on the same
file are denied to the same application, the action granting access to the file for the
first access would also grant access for the same access. Likewise, if an access is denied
by Folder, the one action taken to remedy the access would grant access to the entire
folder of the denied file. Therefore, accesses to other files in the same folder by the same
application should not increase cost. Configuration costs are incremented by each policy
as it loads up, as explained in Section 7.5.2.

8.4.2. Security Metrics
Recent trends in malware show that attackers are now trying to monetise users’ data
rather than merely compromise their systems. On the Desktop front, this translates
primarily in mass-scale ransomware attacks such as WannaCry (Symantec, 2017b) or
Petya (Symantec, 2017a). It is therefore critical to evaluate whether sandboxes succeed
in isolating activities, files or applications from one another.
The security benefit claimed by sandboxing is that it reduces the attack surface available to malware. I built two security metrics, each of which captures one of two mindsets
to attacking: brutal, one-time immediate attacks which use the infected application’s full
capabilities to maximise damage (over-entitlement metric); and stealthy attacks which
use a zero-day exploit to propagate as deep into the system as possible (attack simulation
metric).
Application Over-Entitlements
The first measure I perform is a ratio of the amount of files that application instances can
access to the amount of files they actually need to read or write. When an application
instance only has access to the files it needs, the risk for a malicious file to corrupt or
read other files is reduced to the strict necessary minimum. This ratio is referred to as
over-entitlement.
I calculate over-entitlements by browsing through all files for all application instances,
assessing whether they can be legally accessed, and verifying whether they actually are
accessed by those application instances. The over-entitlement metric for a policy is the
average of all participants’ over-entitlement, which itself is the average over-entitlement
of all user application instances’ over-entitlements. Let us denote Acci as the set of all
files accessed by an application instance i, and Authi the set of files authorised by the
policy for i. The over-entitlement of i for a policy P, denoted OE P
i , is defined as follows:
|Authi | − |Acci |
(8.1)
|Authi |
The over-entitlement of a policy is the average of application instance over-entitlements.
Figure 8.1 provides an illustration of the quantity of files that can be compromised from
OE P
i =
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Figure 8.1.: Files vulnerable to an attack on an application instance depending on its
over-entitlement ratio.
a single attack on a single application instance, depending on its rate of over-entitlement.
Most policies are expected to perform poorly on this measure, as they grant access to a
vast array of files irrespective of the user activity each application instance is part of, e.g.
BasicLibrary or FileType. In Section 7.5, I introduced policies which solve this issue by
granting access privileges to application instances with a more limited scope. My policies
should perform better on over-entitlement.
Attack Simulations
Not all attacks are direct. Stealthy attacks have been commonly witnessed in the history
of malware, where malware propagates its malicious load in as many files and applications
as possible. Modern OSs prevent modification of any binaries 7 , but files can still be
used as a propagation vector when zero-day exploits exist in the code used by popular
libraries (e.g. image rendering, UI toolkits, etc.) which parse files. Whilst uncommon,
such exploits have been found in the past 8 .
7

And sandbox-compatible Desktop OSs normally prevent sandboxed applications from creating dummy
binaries in local user paths to replace legitimate binaries.
8
Example CVEs resulting in remote code executions for commonly used libraries include CVE-20040783, CVE-2005-2976, CVE-2010-4833, CVE-2012-2897, CVE-2012-5134, CVE-2015-7551 and CVE2016-3616.
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Attack Name

Atk{torrent-virus-movie}
Atk{torrent-virus-app}
Atk{bogus-editor}

Atk{game-emulators}

Atk{ransomware-exploit}
Atk{ransomware-dl}
Atk{usb-malware-file}

Description

P6 downloaded a fake movie that contained a virus, through
a Torrent app. I test virus-containing movies.
Also based on P6’s story, I test compromised Torrent apps.
P7 downloaded bogus apps to unencrypt an Office document
sent to him. I test what a bogus Office editor that makes it
onto the user’s system undetected would do.
P4 worries about games downloaded from dubious sources.
I test game emulators and other gaming platforms where
third-parties provide games.
P12 was exposed to ransomware. I test ransomware attacks
originating in Internet-facing apps.
Also based on P12’s story, I test ransomware attacks caused
by malicious downloaded files exploiting their handler app.
Not based on a participant experience, emulates the common
scenario of malware spread through files on removable drives.

Table 8.1.: List of attacks we simulated. All but one attacks mirror past experiences or
current worries of our participants.
The attack simulation metric simulates the worst level of contamination that can be
achieved under these worst-case conditions. It calculates how many applications would
be compromised and how many files would fall under control or scrutiny of the attacker.
I defined multiple attack scenarios, summarised in Table 8.1 based on conversations with
my participants (in part during the mid-study interviews, in part during the ensueing
participatory design phase).
To simulate attacks, I define an initially infected application or file, depending on
whether the attack originates in an application (e.g. a document editor), or in a file (e.g.
a downloaded movie). For attacks that originate in applications, a list of corresponding
applications is hardcoded, and I collect all instances of these applications for each participant. I then choose one as a starting point at random (so applications that users use
most are more often picked). For files, I match a pattern to identify candidate files, and
select one at random.
I then propagate the infection as follows. Every time an information flow exists from
a file to another file (e.g. a file copy) or application (the file is accessed), that file or
application becomes infected. Every time an infected application accesses a file, the file
is infected too. Infected application instances can control future instances of the same
application, so every future application instance of an infected application instance is
also infected.
I count the number of distinct applications and files that are infected over the period of
time over which I collected data (on average, 23 days, but attacks start any time during
that period, so 23 days represents a maximal duration). I perform 100 passes of each
attack, and save on the average number of infected files and applications. Finally, the
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attack metric is selected to be the worst attack the user had to endure. I choose the
worst attack in order to account for how attackers might seek to tailor attack vectors to
specific targets.
Now that all metrics are defined, I move on to policy evaluation.

8.5. Comparative Evaluation of Policies
I first present the results of an evaluation of all the discussed base policies, along with
Win8 and Win10. I still do not present OS X metrics due to the lack of details over
policies at the time of running the evaluation (e.g. I don’t know what the limit is for the
number of files opened by a single process instance). Next, I build three hypothetically
optimal policies and evaluate them with along with usability variations. Finally, I discuss
a security issue inherent to some of the created policies, fix it, and validate the policies
still deliver usability and security once fixed.

8.5.1. Base Policies
I first compared what I call base policies: the policies that provide authorisation decisions
for any file on the filesystem. A well-fitted base policy can be optimised for security or
usability, or to account for the particularities of some areas of the filesystem, in order to
produce an efficient overall policy. The Win8 and Win10 policies rely on a combination
of two bases: FileType and BasicLibrary or CompoundLibrary. I included those in our
comparison, as well as the family of Folder policies.
I looked for multivariate optima between my usability metric on the one hand, and
the attack and over-entitlement security metrics on the other hand. Figure 8.2 shows the
Pareto front obtained for the attack metric. The Win8, Win10 and OneDistantFolder
policies perform particularly well. The Windows policies are composed of a base policy
and of ancillary usability optimisations, however. Their base policies are four times less
usable. Moreover, CustomLibrary performs barely better than BasicLibrary. FileType is
also insufficiently usable. On the other end of the graph, the Folder variants have higher
attack penetration rates, but much lower usability costs. Overall, OneDistantFolder
strongly appears to be the most suitable base policy.
When it comes to over-entitlements, the policies that contextually instantiate privileges
for each application instance beat the Win and Library families with no surprise. Under
OneFolder and OneDistantFolder, applications respectively accessed 93% and 92% of
the files they were allowed to access. With BasicLibrary, CompoundLibrary and CustomLibrary, 74%, 73% and 62% of reachable files were accessed. Under FileType, only 44%.
Finally, this rate goes down to 30% for Win8 and Win10. Over-entitlements model the
outcome of an active one-time attack from any application instance, so it is important
that policies do not have too many over-entitlements either. Figure 8.3 summarises those
results.
The usability costs I report are high, because applications routinely perform programmatic accesses to files, e.g. to implement file search features, to scan for media, to look up
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User actions required per day on average
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Figure 8.2.: Pareto front of the daily usability costs imposed on users by a policy and
the average attack surface of an effective attack on files and applications
protected by it. All base policies are compared to Win8 and Win10.
metadata for a file being read, to look up the availability of recently used files, to search
for API documentation for a programming project, etc. I only report on user documents
(defined as files in the user’s Home or removable drives, which are not in hidden folders),
and yet report extremely high levels of usability disruption. This just illustrates the disconnect between what is happening in-the-wild in order to deliver positive experiences
to users, and how security engineers conceptualise user tasks (“users open an app, open
one file, work on that file and then close the app”).
Yet, we know that usability costs quickly deplete users’ compliance budget (Beautement et al., 2008) and cause them to just ignore or bypass the security mechanism at
hand. In the case of granting applications file access permissions, the effect has been documented by Schreuders et al. (2012) even in a favourable use context with lab participants
paid to interact with a security UI:
The large number of security decisions the user needs to make to confine an
application led many participants to click ‘allow’ without considering the security implications of each rule. For example, comments included: “Hundreds of
file access decisions”, “Lots of allow/deny clicks. By the end I was just clicking
allow without thinking / reading.”
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Figure 8.3.: Pareto front of the daily usability costs imposed on users by a policy and the
average over-entitlement per application instance (percentage of user files
that can be accessed by an application instance, but aren’t accessed). All
base policies are compared to Win8 and Win10.
Configuration costs turn out to be marginal for our participants. However, some participants mentioned in the study’s debriefing interviews they take exception to performing
configuration tasks for security purposes. I argue OS designers must ensure the effort
required of users provides them with visible and discoverable benefits in their practice –
e.g. marking a folder as a collection root should provide shortcuts to the folder or other
usability improvements. Since experimental research suggests day-to-day granting costs
will be negatively perceived, I consider policies that trade large amounts of granting costs
for tiny amounts of configuration costs to be desirable.

8.5.2. Selecting the Best Policies for each Data Type
Through interviews, I noticed participants adopt strategies to classifying images, videos,
documents, etc., based on media type. As much as I’ve discovered that media libraries
do not exactly match how users naturally organise their files, I can analyse how policies fit different media libraries (using the CustomLibrary definition, the one closest to
users’ media management practices) which policy best aligns with the different strategies
utilised by users for each type of content they own.
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Policy

Secure

Balanced

Usable

Win10

CustomLibrary
CustomLibrary
CustomLibrary
CustomLibrary
CustomLibrary

OneDistantFolder
CustomLibrary
CustomLibrary
OneDistantFolder
CustomLibrary

OneDistantFolder
OneDistantFolder
OneDistantFolder
OneDistantFolder
OneDistantFolder

FileType
CompoundLibrary
CompoundLibrary

Desktop
Downloads
USB Drives

Designation
Designation
Designation

OneDistantFolder
OneDistantFolder
FileType

OneDistantFolder
OneDistantFolder
OneDistantFolder

Designation
Designation
FileType

Unclassified

Designation

OneDistantFolder

OneDistantFolder

Designation

Documents
Images
Music
Programming
Video

CompoundLibrary

Table 8.2.: Hypothetically optimal policies based on a per-library and per-root analysis
of usability and security. Win10 policy for reference.

I generated Pareto fronts between already-computed security metrics and the usability
metric tailored to each library’s files. I also analysed how usable policies are for other
OneDistantFolder roots: the Desktop folder, the Downloads folder, removable drives, and
files directly at the root of the Home and outside of any library. As Pareto fronts give
me multiple optimal policies to choose from, I generated three different policies from my
analysis: an hypothetically optimally secure policy, HSecure; an optimally usable policy,
HUsable; and one in between, HBalanced. A secondary decision criteria was to limit the
complexity of policies, as policies would be harder to understand for app developers if
every single folder or library had their own logic applied to them. I present the three
designed policies in Table 8.2.
In the remainder of this section, I compare the hypothetical policies to the Windows
policies, and variations thereof.

8.5.3. Comparing Optimal Policy Hypotheses with Windows
The Win10 policy is composed of a mixture of base policies (like some of my hypotheses), but also of two ancillary policies: StickyBit which allows any app to re-open files
it created; and FutureAccessList which allows any app to re-access files legally accessed
by previous application instances. In order to determine if these usability improvements
are also useful for other base policies, I created three variants for each of my hypothetically optimal policies: one with StickyBit (suffixed with Sb e.g. HBalancedSb), one with
FutureAccessList( , /media) (suffixed with Fa), and one with both (suffixed with SbFa). I
then compared the variants to Win10.
Results
It appears the Win10 policy is skewed towards preventing propagation attacks, as it
performs well on that security metric (Figure 8.4). Whilst HSecure performs sensibly
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Figure 8.4.: Pareto front of the daily usability costs imposed on users by a policy and
the average attack surface of an effective attack on files and applications
protected by it. Our three hypotheses are compared to Win8 and Win10.
better in that regard, it is also much less usable. As both Win10 and HSecure are based
on media libraries and grant applications access to whole areas of the filesystem, they
both perform poorly on over-entitlement (Figure 8.5). Yet, this metric measures the
immediate attack surface of an attacker who remotely control an application instance.
As Figure 8.1 reminds, an over-entitlement of 65% (Win10) means 185.7 unused files are
within reach of the attacker for 100 used files; to compare with HUsable’s over-entitlement
of 8.52% which grants access to 9.3 unused files for 100 used files – nearly 20 times fewer.
The HBalanced and Husable policies, based primarily on OneDistantFolder, also divide the amount of daily usability disruptions by two. However, they report higher
infection rates with the attack metric. If one primarily cared about reducing usability
disruptions, HUsableSbFa and HBalancedSbFa are 13 times better than Win10 on that
metric alone. If one cared about security alone, any policy without FutureAccessList
performs better than Win10.
To compare the policies, I compute a score that aggregates their performance on each
considered metric. In order to favour policies that don’t have one particular drawback,
this score is defined as a weighted harmonic mean of policies’ normalised measurements
for each metric. The usability metric weights as much as the sum of security metrics,
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Figure 8.5.: Pareto front of the daily usability costs imposed on users by a policy and the
average over-entitlement per application instance (percentage of user files
that can be accessed by an application instance, but aren’t accessed). Our
three hypotheses are compared to Win8 and Win10.
to ensure it is properly taken into account. However, I don’t directly use the calculated
measurements to compute this mean, because harmonic means are skewed towards lower
numbers. In the problem at hand, a policy that scores particularly high on any one metric
is a policy with a defect, so I want my mean to be skewed towards higher numbers, so
that the defect affects the final score. Therefore, I calculate the harmonic mean of the
reverses of each metric, resulting in Equation 8.2.
n
P

Score =

i=1
n
P
i=1

wi

wi
1−xi

=

4
1
1−%OEs

+

1
1−%attack

+

2
1−%cost

(8.2)

Using this scoring method, I can eliminate all variations of HSecure. The best policies
are HUsable (with a score of 0.91) and HBalanced (0.87), followed by their StickyBit
variants (0.81-82) – Win10 achieves a score of 0.65 in comparison9 . Table 8.3 presents
raw measurements, measurements normalised using the range between Unsecure and
Designation for each metric, and the aggregated score.
9

Higher scores are better, as we have reversed our metrics prior to computing their harmonic mean.
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File
OEs

Attack
success

Daily
cost

% OEs

% attack

% cost

Score

0%

3.97%

491.98

0%

0%

100%

0

Unsecure

99.94%

25.74%

0

100%

100%

0%

0

Win10

64.96%

4.62%

53.27

65.00%

3.43%

10.83%

0.65

HSecure

37.58%

4.30%

454.32

37.60%

1.97%

92.35%

0.14

HSecureSb

40.84%

5.58%

378.08

40.86%

7.82%

76.85%

0.35

HSecureFa

80.17%

4.41%

132.43

80.22%

2.47%

26.92%

0.45

HSecureSbFa

87.56%

5.88%

66.05

87.61%

9.19%

13.43%

0.35

HBalanced

20.19%

7.54%

28.97

20.20%

16.78%

5.89%

0.87

HBalancedSb

30.39%

10.22%

27.12

30.41%

29.04%

5.51%

0.81

HBalancedFa

68.78%

7.86%

5.26

68.82%

18.24%

1.07%

0.62

HBalancedSbFa

81.94%

11.09%

4.06

81.99%

33.01%

0.83%

0.44

8.51%

7.13%

29.29

8.52%

14.91%

5.95%

0.91

HUsableSb

21.49%

10.79%

26.7

21.50%

31.64%

5.43%

0.82

HUsableFa

66.43%

7.69%

5.25

66.47%

17.47%

1.07%

0.64

HUsableSbFa

80.22%

11.98%

4.06

80.27%

37.08%

0.83%

0.46

Policy
Designation

HUsable

Table 8.3.: Summary of security and usability scores for all three hypotheses, compared
to Win10. The first three columns are raw score data. The next three are
mapped to the range of measurements between Unsecure and Designation,
to help compare and aggregate variations between the different metrics. The
last column is the score computed with Equation 8.2.

A note on Usability Additions
My results suggest the FutureAccessList and StickyBit additions compensate for a large
chunk of the Win10 usability disruptions, and are not as useful when applied to the
Folder base policies. I observe a few trends in how usability additions affect security and
usability metrics, summarised in Table 8.4. Figure 8.6 also provide a visualisation of how
policies perform with and without the usability additions. Overall, the FutureAccessList
addition made policies orders of magnitude more usable, demonstrating commonplace file
reuse among the apps used by our participants; however, it is also a prime cause for overentitlement. This effect is even visible for media libraries. I hypothetise that desktop
applications created or accessed (by designation) files outside of their allocated media
libraries, which results in those files being available to any future instance of the appli-
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Figure 8.6.: A visualisation of the scores obtained by base policies and their variants.
FutureAccessList efficiently decreases the usability cost of unusable policies.
It also introduces large amounts of over-entitlement. StickyBit has a more
moderate effect, sacrificing some security for limited usability gains.
cation and increases over-entitlement. However, I do have a partial view of participants’
filesystems and I could be underestimating library over-entitlement. StickyBit had a
lesser effect on usability, albeit not negligible – and it also did not decrease security
levels much. StickyBit feels adapted to particularly unusable policies, where even small
usability gains contribute to making the policy more balanced.

8.5.4. Securing Folder Policies with Usability Additions
The HUsableSb policy, as well as any composed policies with a Folder-like base and with
FutureAccessList or Stickybit(∗) optimisations, is affected by a structural vulnerability.
File
OEs

Attack
success

Daily
cost

% OEs

% attack

% cost

Score

Base policies

23.54%

6.48%

249.39

24.10%

11.91%

50.69%

0.61

Sticky Bit

31.14%

9.20%

208.44

31.16%

24.37%

42.37%

0.82

Future Access

71.35%

8.67%

71.46

71.39%

13.70%

14.53%

0.64

Future & Sticky

82.11%

9.86%

36.25

82.16%

27.41%

7.37%

0.46

Family

Table 8.4.: Average security and usability scores for all considered base policies and all
three hypotheses, compared to the scores obtained by those policies augmented with StickyBit and FutureAccessList.
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A malicious application which only has the privilege to read one file or create one file in
a folder can use the policy to gain access to the whole folder. First, it needs to create a
file (if using Stickybit(∗)) or read a file (FutureAccessList) in the target folder. Then,
accessing that file will cause the Folder element of the policy to grant access to the
folder.
In order to prevent this vulnerability, I modified composed policies with a Folder
element to only let the Folder element grant access to an allowed file’s folder when
access to that file was granted by policies other than FutureAccessList or Stickybit(∗)
(for instance, designation accesses). I distinguish the secured version of a Folder policy
by suffixing it with Secured, e.g. HUsableSecured.
I found that this modification had little negative impact impact, as most original
accesses in a folder were by designation, or were already denied; and as applications
that re-access the same file repeatedly in a shared folder like Downloads might not need
to access any other colocated file. The impact on usability is barely visible, and the
policy change even slightly improves over-entitlement scores for StickyBit and attack
penetration scores.
Ultimately, HUsable remains the best-performing policy. Averaging both security metrics, it is 2.9 times as secure as Win10; and it is also 1.8 times as usable. This evaluation
process therefore serves as yet another example that the security-usability tradeoff is not
linear, that a design space for security technologies exist and that some designs can be
both more usable and more secure. It highlights the need for systematic evaluations of
the security benefits and usability consequences for users of proposed security designs.

8.6. Policy Optimality Modelling
In this section, I propose an alternative method for modelling the quality of a sandbox
access control policy, based on graph theory metrics. I discuss the relation of this work
to the previously performed evaluation, as well as its limitations.

8.6.1. Optimality Metrics
I have so far used security concepts to discuss the utility of policies. However, a large body
of literature also exists on the identification and modelling of user activities on computer
systems. One of the proposed models for the application of confinement technologies,
referred to as activity confinement, aims to map security boundaries to users’ activities,
since files that pertain to the same activity involving the same third parties are likely
to originate from the same sources and to be used jointly. Security metrics do a poor
job of explaining how risks are decreased. A low security score could be due to a policy
forbidding nearly every access, or due to the policy targetting specific files and application
instances responsible for connectivity in the graph representing information flows in the
system. My motivation for developing a graph-based metric is thus to understand the
quality of the provided security.
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Original

Secured

Family

% OEs

% attack

% cost

HBalanced

20.20%

16.78%

5.89%

HBalancedSb

30.41%

29.04%

5.51%

27.70%

25.29%

5.54%

+0.02

(0.83)

HBalancedFa

68.82%

18.24%

1.07%

68.82%

17.33%

1.07%

=

(0.62)

HBalancedSbFa

81.99%

33.01%

0.83%

81.72%

26.70%

0.84%

+0.01

(0.45)

8.52%

14.91%

5.95%

HUsableSb

21.50%

31.64%

5.43%

16.83%

27.18%

5.54%

+0.03

(0.85)

HUsableFa

66.47%

17.47%

1.07%

66.48%

17.33%

1.07%

=

(0.64)

HUsableSbFa

80.27%

37.08%

0.83%

79.80%

32.10%

0.85%

+0.01

(0.47)

HUsable

% OEs

% attack

% cost

∆ Score

(0.87)

(0.91)

Table 8.5.: Comparison of normalised scores for unsecured and secured versions of the
HBalanced and HUsable policies. The security measures introduced against
the attack described in Section 8.5.4 have a marginal effect and don’t degrade
policies’ scores.

8.6.2. Graph Modelling
I model the information flows between applications and between files using graphs. I build
a general graph where all user files and user application instances are nodes, instances are
linked to the files they access, and related files (e.g. when a file is copied off another) are
linked, as illustrated on Figure 8.7. This graph is undirected, as I need to consider both
how files can affect instances and how instances can affect files. The graph is built for all
user files accessed by user applications (excluding system files and e.g. DE applications.
I first build a version of this graph without any policy (called the global general graph
GG), and then additional versions for each policy where file-app edges are removed if
the policy denies the application access to the file (policy general graphs PG).
I also want to be able to compute metrics about how well information flows strictly
between files. I thus build a flattened version of each of these graphs (giving me a
flattened global graph FG and flattened policy graphs FP), which contains only flows
between files. Figure 8.8 shows the flattened graph corresponding to the previous figure.
I build the flattened graphs by removing application nodes and linking together files that
have an indirect information flow through an application instance in the general graph.

8.6.3. Naive Security Scoring
Information flow graphs should also be usable for security evaluation. For instance,
reachability represents the ability for information to propagate from one node of the graph
to other nodes (Boccaletti et al., 2006). It is used in epidemiology to measure how much
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Figure 8.7.: The visualisation of a participant’s 22 communities of files and applications.
Four applications are linked via files they’ve accessed, and separated into
communities, whereas many applications are isolated.
of a population can be reached by an infection starting in an arbitrary position of the
graph. Likewise, it can model how much of a user’s data would be threatened by an attack
starting from an arbitrary file and spreading uniformly. To compare policies, I define the
normalised reachability NR of each policy as follows: ∀ policy P, NR P = RFP /RFG .
In Figure 8.9, I compare the reachability of flattened policy graphs for the base policies
and Windows policies. I find that the Folder family of policies has higher reachability.
FileType also achieves high reachability, whilst the Library family is on the lower end of
the spectrum. As expected, DistantFolder is higher than Folder, and CustomLibrary is
lower than CompoundLibrary due to separating programming files from the documents
library. As reachability is a metric of the ability for information to propagate in the

Figure 8.8.: The visualisation of a flattened graph, showing multiple groups of co-accessed
files and smaller pockets of files acting as bridges between them.
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Figure 8.9.: Reachability measure of each policy’s flattened graph. Higher reachability
means information flows more freely between files.
graph, it is not surprising that the reachability score of a policy very strongly correlates
with the policy’s attack simulation score (see Table 8.6).

8.6.4. Policy Optimality Estimation
How well do policies map the natural ways users have of co-using files and applications?
To answer this question, I model the communities in the global general graph with a
community finding algorithm, resulting in a cluster version of GG we call CG. Indeed,
my participants’ graphs suggest the existence of communities: groups of files and applications that are more often linked to one another than they are linked to other nodes in the
graph. The core hypothesis behind attempts to crack activity identification in HumanMachine Interaction (HCI) is that individual activities form communities distinct from
one another10 .
It is known that in small-world-like networks, specific nodes act as critical points
through which information can propagate to other clusters of nodes. Removing those
critical points severely degrades graph connectivity (Arulselvan et al., 2009). To detect
those critical nodes in my participants’ graphs, I use a community finding algorithm –
the python-igraph11 implementation of Clauset et al. (2004)’s greedy modularity optimisation algorithm. Communities represent the sets of files and applications that most
need to access each other, so that there are minimal bridges between them. My graph is
10
11

Except that multitasking practices introduce noise.
http://igraph.org/python/
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modelled so that file-app and app-app edges will be privileged as bridges by the community finding algorithm, rather than file-file edges – this is because file-file edges are the
result of users moving and copying files rather than of actions that fall under the scope of
sandbox access control policies. I use a weight of 1 for file-application edges, one billion
for file-file edges, and 0.1/|instances| for app-app edges.
The communities graph CG (and its flattened version CFG) has a lower reachability
than GG (resp. FG). I create community flattened policy graphs CFP by applying the
communities of CG to flattened policy graphs FP12 . The ratio of reachability between
CFP and FP tells me whether the policy’s restrictions on information flows overlap
with the communities found in users’ files. I call this ratio the optimality O of a policy:
∀ policy P, OP = RCFP /RFP .
If OP is high, then communities are well separated from each other by the policy,
because applying found communities does not further split the graph. If it is low, it means
clusters produced by the policy contain files from multiple communities. It is better if
communities are well overlapped by policies, as information flows between communities
are more rare than within a community. This means the policy breaks fewer naturally
occurring information flows and thus disrupt workflows less often.
Optimality, as defined, privileges policies which excessively break down reachability.
For instance, Designation only allows accesses by designation and has a near-null reachability. If a policy removes all edges from a graph, then surely there will not be any
community bridge edge left. To correct this undesirable side effect, I adjust optimality
to obtain an adjusted optimality AO: ∀ policy P, AO P = OP /(1 − NR P ).
Adjusted optimality provides a clearer picture of what happens in policies, as seen on
Figure 8.10. The Folder family of policies outperform the Library family. I attribute
this effect to the fact that they make fewer assumptions about what the communities
are, and more assumptions about how they are expressed – or encoded – on filesystems.

8.6.5. Relations Between Metrics
I have computed correlation coefficients between my usability and security metrics and
the optimality metric. I performed this analysis using all base policies plus Win8 and
Win10 and excluding Unsecure and Designation.
I had expected to find a very strong correlation between attack simulation and reachability (since reachability is a naive, generic, time-insensitive equivalent of attack simulations), and did find it: reachability and attacks have a 0.87 correlation coefficient.
What I had not anticipated was a correlation coefficient of 0.67 between the usability
cost of a policy and its optimality. As Table 8.6 shows, a weak correlation exists between usability and reachability; and another weak correlation between raw optimality
and usability. Both are inconclusive, but the adjusted optimality (which is a ratio of
raw optimality to reachability) is a better indicator of usability costs. I hypothesise that
part of the usability costs result from mismatches with users’ communities of files and
12

I do not rerun the community algorithm on FP graphs as my goal is to represent the communities
that involve applications, not just files.
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Figure 8.10.: Adjusted optimality of each policy’s flattened graph. A higher optimality
means that the policy breaks down fewer communities as it reduces the
reachability of the global flattened graph. This measure cannot be computed for Unsecure as it would result in a division by zero.
applications (raw optimality), and others from just how restrictive the policy is (reachability). Moreover, reachability correlates with over-entitlements. This is probably due
to the fact that policies which grant families of applications access to a large cluster of
files will have a high over-entitlement and a high reachability.
Limitations
The applicability of graph theory to policy evaluation is limited by a number of factors.
Firstly, the way I model my graphs impacts community finding performance. I refined
my model until I was satisfied about the ability of the community finding algorithm
to privilege application instances as community bridges. However, other models may
produce other results, and so I view graph metrics as more susceptible to researcher
interpretation than others I proposed.
Secondly, community finding algorithms themselves may influence results. I chose an
algorithm known to be efficient on large graphs and which is not designed for a specific
graph topology. More elaborate activity identification methods such as CAAD (Rattenbury and Canny, 2007) – and qualitative data collection – remain necessary to properly
understand user activities. I could improve on that by evaluating multiple topologies and
algorithms against manual labellings of users’ applications and files by users themselves.
As this is costly, it fell out of the scope of this project.
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Metric
Reachability
Raw Optimality
Adjusted Optimality

Over-Entitlements

Attack Rates

Usability Costs

-0.65
0.13
-0.71

0.87
-0.44
0.79

-0.36
-0.30
-0.67

Table 8.6.: Correlation coefficients between usability and security metrics and graphbased metrics.
Thirdly, information flows are not a perfect analogy for activities as users perceive
them. Some participants in Rattenbury and Canny (2007)’s study explained that some
files they had should be part of the same activity despite sharing no information flows.
Information about content origins might fill the gap of knowledge that graph approaches
face, albeit more work is needed to confirm that.
Finally, I warn against the temptation to assimilate my usage of graph theory with
attempts to learn user activities and proactively enforce policies dependent on learnt
activities. I believe this problem to be intractable for the following reasons. Firstly,
communities can only be built in hindsight, and so newly introduced files cannot be classified into an existing community. Thus, communities alone cannot be used to predict
accesses on new files without extensive computation. Secondly, activity identification is
inaccurate: activity emerges over time and is not rationalised by users as it begins (Suchman, 1987, 1995; Garfinkel, 1967), and so new activities cannot properly be identified
until after they have gained enough traction for computer systems to have a history of
files, applications and user actions related to those activities. Thirdly, efficient activity
identification features heavily rely on data provided by adversarial applications, and so,
are vulnerable to classification boundary shifting attacks (Barreno et al., 2006). Finally,
the kind of machine learning algorithms required to efficiently model activities, similarly
to what is done in Rattenbury and Canny (2007), would be unsupervised clustering algorithms, which Biggio et al. (2013) have shown to be particularly vulnerable to attacks.
To the best of my knowledge, there are currently no efficient and secure unsupervised
learning algorithms, which would be a prerequisite to using activity identification for
policy enforcement.

8.6.6. Conclusion
I have attempted to model how good policies are at providing security boundaries that
map how users organise their work into groups of co-used files and applications. The
model and metrics I have developed suggest that the Folder family is particularly optimal, especially OneDistantFolder (aka. HUsable). This result is encouraging: it implies
that if we find ways for users, through their natural everyday interactions with their
systems, to better express the structure of their work (e.g. by providing higher incentives
and productivity benefits to structuring one’s data), we might be able to build even more
optimal policies. Rather than require computer systems to encode the sense or meaning
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of users’ activities, we may be to further improve confinement technologies by making
it easier for users to adjust computer systems’ structures to their activities, as Dourish
proposed over a decade ago (Dourish, 2004).

8.7. Limitations
I discuss here how the technical constraints and choices made in my study design affect
the scope and validity of my results. Most of these limitations can be fixed by performing
longer and larger evaluations, with a better control of the underlying software stack, e.g.
if OS designers themselves test their sandbox prototypes with existing users. I do not
repeat here general limitations of the study described in section 5.8.

8.7.1. Usability Metrics
My usability metrics is coarse, and does not seek to provide user performance comparisons of policies. This is both a weakness and a strength. On the one hand, I cannot
use performance metrics such as the time taken to perform a task or user error rates,
as this would require the implementation of interactions and UIs for a variety of tasks.
On the other hand, evaluations that rely on a specific UI or form of interaction do not
say anything about the potential usability of a security infrastructure, since it evaluates the quality of the UI rather than the relation between the infrastructure and user
appropriations of it.

8.7.2. Adaptability of Observed Behaviours to Sandboxed Systems
My work is based on application behaviours which were collected on unsandboxed systems. Some applications might be able to function in a sandbox without making programmatic accesses which would be forbidden in my simulation. However, I argue it is
impossible for security analysts to distinguish the unnecessary programmatic accesses
from those crucial to UX – and we cannot predict which of these features can be redesigned differently under a sandboxed OS. The application behaviours I observe are
the behaviours that permit the existence of features that play a useful role for users.
Therefore, systems with more disruptions under my metric likely disrupt UX more, too.

8.7.3. Visibility of Participant Filesystems
I only collected data for 3 weeks, and I only logged the names of files that were used by
participants’ applications during those three weeks. This limitation, which was decided
to protect users’ privacy and help them stay in control of what they shared, meant that
for some particularly inactive users, I have little data available; and that I probably underestimate the number of files stored in each media library and in folders like Downloads
(and thus, the over-entitlement of library-style policies).
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8.7.4. Software Incompatibilities
Some applications did not function well with my system call logging software, especially
Chromium. Chromium’s sandbox is not compatible with dynamic library loading Google
(2015). I discussed the incompatibility with the Chromium developers, and it was deemed
too difficult to identify the underlying issue in Chromium by the Chromium developers.
For this reason, I only have partial data on file downloads for Chromium (from the
Zeitgeist source), and no file upload data. Other browsers had full LD_PRELOAD logs, but
participants were screened to use Chromium specifically as their main browser.

8.7.5. Graph Modelling
In order to compute communities among users’ document and application information
flow graphs, I used a non-temporal graph representation. This choice was motived by the
availability of efficient implementations for community finding and reachability computation. Temporal reachability is considered a NP-complete problem and I could not find
implementations for temporal reachability or estimations thereof. However, static reachability is considered to overestimate actual reachability in temporal graphs (Tang, 2012).
Future work on temporal graphs may provide us with more tractable representations of
information flows in policy-mediated OSs and with more precise metrics.

8.8. Tensions Between Security and Usability Metrics
My usability and security metrics are inter-connected, and therefore, users’ responses to
denied accesses affect how the security provided by policies withholds.
When a file access is denied, the user may override the decision and manually grant
access to the file herself (either via a prompt provided by the OS, or manually by opening
the file by designation). This act of granting contributes to the very information flows
which sandboxing purported to ban.
In other words, users can and will bypass denied accesses, and my security metrics
represent the security achieved when they choose not to. Ideal security metrics would
model how security decreases as users choose to bypass denied accesses. I discuss ways
forwards in this section.
Contextualising Metrics to Specific Interaction Designs
More empirical data could help in two ways. In my study, I did not prescribe the means
through which disruptions to current workflows should be handled. Therefore, I cannot
model how user adherence to those means would affect security. Specific interaction
design choices about how to handle programmatic accesses could help avoid the worstcase scenario of users bypassing security. For instance, if an OS automatically instantiates
a new instance of an application to handle a denied access, it might be able to withhold
the security boundary and provide access to the file.
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As my evaluation aims to only compare the effect of policies on the quantities of
interactions that must be designed, modelling how those interactions are performed falls
out of scope. If future work is scoped to a specific OS and to specific interaction design
decisions regarding the usability disruptions I pointed to, it would be possible to identify
which denied accesses involve user decisions, and thus to project the consequences of said
decisions onto security metrics.
Modelling Security Loss and Effective Security
I can already improve the predictive power of my metrics in a variety of ways. Given the
structure of information flow graphs, denied accesses do not all have the same impact on
security when they are overridden. Nodes that act as bridges are more responsible for
increasing information flows than nodes that are part of a clique. When a specific denied
access is overridden, one should be able to compute the resulting loss in security based
on its position on an information flow graph.
Assuming users will override individual accesses with equal probability, one could compute the mean security loss of a policy when 1, 2, ..., n denied accesses are overridden by
users, and plot the evolution of the policy’s effective security as accesses are overridden.
Such a plot provides two opportunities for comparison: on the one hand, we can compare
the area of the plotted effective security line for two policies to decide which best provides
and retains security; and on the other hand, we can compare exact security levels when
the number of overriding acts to occur is determined through a deployment study.
Refining Models of Denied Access Overrides
Furthermore, one could build probabilistic models of which accesses users would choose
to override – for instance by using machine learning to determine how users choose to
override accesses in a deployment study. Even generic models of user behaviours could
prove valuable. For example, users might be more likely to override accesses within a
graph community than across communities.
We could also recruit the compliance budget theory Beautement et al. (2008) to inform
a model where users would comply for up to x denied accesses for a time window (e.g.
per day, per computing session, per application lifetime), and would then systematically
override accesses. In such a model, we can exactly compute the resulting loss of security
and directly rank policies for any given x and periodicity.
Refined models would increase the accuracy of the effective security plot discussed
above, and help OS designers make better decisions in the light of uncertainty about
users’ reactions to sandbox policies.

8.9. Violation of Users’ Data Separation Goals
As I explain in Section 7.3.1, my participants expressed, in the ways they organise their
data, implicit data separation goals. Overall, I identified three goals for data separation
– held with varying degrees of importance by each individual participant: work versus
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personal life; project separation (projects within work activities, or media production
projects separated from media consumption in media libraries); and more direct exclusion
goals e.g. passwords files which might leak if opened by an application compromised by
a malicious file.
I first explain why these data separation goals matter. I then investigate whether they
hold or are violated. Next, I discuss causes of violations and provide potential solutions.

8.9.1. Why Data Separation Goals Matter
My quantitative data collection is only partial, as I observe data on a single device and
I only observe files which were accessed during a limited period of time. It is likely
that most users have files which fall in either of the data separation categories. Due
to the semi-structured nature of interviews and due to me not anticipating that data
separation goals would be expressed – and not being able to insist too much on users’
security goals so as to maintain deception, I did not systematically collect information
on data separation goals. Therefore, I don’t know how much – and why – users enforce
such goals, but I can speculate that, even if they are implicit to some of the participants,
data separation goals are commonly expressed.
From a security standpoint, isolating different activities, with mutually exclusive third
parties which users make different trust assumptions about, is desirable. It restricts
the effect that distrusted third parties can have on users’ systems, by implementing the
Principle of Least Privilege. Besides, participants’ implicit data separation goals came up
because they obtained usability benefits from having those goals, e.g. better navigation
through files. Therefore, structuring security around the boundaries described by those
goals is unlikely to upset users: they too can benefit from this separation.
As application sandboxes set a boundary of confinement around each application (and
allow memory between instances of an application), they do not allow participants to
control finely which files an application accesses. Hence, participants cannot intently
configure their sandboxes to ensure that data remain separated. It is therefore important
that applications don’t violate data separation goals themselves without users expecting
it. If users who do care about data separation for security reasons are particularly careful
not to open mutually exclusive files in the same application instance, the least we should
guarantee is that application instances will not be granted the (unnecessary) privilege to
violate this demand from users.
With this in mind, I labelled files which should be separated from each other according
to the three identified goals for each of my participants, and I modified my simulator
to detect when application instances access files from such mutually exclusive sets (e.g.
from two distinct projects; a security-sensitive file and non-sensitive files; or work-related
files and personal files). I now report on the findings.

8.9.2. Violations of Data Separation Goals
Eight participants out of thirteen had both work-related and personal files on their computers. For six participants, I had collected enough data to identify separate projects in
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their filesystems (e.g. different lectures they attended or taught, programming projets,
etc.). Finally, four participants had files that explicitly needed to be separated from the
rest of their filesystem (e.g. a private folder, encrypted filesystem areas or folders and
files containing cryptographic keys). On top of that, two participants, for whom I did
not have enough usage data to ascert evidence of violation, had clearly told me during
the interviews that they separated their work and personal digital lives and that they
did not perform work activities on the computer used during the study. Therefore, most
participants had sets of files which should be separated from each other. I focus here
on work-personal life separation and on project separation as more data is available for
these categories.
I found that slightly under 1% of user application instances access mutually exclusive
files, in either of the three categories I defined. If the Unsecure policy let through slightly
more applications that violate data separation goals, there were overall no policies able to
prevent such violations. Thus, even though violations represent a minority of application
instances, policies are not the appropriate tool to prevent or limit them.
I must diagnose why applications access files from mutually exclusive sets, to identify
possible design interventions (changes in application APIs, new forms of interaction, etc.)
which can reduce the risks associated with concurrent use of mutually exclusive files in
an application instance.

8.9.3. Causes of Violations
I manually analysed every such application’s system call logs, and classified the observed
violations into three causes. I now describe each cause and provide design directions to
address it.
Programmatic Accesses in UI Toolkits
Observation A majority of observed violations are caused by automatic programmatic
accesses. Applications like LibreOffice, Firefox, Filezilla, IntelliJ and Kodi were found to
read multiple unrelated documents when loading up – and specifically when initialising
the GTK+ File Chooser Dialog (as indicated by immediately previous accesses to this
UI toolkit component’s settings file in the system call logs) for GTK+ applications. Such
accesses are performed by applications to verify that a file still exists, e.g. to include it in
a ‘Recently opened files’ dropdown list, or to cross off downloaded files which have since
been deleted in a browser’s ‘Downloads’ UI.
Design Directions This calls for a reflection on the scope of security by designation
elements in UI toolkits. Sandboxed systems implement file picking dialogs, also known as
powerboxes on OS X, which are run with the OS’s privileges and which grant unprivileged
applications that call them access to one file, when the user selects said file in the dialog.
Those dialogs implement the concept of security by designation for the actions of opening
and saving individual files in applications.
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I argue the same concept can be extended to a variety of other actions, e.g. standard
recently opened files dropdown lists. No technical issues prevent the support of recent
files widgets in security by designation toolkits. I also observed that some applications,
e.g. the File Roller archive manager, embedded non-standard file saving UIs because the
standard one lacked required features. Security by designation can also be extended with
new interaction to support non-standard file saving operations, e.g. LibreOffice or GIMP
adjusting the file extension of a file it saves based on the file format chosen by the user
– which requires editing the user-chosen filename and programmatically writing into the
resulting path.
We can also build widgets that are embedded into sandboxed application UIs and which
display information about or afford interaction with user files. For instance, Chromium’s
‘Downloads’ UI could embed UI elements which display the name of a previously downloaded file, with different styling options if the file does not locally exist, without requiring Chromium to interact with the filesystem itself. Roesner et al. (2012) have already
proposed this idea, yet to be adopted in DEs. My findings justify the need to go further in terms of implementing security by designation in Desktop OSs with application
sandboxes.
OS X has provided a method for safely embedding actions provided by one app into
another ‘recipient’ app, through the services menu API that mediates the information
flow between both apps. This feature differs from the above, because programmatic
accesses are performed to address the need of the ‘recipient’ app’s developer. That
developer is not in a position to refer to other apps’ provided actions, as she does not
know in advance what other apps are available. To limit programmatic violations of
access control policies, it is the OS itself that must address common developer needs.
Applications that Hoard Files in one Folder
Observation I noticed multiple violations caused by Dropbox. This application is configured to synchronise an entire folder with a remote server, and it scans each file in that
folder on a regular basis. My participants put both personal and work-related files (as
well as files from different work projects) in their synchronised Dropbox folder. The same
issue exists with USB key transfers or other file sharing mechanisms: users often use the
same transport channel for data coming from mutually distrusting sources.
Malicious files present dangers primarily to applications that attempt to parse their
content. Treating unknown files as binary data is enough to protect from exploitcontaining files. But some bulk file processing utilities do read the content of the file, e.g.
thumbnail generators or file finders. In my study, I did not consider these applications
as they are normally provided by the DE. However, users could want to use custom file
finding utilities. Therefore, we need to find a way to remove risks from applications which
legitimately access bulks of files in ways that are indeed dangerous.
Design Directions The vast majority of pplication sandbox implementations do not let
users define multiple versions of an application with different privileges. Multitasking
research presented in Chapter 2 shows that applications may be used across different
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contexts and that work and personal activities intertwine. Taken together, those facts
highlight a difficulty faced by users who want or need to separate their work life from
their personal life. They can either accept that one application does not enforce this
separation, or restrain their use of the application to either their work-related activities
or personal activities. Other solutions might have provided users with more control over
the boundaries between different contexts of use of their computers.
A first solution would be to switch to a different paradigm of confinement, like activity
sandboxing (Briffaut et al., 2010b; Rutkowska and Wojtczuk, 2010), which would allow
running multiple instances of the application. Indeed, users’ activities do not differ in
terms of technical means employed to perform them (such as which applications are
used). However, activity confinement is not without inconvenience (activities must be
defined, mode errors must be managed, and the application must be re-run multiple
times if a user wants to search files across activity boundaries).
A second solution would be to augment the sandbox with a privilege that lets applications browse the filesystem through a dedicated API, and to dispatch individual files
to compartmentalised helpers that can perform the file-specific computation (e.g. creating a thumbnail, search a string in the file, etc.). Compartmentalisation is the model
used for server-side privileged applications or Web browsers. Instead of isolating applications from the system, it gives full privileges to applications and lets them confine
individual functions in the code. Exemples of compartmentalisation technology include
Wedge (Bittau et al., 2008), Capsicum (Watson et al., 2010) or Google Chrome’s internal
sandbox (Google, 2017).
Here, we could build a system where the sandboxed application cannot directly open
and process files (and thus, put itself at risk), but can dispatch computations on individual files to helpers, so that it can safely browse through a filesystem location that
contains mutually exclusive files (or, for the matter, malicious files). The helpers can be
sandboxed separately (in their own compartment), so the OS doesn’t have to trust the
unknown application with properly initialising compartments. Figure 8.11 illustrates the
difference between this proposal, application sandboxing and classic compartmentalisation.
At least one commercial OS provides a similar feature: Bromium automatically isolates
instances of an application that open a downloaded file, so that if it turns out to be
malicious, it does not impact the rest of the user’s data (Bromium, 2013).
User-Caused Data Separation Violations
Observation Finally, a few accesses were genuine situations where users downloaded
mutually exclusive files in Chromium, opened their Firefox password recovery key along
with other email attachments in the same instance of their email client, opened a SSH
private key file with a text editor along with other text files, etc. I also found four
instances of TexStudio and StarUML which accessed a password manager database file –
which I could not confirm to be programmatic accesses, as well as accesses in Chromium
and Eclipse where I am missing system call logs. The Designation policy itself had
violations (< 0.1%) – cases where I am certain accesses were not programmatic.
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Figure 8.11.: On the top left, the typical application sandbox. On the top right, the
typical compartmentalised unsandboxed application. On the bottom, an
example of how an untrusted bulk-file-processing application can be sandboxed, and at the same time reuse concepts from compartmentalisation
to further reduce the risks inherent to bulk file processing. Red dashed
rectangles represent security boundaries.

Design Directions In such situations, application sandboxing itself does not provide
the adequate tools to help users purposefully maintain a separation boundary between
their files. Indeed, even if users run multiple concurrent instances of their application
with e.g. their work files and personal documents, those concurrent instances share a
state through which exploits might be propagated or remote control of other instances
might be achieved. Note, also, that mutually exclusive files are not only connected via
application states, but also via information flows between other files and applications.
I built clusters of files with information flows to one another, and found that seven out
of the eight participants who had exclusion lists defined had at least one cluster with
mutually exclusive files without sandboxing and even with the Designation policy.
I cannot expect of users that they keep track of information flows over time if they
want to maintain separation between sets of files. Users must either be able to run
individual application instances without access to the application’s state, or to sandbox
activities which are isolated from one another and for which applications do not share
state. Integrating elements of activity sandboxing into DEs might prove useful at ensuring
that no information flows occur over time.
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8.10. Conclusion
As major OSs seek to impose fully-sandboxed applications, it becomes crucial to be able
to predict the impact that those would have on users’ productivity, without unsandboxed
legacy applications acting as a productivity band-and. In response to that necessary, this
chapter presented a method and tools to quantify the impact on security and usability
of a policy for sandboxed applications.
I introduced the first usability and security metrics and the first policy scoring system
for this task, and built an OS simulator which uses the data I collected from participants
to compute policy scores. My approach allows a discussion of the effect of infrastructural security choices on usage, far from the user interface considerations which usually
dominate discussions of the usability of security.
I used my tool and metrics to compare the existing Windows 10 sandbox policy to
policies I designed using interview results and HCI theory in Chapter 7. I found that
one of my designed policies – OneDistantFolder – is three times as secure and twice as
usable as Windows 10’s. Generally speaking, policies that rely on the relations between
files as expressed by users through their appropriations of filesystems outperform policies
that focus on application-centric, semantically-loaded concepts such as locations of media
libraries or file types handled by applications.
I also provided directions for future metrics research, by pointing out the potential role
of graph theory methods to model the quality of a policy, and by identifying methods
to further refine my analysis and account for its current limitations. Multiple leads exist
to improve the analysis tools I’ve constructed, and therefore to more systematically and
accurately evaluate the well-foundedness of a security mechanism that has deep effects
on how users can interact with their own computers and files.
My approach shows that there is a need to evaluate infrastructures – not just interfaces – and that security designers stand to strongly improve their products by paying
attention to users earlier on in their design cycles, when they make decisions about
the infrastructures on top of which utility is provided to users (in my case, about the
capabilities granted to applications).
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9. Co-Designing Useful Desktop Services
Based on Application Sandboxes
Quot homines, tot sententiae.
Publius Terentius Afer
in Phormio, -161

In the previous chapters, I have addressed how security practitioners can evaluate
conflicts between a prototype they designed and users’ values and expectations, and I have
demonstrated the need for more rigorous methods of usability and security evaluation.
However, I discussed in Chapter 3 other conceptual problems with the current state of
usable security research. I have also argued that the technological fixation has prevented
security designers from exploring the whole design space for security technologies, and
that the focus on usability has eluded other aspects like desirability or usefulness which
would have brought out the need to involve users at every stage of the design process –
not just at the end when all is already decided.
Given that, what would an appropriability study look like in contrast to a usability
study? In this chapter, I perform a study with an alternate method, emphasizing the need
to make users part of the design process and to give them incentives to use the outcome
of that process. The method I present provides a first insight to security practitioners
on how they can design for appropriation.
I first introduce the aims of the study in section 9.1, and the study design and technical
background in section 9.2. I then present the collected experiences and ideation results
in section 9.3. Next, section 9.4 covers the process through which participants chose the
sandbox-based services they wanted me to develop. In the next section, I discuss the
developed prototypes, how participants used and understood them and what was learnt
from that technology deployment. In section 9.6, I produce the results of a usability
and usefulness evaluation of the designed prototypes. Finally, I conclude this chapter in
section 9.7.

9.1. Introduction
Usable security studies are often built around three design decisions: they focus on
optimising usability; they seek to emulate specific situations in controlled environments;
and the type of intervention or technology to design is solely informed by security experts’
opinions and not by users themselves. Let us turn around these assumptions.
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If one wants to design for appropriation rather than usability, says Dix (2007), they
must be allowed to interpret the object being designed, they must have visibility over
its internal functioning, they must understand its intentions, they must be the ones to
choose which of its functionalities to use, and how to compose them to achieve their own
goals. To achieve these properties, I will put users in the centre of the design process, and
let them contribute to the sandbox-based services being designed right from the early
ideation stage.
Controlled environments restrict evaluations of technologies to a handful of tasks which
are assumed to be wholly representative of users’ experiences. In contrast, in-the-wild
studies focus on the encounter between technologies and the everyday situations that
compose users’ lives, and they reveal tensions and barriers to adoption in situation.
Security technologies tested in-the-wild will be confronted to more use situations in which
they must be proven not to hinder user goals. Past in-the-wild evaluations of security
technologies have demonstrated the value of this approach (Dourish et al., 2004; Inglesant
and Sasse, 2010; Mathiasen and Bødker, 2011).
Finally, it is currently security experts who control the purpose of the technologies
that are designed, in usable security research. To foster adoption, users must at least be
given an incentive to try a piece of technology. So, they must perceive that it provides
them with more benefits than costs, before they even use it. By making technology solve
actual user problems, derived from users’ own recalled experiences, and which users are
able to conceptualise on their own, I am more likely to provide such an incentive for use
than if I ignored users’ aspirations altogether.
This reflection leads me to perform an in-the-wild participatory design study, where
users’ own experiences drive ideation, and where users get to choose if, and how, they
appropriate designed artefacts into their actual everyday practices. In performing this
study, I have two aims. Firstly, I want to illustrate how security design processes can be
more creative and more user-centered than the current standard of usable security when
users are involved from the beginning. Secondly, I wish to understand how far we are
from designing appropriable sandboxes, both in terms of methodology and open research
problems. The only previous participatory studies of security design, by Weber et al.
(2015) and Bartsch and Sasse (2012), involved users only from the prototyping stage
onwards, leaving decisions as to what types of security technologies should exist (and, in
Weber et al., as to the purposes of technologies) to security experts. My aim is instead
to have the earliest parts of the design process driven by users.
To progress towards my first aim of improving the design process of security technologies, I will query participants’ experiences of application misbehaviour and security
issues, and we will collectively imagine solutions to those experienced situations. I will
then assess how efficient participants are at generating ideas of services to design around
sandboxing technologies.
To fulfill the second aim, I will make participants elicit three sandbox-based services
among some of the ideas they brought up, and I will develop them. I will then deploy
those developed sandbox-based service prototypes on participants’ systems, in-the-wild1 .
1

The services will be developed on top of a sandboxing technology that can both be transformed into
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I will then analyse how they chose to use, or ignore, the developed prototypes, for a period
of 10 weeks. I will compare the perceived usability and usefulness of the designed prototypes to users’ currently used OS and to a bare sandbox, and identify open challenges
to building compelling narratives for those sandbox-based services to be adopted.

Contributions
This chapter presents the first in-the-wild participatory design study of security technologies. To the best of my knowledge, it is the first study that explicitly considers the
ideation stage of design for security technology design, and that relies on users to drive
ideation rather than only involving them in late prototyping or final evaluation stages.
I implement three prototypes of services that make use of a sandbox, and that were
chosen by my study participants. After a period of use, participants found the designed
prototypes more usable and more useful than a bare sandbox installed on their OS. Feedback from the participants also provides a few useful design insights and open challenges
for future studies on sandbox usability.

9.2. Study Background
In this section, I provide information about how the study unrolled. I discuss the logistical
difficulties encountered, and I provide required background knowledge on the sandbox
used in the study.

9.2.1. Study Timeline
Two simultaneous series of events unfolded in the study. As they enrolled, participants
were asked to share their experiences of security and application misbehaviours on an online forum and to engage with others’ experiences to discuss solutions to others’ exposed
problems. At the same time, I deployed a bare application sandbox on participants’ computers, and developed prototypes of new services based on that sandbox in the course
of the study. Participants tested the sandbox and prototypes and provided feedback.
Figure 9.1 presents a complete overview of the activities that were carried out during
those 18 weeks.
The study lasted 18 weeks, longer than the originally planned 5 weeks. The difference
is primarily due to the cost of developing sandbox-based service prototypes which was
higher than anticipated. Indeed, some of the proposals asked by participants required the
modification of nearly the entire Xfce software stack, on top of substantial development
in the Firejail sandbox. Besides, the in-the-wild nature of the study meant I had to repackage and distribute my software after every OS update. This alone added hundreds
of manhours of work to keep the study running smoothly. Participants also needed
more time to discuss their security experiences at the start of the study than I had
scheduled, as well as more time to book their interviews at the end of the study. Finally,
an application sandbox or an activity sandbox.
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sharing experiences on the forum

testing sandbox-based services

week 1

Introducing oneself to others

week 1

Installing the bare sandbox tool

week 2

Sharing experiences of security and
app misbehaviour on the forum

week 2

Bug-ﬁxing updates

week 3

Commenting on experiences and
proposing solutions

week 4

List of proposals sent to participants,
call for comments and opening votes
for which ones to implement

week 4

Feature update to sandbox –
backend for Proposal 2

week 6

Closing votes for proposals
week 8

Proposal 1 implemented

week 12

Proposal 4 implemented

week 16

Proposal 2 implemented

week 17

Bug-ﬁxing update

week 18

Bug-ﬁxing update

week 18

Call for debrieﬁng interviews

Figure 9.1.: Timeline of the participatory design part of the study. Firstly, participants
shared experiences, and we formulated possible technological interventions
to solve the highlighted issues. Then, I implemented proposed services and
participants tested them.
uncontrolled software and hardware environments and in-depth changes to application
execution stacks make bugs inevitable. Table G.1 in the thesis annexes summarises the
bugs encountered during the study and the steps taken to remediate them.

9.2.2. Participant Engagement
Participants struggled to engage with the tasks assigned to them in the study. Out of
eleven participants who confirmed they would continue with the study, eight participated
on the forum. Of those, six provided evidence of trying out the provided software, and
four completed the study. I could not find typical drop-out rates for such long field
studies in the academic literature, to compare my drop-out rate with others.
Many factors may have affected participation. Two participants in particular reported
bugs and then stopped participating – the bugs might have convinced them to give up
the study. Participants were, like the majority of users, not familiar with sandboxing
and may have found it difficult to provide suggestions on what a sandbox should do or
how it should perform – curbing their participation in the early stages of the study.
My focus on this research project is to report on the diversity of mental models, experi-
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ences, expectations and attitudes discovered among participants, which may be relevant
or even influencial to sandbox design. I do not aim to build a quantified representation
of mental models and attitudes across a user population, but rather, to qualify what perspectives exist so that they may be taken into account (or quantified in future research).

9.2.3. Technical Background
In this section, I present the bare sandbox I deployed at the beginning of part 2 of
the study, for participants to experiment with. This sandbox is a modified version of
Firejail (Ionescu, 2017), a container-based sandbox chosen for its modularity and large
range of features. Firejail was originally developed as an interface to namespaces for
sandboxing instances of the Fireworks browser. It thus aims to control the execution
environment of Desktop applications.
Firejail’s Original Features
Firejail’s containers are implemented with Linux namespaces (see section 4.3.2). A sandbox can contain any number of processes, which share a pid namespace. They can share
a mount namespace to implement restrictions on access to the filesystem, and a network
namespace for network restrictions. Other namespaces are supported, albeit they are less
relevant to features found in userland sandboxes. Firejail exposes all Linux namespaces
and allows its users to choose which to use, so that the filesystem, network, user identity,
etc. may be mediated by Firejail. Core features at the time the study was performed
included the following2 :
• Starting a process in new Linux namespaces, to restrict its privileges based on chosen
namespaces
• Naming sandboxes, so that new processes may be launched inside a running named
sandbox
• Binding to a custom network interface (which must be created outside Firejail)
• Bandwidth limitations (requires usage of a custom network interface)
• Custom DNS servers, IP, gateway, MAC and network firewall settings
• Custom environment variables
• Support for overlay filesystems (read-write filesystems where changes are visible
only inside the sandbox, and the actual files on the disk remain unchanged)
• Sandboxes with private temporary folders, which cannot access anything outside
said private folder
2

Additional security features, which were not the focus of the study due to their technical nature,
but which were exposed to users, include support for: user namespaces, to disable the root identity
and prevent privilege escalation; preventing the execution of SUID binaries in a sandbox; Linux
capabilities; Linux cgroups; AppArmor MAC; Seccomp filter rules, with a default list of disabled
system calls; and graphic stack isolation for X11.
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• Support for custom views of the filesystem inside the sandbox via bind mounts
(including read-only or no-exec mounts)
• Blacklisting a directory or file from showing inside the sandbox
• CPU affinity and CPU priority control per sandbox
• Support for Linux resource limits (number of files opened, maximum file size, etc.)
• Use of pre-configured profiles for specific applications
• Disabling supplementary group privileges for Linux file access control
• Preventing a sandboxed process from making sound
Firejail is not an app sandbox, or an activity sandbox. It’s a bare process sandbox,
that could be used to implement an app sandbox (by formalising the definition of an app
on Linux and by making it mandatory to run apps) or an activity sandbox (by creating
separate sandbox namespaces and by allowing users to choose in which namespace each
app instance should run). Qubes OS, for instance, uses isolation technology alongside a
customised DE UI to force users to run each app instance inside one isolation domain (a
VM in their case). It is the fact that Qubes OS prescribes a specific use of the isolation
technology that makes it an activity sandbox.
Modifications Made for the Study
To prepare for the study, I used the break time during both study parts and the time when
participants discussed on the forum to add features, mainly to automate the management
of file and network interfaces and to make the files created in named sandboxes persistent
and re-accessible by users. I modified the Firejail documentation to include those changes,
and provided it as a manual to users on the study website. The manual contains both an
exhaustive list of features with usage options, and higher-level sections explaining how to
e.g. limit the bandwidth of a sandboxed application or how to choose which application
profile to use.
The full list of technical changes made in anticipation of participants’ decisions on
what services to implement is as follows:
• added building blocks for security by designation application launching and file
opening, should it be required
• implemented the drawing of window decorations for sandboxed applications, including the sandbox name in the window title (for when a sandboxed application
launches a helper as in Figure 9.2), along with a default red colour
• forced client-side-decorating applications3 to relinquish control of window decorations to the OS to avoid double window decorations
• added application launch notifications as sandboxed applications take longer to
launch, so users have feedback (see Figure 9.3)
3

Applications that draw their window decorations on the client side, e.g. because they want to customise
it. Client-side decorating has become a common practice in the GTK+ GUI toolkit, on disputed
technical grounds.
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Figure 9.2.: Sandboxed applications have a distinct window decoration. When an application is inside a secure workspace, its title contains the name of the
workspace. When it’s been launched by another sandboxed application, it
contains the name of the originally sandboxed application.
• added error notifications when errors occur in Firejail, instead of silent failures, so
participants are aware of and can report errors (see Figure 9.3)
• blocked and disabled D-Bus4 by default, to fix a bug where D-Bus-aware applications
would evade the sandbox using D-Bus, because of how session buses were referenced
• created persistent overlay filesystems for named sandboxes, and moved overlay
filesystems to a visible folder ( /Sandboxes/<name>) so users can re-access the files
created in a sandboxed application
• extended the overlay filesystem option to start named sandboxes with a private,
empty Home directory with persistent files
• fixed the Firejail sandbox joining code, to ensure that processes joining a sandbox
adopt its environment variables instead of the system’s
• implemented the ability to re-join past named sandboxes and to re-use their overlay
filesystem as it was left
• added a basic launch feature in the Xfce App Finder, the primary means of launching
applications in Xubuntu
X11 was not modified, despite being a known source of security vulnerabilities. X11 is
gradually being replaced by a new graphic stack called Wayland, but not all Linux apps
are compatible with Wayland yet, so it could not be incorporated into the study. With
Wayland solving most of the security issues surrounding graphic stacks, it made little
sense to focus some of the time and energy available for the study to these issues.
Standalone Sandbox Launching
Firejail requires the use of a command-line interface to launch sandboxed applications.
I provided the bare minimum for launching an application in a sandbox graphically, in
4

The most commonly used IPC mechanism in the Linux Desktop world. D-Bus uses a UNIX socket,
either on the filesystem or abstract, to provide a session bus to applications. It was necessary to
change how the Firejail environment of an application is handled and to black-list specific files to
successfully disable D-Bus in both cases.
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Figure 9.3.: a. Users are notified when a sandboxed application is launched, to reassure
them that it is initialising, as sandboxed applications take longer than unsandboxed ones to initialise.
b. Likewise, users are notified when applications are launched in a secure
workspace. Specifically, the first application launched in the workspace will
take longer than usual.
c. Errors also trigger notifications, both to help users understand they have
encountered a bug and the application will not start, and to help them provide actionable debugging information.
the form of an option in the Xfce AppFinder (the main mechanism provided by Xfce for
application launching) to launch applications in a sandbox, reusing application profiles
as implemented in Firejail. Figure 9.4 shows this implementation.
Overlay Filesystems
Firejail provides basic support for mounting overlay filesystems in sandboxed applications. An overlay filesystem allows processes inside the overlay to create and modify
files, and the modifications are only visible to other processes inside the overlay. In practice, files that are modified in the overlay are copied on the filesystem, and so the outside
versions of the same files remain unchanged. With overlays, sandboxed applications can
be presented with an empty Home directory in which they can create new files as they
desire, or with a ‘read-only’ version of the actual Home where modifications only affect
local applications.
I instrumented the Firejail overlay so that users can easily access an empty Home and
an overlay version of the full Home. I also added an option to let users save changes to
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Figure 9.4.: a. The Firejail version shipped in the study includes a minimalist launch
feature integrated into the Xfce App Finder.
b. Users are let to choose a specific Firejail profile. The dropdown list is
initialised to the most suitable profile, if one exists for the application.
files made inside the sandbox in a special folder where the user can later find them (e.g.
/Sandboxes/My Secured Acrobat Reader/...). I also allowed users to define special
folders which are synchronised with the filesystem, so that an overlay can be used as a
policy base and actual ‘read-write’ access can be granted to sandboxed applications on
specific folders.
With these changes, Firejail integrated better with concepts of the Desktop world
(window decorations, D-Bus IPC, persistent filesystems) and was ready for use in a study
where I was unable to anticipate what features would be required of me by participants.
I now describe how participants came to decide which features they wanted supported
in the sandbox, and then how the features were implemented.

9.2.4. Participants’ Engagement with the Firejail Sandbox
The Firejail sandbox is the standalone CLI application sandboxing tool provided by a
third-party developer, along with the modifications I described above. It was available
right from the start of the study, as participants were writing up their experiences on the
forum. I describe how participants interacted with Firejail, and then, their perception of
the tool. This provides a baseline of how participants interact with a bare sandbox, to
compare against when they will use the sandbox-based service prototypes I designed in
section 9.5.
How It Was Used
All participants tried the bare sandbox. P3 had little luck launching Chrome in it,
owing to a window decoration bug that led him to believe his browser was not properly
sandboxed. P13 also encountered issues with some applications. All identified bugs are
summarised in Appendix section G.1.
P5 ran Chrome in the Firejail sandbox, to download e-books off dubious websites or
watch live sport events on illegal streaming websites. P12 tested Firejail with Chrome, to
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see if he could isolate his Chrome passwords file (as described in story E015 of section 9.3).
P13 also ran Chrome inside Firejail.
P12 created multiple sandbox profiles for his music player, so that he would be able to
launch a music player that can only read his ∼/Music folder, and another that can read
the sound files he records himself.
Participants also used the sandbox with Wine (a Windows program emulator), the
Blender 3D model editor, LibreOffice, the Evince PDF reader and a CLI IRC client and,
as a means of testing it.
Participants mostly launched applications in Firejail via the Xfce App Finder (see
Figure 9.4), by pressing Alt+F2 on their keyboard, rather than via the CLI. The App
Finder ensures that participants had a graphical way of using Firejail’s core feature, so
that it is clear we will not merely compare CLI versus GUI versions of the same software
in section 9.6.

How It Was Understood
Participants generally understood Firejail to be a tool that can protect the computer
when an untrusted file or application is opened or a browser is opened to visit untrusted
websites. P12 and P13, who had tried other sandboxes before, lauded its relative usability, although there was a consensus among participants that Firejail is difficult to
use.
P5 also mostly used the UI prototypes described in the next section rather than the
bare Firejail. P12 explored Firejail’s features in depth, and came to the conclusion that
‘it’s just to difficult to understand syntax, what you’re looking for exactly, and how to
run it’. The lack of feedback on what kind of security is being enforced in sandboxed
applications is a particularly salient issue: P3 gave up using Firejail precisely because,
when he tried it, he received too little feedback to realise the sandbox was working5 . In
his words, Firejail ‘was more complicated than I was willing to put up with’. P13 did
not encounter usability issues but knew that he was more knowledgeable than average
users, stating it’s ‘mostly good for power users, not your average users’. P5 and P12 both
lamented the difficulty of interacting with the sandbox via a command-line interface.
Participants also agreed that Firejail is not for everybody. P5 did not see herself as
the primary target user for Firejail, with her ‘information worker’ type of computer use.
Even though she found it could be occasionally useful to her, she figured other users
might have more of a need for it. P12 stated that Firejail is useful ‘if you know what a
sandbox is, and you need its functionality’. P3 did not find it useful, as he did not use
it. P13 said that the average Desktop user might not be the kind of person who needs
Firejail.
5

As explained before, a bug prevented sandboxed instances of Chrome from displaying a window decoration that indicates the application to be sandboxed. The bug was corrected after P3 tried running
Chrome in Firejail.
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9.3. Co-Reflecting on Experiences of App Misbehaviour and
Insecurity
Design processes start with a formulation of a user need or problem which justifies the
necessity of an intervention. Then, ideation methods are used to generate candidate solutions to the identified problems. Finally, the candidate solutions are iteratively refined
through sketching, prototyping, user testing and development (Little, 2012; Usability.gov,
2013; Inc., 2015; Erickson, 2017; ZURB, 2017). Often in security research, the initial step
of problem understanding is left to the hands of security experts. Experts decide which
security problems require solving, and perform user research to understand how to make
users acceptant of their solution to said problems.
What should happen instead is that users should inform what security problems they
face. It is users’ problems who must be understood in the problem understanding step
of design. A user-centred focus leads, I argue, to two desirable outcomes: firstly, the
security technologies introduced by security experts provide users with tangible security
benefits; secondly, users’ perspectives on their experiences of security are bound to be
richer than the unique perspective of a security expert – therefore, they provide a richer
input for ideation, and thus a larger design space from which to prototype and develop
usable security services (I’ve discussed this topic in section 3.2.1).
In this section, I illustrate the value of using queries of user experiences as input for
ideation, rather than relying solely on assumptions about users’ activities like in much
security research. I present experiences gathered from my participants, which relate to
sandboxing, and discuss how those individual experiences inspired users to express needs
and solutions and how they inspired me as a designer and security expert to imagine
services that are built upon security technologies.
Experiences were collected multiple times throughout the project: at the end of midstudy interviews, in the forum discussions, and in the debriefing interviews. I first explain
how the data was collected. Next, I present a selection of 6 among the 19 experiences presented by participants throughout the study, and the ideas that emerged from discussing
these experiences. The remaining 13 participant experiences, along with 2 stories which
I initially posted on the study forum to get participants started, are available in the Appendix, section G.2. I conclude this section by discussing how participants contributed
to ideation.

9.3.1. Data Sources
The bulk of the data collected on user experiences comes from the online forum I set up for
that purpose. I asked participants to share their experiences of security and application
misbehaviours, and to comment on other participants’ stories, either to relate similar
experiences or to propose solutions. The forum contains a few categories besides the space
for participants to post their stories. It contains a dedicated area for announcements (e.g.
when a new update is available); a social space for participants to present themselves
and break the ice; a user support section to get assistance with using the sandbox and
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the artefacts designed during the study; a bug reporting section; and a space to discuss
proposed features (explained in section 9.4).
In order to get participants started on the forum, I personally posted four experiences,
two of which garnered numerous participant reactions. Participants then started posting their own stories. The two experiences that triggered a discussion are reported in
the Appendix in section G.2. Participants then went on to post their own stories and
comment on each others’.
Besides the forum, I collected experience accounts from participants in their debriefing interviews. I had an in-depth discussion with participants who completed the study
about how their activities had evolved over the timeline of the study. In the interviews,
I asked participants about their practices and the needs they had which were not covered with regard to their files, applications and online interactions. We discussed new
types of applications, new file-related practices and new file formats, new types of online interactions; changes in how users trust third parties relevant to their applications,
types of manipulated files, and online interactions performed; users’ frustrations regarding their applications and online interactions; changes they noticed in their applications’
behaviours, in the content of files they use or in online interactions they regularly perfomed. From there, I listened to participants’ experiences and oriented the conversation
towards the needs they had and changes they would like to see on their computers. Participants formulated ideas of how technologies could be made different to better support
their practice, and I present those ideas along with participants’ posts on the forum in
subsection 9.3.2.

9.3.2. User Experiences Relevant to Sandboxing
Below, I report on a selection of my participants’ own experiences of wanting to control
or change how an application behaves. I describe the user problem at hand, as well as
the participant(s)’s formulation of a solution, I then comment on the feasibility of their
ideas. This approach was fruitful in generating ideas for sandbox-derived services or
rationales for existing using sandboxes, with 19 distinct experiences identified. I present
the six experiences which led participants to formulate a new idea of security service, as
explained in more detail in subsection 9.3.3.
E001 – Drive-by Download Aside Legitimate Download
Description: P5 recalled the time when she attempted to download subtitles for a movie
she had in digital format. She succeeded in downloading the subtitles from an unknown
website, but as she recalls it, a second file download was initiated while she was on the
same website. That file’s format and content were unknown to her, so she deleted it.
Malicious websites may rely on the fact that a user just initiated a download to bypass
automatic download warnings in browsers, in order to also send an exploit-ridden file
onto the user’s filesystem. Then, they can wait for the user to attempt to view the file
for the exploit to be executed. Some browsers will warn that multiple downloads were
initiated, but not always.
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P5 simply deleted the file when she noticed it, however this approach requires her to be
aware that a file is not supposed to be in her Downloads folder. Applications that scan
filesystems regularly (e.g. file back-up utilities) still run the risk of opening a malicious
file before the user notices it.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P5 would like for the OS to automatically detect the
drive-by download file, and delete it. However, without including security by designation
download widgets directly into Web pages (e.g. by extending on User-Driven Access Control (Roesner et al., 2012)), drive-by downloads cannot be distinguished from legitimate
ones. Moreover, most drive-by downloads are indicative of a compromised website which
could just as much replace the legitimate initial download with malware.
Sandboxing Solutions: OS-provided technologies cannot prevent drive-by downloads in
arbitrary applications. At best, systematic sandboxing of all applications would thwart
malware risks, within the limits delineated by the file access policy at hand (as discussed
in Chapter 8). To prevent the effects of drive-by downloads, some Windows application
use in-app sandboxing to open downloaded files as read-only until the user indicates
her interest in modifying the file. To systematise this process, OSs could require that
applications separate their file rendering code so that it may be run standalone.
E004 – Visiting Websites with Untrusted Content
Description: P5 tried to stream live football games from her browser while abroad. She
visited dodgy websites in the process, which she did not trust and suspected of having
triggered malware drive-by downloads. P3 had a similar general concern for visiting
untrusted websites, although he did not recall a specific instance when he needed to
during the study. Both reported high confidence in their ability to know when they were
about to visit untrustworthy websites. Of course, users’ perception of a website’s security
correlate poorly with the actual threats they’re exposed to (Kirlappos et al., 2012), so
it’s unlikely users avoid risks effectively without a systematic protection measure.
P5 reported running her browser in a sandbox. P3 tried to, but encountered a bug in
Chromium (see section G.1) and gave up on the sandbox.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P5 would have liked to have, in her browser, a mode with
a higher level of safety, which she can enable when she knows she is visiting untrustworthy
websites. This higher safety mode should know how to protect the computer and session
from the browsing activity, but as P5 said, she doesn’t know what it should do. P3,
likewise, focused on how he would like to access this more secure mode: by having a
switch embedded somewhere in the UI of every application, which restarts the same
application in a secure version, and replaces the original application with the secure one.
P3’s account focuses on the seamlessness of the transition – he does not want to have
to ‘leave’ his current application to switch to a sandboxed version of it. P3 also is not
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interested in how the secure mode is implemented, only in knowing the system can be
trusted to prevent exploits from encroaching on other applications.
Sandboxing Solutions: P5 and P3’s idea can be implemented by providing services to
launch a sandboxed instance of an application directly into the application’s UI. Users
need to be aware that the content produced in the sandbox must be discarded when they
switch back to an unsecure mode. However, their idea is implementable with little effort.
E006 – Hiding An Activity in a Shared Computer Account
Description: P3 shares his home computer with his partner, who doesn’t have one. She
often uses his account to connect to her own email accounts or browse the Internet. He
is currently buying presents for her, which he wants to keep a secret. He is worried that
she may accidentally learn about it when using his computer, e.g. she could see order
confirmation emails when she goes to GMail to log into her own account. Creating a
separate account on the PC would be an obvious solution, but sharing an account acts
as a form of trust signalling that P3 values in his relationship – he does not want her to
feel that he has something to hide. P3 is currently taking the risk of having his partner
notice the emails related to her presents. He does not know how to manage the matter.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: Jokingly, P3 suggests his computer should allow for the
“quantum superposition” of two accounts. The OS should detect who is walking up to
the computer, and either: open up a session for his partner automatically when she
uses the computer (which would discard his responsibility in enforcing separate accounts
and would avoid him being blamed for not sharing his session); or, within Chromium,
open up a dedicated Chromium profile when the partner walks up to the computer and
opens a new tab (therefore integrating information about the physical user’s identity into
applications). P3 is doubtful that such a system can be implemented without significant
usability drawbacks, which he is adamant he would not accept.
Sandboxing Solutions: One can hide traces of a specific activity in an application
through the use of disposable sandboxes, which render applications memoryless 6 and
which were available during the study both through the Firejail CLI and the UIs I
developed. P3 did not mention sandboxing in relation to this problem, however. The
issue he faces exceeds the scope of sandboxes: P3 needs multiple online services to keep
hold of the fact that his present-related emails must be hidden away from his girlfriend.
New concepts need to be invented, either to automatically enforce that P3’s email
session is not shared, as he would like; or to assure him that data generated during
specific, ‘private’ activities remains hidden in routine use contexts. There needs to be a
protocol to tag activities, associate the data generated by arbitrary applications during
those activities with access control rules, and propagate those tags and rules across
multiple applications (e.g. an online purchase website, an email provider and a Desktop
6

See the properties defined in subsection 4.2.1.
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email client) as data transits, so that P3 can, while purchasing a present, indicate that
the resulting emails must be hidden.
Such security services are not explored further in the study as they require significantly
different technologies than those available at present, and a scope of experimentation
beyond that that I can enforce.
E009 – Encrypting Cloud-Stored Files
Description: P4 is concerned over the privacy implications of storing his files on cloud
platforms, whilst admitting that they “have been a godsend in terms of convenience” since
he often finds himself using different devices in different workplaces. P4 has decided to
encrypt the folder he synchronises on Dropbox, so that Dropbox does not have access
to his plain files. He uses a dedicated service that transparently decrypts the encrypted
folder so his local applications can use its content.
P2 mentions his ongoing interest in achieving the same goal, even though he has not
yet tried any software. P4 and P2 discuss whether the encryption software used by
P4 is secure enough to prevent Dropbox from snooping. P13 says he would rather the
encryption worked at individual file level rather than on the whole folder (which forces
Dropbox to synchronise the whole folder every time a single file changes), and informs
other participants he uses such a service, developed by a friend of his who is a security
expert. P5 shares her own experience of Dropbox. She uses it to share a work-related
folder the availability of which is critically important to her, but which does not contain
any file she considers sensitive.
Participants’ Ideal Solution: After I asked participants if any service could be proposed
to help them with this matter, P5 replies that she does not see how a sandbox could help,
since the goal here is to grant an application access to files rather than limit access. She
asks, though, if one can guarantee that Dropbox can only read the folder assigned to it.
P4 agrees, and states he would also like his OS to encrypt and decrypt files he shares on
Dropbox transparently, so as to implement end-to-end encryption between his devices.
Sandboxing Solutions: Even though end-to-end encryption already exists, sandbox file
access policies could be modified to include a new mode of access, whereby an application
can only read a file in its encrypted form, or can replace it entirely with a new encrypted
file. This mode of access would be particularly suited for file transfers between two
compatible end points. I do not investigate this possibility in the study, as I can only
deploy my software on a single device for each participant.
Regarding the risk posed by Dropbox having access to files beyond the one folder it is
asked to synchronise, a sandbox policy can be written to let the application access one
(or several) specific folder(s) only, like custom media libraries. This possibility will be
covered by one of the implemented proposals.
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E013 – Software That Leaks Passwords
Description: P2 shares a memory of a time when he managed his own Web server. He
used Filezilla to transfer files to his server over the FTP protocol. Filezilla is known to
have stored users’ passwords in clear text7 . One day, P2 notices an attack on his server.
Forensics reveals that his username and password were stolen, even though the password
was unique to this server. P2 blames the application for the leak. The password may
have been stolen by malware on P2’s system, or they may have been transmitted in clear
by Filezilla (as the FTP protocol allows for unencrypted connection).
P2 stopped using FTP altogether and switched to SSL connections to manage his
server. He did not seek corrective measures that would allow continued use of Filezilla.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P2 did not discuss a solution to his problem in this story.
Sandboxing Solutions: Confinement systems mediate all interactions between an application and the outside (be it Internet packets or writes to files). It is therefore possible
to inspect the content shared by the confined application with the outside. Unencrypted
network packets and created files could be inspected for matches to secrets known to the
confinement technology. This service would not protect against malicious applications,
but against carelessly written yet benign applications. Downsides involve performance
drawbacks, and the requirement that the confinement technology be told which user secrets to look for. As of today, only network security tools offer similar services – existing
sandboxes don’t.
E016 – Maintaining Anonymity Online
Description: By his own admission, P4 is unsure if sandboxing could have helped him
with this story. A couple of years back, he posted parodic content online under his own
name. The content gained popularity, and he realised the risk of having his identity
exposed and tied to it for years to come. P4 chose to replace all identifiable information
on his online post with fake one and with a disposable email address. Shortly after,
it ended up on Reddit, Facebook and Twitter, and many criticised the content and its
author. P4 could protect his identity, but in extremis. Death threats and harassment
e-mails were sent to the anonymous email address he used.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P2 came up with a proposed solution similar to that in
E013 (where a sandbox was proposed to scan for passwords inside outgoing network
packets). This time, P2 suggested the sandbox could seek and filter out personally
identifiable information in outgoing network packets, so that users would be made aware
that they are exposing details of their identity.
7

See the bug report at https://trac.filezilla-project.org/ticket/3208 for instance where this
decision is defended by the developer.
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Sandboxing Solutions: P4 was aware he was using his identity when he posted the
content – it was the consequences that he had not initially thought of. Whether P2’s
proposal of passively notifying users of privacy leakages would be useful warrants further
research. Regarding feasibility, a limitation exists with encrypted content like in E013.
When P4 originally posted his content online, he is likely to have done so from a browser
connected to a website via a secure connection. There is significant complexity involved
in implementing this proposal so I did not retain it in section 9.4.

9.3.3. Summary of Findings: Was User Participation Beneficial to
Ideation?
In total, 23 (excluding the initial experiences I posted on the forum) ideas of security
services were put forward during 19 conversations about users’ experiences of keeping
applications well-behaved. I chose a participatory design approach in hope of increase
the breadth of the design space of sandboxes to explore with participants. I expected
that participants’ recollections of how applications (mis-)behaved would offer (1) a larger
quantity of ideas for sandbox prototypes to test, and (2) more original ideas too. To
evaluate whether the use of participatory design has been fruitful, I recounted proposals
made by participants and me over each experience and summarised this information in
Table 9.1.
The 19 experiences shared by participants allowed me to formulate 9 ideas of how
sandboxes may be used to provide a service8 . Participants formulated 18. Whilst I
allowed them to speak first and would have come up with solutions identical to theirs in
a number of cases, both the experiences they provided and the solutions they formulated
increased the quantity of service ideas being generated overall.
Security experts (including me) have pre-existing knowledge about the technical capabilities of confinement technologies; and with that come preconceptions about how those
technologies can be used. In contrast, non-expert users might struggle more than experts
to assess what security technologies can and cannot do; but they also might come up
with more varied ideas as they are unhindered by prior knowledge. Combining expert
and non-expert views may allow us to generate more ideas, and cull the definitely infeasible ones. I estimated the originality of each proposal made by participants and me by
classifying them into three categories: those already implemented in off-the-shelf sandbox
software; those proposed in a similar fashion in research prototypes or proof-of-concept
software; and those for which I could find no prior proposal in the technical and academic
literature I’m aware of. In the end, participants generated 6 ideas which I considered to
be new, compared to 1 from me. As a downside, their ideas may be less implementable
as they have less knowledge of security (e.g. the proposal in E018 presented in the thesis
appendix would be unusable); nevertheless, they are more creative than I can be alone,
and their input was beneficial to the process of generating ideas.
This review of participants’ proposals suggests that participatory design methods,
applied to the design of security technologies like a sandbox, can lead to more numerous
8

A security-related service, or one that provides utility for the participant’s experience.
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and more original outcomes in the ideation phase of the design process.

9.4. Choosing Sandbox-Based Services to Deploy
Once participants had shared with each other their stories of application misbehaviour
and computer security mishaps, I summarised ideas of services that they had had, and
formulated additional proposals which relied on sandboxing technologies to solve the
problems they had had. This led to the formulation of six proposals for sandbox-based
services. I then asked users both to correct the service descriptions if they felt it did not
properly address the initial experience, and to vote on which they preferred to try out
by selecting their favourite three in order of preference. I first describe the services, and
then provide the vote results.

9.4.1. Proposals
1. Sandboxed workspaces
Proposed by P12. In this proposal, applications located in one of the system’s workspaces
are systematically sandboxed9 . Even though it might not be technically achievable with
current OS APIs, P12 also proposed that applications sent inside the workspace should
become sandboxed. The proposal will be scoped to ensure that applications started in
the sandbox will not be able to move to another workspace. Two modes of operation
will be provided, which users can configure: the workspace can be a disposable area, or
a persistent area with a private Home distinct from the rest of the system.
2. Network controls for sandboxed applications
Based on multiple experience reports about Skype and Spotify The sandbox can expose
a new, unique network interface to its sandboxed processes, which can be configured to
implement multiple types of network control features. One such feature is to cap the
upload or download bandwidth processes in the sandbox can use. The proposal is to
expose this specific feature in sandbox UIs. This should be reconfigurable while in use.
3. Detecting password leaks in an application’s files or network traffic
Proposed by P12, based on participant concerns of password leakage. The proposal is to
implement either of two methods – both of which are costly to develop into the sandbox
– to detect password leaks. Firstly, the sandbox could detect when a password is typed
(based on passwords stored in the password manager). Secondly, it could also detect
when a password is sent unencrypted over the network by analysing the packets sent by
sandboxed applications.
9

Linux DEs, including Xfce which I used in the study, provide multiple virtual desktops and let users
switch from one to another by clicking in a designated space on their Desktop panel or through
keyboard shortcuts. This concept is also implemented in OS X. It is called ‘workspaces’ on Linux.
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Type
Origin
I001
I002
E001
E002
E003
E004
E005
E006
E007
E008
E009
E010
E011
E012
E013
E014
E015
E016
E017
E018
E019
Total
Total

Services Exist
Users
Me
1
1

1

Known Concepts
Users
Me
1

New Ideas
Users Me

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
2

1
1

1

1

2

1
1
1

7

1

3
Users
18

5

1
1
5

6

1

Me
9

Table 9.1.: Number and type of proposals made by me and by participants on each related experience. The ‘Services Exist’ type corresponds to proposals already
covered in off-the-shelf sandboxes and in OS sandboxes. The ‘Known Concepts’ type includes proposals that have been commonly formulated in past
research and features available in sandbox prototypes but which are not easily found in off-the-shelf sandboxes. ‘New Ideas’ cover the proposals which
I could find a discussion of in academic papers on application security and
which were not explicitly supported by sandboxes I know of. Rows with new
ideas are highlighted. In total, participants proposed 18 ideas, and I 9.
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4. Easily locking down an app to a specific folder
Based on P4 and P5’s comments on Dropbox, and P12’s on music players. The idea here
would be to create a UI that helps participants deploy an application systematically in
a sandbox, and lock down its privilege so it can read one or several specific folders. For
instance, "Rhythmbox (’Music’ folder)" or "Dropbox (’University’ folder)". The sandbox
would be automatically applied.
5. Protecting the user’s passwords file
Proposed by P5, who wants to guarantee that no application can read her Chrome password file. By default, the folder containing the passwords stored in the OS password
manager is blocked10 . I have extended the sandbox to allow control over the D-Bus IPC
API. This proposal would systematically sandbox all applications, with the only restriction of protecting access to the file, but allow mediated IPC to access passwords which a
specific application stored in the system-wide password manager. Then, users could still
run more restricted Firejail sandboxes on the side.
6. VPN sandboxed apps
Based on discussions with P3, P4, P5 and P13. This proposal extends on network
controls for sandboxed applications (like proposal 2) to automatically redirect a sandbox’s
network traffic via a VPN of the user’s choice.

9.4.2. Vote Result
I asked each participant to vote on their three preferred proposals, in a preferential
voting system. Participants’ first choice received 3 points, their second 2, and their last
1. Table 9.2 provides details of the vote. Users plebiscited Proposal 1 the most with 18
points. Next, Proposal 4 followed with 11 points. Then, Proposals 2, 5 and 6 all had 4
points at the time of closing the vote. P5 voted after, and her vote would have tied the
vote in favour of Proposal 5. I took the decision to implement Proposal 2 in full instead
of 5. Indeed, proposal 5 was likelier to disrupt everyday use considering that it requires
all applications to be sandboxed and that some participants had already reported bugs
in some applications when sandboxed (including the File Manager and Dropbox). There
was a risk that systematic sandboxing would cripple some of participants’ sessions, and
remote debugging had proven very difficult. I therefore chose to implement Proposal 1,
followed by Proposals 4 and 2.
10

On Linux and OS X, secrets stores are integrated into the OS and can be used by apps to store
secrets in a safe fashion. Not all applications on Linux store passwords securely, though. Some still
keep them around in plaintext files. This being said, this proposal felt to me like there were better
solutions available; but it triggered enough user interest and was feasible enough to be included.
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First choice

Second choice

Third choice

P2
P3
P4
(cast late) P5
P11
P12
P13

1
4
1
1
6
2
1

4
1
4
4
1
1
4

5
2
5
5
5
6
5

Vote Results

1

4

5

Table 9.2.: Results of the vote for sandbox-based service proposals. Participants chose
Proposals 1, 4 and 5.

9.5. Interactions with Firejail and Sandbox-Based Services
This section discusses how participants interacted with the three selected proposals.
The data was collected from debriefing interviews, in a more structured fashion than
for the rest of the study. I asked participants the same series of questions first for the
Firejail sandbox (see subsection 9.2.4), then for each of the proposed services. I asked
participants if they used the service, how, and what for. If they didn’t use it, I asked
them why not. I also focused on how participants perceived the services: I asked them
ask they would explain them to another user, what they thought the services were for,
and which activities they could support. Occasionally, I complete this data with feedback
posted by participants on the forum. I first present Firejail and its usage by participants.
I then turn my attention to secure workspaces, systematically sandboxed applications,
and finally, bandwidth controls. I finish the section with a quick summary of findings.

9.5.1. Secure Workspaces
I extended Xfce workspaces, which help users organise and navigate through their computing activities, into a paradigm for launching and managing sandboxed applications.
The Secure Workspaces let users apply a sandbox configuration to applications based
on the workspace in which they are launched. I first cover the range of features offered
in this proposal, and then describe its implementation. Next, I present uses made by
participants, and the mental models they built of it. I finish with findings related to
mode errors.
Secure Workspace Settings
Secure workspaces can be enabled by users via the Xfce workspaces settings UI, which
now comprise an additional tab for security options (see Figure 9.5). Users can define
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a workspace as secure, making applications that launch inside it sandboxed. Secure
workspace settings let users decide if the workspace sandbox has access to the network,
to local files, etc. Workspaces afford different forms of work organisation (Ringel, 2003)
– likewise, the goal of offering multiple settings for secure workspace behaviour was to
foster a wider range of possible appropriations.
For instance, a setting is provided to allow users to prevent secure workspace windows
from being moved to another workspace11 . If this setting is off, the secure workspace
acts as a UI for launching sandboxed applications. If it is enabled, the physical separation metaphor of workspaces becomes a physical barrier that windows can no longer
cross (which can help prevent mode errors by keeping the sandboxed and unsandboxed
applications away from each other).
Finally, users can grant their workspaces either full filesystem access; read-only access;
or overlay access in which case files modified by a sandboxed application are copied, and
modifications are applied only to the sandbox’s copy. Copied files are made available to
users in a /Sandboxes folder in their Home directory, where each secure workspace has
a subfolder.
Implementation
Secure workspace settings are propagated to GNOME and Xfce applications by modifying the GLib APIs for application launching. Every application launched through
this API has the correct settings applied to it. Xfce’s AppFinder and WhiskerMenu,
the two standard application launchers of Xfce, were also modified to display a status
message when the user is in a secure workspace, to help prevent mode errors (see Figure 9.6). The workspace switcher in the Xfce Panel also displays sandboxed workspaces
and applications with a red background instead of grey, to help users locate their secure
workspaces.Network restrictions are implemented via the bandwidth control proposal
(subsection 9.5.3). Filesystem restrictions are implemented using overlay filesystems.
Applications in the same workspace share the same sandbox and can interact with each
other and exchange files.
In the original proposal, participants wanted to reconfigure applications that enter
a secure workspace so that they would be confined inside the corresponding sandbox.
However, it is technically impossible to achieve this with current sandboxing technologies
and with the current state of application serialisation on Linux. Finally, sandboxing the
first workspace of the Desktop had an unintended side effect: it caused session-wide
daemons to be started in a sandbox, which prevented several services from working.
Thus, I had to disable the option to make the first workspace a secure one.
How It Was Used
P5, P12 and P13 used secure workspaces; P3 didn’t – he explained that he does not use
workspaces at all because he finds it annoying to switch between workspaces.
11

In all workspace implementations, users can freely move their applications’ windows from one
workspace to another to organise their work as they see fit.
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Figure 9.5.: a. The Workspace Settings UI was augmented with an option to tag
workspaces as secure.
b. Workspaces’ security settings can be edited, to choose between a sandbox
with full file access, read-only access, or a private Home directory. Network
settings are available again.
All three participants made their DE’s fourth and last12 workspace a secure one. P5
used the workspace as a launching space to start new applications in a sandbox. She
primarily ran Dropbox and Skype from her secure workspace, which were then available
in her DE’s panel in every workspace.
P12 wanted the secure workspace to feel as if physically separated from the rest of his
OS, and he used the setting to prevent external windows from being moved inside the
workspace. He explained that he was worried about diluting the visual cues that help
him remember he is in the sandboxed area of his computer.
P13 tried both approaches but did not state which he preferred. He ran terminal
sessions in his secure workspace, which he used for activities such as remote server administration. P13 was limited in his use of secure workspace features due to a software
incompatibility bug in Linux between overlay filesystems and encrypted Home filesystems
(see section G.1).
12

An arbitrary number of workspaces can be created, but by default, a fresh Xubuntu installation
contains four.
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Figure 9.6.: When in a secure workspace, application lauching UIs display visible status
notifications to help users detect and avoid mode errors, i.e. to ensure they
realise they are launching a sandboxed application in a secure workspace,
not a normal application.

How It Was Understood

Participants explained the secure workspace either as a convenient utility to launch sandboxed applications, rather than as a space where applications are bundled together in
the same sandbox (only P3 hinted to that understanding). Participants lauded the usability of secure workspaces and the ease of launching sandboxed applications through it
compared to a CLI. P12 stated he was excited about the feature, and P5 found it ‘very
easy to use’. P13 emphasized how easy it is to understand that this workspace is isolated
from the rest of the system, which can help people who understand they are at risk, but
neither care or want to make the effort to use a sandbox.
However, none were able to come up with specific examples of what secure workspaces
might be used for, when asked. P13 wondered if he used it because it’s an available
feature or because it was actually useful to him. P5 was not sure how to explain what
it is, and like P12, she ended up describing secure workspaces as a convenient way to
launch a sandbox. So, secure workspace likely do a poor job of communicating to users
what kind of practical issues they can address.
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The Possibility of Mode Errors
I ensured all Xfce application launchers notify users when they are in a secure workspace
(see Figure 9.3) to prevent mode errors13 , but not all participants noticed. In particular, P5 explained sometimes accidentally opened applications in her secure workspace.
The action of launching an application was too automatic for her to pay attention to
the application launcher UI and notice the notification. Once the application’s window
appeared, she would realise it was decorated in red and sandboxed, even though that was
not what she wanted. She would then re-open the application from another workspace.
P12 also experience a mode error with secure workspaces. He accidentally ran Chrome
from a secure workspace, and only noticed as, when he tried to log in to a website, his
password was not automatically filled in the login form because the sandboxed Chrome
did not have access to his password store14 .
Mode errors are a usability drawback that can undermine the security achieved by
confinement systems that let users run multiple instances of the same application, yet
they go untested in security studies to the best of my knowledge. Usability studies
dedicated to mode errors are warranted for secure workspaces, so that their design can
be improved to minimise their impact.

9.5.2. Systematically Sandboxed Apps
This prototype was made available to implement proposal 4: easily restricting an application to a single folder. The utility I developed to let users declare that an application
should be sandboxed also allows users to grant it access to specific folders. The feature
was made available late into the study, and some participants did not use their computers much between its date of release and the end of the study, partly accounting for low
usage. I first provide implementation details, then present how the feature was used and
understood by participants.
Implementation
On Linux systems, applications are represented by small configuration files called desktop
entries. An entry contains the name of an application, an icon, an executable and a few
other option keys. I added custom keys to them to implement systematic sandboxes. I
modified the library used by Xfce’s application launchers to parse those custom keys to
determine if an application must be launched in a sandbox or not.
Desktop entries can be edited via a DE-provided UI. This UI can be accessed by
right-clicking the application’s name in Xfce’s App Finder, panel or desktop, and by
then clicking on ‘Edit’. Like for secure workspaces, I extended this editing UI to include
security-related options. Users can choose to make an application sandboxed, when then
13

Here, we’re interested in making sure users don’t run unsecure content in unsandboxed apps when
they thought the app would be sandboxed, or valuable content in an untrusted sandboxed app when
they expected the content to be opened in a new app with a clean context of execution.
14
Password stores are provided by a third-party DE application on Linux, rather than stored by applications themselves.
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Figure 9.7.: The configuration GUI for systematically-sandboxed applications lets users
choose a specific Firejail profile (for advanced users), control network access
(Proposal 2), block access to the filesystem except for specific folders (Proposal 4) or ensure all changes to the application are flushed out when it is
closed, to prevent malware persistence.
allows them to set bandwidth and filesystem preferences for the sandboxed application.
Proposal 4 is implemented by allowing participants to select specific folders that the
application has access to, and by giving the sandboxed application a private Home, as
shown in Figure 9.7.
Users can also create their own desktop entries, so they can for instance create a
systematically sandboxed version of an application (e.g. with a read-only Home and no
Internet), whilst retaining the unsandboxed version. The desktop entry is then available
across the OS. Figure 9.8 shows how a modified desktop entry appears in the Xfce App
Finder.
As not every user knows how to edit desktop entries, I also modified the Xfce App
Finder to detect when an application is being launched for the first time, and to ask the
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Figure 9.8.: Users can create new desktop entries for sandboxed applications, if they
want quick access to both a sandboxed and an unsandboxed version of the
same application. Here, the Ristretto image viewer was copied and given
a custom name and icon. Both are now available when users search for an
image viewer, as here in the Xfce App Finder.

user if they want it to be sandboxed (see Figure 9.9). Providing visibility to the feature
made it likelier for users to become aware of its existence and seek it out, at the expense
of a one-time disruption for every installed application. The ‘first launch’ UI can be
disabled in the preferences of the App Finder.

How It Was Used
As the feature was introduced very late and only available for weeks before the end of the
study, participants only used it for testing purposes and did not appropriate it as they
did for secure workspaces. P5 used it to restrict the Thunderbird email client’s privileges.
P13 tested it, and wanted to use it for the Evince PDF Viewer, but he couldn’t due to
a bug between Evince and Firejail.
Bringing up the feature in the debriefing interviews made participants realised it could
have been useful to them. For example, P12 stated that it would have been an easier way
to achieve what he did with native Firejail profile files: separating the music player he
uses to broadcast music in social settings from the one with which he listens to recordings
he’s composing. Likewise, P13 realised that Skype, an application he seldom uses due
to privacy concerns, could have been sandboxed permanently with this feature. Skype
is also an application which P5 had intended to make permanently sandboxed, but she
hadn’t gotten round to looking into it yet.
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Figure 9.9.: The first time an application is launched, the Xfce App Finder will ask
the user if they want to sandbox it. This decision was made to increase the
visibility of the sandbox, and the prompt can be disabled in the App Finder’s
preferences.
How It Was Understood
Participants emphasized two aspects when explaining how they understood the feature:
you can use it when you don’t want to pay the interaction cost of manually launching an
application in a sandbox every time you use it; and it lets you customise the way that
the application launches. Only P12 hinted to the fact that the feature allows multiple
versions of an application to co-exist, with different security settings.
P3 and P13 stated it can be used when users don’t trust a piece of software, to restrict
it to what the user needs it to do. P13 mentioned many cases of applications that leak
user files, that abuse your bandwidth with a P2P update dissemination system, etc.
P12’s discussion focused not on whether applications are trustworthy, but on the ability
to control and customise applications. Further research could investigate how easy it is
for a larger participant pool to adopt systematic sandboxing features, either presented
as a security feature to restrict untrusted applications, or a generic feature to create
custom versions of an application with specific settings. The latter use case might be an
incentive for initial contact with sandboxes for users uninterested in security.

9.5.3. Bandwidth Control
The bandwith control feature allows users to limit the upload and download bandwidths
of sandboxed applications, or to shut down their Internet connection completely. It was
made available in the settings UIs of secure workspaces and systematically sandboxed
apps, and via the Firejail CLI with command-line parameters. Figure 9.10 shows how
settings are presented to users.
I first uncover the implementation of the bandwidth control feature. Then, I present
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Figure 9.10.: a. Settings UI for bandwidth control in systematically sandboxed apps.
b. Settings UI for bandwidth control in secure workspaces.
its usage and perception by the participants. I finish with a discussion of future research
avenues.
Implementation
Firejail has basic support for bandwidth limitation, but it requires the manual creation
of network bridges or virtual ethernet interfaces, which are very difficult to set up. In
particular, wireless interfaces (common on laptops) cannot be bridged to a virtual ethernet interface. I implemented scripts to automatically create virtual network interfaces
when creating a network namespace sandbox, and to automatically route packets for
that interface through the system’s default gateway via a NAT traversal iptables rule
and manual IP address assignment. The automatic network interface is exposed to the
Firejail CLI using a “--network=auto” command-line parameter. I made all Xfce UIs
use this interface, too.
By default, Firejail settings are applied when the sandbox is created, and then never
changed. Separate CLI commands in Firejail exist to update the configuration of a
running sandbox. I developed a system daemon that watches the configurations of secure
workspaces and systematically sandboxed apps. When they change, it detects running
sandboxes and updates their configuration on-the-fly.
How It Was Used
P3 did not use the bandwidth limitations. P13 used it for testing, but once again, he
encountered a bug with an application he wanted to use it on. VirtualBox, a VMM, does
not support connection to network interfaces in the way I implemented them, likely due
to it already using NAT traversal rules which conflict with the ones my script uses. He
was also interested in using the feature with his P2P downloading application, but the
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application already provides a UI to this end which he deems usable. P13 concluded that
the feature is “kind of a swiss army knife, except that I havent́ found a use for it yet”.
P5 used the feature, for reasons she had not anticipated in the experience sharing
phase of the study. She originally wanted the feature because the Internet connection at
her family home is poor, so she needs to limit how applications consume bandwidth in
the background. During the study, she was located in a country which strictly monitors
copyright violations on P2P networks. She used the feature to ensure that her P2P
downloading application would not be able to upload packets at all, as a safety measure.
P12 used bandwidth control, but without the UI. Instead, he used the built-in Firejail
command-line parameters along with the “--network=auto” parameter I developed for
the study (which let him skip the tedious network interface bridging work required by
native Firejail). He used it to set data upload limits to near-zero in his web browser.
Unsurprisingly, this caused some websites to misbehave, such as his university’s WiFi
network web authentication portal.
How It Was Understood
All participants were able to provide concrete examples of how to use bandwidth limitation, which appeared to be better understood than other features. P3, P5 and P13 all
suggested that you could use it to run application updates, download or upload something
whilst retaining the ability to watch high-definition YouTube videos, for example.
P13 suggested that you could use it if your Internet connection comes with a data cap,
to limit excess bandwidth consumption. P13 also provided an example whereby cloudbased services can be bandwidth-restricted so that their built-in P2P features don’t clog
the bandwidth. This is close to one use case which motivated the development of the
feature but did not come up in the deployment phase of the study: P5, when visiting
her parents, relies on a low-bandwidth connection and needs to ensure that individual
applications don’t eat it up for routine background tasks.
Discussion
It is not clear if bandwidth restrictions, as offered, are the feature that users need.
Participants’ engagement, however, suggests they have a need to control how applications
use their network, which is unsatisfied.
For example, both P5 and P12 misunderstood what it means for upload restrictions
to exist. When they described an application that could not upload anything, they both
meant an application that cannot send their data on the Internet of its own volition.
However, all the features that they relied on (visiting websites in a browser, etc.) require
the uploading of control packets to remote hosts. Those features would not work if
Firejail did completely shut down packet uploads. It is currently impossible for an OSlevel system to guarantee that it can prevent certain types of uploads, but not others.
It would require understanding semantics of the application, and it would not be able
to defend against side channel leaks if applications are malicious. Yet, some participants
wanted to selectively cut-off how applications may leak content.
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Besides, the concept of network restrictions also allowed participants to think of other
ways they could instrumentalise their applications’ network usage. P5 asked for the
ability to connect an app directly to a VPN, and P13 suggested introducing data caps
per application. Future research with larger cohorts could help establish users’ most
frequent network control needs among those identified – and those needs could serve as
an incentive for users to adopt fully-fledged sandboxes.

9.5.4. Summary of Findings
Four participants chose to continue the study and use the provided software. Out of these,
one did not figure how to use Firejail and got too discouraged to try the prototypes I
designed, of his own admission. Firejail was found difficult to use by all participants,
in fair part due to its command-line interface. It was also found difficult for users to
understand if it did what they expected.
Workspaces were seen as a more usable version of a traditional sandbox. This is
due to how well they could be conceptualised as a physically separate space. Indeed,
navigation between workspaces uses a spatial metaphor. Participants made their last
workspace secure, so that they all ‘moved’ in and out of a secure area of their computer.
All participants experienced at least one mode error. The impact of mode errors on
effective security must be calculated in larger-scale in-the-wild studies – similarly to how
I evaluated the achieved security of current file access policies in Chapter 8.
Systematic sandboxing was not used, in part due to the study timeline and to a low
discoverability of the feature and redundancy with secure workspaces. Still, explanations
of the feature revealed that it can be seen both as a sandboxing tool, or as an application
customisation tool. Further design work is required to find how users would more easily
express the needs for application restriction and application customisation which led to
this proposed feature in the study.
Bandwidth control was found useful even by participants who did not use it during
the study timeline, as it was very clear to them what it did and as they knew they would
be able to use it when they needed it. Moreover, participants had ideas how to enrich
the proposed technology to better fit their network control needs. This suggests that
network control can be an incentive for sandbox adoption.
P13 described sandboxing as a “niche feature – that if you need it, then it’s really good
to have, and it’s not obstructive; if you don’t need it, it’s like it doesn’t exist”. Deploying
security systems that provably don’t hinder usability in routine use is fine. The question
that warrants solving, thereafter, is how to entice users to adopt the security systems in
question. In this section, proposals were made to either make sandboxing more visible
(secure workspaces), or make it easier to gain utility out of it (systematic sandboxing
and bandwidth control). Whilst the results are by and large inconclusive due to a small
participant pool and study artefacts, several future areas of research could be identified,
which may help sandboxing get closer to users’ interests.
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9.6. Evaluating the Designed Service Prototypes
This section presents an attempted evaluation of the usability benefits of the designed
prototypes, in one of the forms traditionally adopted by second-paradigm HCI practitioners. Indeed, even though my thesis postulates that usability is not a sufficient property
for users to adopt security technologies, it remains a requisite one. Therefore, I must test
my designed prototypes for usability.
That alone would not be enough. Appropriation research has emerged as a counterpoint to the usability evaluation approach, to explore other aspects of user experience
which foretell sustained use. One such aspect is usefulness: users are unlikely to adopt a
usable, but useless, piece of technology. Therefore, I must adapt my usability evaluation
method to include a usefulness metric as well.
I first explain how the evaluation was performed, and then present the results.

9.6.1. Method
I present the method used to evaluate the usability and usefulness of the designed prototypes, and explain how it was put to use.
Choice of Evaluation Method
I used the system usability scale (Brooke, 1996), which was designed to allow for quick and
dirty comparisons of multiple versions of a same piece of software, for two reasons. Firstly,
the system usability scale is very commonly used in evaluations of design prototypes in
applied HCI. Secondly, my goal is to demonstrate that appropriation research is not
lesser than usability research, but provides the same benefits (usable technologies) and
some more (incentives to adopt and keep technologies). Therefore, I use a method which
is commonly employed in Usable Security (USec) research and in second-paradigm HCI
to quickly demonstrate usability improvements.
Evaluation Targets
The sanctified method of evaluation in USec consists of comparing an allegedly unusable
security tool with a new prototype for that tool. Therefore, I ought to compare the
Firejail sandbox, used without any integration in a Xubuntu environment, with my
designed sandboxing service prototypes integrated into Xfce. However, that test alone is
not enough to demonstrate appropriability. I must also compare Xubuntu alone, which
is the the computer system routinely used by my participants, against Xubuntu with
the designed prototypes. This second test allows us to ensure that the presence of the
sandbox does not complicate routine use and does not get in the way when performing
security-agnostic tasks.
To be concise, I refer to the three targets of evaluation as ‘Xubuntu’, ‘Firejail’ and
‘Designed Prototypes’. Xubuntu refers to the OS alone, Firejail to the bare sandbox
provided in a Xubuntu environment, and Designed Prototypes to Xubuntu augmented
with the prototypes of sandbox services.
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Assessing Usefulness
The system usability scale consists of making users interact with a computer system
before and after a treatment is applied, and of asking them ten questions about their
experience with each system. The questions are designed to overlap, to ensure that users
respond earnestly and to limit cognitive biases. The system usability scale’s authors
explain that it is not a tool designed to rank the usability of computer systems or to
determine if a system is usable enough; it does not seek to objectivise usability. Instead,
the system usability scale can help designers demonstrate that an intervention on a
specific system increases its usability.
I designed a similar set of six questions to calculate possible improvements in usefulness.
The questions cover three different takes on what it means for a system to be useful:
how frequently it is used, the amount of activities it supports, and the variety of user
demographics it can support. The scale is computed as described by Equation 9.1. The
questions are:
1. The system is useful on a day-to-day basis.
2. The system can help to perform specific activities.
3. The system is only useful from times to times.
4. I need this system.
5. Most people have no use for this system.
6. This system enables new activities.

Score = ((Q1 − 1) + (Q2 − 1) + (5 − Q3) + (Q4 − 1) + (5 − Q5) + (Q6 − 1)) ∗ 25/6 (9.1)
I used the usability and usefulness scales by asking the four participants who completed the study, before their debriefing, to complete a questionnaire. The questionnaire
contained the standard SUS questions and my usefulness questions, for Xubuntu (appropriation baseline), for Firejail (usability baseline) and for the Designed Prototypes
(treatment condition). I also included 4 qualitative questions per evaluation target on
the questionnaire. I asked the participants what the system was useful for, what it was
useless for, what was the main problem they had with it and what overall opinion they
had of it. I now present the findings.

9.6.2. Results
Results from the four returned debriefing questionnaires are summarised in Tables 9.3
and 9.4. Once again, results are taken from a minuscule sample of participants and not
statistically representative. Yet, they already suggest that evaluation targets have an
impact on the results of usability evaluations of security tools.
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Xubuntu

Firejail

Integrated
Firejail

5
1.5
4.5
1.75

2.5
2.75
2.75
3

4
2
4
2

4

3.5

4.25

2

2

1.75

3.25

2.5

3.5

1.5
4
2.25

3
2.5
4

2
3.75
2.25

79

47.5

74

System Usability Score
I think that I would like to use this system frequently
I found the system unnecessarily complex
I thought the system was easy to use
I think that I would need the support of a technical
person to be able to use this system
I found the various functions in this system were well
integrated
I thought there was too much inconsistency in this
system
I would imagine that most people would learn to use
this system very quickly
I found the system very cumbersome to use
I felt very confident using the system
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get
going with this system
System Usability Score

Table 9.3.: Aggregated results for the System Usability Scale.
Usability Evaluation
The Designed Prototypes were considered more usable than Firejail. This evaluation
alone, provided that it was statistically representative, would conclude that the Designed
Prototypes are usable. But the security features afforded by these prototypes were also
more complicated to use than the existing features of Xubuntu, leading to a decrease in
the overall perceived usability compared to Xubuntu in my cohort.
Comparing a designed prototype to what is currently used (Xubuntu, which is unsecure
but usable and appropriated) may likely result in a much less spectacular improvement
than comparing it to an arbitrary security tool which is known to be unusable and unused
and which has no bearing on everyday user experience in-the-wild. The test against the
currently used system, which was not conclusive in my study, is a better predictor of how
likely a security design is to be adopted since it compares against the required amount
of usability for appropriation to occur.
Usefulness Evaluation
I have said that appropriability is more than only usability. The Designed Prototypes
must also be useful to be adopted. The usefulness questions revealed the same trend:
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Xubuntu

Firejail

Integrated
Firejail

4.75
4.5
1.5
4.5
2.75
3.25

2.75
4.75
4
3
2.75
4

4
4.5
2.5
3.25
3
4

78

57

68

Usefulness Score
The system is useful on a day-to-day basis
The system can help to perform specific activities
The system is only useful from times to times
I need this system
Most people have no use for this system
This system enables new activities
Usefulness Score

Table 9.4.: Aggregated results for the usefulness metric.
the Designed Prototypes outperformed Firejail, but not Xubuntu on its own. Xubuntu is
always useful to users since it’s the OS they use. Qualitative comments made by participants on the questionnaires reveal their opinion of the Designed Prototypes’ usefulness,
and two potential limitations emerge.
Firstly, they can be viewed as only useful from times to times. For instance, P5 to say:
“I still think I wouldn’t use Firejail on a daily basis but when I do, it would be through the
graphical integration to Xfce [the Designed Prototypes]”. P12 stated: “There are various
extremely specific tasks that are made easier with sandboxing, and the integrated GUI
tools make this all the easier”.
Secondly, P13 viewed the prototypes as generally useful, but only to some categories
of users: “It is useful for the daily activities of security-conscious average users. [...] It’s
still an extra effort to launch applications sandboxed, so for those who don’t want to go
the extra mile to create a secure environment for themselves, even this system cannot
help them. For beginner users who have no concept of what kind of threats exist, or what
sandboxing is, this system might not be useful at all”. P5, in her debriefing interview,
also said: “I’d download it, but I don’t think I’m the type of person that has the most
use out of it. It maybe would make me feel better because of my intuition of dangers
that I can’t explain, but for me it would really be a punctual use”.
Take-Aways
Two issues get in the way of my evaluation results bearing any value. First and foremost,
my cohort is too small to be ecologically representative of expert users as a whole. Besides, the results do not look like what I had anticipated and suggest a possible misuse
of the system usability scale. Users should have understood the three test conditions
as follows: their everyday computer; their everyday computer with a bare Firejail; and
their everyday computer with my Designed Prototypes. Given that, the second testing
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condition should be at least as useful as the first: users were not forced to interact with
Firejail and could ignore it if it was too unusable or useless. Therefore, it is unlikely
that I am comparing different variants of the same technology as required by the system
usability scale.
Still, my study should at least suffice to convince USec researchers that they can build
tools to evaluate if a secure system or security tool is in good enough shape to be adopted
by users. My research suggests that two principles could be implemented to this end.
Firstly, researchers cannot just compare the usability of their designed prototype to an
unusable security system; they must also compare it to the systems that people actually
use and which would be mediated or replaced by the designed prototype. Secondly, they
also should take into account other values than usability that influence adoption. To do
that, they must first identify the values relevant to their user population and context of
use (as discussed in Chapter 6), and then build methods to ensure that their designs do
not conflict with the identified values.
Here for instance, I evaluated if the Designed Prototypes were as useful as Xubuntu
itself. Usefulness is a value that came up in mid-study interviews in the first part of
the study, which drove me to include it in the evaluation of the second part of the
study. I compared the prototypes not just to a baseline security tool, but also to the
actual baseline for appropriation: the system currently in use and which the prototypes
would mediate if adopted. Whilst my evaluation outcome is unclear, it represents a
step in the right direction, and the limits I encountered were caused by limits on my
participant budget and researcher time inherent to a one-person research project – not
to the incorporation of appropriation research elements in my work. Future security
research could build on top of it and finally work toward a thorough evaluation method
of security prototypes’ adoptability with more valid baselines and richer metrics than the
current standard of usable security.

9.7. Conclusion
Any well-designed product should meet user expectations and be desirable. Yet, security
design studies on the whole have limited consideration for how users value and choose
to use technologies; they tend to focus on usability alone. In addition, usable security
studies too often stick to the lab, where security applications known to be unusable can
be used as a baseline for evaluating one’s research prototypes, and where evaluation
scenarios can be chosen to provide ideal results.
In this chapter, I approached the design of services based on application sandboxing
from a designer’s standpoint. I ensured that the designed prototypes answer a user need;
that they are desirable for users; I deployed them to test whether those can fit within
users’ day-to-day practices without hindering usability; and I asked users if they thought
the prototypes were useful to them in the end. The chapter provides two contributions:
firstly, it shows such studies are possible in the context of security research; secondly, it
shows that the prototypes resulting from my study design are more usable than a bare
sandbox.
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I performed a participatory in-the-wild study, with 8 participants. I collected experiences from them, about application misbehaviours they’ve been confronted with. We
collectively imagined what kinds of technologies would have avoided the problems encountered by them. Participants were a driving force when it came to proposing solutions,
and came up with six times as many original ideas as I did 15 . That shows that putting
users at the forefront of ideation processes can broaden up the design space that designers get to explore when looking for new applications of security technologies or new
technologies altogether. It opens new avenues for usable security research, which has
been struggling to impose current security concepts into users’ lives and has not been
driven security innovations in the past two decades (e.g. password managers, federated
authentication, the replacement of CAPTCHAs by fingerprinting-based authentication
all appeared in-the-wild before they were a research topic).
Designers who do not understand the problems that their users face are at risk of
designing the wrong tools, which serve no appreciable purpose for users. Security research
has long suffered from this limitation by perceiving users as too unwise to know what’s
good for them. In doing so, it has missed the point that users will not work against
their own interests. Instead of forcing security onto users, I consider it necessary to
associate their desires with an expert understanding of the threats they face, and to
design compromises between their and experts’ goals, which users can get behind and
support without experts bullying or manipulating them. We must be able to provide
compelling narratives as to why our security tools are useful to users and why they solve
problems relevant to their experiences, instead of just being a burden. For instance, my
study revealed situations where non-security problems (e.g. bandwidth sharing) could be
solved with sandboxes, therefore increasing interest in the adoption of a sandbox.
Once I had collected participant experiences, I let them vote on a handful of sandboxbased services which addressed some of the brought up concerns. Participants chose
three services which I then implemented and deployed. In my evaluation, I went beyond the traditional usability comparison which seeks to establish superior usability over
another prototype. I asked participants to rate their computer with, and without the installed system in terms of usability and usefulness. This evaluation, although imperfect,
suggested that the designed prototypes did not hinder usability on a day-to-day basis,
even though participants found that they were only useful in a handful of situations.
Considering usefulness will help security designers understand how far the artefacts they
develop are from convincing users to adopt them. Technology adoption matters as much
as usability, because a usable system that does not communicate well its value – or worse,
does not cater to users’ actual needs – will never be adopted and will have no effect on
security. My study makes a first step towards the evaluation methods that will eventually allow security research to enact actual, tangible change in people’s experiences of
computer security.
15

One could argue that there were also more participants than researchers, but it is easier for a business
to recruit users to participate in ideation studies than to find researchers with a dual background
in security and usability. Therefore, it’s useful to know that non-experts can indeed contribute to
ideation.
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My study’s design and evaluation method bring new considerations under light, and
hint that a vast, unexplored space exists for security design. It suggests that the security research community has been complacent with its methodology – perhaps by lack of
familiarity with design practice – and that many methodological opportunities exist to
design more original, more visibly useful, more fitting security-related and secure technologies. In doing so, security research may finally succeed in its ambition to increase
the effective levels of security enjoyed by Desktop computer users in their variety of practices and of use environments. Only when the security community actively works to find
common grounds with users will it arouse the interest it deserves and turn around the
security malaise.
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10. Conclusion
Concevoir une machine volante n’est
rien ; la construire est peu ; l’essayer
est tout.
Ferdinand Ferber
in L’aviation - ses débuts - son
développement : de crête à crête, de
ville à ville, de continent à continent,
1908

This journey started with a simple question: why is sandboxing not commonplace
already on Desktop OSs, since it seems to bring such nice improvements to security?
Sandboxes, a type of confinement system, restrict the privileges of applications in order
to limit the impact of malware infections that take control of said applications. However, sandboxes also restrict applications’ ability to use a wide range of OS features. In
particular, they isolate applications from one another and strongly constrain how they
may access file, through access control policies.
Even though sandboxing is a well-researched topic, and sandboxes have been widely
applied on mobile and server environments, and even though sandbox usability has been
studied in the past, sandboxes struggle to take off with application developers and users.
They are mandatory for all applications on the OS X and Windows App Stores, and this
has caused resistance from developers who worry about user retaliation over loss of features. Moreover, OS X and Windows users continue to use large numbers of unsandboxed
applications, and many popular applications are only available unsandboxed.
Those observations led me on a quest to find plausible causes for the lack of interest in
sandboxing. When I started, I originally had in mind to study application confinement
in the most classic fashion: by studying mock users’ performance in a laboratory setting
and calling it a day. But since the problem I was facing was one of non-use, rather than
difficulty to use, I could not rule out factors other than usability.
Over the course of my research, two inquiries have unfolded in parallel: one about
theory and methods, one about a piece of security technology. As I became familiar
with the HCI literature, and as I heard colleagues express discontentment at the gulf
between seemingly positive research results in our community and a lack of carry-over
to user behaviours, I came to suspect that something was amiss. Those two pieces of
work, albeit separate, have fostered each other’s development. To properly understand
how to design usable confinement systems, I delved into the HCI literature. likewise,
to properly formulate the gripe I had with usable security research, I had to pursue –
and often, reconsider – my research on confinement, so I could grow my understanding
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of concepts such as appropriation, situatedness and context. Only then was I able to
assemble a coherent body of theoretical literature for security research, and only then
could I design the study that led to the contributions found in this thesis.
That is why I separated this thesis in two parts – one theoretical, and one applied. I
will now summarise each part’s contributions, and outline their implications for future
security research and for practitioners.

10.1. Appropriate Security – Foundations for Security
Design Rooted in Phenomenological HCI
The situation of confinement systems is, as I argued, not unique. Many security systems
are actively avoided by users. In response, usable security has studied them – some, like
access control and authentication systems, for nearly two decades now. Historically, the
usable security research community has adopted a narrow scope of tools and topics of
investigation, by only investigating users’ ability to use a security tool, and by assuming
that their motivations, preferences and contexts of use had no impact on whether or not
they would engage with security tools in the first place.

10.1.1. It’s Time to Move Away from Usability
By examining usable security research from the perspective of appropriation, it became
obvious what the problem is. There are hundreds of papers in the academic literature
on usable security explaining how to make all sorts of security tools ‘more usable’, but
usability is only one minor issue encountered by existing security systems. Research
done by Sasse and her colleagues, as well as researchers from the HCI community rather
than usable security, has pointed the loss of productivity caused by the presence of
security technologies (Inglesant and Sasse, 2010; Bartsch and Sasse, 2013; Sasse et al.,
2014; Beautement et al., 2016); the role of personal experiences in how users interact with
security (Mathiasen and Bødker, 2011); economic reasons for disengagement (Beautement
et al., 2008; Herley, 2009) and that the current paternalistic mindset of forcing users to
accept security is bound to fail (Sasse, 2015; Dodier-Lazaro et al., 2017a). The case study
I performed on sandboxing points to additional factors: security can lack usefulness –
either actual or perceived; it can cause value conflicts so that people prefer to avoid it; it
can force users to re-organise all their work habits for dubious benefits, whereas a better
understanding of user practices would have led to a more fitting design; and it does not
provide incentives for adoption because users don’t recognise their needs in how it is
presented to them.
It’s one thing to diagnose an issue, but it’s even better to provide leads to resolve it.
Appropriation, an emerging topic of HCI’s situated perspectives paradigm, focuses on
how users, as they adopt new technologies, co-transform both the technology’s purpose
and structure and their own practices so that they fit within each other. It provides a
richer understanding than usability of what compels users to choose a technology over
another and, more importantly, to sustain its use over time. Appropriation helps ad-
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dress central questions surrounding security tools, at a time when users willingly ignore
security warnings, give in to phishing attacks, actively bypass authentication and access control, install software from so-called untrusted sources, share data over so-called
insecure channels, etc.
The situated perspectives paradigm provides tools to focus on the lived experience
of users, including clear expressions of what matters to them in their experiences with
technology, how they make sense of technologies and how they make them fit within their
activities. Therefore, in order to address past usable security research flaws, I applied
major theories of the situated perspectives paradigm, to the problem domain of security,
in Chapter 3. I provided methodological commitments which can help avoid such flaws
in future security design projects. Design processes and study designs that implement
these commitments should lead to security designs that users can value, find useful, adopt
and use over time. Taken together, these commitments define what I call appropriate
security:
• Security research should investigate users’ problems, not be fixated on technological
challenges,
• We must test that security is appropriable, not merely that it has ‘usable’ UIs,
• To prevent harm, we must examine the negative impact that deploying a security
tool can have on users,
• Users’ perspectives and values must drive the early stages of design, rather than be
ignored.
I hypothetised that usable security stands to gain from adopting the methods and
topics of situated perspectives HCI. To demonstrate the possible benefits, I studied the
appropriation potential of application sandboxes. I will present this research in the next
section.

10.1.2. What Appropriate Security Has to Offer
The first part of the study addresses itself, above all, to researchers working on security projects, but also to security practitioners who design and build security tools and
services.
Researchers may benefit from this research in the following ways. Firstly, the methodological commitments may help them revisit past research, and identify how their design
decisions and study designs marginalised aspects of users’ experiences that are more
salient with appropriate security. In turn, they will be able to revisit past work whilst
integrating concerns about appropriability, values and incentives in their study designs.
For example, it is very obvious that users are not interested in making vacuous efforts to
access a Web service, simply because the service owner wants to avoid spam – ruling all
forms of CAPTCHAs out. However, revisiting new authentication schemes with the “do
no harm” commitment might help researchers gain awareness of situations where they
could incapacitate or humiliate users, as in the story of the airport passenger presented
in subsection 3.4.1.
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Secondly, opening up early design decisions to users (in the problem understanding
and ideation stages of design) will help designers widen or narrow their design space
accordingly, and come up with more creative and more fitting solutions to contemporary
problems of security. For instance, users may have their own ideas about how they want
to delegate access to something they own, as Mathiasen and Bødker (2011)’s credit card
sharing workshop participant. Users may also express concerns that researchers had not
anticipated, before the costly steps of prototyping, developing and evaluating their ideas.
Thirdly, a more in-depth mapping of users’ values in a variety of contexts that typically involve security tasks will help us understand where, and when, a specific piece
of technology is thoroughly inappropriate and where alternatives must be designed. A
typical issue of security research is that it does not account well for the impact of use
contexts on interactions, rather focusing on interactional performance. Understanding
how users make decisions in a specific context may help us figure out why they avoid
security in that context. In a sense, that is what Herley (2009) has been implicitly doing,
except we now have a tool to formalise that kind of research.
Practitioners too can benefit from this research. Indeed, it brings to attention that
the downsides of treating users paternalistically. In the security industry, users are still
too often viewed as burdensome idiots, for whom designs must be ‘fool-proof’. Even
the bulk of the usable security community, as Sasse (2015) puts it, continues to bully
and intimidate users into surrendering to security systems. With appropriate security, I
clarify what practitioners must understand about users: not only their limitations and
their mental models of security, but also their needs, their values, their preferences and
habits, and their desires. Good design results in products that people want – not products
that people tolerate when we force their hand.
Also, practitioners benefit from understanding that there are methods out there to
design and evaluate for appropriation, and that their product is likelier to be successful
if they can verify that users are able to adopt it, adapt it to their situations, and sustain
its maintenance costs – three aspects of appropriation that fall outside the scope of
usability research.
Moreover, practitioners and researchers alike must accept that any tool we produce is
subject to its users’ interpretations, and transformations. Going against the way that
humans make sense of and give a role to tools they encounter does not simply mean
reducing the potential for user errors – it also means removing opportunities to use
and adopt tools. We must design for appropriation, simply because appropriation –
including misunderstanding and misuse – is what happens in-the-wild. Security tools
must communicate affordances, be flexible and allow users to apply them in a variety
of ways – even unexpected or a-priori undesirable ones. To say that users must ‘get
it’, understand and correctly apply a tool means the tool is inflexible, unhelpful and,
ultimately, undesirable from the perspective of those who fail to obey its prescriptions.
What mostly makes the theoretical work I conducted important, however, is not its
direct applications. Usable security has never had a corpus of theory. Even though
some of the usable security literature makes references to theories of first-paradigm HCI,
or to behavioural economics, nobody has attempted to comprehensively and critically
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review our practice, and to project it onto existing theories in HCI, our parent field.
My theoretical contribution merely touches on the amount of work to do. However, it
provides a starting point – one that is firmly rooted in contemporary HCI, with a wide
range of topics to explore and tools to rely on to face the many security problems of our
time. Third-paradigm HCI both points out the limitations of past usable security research
rooted in the first two paradigms, but it also helps researchers from the economics school
appropriate methods that come from the world of design practice, and thus, to more
confidently contribute design proposals rather than focus solely on diagnosis. Appropriate
security is not a cookbook for study designs. Above all, it is a call to arms for those
who feel the need to reflect on how security should be designed, and what for. I initiated
a much-needed conversation about where usable security is going, could be going, and
wants to go. I hope it will carry on.

10.2. Towards Appropriate Security
In the second part of my thesis, I have used appropriate security principles to guide a
case study on Desktop application sandboxes – a type of confinement system that limits
the privileges of applications on Desktop OSs. Sandboxes were developed on technical
grounds only, and there is no published research describing their potential impact on
user activities or whether they fit with users’ own interests and goals. Their usability
was evaluated in a couple of projects, but within the technological fixation mindset, with
the intent to prove it is possible to configure a sandbox rather than desirable to use one.
There has also never been any evaluation of their security benefits or actual usability
cost. Given all that, it was necessary to re-examine design assumptions embedded in
sandboxes, and to understand how well – or how poorly – they mapped user requirements
for appropriability and user expectations surrounding application security. Therefore, the
appropriate security commitments brought forward multiple research questions:
• Given that sandboxes impacts applications, and that users must choose to either
use or ignore sandboxed applications, how do they choose applications and does
sandboxing make them more or less likely to adopt one?
• Likewise, how does sandboxing affect users’ current appropriations of their OSs?
Would it disrupt the ways in which they organise their activities, even before the
activities unfold through interactions with individual applications?
• Since there is no evidence that currently available sandboxes are user-centered,
how can we measure which confinement models and what specific configurations
(e.g. access control policies) best match users’ appropriations of the systems that
sandboxes mediate?
• If users were to control the design of a sandbox themselves, what would they make
it be? Would they use the sandboxes that result from such a design process?
I have performed an in-the-wild study with a small cohort of expert users, starting with
an observational phase where I collected both quantitative and qualitative data about
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their computer use, to assess the impact that current sandboxes would have on them.
The study ended with a participatory design phase where I got participants to express
what issues they faced and what sandbox-related services they could use.

10.2.1. Value Analyses can Reveal Motives Behind User Behaviours
The first analysis I performed, presented in Chapter 6, catalogues the values that are
involved in the different stages of appropriating an application for my participants. I
found that participants primarily value usefulness when adopting new applications, and
more particularly about the presence of features they care about. Besides, current sandboxes have the side effect of preventing modifications to applications, e.g. by installing
plugins. I found that plugins support productivity and usefulness, and therefore, that
users are asked to choose between being more secure and being more productive over
time when adopting sandboxed apps. Finally, my participants reported that they were
twice as likely to reject an update to an application that sacrifices a feature they use for
security reasons, rather than for other reasons. Thus, developers of currently unsandboxed applications that port their software to become sandboxed must not do so at the
expense of features – or users will be put off.
Value analyses are a crucial initial step to steer design projects in the right direction
and avoid costly developments, by adding depth to the requirements gathered from users.
Value analyses like the one I performed offer two benefits: firstly, they provide a direct
explanation of why a piece of technology might fail to gather traction among users;
secondly, they inform the types of evaluations that must be performed when designing
future replacements for technologies that conflict with values. Sandbox designers and
OS distributors who want to popularise sandboxing on their platforms now know that
they will meet the most resistance from users if they do so at the expense of features
and productivity improvements, rather than e.g. applications’ performance or time-tomarket. Value-sensitive design is an underapplied tool in security research, which could
provide similar insights in many other domains.
Besides, in my case study, the value analysis shows developers have a valid reason
to refuse to support sandboxing on OS X and Windows. Indeed, those who speak out
against sandboxing primarily fear that users will not accept losing features that are not
compatible with current sandboxes, and my analysis reveals that the presence of features
is an important factor in users’ decisions about applications. OS designers must take
that finding into account if they want to speed up the adoption of sandboxes, and reduce
the frustration they may cause to developers and users alike.

10.2.2. We Can Predict if Security Will Disrupt Existing Practices
Sandboxes not only need to be compatible with how users appropriate applications, but
also with how they appropriate the OS itself. In particular, sandboxes have a tremendous impact on how files are accessed, through file access control policies they enforce.
In Chapter 7, I asked my participants how they organised their files in their OS, and deduced from those filesystem organisations if conflicts existed between the policies enforced
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by OS X and Windows for sandboxed applications, and the strategies and preferences
expressed by the participants.
I found that the policies imposed by the OS do not allow users to implement their
own data separation goals. Sandbox policies typically let applications access either all
files of a certain type, or all files present within a media library typically linked to
the application (e.g. music for a music player). Some participants wanted, for security
reasons, privacy reasons or simply for a nicer experience, to map sets of content onto
application instances in different ways. They either wanted to hide specific content, or
simply keep a separation between files of the same type because the files belonged to
distinct activities. The policies deployed on current sandboxes are too inflexible to allow
these interpretations of data separation.
Besides, most participants organised their files in ways that did not properly overlap
the media libraries hard-coded into sandbox policies on Windows. They had additional
types of media not taken into account by Windows, and their media libraries had different structures, particularly due to the use of additional hard drives for sharing and
synchronising purposes.
Finally, participants revealed that some areas of their filesystems are not construed
as an organised storage space, but more as a work area where files may not have any
semantic association with each other. This puts into question the idea that a single
type of policy can respond to the practices performed by users over the entirety of their
filesystems. Fortunately, existing policies already acknowledge that. Less fortunately,
there has not been any published evaluation in the usable security literature of the cost
of current sandbox policies for users.
This analysis of filesystem appropriations provided me with materials to propose new
policies, e.g. one that grants access to files based on the first access made by an application, by allowing access to files in the same folder, which are likelier to be related than
files of the same content type in a completely different folder. But more importantly,
it offered two valuable insights for security design: firstly, security tools should seek to
match how users intend to use the technologies they mediate in the first place, by documenting user needs at the very beginning of the design process; secondly, security tools
should let users reconfigure them to match their own needs, rather than ask users to
re-organise their entire practices around the interpretation made by security designers of
the security-mediated system.
Appropriate security could avoid the flaws found in existing file access control policies
for sandboxes. One of my commitments is to design for appropriation, and I point to
Dix (2007)’s design guidelines to that end and Dourish (2001)’s extensive coverage of
the respective roles of designers and users in interpreting and attributing meaning to
technologies. It is users who should interpret and configure systems to do their bidding,
and not the other way around. Policies, by nature, violate this principle, and that is why
they must be reconfigurable in some capacity by the stakeholders they protect. In other
contexts, this observation has already been made (e.g. Bartsch and Sasse (2013)).
Moreover, the commitment to avoid paternalism in security design comes to mind. I
provided three approaches to limit the effects that paternalism can have on a design’s
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fitness: to better understand user practices (like I did in this analysis), to co-design
security with users, and to explicitly design for appropriation. Security designers, thefore,
have tools at their disposal to avoid such discrepancies occurring in the future.

10.2.3. Sandbox Policies Could be More Secure and More Usable, with
User-Centered Design and Evaluation
The data I collected from my participants allowed me do more than speculate about which
types of policies would be better suited to their activites. I logged my participants’ use
of all their applications and files for multiple weeks, and in Chapter 8, I used these
usage logs to simulate how existing sandbox policies would fare compared to those I
proposed. Previous metrics for the usability of access control policies (Hu et al., 2006)
focused on policy administration, rather than the impact of policies on practices. I
developed quantitative security metrics, encompassing both access over-entitlements and
the anticipated amount of infected applications and files in case of attacks, and a usability
metric based on interaction cost. I simulated the effects of Windows 10’s policy and a
variety of alternatives on my participants’ activities.
Both the Windows 10 policy and my policy were Pareto optimums on a Pareto front
between the attack metric and usability. However, my proposed policy vastly outperformed Windows’s on a Pareto front between the over-entitlement metric and usability.
Indeed, Windows’s policy offers all-or-nothing access to files based on their content types,
whilst mine seeks to map the activities that users engage in and provide privileges scoped
for the ongoing activity.
I also provided leads for future research on security and usability evaluation metrics,
including a discussion of how to model the optimality of a policy (i.e. its ability to match
users’ observed activity patterns), as well as the limitations of activity identification
inherent to the situated nature of users’ actions. I also covered the relationship between
users’ actions of policy overriding and the measured security of a policy. When users
override a policy, they decrease its security. But, they do so in ways that could allow
us to compute the security attrition of user overrides, and to estimate how strongly a
security can withhold its security claims in practice.
Like for my theoretical work, this research is an initial step in a direction that is
necessary for security research’s claims to be more reliable for practitioners. Much work
remains to be done, but my research contributes both compelling evidence that policies
must be evaluated, and a viable starting point to do so.

10.2.4. Good Design Provides Incentives for Use
The first part of my field study focused on understanding the limitations of previously
designed sandboxes, to provide design requirements for the next generation. In my theoretical work, I have long insisted on the importance of providing users with technologies
in which they see value, and including them in the design process. To demonstrate how
to do that, I performed a participatory design study with my participants where we codeveloped tools (based on sandboxing technologies) that respond to needs they have or
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have had in the past with regard to controlling how their applications behave. I recount
that study in Chapter 9.
I made three contributions in that study. Firstly, I gathered user experiences of application misbehaviours and enticed users to reflect on those experiences and propose
technological solutions that would have helped them in the situations they recalled. This
process was fruitful, and participants could come up with six ideas of new types of application control services (after all, what a sandbox does is control application behaviours),
whereas I only came up with one on my own. Not only were participants able to imagine
solutions to their problems, but it is their problems that the solutions addressed – not
the general security problem of over-entitlement (which as we’ve seen in Chapter 8 is not
even properly tackled by current sandboxes). If those services existed, users would have
an incentive to use them, unlike current sandboxes.
Secondly, I implemented three prototypes for the services that participants most wanted,
among those mentioned in our discussions. Participants then interacted with those prototypes. This process provided valuable insights on sandbox design. I found that participants find it more natural to reuse the existing virtual desktop (aka, workspace) feature
of their OS to interact with a ‘secure area’, rather than use a more explicit sandbox UI
to launch sandboxed applications. Also, one of the services participants asked for was
not a security service: participants wanted to be able to control the network bandwidth
used by their applications. Yet, this need provided them with a reason to launch applications in a sandbox, and with a perceived benefit that outweighted the perceived cost of
sandboxes, resulting in sandbox use. My study therefore illustrates how including users
in design can result in more usable security tools, and in tools that provide incentives to
be used and increase users’ security as a by-product of their use.
Finally, the prototypes I developed were deemed more useful and more usable than a
traditional sandbox by my participants in a post-hoc evaluation. Overall, participants
stated they would like to continue using such services if they were available in the future.
This study showed how security designers stand to benefit from including users in their
design process: not only it widens the design space available to us, but it also yields
technologies that better match users’ expectations and desires. User-centered design, in
the whole sense of the term, results in technologies that are likelier to be adopted – and
therefore, likelier to impact the effective security of users in-the-wild.

10.2.5. The Responsibility of Security Designers to Prove Their Claims
Scale Up
I have shown that design decisions like the type of policy enforced by a sandbox, which
greatly affect effective usability and security, can be made based on evidence, rather
than security experts’ assumptions. Because it is indeed possible to evaluate the effects
of a security policy on a target population, security researchers should no longer seek to
avoid evaluating their proposals. We security experts should not wait for our systems to
be deployed on millions of machines to test if they work. Security researchers are very
good at proving that the techniques they develop can detect or thwart malware, enforce
properties such as confidentiality or non-repudiation, etc. They have a strong culture of
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proving claims that relate to how security mechanisms work – but not claims that relate
to how well, or how poorly, they will perform at scale.
We can and should evaluate how proposed technologies can disrupt current practices,
and we can and should evaluate how much security is delivered by systems that implement
security by isolation. Indeed, new technologies proposed by researchers can only become
game-changing if they are systematically applied in situations where the problems they
target exist. A confinement system that is never deployed anywhere has zero impact on
effective security. Since the end goal is mass use, then we should evaluate if mass use is
possible, rather than require a leap of faith from all the IT industry actors that rely on
our expertise as security researchers.

10.2.6. Appropriate Security Works – What Will be its Legacy?
Appropriate security, as a paradigm for security research and design, has much to offer.
In this case study of application sandboxes, I have demonstrated that a wide range of
questions can be asked of security systems, which hadn’t been until now. We can query
our designed security artefacts for conflicts with user values and conflicts with their
current practices. We can design truly user-centered security, that answers actual user
needs and makes them more approachable for users.
This should be of interest not only to traditional security designers who want to increase
the odds of their products taking off, but also to usable security researchers. Usable
security has gone full circle on how to make passwords, CAPTCHAs, security warnings
and other security artefacts inherited from the past more tolerable to users. It is unlikely
that more of the same studies would lead to miraculous solutions, and the overarching
goal of this community cannot continue to be rooted in technological fixation. We need
new methods to extricate users from the burden of unsuitable security, and to finally
invent user-centered alternatives
Appropriate security opens up a space to do just that, by reconciling usable security
with contemporary HCI. As the pressure to make computing safe for everyday activities
increases, so should, hopefully, the amount of designers undertaking to construct digital
services that are secure by design. With proper theoretical foundations, and with a
critical reflection of the past, they will be better equipped to contribute effectively to
people’s security. If it so happens, appropriate security will have fullfilled its goal.

10.3. Conclusion
This research project pushed forward the boundaries of knowledge on how to conduct the
design of security technologies. It opens up new opportunities for security researchers
and practitioners alike. There is no shortage of expertise from the security community,
and of interest in solving the problems faced by users. By reconciling security practice
and contemporary HCI theory, and by giving a central role to appropriation in both
design and evaluation of security, I aim to elevate the quality of the tools and processes
we rely on, and to ensure security design is both intentional, evidence-driven and to the
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point. More research on the theory of security design is warranted to keep on improving
our ability to deliver security. We are not condemned to producing research that never
leaves academic circles. It’s only a matter of finding the tools that ensure our research
is directed at the problems actually faced by users all over the world, and succeed in
answering them.
With regard to sandboxing, it is clear that it has valuable benefits to provide: the best
security models can divide the attack surface of a typical attack by twenty! However,
current sandboxes are not user-centered by any means. Thanks to appropriate security,
I was able to provide insights in my thesis on how to improve sandboxing, and methods
were contributed to allow other researchers to make their own conclusions for their target
user populations. Future work should further implementations of sandboxes on those
grounds. Either way, be it sandboxing or other topics of security, one thing should now
be clear: usability is only one of many challenges we are facing to secure computing, and
it’s high time we paid attention to the other ones, by embracing all facets of technology
appropriation in our research.
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A. Glossary of HCI Terms
Absence of errors A measure of whether an interface can be used by a specified user
population for specified tasks with no or limited amounts of errors. One of the five
UI Usability Evaluation criteria. 294, see also UI usability evaluation criteria
Action One of several analytical levels in Activity Theory. Actions are sequences of
operations performed on UI elements over a limited period of time to fulfill a welldelineated goal. I use ‘task’ interchangeably to speak of Activity Theory actions in
my thesis. 287, 289, 291, see also Activity Theory
Activity In Activity Theory, activities are sets of actions performed over an extended,
possibly unlimited period of time to fulfill an ‘object’, an overall goal that the user
has which may not be formally formulated. For instance, socialisation is a type of
activity, and so is teaching at university or cooking. 97, 99, 100, 103, 104, 109,
117–120, 123, 287, 295, see also Activity Theory
Activity Theory A cornerstone theory in HCI, which originates in psychology. Activity
Theory is a framework for analysing and deconstructing activities into actions and
operations, and for analysing the collective performance of work. In my thesis, I
primarily use the AT terminology of activities, actions and operations to help clarify
terminology between papers I cite which don’t always grant those terms identical
meanings. I use ‘task’ interchangeably to speak of Activity Theory actions in my
thesis. 15, 287, 291
Agency The ability to act of one’s own accord. 75, 81, 82, see also Embodied Interaction
Appropriation The process through which a human being makes use of an artefact to
the point of either transforming the artefact to fit it into her practice, transforming
her practice to accomodate the artefact, or both. The co-transformation of artefact
and object of its use make the use possible or improve the use experience. Appropriation includes discovery, adoption, re-interpretration, adaptation, re-invention,
use, mainternance and abandonment. Appropriation questions whether a designer
is responsible for setting the role and use context of what she designs, rather than
users themselves through appropriation for unexpected practices. Appropriation
can be limited by unflexible designs, or by security measures that enforce the use of
a system only for its intended purposes. See Dourish (2003), Dix (2007) and Eglash
(2004). 7, 8, 10, 14, 19, 20, 24, 26–29, 38, 39, 41, 42, 61, 64, 65, 68–73, 79, 81–86,
114, 117, 137, 138, 141, 153, 155, 157–161, 167, 168, 174, 176, 177, 180, 181, 185,
197, 202, 206, 225, 233, 288, 290–292, 294, 297
Arena A concept of Lave (1988)’s situated practice (see Situated Action), that describes
the aspects of a situation which are relevant to an activity but are immutable, outside of the control of actors. For instance, the specific organisation of a supermarket
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influences the activity of shopping in that supermarket but cannot be acted upon
like other settings of the shopping experience (e.g. strategies to browse aisles, time
of visit, etc.). 288, 292, 293, see also setting
Artefact A human-made object. In HCI, usually refers to any kind of technological
object, such as computer systems, applications, devices, interfaces, etc. 24, 27–29,
54, 55, 59, 63, 64, 68–72, 74, 76–78, 84, 86, 147, 157, 158, 175, 185, 205, 289
Axial coding . 289, see Grounded Theory
Background knowledge . 20–23, 25, 289, see common sense
Co-design The family of design methods which include users’ input in design decision
processes. Includes participatory design and informant design. Besides, Dix (2007)
has argued that accounts of past appropriations for a system can be used as a
substitute for the co-design of similar systems. 28, 72, 83, 84, 145
Common sense The resource used to make sense of everyday life. It is knowledge about
the world that is common to individuals that share a culture. In ethnomethodology
and Situated Action, common sense is viewed as intersubjective: it is built through
interactions with others and not innate or actively learnt, and like all meaning is
actively managed and adapted in the course of interaction. 20, 21, 293, see also
ethnomethodology
Context All systems are designed with the expectation that they will be used in specific
contexts, and their usability evaluated for said contexts. Context covers a broad
spectrum of concepts: it includes environmental conditions (being abroad, being
in a train station), specific arenas (e.g. an organisation for which the system is
designed, homes, public parks of a city, etc.) or describe characteristics of an interaction with the system (e.g. infrequent use) expected to be relevant. It also includes
the subjective perspectives of actors within phenomenological theories of interaction (e.g. Situated Action or Embodied Interaction): their bodily capabilities, past
experiences, attitudes, goals and cultures. see subsection 2.1.4, 15, 17, 33, 55, 59,
60, 62, 142, 166, 206, 211, 290, 292–294
Coupling A concept of Dourish (2001)’s Embodied Interaction theory. Coupling consists of building and maintaining relationships between objects relevant to users’
activities on the one hand, and states and interface elements of an artefact on the
other hand. In other words, it’s the process through which users make artefacts
actionable to reach their goals, by identifying which to use and by putting them to
use. 26–28, 84, see also Embodied Interaction
Deception The act of lying to a participant about the real purpose of a study, so as
to avoid non-response biases and response biases during the study. Deception is
unethical, and researchers must eventually reveal it to participants and re-obtain
their informed consent to use the collected data. 65, 77, 143, 147, 148, 153, 169,
176, 228, 291
Demand characteristic bias A type of bias where participants to experimental research,
after making a guess as to what the research is about, adapt their observed behaviour
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in order to satisfy the perceived purpose of the researcher’s study. This bias occurs
because of demand characteristics, such as experimental settings which make it too
obvious what is being studied, priming by the researcher, or prior knowledge of the
study topic. 69, 77, 148, 153, 161, 175, 292
Efficiency A measure of the time it takes for an expert user to get a task done for an
interface. One of the five UI Usability Evaluation criteria. This can be computed
empirically with users in a laboratory or in-the-wild, or estimated with methods
like GOMS . 20, 160, 165, 294, see also UI usability evaluation criteria
Embodied Interaction A theory developed by Dourish (2001), which integrates phenomenology into HCI thinking even further than Situated Action. Embodied Interaction relies on Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of perception and on ethnomethodology to demonstrate that human action is embodied physically and socially. In
particular, it argues that meaning of created by users in settings of use, and not by
designers. 288
Equipment A term used by Heidegger (1927) to refer to things being used to perform
an action. Equipment exists in-order-to do something with it and in relation to
other equipment. In the context of HCI, any artefact can be framed as equipment
for analysis. ready-to-hand and present-at-hand, in Heidegger’s terminology, refer
to the use modes of equipments. 26, 70–72, 290, 292, see also artefact
Ethnomethodology A branch of sociology that studies the methods deployed by people
to achieve a mutual understanding of the world, developed by Garfinkel (1967).
Classical examples of EM include breaching experiments in which participants are
asked to behave unordinarily towards relatives. The reactions and methods deployed
to make sense of the unexpected behaviour are then recorded, and used to induce
patterns of sensemaking. Another famous EM topic is the deliberate description of
ordinary activities, so as to uncover the indexicality of representations of knowledge
and illustrate the reliance on a shared background knowledge to convey meaning.
see section 2.1.3, 18, 20, 21, 33, 71, 81, 288, 290, 291, 293
Field study A study performed in-the-wild. 84, 152, see in-the-wild
Grounded Theory A method of analysing qualitative data in order to identify themes
that emerge in the phenomena discussed in the data, and relations between those
themes. Strauss and Corbin (1998) provides a detailed presentation of it. Grounded
Theory is made of open coding, the process of identifying recurrent topics in data,
and axial coding, the process of building a hierarchy of the identified themes and
possible causality relations between them. 34, 37
HCI Paradigms A classification of the theoretical grounds and research methods proper
to different types of work found in the HCI literature. The acknowledgement of the
underlying paradigm of an HCI contribution is necessary to judge its merits. see
section 2.1.4, 266
HCI Waves A classification of HCI topics of interests and methods that informs on the
evolution of the research field as a whole. see subsection 2.1.1, 266, 291
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In-the-wild Studies done in the field in the settings in which participants’ lives actually
occur. In-the-wild studies do not constrain use contexts but rather continuously
study how participants interact with a system and what for, across contexts or settings. They can provide useful insights on unexpected uses, what forms of practice
develop and how appropriations occurs. Wild results are less predictable and controllable than laboratory results, but richer and likelier to have relevance to the real
world. 17–19, 39, 51, 60, 66, 69, 76, 83, 84, 86, 96, 129, 138, 146, 157, 175, 211, 236,
237, 265, 268, 271, 289, 291, 292
Informant design An approach to design similar to participatory design, but which acknowledges that users are limited in their ability to construct solutions to the problems they encounter (e.g. because they are children and lack capacity for abstract
reasoning), in which case their role is better situed as informants who provide rich
accounts of their needs and expectations. 19, 146, 288
Interaction breakdown Called communication breakdowns by Suchman (1987). Events
that occur during the interaction of a human and a piece of equipment such as a
computer system. Breakdowns are moments when a user needs to interrupt their
current activity and switch their focus onto the equipment itself, because it did
not behave as they expected or because they do not know how to use it. They are
occasions for learning through experience, provided that they can be resolved by the
user. Breakdowns can also occur because of genuine design errors making systems
behave unexpectedly, for instance. 17, 22, 23, 27, 67, 70, 74, 114, 190, 290, 292, 293
Intersubjectivity Achieved through the combination of multiple subjective states into
one. In ethnomethodology, the meaning of things is said to be intersubjective
because it is originally proper to each individual, and becomes shared and agreed
upon only if the interaction requires so. This typically occurs during conversation
breakdowns. 19, see also common sense
Learnability The extent to which a novice user can find how to use the interface of a
system to complete specific tasks. One of the five UI Usability Evaluation criteria.
17, 28, 294, see also UI usability evaluation criteria
Mediator Multiple meanings. An artefact or object that is used in order to produce an
effect on one’s activity, or to extend or manage the nature of another artefact or
object. In HCI, an action or activity is mediated by a system when the mediating
system is used to influence or support how the action is performed. In security,
mediating technologies act as intermediary between the artefacts and activities they
mediate, and allow for limiting how the two mediated entities interact. 4, 13, 15,
39, 64, 65, 67, see also mediator
Memorability The ability of a user to remember how to use the features of an interface
to perform the tasks they want. One of the five UI Usability Evaluation criteria.
17, 160, 294, see also UI usability evaluation criteria
Mode error A type of error that occurs when a system provides two modes of operation,
and the user inadvertently operates within the one which she is not interested in.
For instance, the ‘shift’ key on a keyboard triggers the capital letters mode. Mode
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errors can be avoided by requiring constant physical effort of the user to access the
least-frequently used mode. 119, 120, 189, 231, 255, 256, 258, 259, 265
Non-purposeful computing is a topic of third-wave HCI, that contrasts with task-oriented
computing. It is the routine leisure usage of computers with no task to fulfill or
performance goal. For instance, browsing websites with no need for information, or
playing games, are forms of non-purposeful computing. These practices can be witnessed in the wild, but understanding them in laboratory settings is contradictory,
as being a study participant already involves a purpose for interacting. 15, 18, 65,
66, 68, 293
Non-response bias A type of study design flaw where the results of a survey or study are
not ecologically representative of the general population, because the participant
recruitment method enticed one category of people to respond more – or less –
than others to the recruitment advert. For instance, people who are very worried
about privacy may feel more inclined to joining a study about privacy risks online.
Deception can be used when recruiting participants to avoid this bias. 148, 153, 288
Open coding . 289, see Grounded Theory
Operation One of several analytical levels in Activity Theory. Operations are atomic
actions performed by the user onto the user interface of a system, e.g. typing a
letter onto a keyboard or clicking a button. Composed together, they form actions.
Operations can be a useful analytical level for performance evaluations of physical
interfaces. 287, see also Activity Theory
Participatory design A method of design which includes the stakeholders for whom the
design is intended in the decision made as part of the design process. Traditional
design gathers requirements and then lets experts decide alone how to turn them into
a designed artefact, which is then evaluated with users. In contrast, participatory
design ensures that users weigh in on design decisions rather than merely provide
use feedback during evaluation. 84, 142, 146, 147, 152, 209, 236, 237, 251, 288, 290
Phenomenologically-situated HCI A branch of HCI that adheres to the ideas of ethnomethodology and the phenomenological concept of subjective experience of the
world. It focuses on studying how computing is made meaningful or experienced,
and gives a more prominent role to non-scientific research than traditional positivist
HCI HCI as part of its commitment to acknowledging the subjectivity of knowledge
construction. This family of HCI likes to study practices in-the-wild, processes of
appropriation and sensemaking, rather than merely usability. see subsection 2.1.2,
17–19, 51–53, 57, 58, 66, 70, 71, 85, 180, 288, 292
Phronesis Defined by Flyvbjerg (2001) as “wisdom about ethical matters”. It is a type
of knowledge, subjective in nature, about what is desirable and what is harmful for
oneself or others. In HCI, the term is used to argue that HCI needs to set goals for
itself in terms of the impact it has on people’s lives. 18, see also HCI Paradigms
Positivist HCI Positivism is a philosophy which argues knowledge about the world is
objective and stable. In positivism, the meaning of things is not a subjective construct proper to every individual, but is a properties of them. Thus, the meaning of
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an object (such as a chair) is unique, and it is either understood by actors or isn’t.
Phenomenologists oppose positivism and would argue that, for instance, someone
born in a culture where people sit directly on the floor, may see a chair as be a
confusing, perharps artistic form of table and may legitimately confer it a different meaning than someone who isn’t. Positivism manifests its influence in the way
most HCI knowledge is produced: under controlled conditions (often in laboratory
settings) using the scientific method, so as to make this knowledge objective and
positive. see subsection 2.1.2, 17, 18, 51, 52, 57, 86, 291, 293
Practice A process through which individuals experience the world and their engagement
in it as being meaningful, as Wenger (1998) says. Practice differs from usage in that
it is sustained and is meaningful to the practitioner (it helps them achieve a purpose
or provides enjoyment, fulfillment, etc.). Practice presumes appropriation, and
studying the practices of a user population in-the-wild can inform on the usefulness
of some computer systems beyond their originally expected use context. 290
Present-at-hand One of two modes of use of equipment in Heidegger (1927)’s philosophy.
In the present-at-hand mode, people use the equipment in a reflexive, rationalised
way: they need to consciously think every operation they want to perform and how
to use the equipment to reach their goal. Present-at-hand use occurs when learning
or teaching how to use equipment, deliberately, or when interaction breakdowns
occur. 26, 27, 70, 71, 289, see also ready-to-hand
Ready-to-hand One of two modes of use of equipment in Heidegger (1927)’s philosophy.
In the ready-to-hand mode, people use the equipment unconsciously, without needing to consciously think about how the equipment must be manipulated to produce
a desired outcome. For instance, a blind person does not need to think about the
distance between them and the end of their white cane to avoid obstacles. Likewise,
a computer user does not normally reflect upon how their mouse moves on a desk,
but rather focus on operating menus and widgets. 26, 28, 70, 71, 289, see also
present-at-hand
Reconfiguration A system is reconfigurable if it exposes its internal structure to users,
so they may adapt it to their current situation of use, or compose the system’s
capabilities themselves to fulfill their goal at hand. Reconfigurations are a concept
found in Situated Action, and also in Dourish (2004)’s theory of context. 14, 16,
28, 72, 81, 82, 84, 188, see also Situated Action
Response bias A general term for a variety of cognitive biases participants of a study
might exhibit, including social desirability bias and demand characteristic bias. 148,
288
Setting The settings of an interaction are the external elements surrounding the interacting user(s) and artefact(s), which both influence the interaction and are influenced
by the interaction. Settings are under the control of acting users, unlike arenas
who are the part of their environment that is imposed upon them by other actors.
This concept differs from context in that it does not encompass the personal history
of experiences of the actor, but only the material and social environnement of the
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interaction. 15–17, 19, 25, 36, 39, 41, 53, 64, 65, 70, 71, 81, 84, 86, 102, 119, 123,
138, 201, 290, 293, see also context
Situated Action A model of how people interact with machines that is inspired by ethnomethodology and is a critique of positivist HCI. In SA, human action is seen as
situated within the particular circumstances of a situation to the extent that it is
impossible to understand and explain action outside of its situation of occurrence.
The settings, arenas and contexts of the acting human play a role in what they
do and how they do it. Suchman (1987) also sees computers as incapable of interaction with humans as they lack turn-taking and common sense making abilities.
This implies that they must be made to be reconfigurable so that users can resolve communicative breakdowns and adapt computers to their own situations. see
section 2.1.3, 13, 15, 18, 22, 23, 40, 97, 133, 142, 287–289, 292
Situation . 287, 292, 293, see setting
Social context The social context of an interaction is the immediate physical and social
settings in which people experience and interact with technologies. It includes
the user’s cultural background, the other people affected by or surrounding her
interaction, and the institutions or arenas within which interaction occurs. 41, 117
Social desirability bias A type of bias where a participant will be dishonest when asked
a question to which her truthful answer would make her appear undesirable or
immoral. It can be an issue in security research where participants may be eager
to show that they ‘know security’ instead of performing their usual practices and
revealing the insecure interactions researchers were interested in discovering. 148,
153, 175, 176, 292, see also deception
Stratified sampling Stratified sampling is a method of sampling that attributes each potential participant into subpopulation based on considered characteristics (e.g. age,
gender, socio-economic status), and that ensures the proportion of participants of
each subpopulation in the final sample is ecologically representative of the propositions in the population being studied. It increases ecological validity and ensures
diversity in samples. 141
Subjective satisfaction A measure of whether users representative of a population enjoy
using an evaluated interface. It is meant to encompass aspects of the UX that are not
part of traditional usability. Satisfaction is often tested for through multiple LickertScale questions in a post-study setting. One of the five UI Usability Evaluation
criteria. 294, see also UI usability evaluation criteria
System usability scale A questionnaire aimed at providing a rough estimation of how
usable a system is found by its users. Mostly useful for cross-comparisons of the
same product to validate the utility of a usability intervention (Brooke, 1996). 17,
147, 266, 267, 269, 270
Task . see action
Task-oriented computing The topic of first- and second-wave HCI and common in the
workplace. It encompasses the contexts of use in which people need to get something specific done (as opposed to non-purposeful computing). In task-oriented
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computing, designers craft UIs for the different operations that compose the desired
tasks, and they can evaluate their design by means of task completion or time to
completion metrics. 66, 67, 291
Thematic analysis A family of methods used to extract meaning out of text, by identifying recurring topics relevant to a research method. Thematic analyses can be
inductive (themes are derived from data) or deductive (a theory’s themes are applied to the dataset). Thematic analysis relies heavily on researcher interpretation..
159, 181
UI usability evaluation criteria Proposed by Nielsen (1993), the most common method
for evaluating user interfaces. There are five of them: memorability, learnability,
efficiency, absence of errors, and subjective satisfaction. The criteria put together
evaluate the usability of an interface, with participants representative of a specified
user base (as opposed to user experience evaluations). This method is fit especially
for task-oriented computing. The criteria do not embody all aspects of appropriation
or UX. 31
Usability The dominant topic of HCI. The fact for a system to efficiently fulfill the tasks
it is designed for, with little effort to learn and remember it or use it, and with
limited occurrences of errors. Usability is always scoped in the context of a specific
user population, specific use contexts and specific tasks to be performed. Hence
a system cam be unusable for its intended purpose, but appropriated by users for
other purposes and still provide valuable user experiences. Not to confuse with
utility or UX. 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 22, 27, 29–33, 40, 52, 56, 58, 61, 63–67, 69, 71–73,
78–80, 82, 83, 85, 100, 116, 117, 120, 121, 123, 138, 145, 147, 153, 156, 157, 160, 162,
174, 175, 180–182, 184, 186, 188, 189, 197, 199–202, 206, 210–218, 222, 224–228,
233, 291, 293
UX The value and affects that a user gains and experiences through interaction with
artefact. User experience encompasses more than usability: it includes what users
gain out of interaction, and how they feel about it. UX Design is an emerging
discipline, and there are divergences over the definition of UX. See Law et al. (2008)
for a systematic review of existing definitions. 19, 58, 59, 62, 68, 69, 82, 83, 86, 122,
130, 141, 156, 157, 164, 166–168, 175, 176, 225, 293, 294
Value-sensitive design A design method invented by Friedman (1996), which focuses on
discovering the values of involved stakeholders, and highlighting conflicts between
values. VSD can be employed to understand why products don’t become adopted,
or to help resolve conflicts in situations where stakeholders have diverging interests.
9, 44, 155, 157–159, 168, 174
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B. Glossary of Computer Security Terms
Access control The fact of applying rules to decide whether a subject should be allowed
to access an object, based on its access privileges encoded in a policy or on its
capabilities. Access control is performed by first authenticating subjects, and then
authorising their requests. 5, 9, 10, 40, 41, 57, 58, 66, 97, 101, 103, 109, 112, 113,
116, 118, 125, 181, 197, 199, 200, 218, 222, 230, 240, 295–298, 375, 385–388
Activity confinement The fact of isolating groups of processes and files from one another,
so that the files and processes grouped together are all relevant to the same activity
performed by the user. Requires a representation of users’ activities. 87, 97, 100,
103, 104, 117, 120, 121, 131, 133
Ambient authority Designates access control models where subjects are granted privileges on objects by querying objects’ names, based on their identity. The contrary
of ambiant authority is when subjects are given capabilities as they come into existence, and only access resources linked to those capabilities. Accessing files via
security by designation is one such form for a confined process to gain a capability
for a specific file. 87, 95–97, 127, 297
Application-level security Designates security mechanisms implemented directly within
an application, and under the control of the application’s developer. Compartmentalisation systems are a type of application-level confinement, as opposed to sandboxes which are OS-level. Application-level models require application developers
to not be malicious. 88, 94, 95
Attack surface The quantity, among all valuable assets on a system (i.e. user data, or
computer resources), of assets that an attacker would be able to control or compromise during an attack. A higher attack surface means that more assets are
compromised by the attack. 5
AV Security mechanisms which detect and eliminate malware based on their binary
signature or process behavioural heuristics (like HIDSs would do). 96
Botnet A network of infected machines which respond to the infecting party’s orders,
typically used to carry out coordinated attacks over the Internet. 4, 385
Boundary In security by isolation, refers to the perimeter within which isolated agents
have free reign, and across which all forms of communication are mediated. 7
Capability Multiple meanings. In threat modelling, the fact for an adversary to have the
means to perform an action, e.g. being capable of performing Man-In-The-Middle
(MITM) attacks. In access control, a capability is a special permission to perform a
specific action on a specific object, which can be granted to subjects and delegated,
which cannot be forged, and which can be revoked at any time. 92
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CFI A method of ensuring that processes do not run malicious code, by building a
model of how control is supposed to flow in the process under normal operating
conditions, and monitoring at runtime that the process does not deviate from this
model. CFI usually requires compiler support, and therefore access to source code.
It also assumes that applications are not intrinsically malicious. 96, 97
Container A type of confinement system, which is built on top of namespaces, a feature
integrated into OS kernels. Namespaced OSs provide SCIs which are aware of the
namespace tied to a process, and only let the process view files and processes within
the namespace’s scope. Containers use namespace capabilities to implement process
confinement by isolating processes in different namespaces. see section 4.3, 105, 298,
see also process confinement
Content confinement The fact of isolating processes based on the files they open, and
the origin of those files. Content-based confinement was invented by Moshchuk et al.
(2012), but remains an under-researched model. 104
DTE An extension of MAC systems which defines access privileges from domains to
types of objects. Subjects are assigned a domain, as well as rules to transition
from a domain to another. This model allows e.g. limiting the privileges of an
administrator account after starting a computer session, which is beneficial in case
of remote takeover of the session. 109, 118
Exploit Manually crafted data which, when processed by a specific process, exploits a
vulnerability in its code to execute a malicious payload. Exploits serve the same
purpose as malware, but they run with the privileges of the exploited process. 87,
88, 94, 96, 106, 116, 118, 123, 124, 296
HIDS Security mechanisms which analyse the behaviour of local processes to detect
anomalies, analogous with the intrusion of malicious code (either through malware
or exploits). 95, 96, 295
Integrity A security property. An entity that withholds integrity is one that cannot be
altered by unauthorised adversaries. 297
IPS Security mechanisms which protect from intrusions by actively applying a policy
that prevents malicious actions from occurring in the first place, or by detecting
them and halting compromised processes. 95, 96, 119
MAC A model of access control where a central authority decides which subjects can
access which objects. In contrast, discretionary access control lets owners of an
object decide who can access it. Mandatory access control is the dominant model
for OS confinement systems. 105, 109, 118, 119, 239, 296, 298, 386
Malware Piece of code logic which benefits a malicious third-party, rather than the user.
Malware may disrupt the functioning of the system, steal computing resources, or
alter, destroy or steal user data. process confinement systems aim to reduce the
scope of user data and resources exposed to malware. 4, 5, 7, 87, 95, 96, 105, 140,
296, 297, 385
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Mediator A security mechanism which monitors and controls interaction between two
entities (e.g. two processes, or an API and a process) in order to implement a
security logic. Originates in the complete mediation security principle (Saltzer and
Schroeder, 1975). 5, 66, 68, 78, 81, 98, 102, 108, 110, 128, 175, 179, 203, 226, 297,
see also mediator
MITM An attack whereby a malicious third-party takes control of a communication
channel and intercepts all communication between two parties, with the ability to
read, replay or alter the messages being exchanged. 295
Over-entitlement The fact for a subject to be granted privileges that it does not actually need and make use of. Over-entitlement typically occurs because policies
give excessive privileges or are not kept up-to-date as privilege needs decrease. 87,
206–208, 210, 212, 214–218, 223, 225
Overlay filesystem A type of filesystem where layers can be added on top of the existing
filesystem, so that modifications done within that layer do not affect the original
filesystem. Overlay filesystems can be used to ensure user file integrity from sandboxed processes, or confidentiality for files created within a sandbox, from processes
in other sandboxes. 114, 201
Principle of Least Privilege A design principle for secure systems, which states that
any acting subject (users, processes, third-party systems) should only be granted
the privileges that it needs in order to operate, and no more. This principle can
complicate appropriation, as appropriation is based on the ability to transform the
capabilities of a system and use it differently from anticipated. 81, 82, 88, 97, 118,
123, 124, 228
Privilege The authority to perform an action. For instance, camera applications are
granted the privilege to access a smartphone’s camera peripheral. File search utilities are granted the privilege of reading any file to search its content. Privileges
imply the presence of unprivileged subjects in a system mediated by an access control policy. 5, 87, 88, 95, 99, 113, 116, 200, 239, 297, 298
Privilege escalation The fact, for a process with limited , to illegally obtain new privileges by exploiting the ambient authority of a more privileged process, or by exploiting a fault in the security mechanisms that limit its privileges. 107–109, 124
Process confinement The fact of isolating processes or groups of processes from the
rest of the OS and of applying an access control policy to their communication with
the outside world. Process confinement can be established on a case by case or
systematic basis, and it can be enforced by the OS or under the user’s control (e.g.
userland sandboxes). see section 4.2, 5, 97, 99–101, 103, 105, 131, 133, 179, 295,
296, 298
Ransomware A type of malware which encrypts users’ files and documents, and then
asks for a ransom in exchange for providing the decryption key. Ransomware has
become commonplace, and multiple global-scale attacks occurred in 2017. 4, 140,
200
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RBAC A model of access control where subjects are assigned a role, and roles are assigned
privileges onto objects. This model factorises policies when many subjects require
the same privileges. RBAC is a type of MAC. 109, 298
Sandbox A sandbox is an implementation of the process confinement model. Sandboxes
may use any technique such as virtualisation, containers or system call interposition
to implement the confinement model. see section 4.3, 5, 105, 297, see also process
confinement
Security by designation A model for security where the access control decision engine
monitors actions performed by users on trusted paths and deduces from those actions
which privileges should be granted to the unprivileged process users were acting on
behalf of. Introduced by Yee (2004). 99, 126, 240, 247, 295
Security-usability tradeoff An urban legend (Sasse et al., 2016). Security and usability
can both be obtained as system properties when they are both correctly included in
the requirements engineering phase of the system’s design. Many security and some
usable security researchers perpetuate this myth, which is convenient in excusing
faulty, non-user-centred design processes. 200, 218
Social engineering A family of attacks that rely on psychological traits of humans to
trick them into endangering themselves. For instance, phishing is a type of social
engineering attack. 7, 95
System call interposition A type of security mediation implementation for OS processes. All system calls made by the process are intercepted, and a policy engine
decides if they should be allowed or denied. Not to be confused with System Call
Interface (SCI). 107, 108, 114, 116, 298
Systematic sandboxing This term is used in this thesis to denote application sandboxes
that are configured to ensure the application is always run within the sandbox, so
that it is always subject to the security policy of the sandbox. 99
TCB The security mechanisms of a system which must never fail in order for the system
to maintain its desired security state. As security mechanisms may contain fault,
a smaller TCB is usually synonymous with fewer vulnerabilities in the mechanisms
themselves. 89, 105–107, 116, 118
Trusted path A property that states that two entities are both able to send and receive
messages with the guarantee that they are not altered on the communication channel
in use. 99, 298, see also integrity
Userland Code which is run with user privileges on an OS, rather than with the full
privileges of its kernel. 145
VM A software emulation of physical OS interfaces. Virtual machines are used to run
additional OSs as userland processes. VMs can be used to isolate a process, as it
will be using the emulated OS’s SCI and won’t see outside processes or data. 105,
106, 119, 298
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C. Acronyms
ABI Application Binary Interface. 107
AI Artificial Intelligence. 22
API Application Programming Interface. 90, 92, 93, 97, 116, 125, 128, 129, 140, 203,
211, 229, 230, 252, 254, 256, 297, 383
ASLR Address Space Layout Randomisation. 96
CFG Control Flow Graph. 96
CLI command-line interface. 130, 243, 244, 248, 258, 262, 263, 375
DE Desktop Environment. 87, 97, 99, 109, 118, 119, 122, 123, 131, 146, 147, 159, 169,
179, 199, 202, 240, 252, 257, 259, 391, 392, 394
FOSS Free and Open Source Software. 141
GTK+ GIMP Toolkit. 202, 204
GUI graphical user interface. 101, 131, 202, 204, 240, 244, 260, 385
HCI Human-Machine Interaction. 221, 233, 266, 289, 291, 294
IL Integrity Level. 127
IPC Inter-Process Communication. 89–91, 93, 103, 108, 116, 127, 140, 241, 243, 254,
385
IT Information Technology. 6
LSM Linux Security Module. 109
LXC Linux Containers. 107, 122
OS operating system. 3–8, 52, 59, 61, 66, 67, 87–90, 92–95, 97–100, 102, 104–111, 113,
114, 117–120, 124–127, 129–132, 137, 139–141, 150, 153, 155, 156, 174, 176, 179,
199, 204, 206, 208, 212, 225, 226, 229–231, 233, 237, 240, 247, 248, 252–254, 257,
260, 264, 266, 269, 275, 279–281, 283, 295–298, 383, 385–390
PC personal computer. 4
PIM Personal Information Management. 138
PKI Public Key Infrastructure. 14, 29, 31
SCI System Call Interface. 66, 105–109, 113, 296, 298
UAC User Account Control. 127
UI user interface. 10, 17, 29, 53, 54, 63–65, 67–69, 92, 97, 105, 107, 113, 114, 117, 122,
123, 126–128, 130, 139, 158, 160, 208, 211, 225, 240, 244, 247, 248, 252, 254–259,
261–264, 277, 283, 287, 294, 383, 385, 387, 390
USec Usable Security. 266, 270
VMM Virtual Machine Monitor. 105, 263
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Information Sheet for

in Research Studies

You will be given a copy of this information sheet.
Title of Project:

Field Study on Linux Multitasking – Part 1

This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee (Project ID Number):
Name

Steve Dodier-Lazaro

Work Address

UCL Computer Science
MPEB 6.07
25 Gower Street, WC1E 6BT
London, United Kingdom

Contact Details

6079/001

s.dodier-lazaro@ucl.ac.uk

Thank you for your interest in our research project. It is up to you to decide if you would like to proceed. This
document will explain what the research is about so you can make an informed decision whether you want to
proceed. This project contains 2 parts. You are now invited to participate in part 1. You can choose later whether to
participate in part 2.
Details of Study: I study the ways in which people multitask with their computer. Specifically, how you perform
multiple tasks concurrently, and how often your tasks are interrupted and resumed. I will collect data (see list below)
on your personal computer about the applications you use, for a period of about 3 weeks. This will allow me to
understand how often, how much and how you multitask. I will use the data to test if machine learning algorithms
are able to reconstruct your multitasking patterns as well as a human.
After the data collection, I will invite you for a 1-hour interview about how you use your computer. The interview will
be done at UCL, or via Skype or Google Hangout based on your preferences. I will record and transcribe the
interview, as a standard research practice to avoid missing or misinterpreting your answers. The audio recording
files will be transferred from the recording devices to a UCL server which is only accessible to me, and erased from
the original recording devices right after the interview. The recording files will be erased from the server after the
transcription has taken place, and the transcripts will also be kept on that server.
If you decide to participate to part 2 later on, you will be proposed to use an application to help you avoid
interruptions and issues when multitasking, based on the results of the data collection. You will be able to propose
changes to the software and you will decide how you want to use it and it can be made more useful for you.
To be eligible, you must:


be an independent adult at least 18 years old



Speak English fluently and be a resident of the European Union



actively use the computer used for the study for 3 weeks, at least 5 hours per week (you will be paid for
each day when the collection software was active)



use Ubuntu (12.04 LTS, 14.04, 14.10 or 15.04) or Debian (stable version) as a Linux distribution



use Xfce 4, Unity or GNOME 3 installed (version matching your distribution)



use either Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox as a Web browser



be the only user of your Linux account (if you share an account with family members, you should not
participate as I am unable to collect their consent)

What data do I collect? I will install a piece of software on your computer, based on GNOME Zeitgeist (a data
collection framework used by Ubuntu), that will record which applications you use and the filenames of documents
you open and save (the content is not recorded). I will record which windows are open at the same time, in which
workspaces and how you switch between them. I will also record the titles of open windows and visited web pages
(but not their content). I will record the title and message of error and warning dialogs to identify the causes of task
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interruptions. Metadata will be collected about your clipboard (but not the clipboard content). Finally, I will record
when your computer is active and inactive (to calculate your reward). I do not record the content of your documents,
your private conversations or emails, or what you type on your keyboard.
How to control what gets collected? The data is collected locally on your computer, and you are provided with an
application (the UCL Study Journal) to view and delete events at any time prior to sending it over to UCL. You can
also use the UCL Study Privacy Settings to temporarily or permanently suspend the collection of data related to a
file or app you don't want us to know about. You can also delete previously collected data.
If you share your computer with other people, the data collection software will impact the performance of the system
when they use it, because it collects data. The data is collected separately for each user, so you will not be able to
send and I will not be able to obtain other users' data. You can prevent the performance impact for other users by
making them turn off data collection using the UCL Study Privacy Settings.
You can send the collected data to UCL by using the UCL Study Manager App. It will tell you how many days you
have completed and how many more days before you can send the data.
Your data will only be consulted by the researchers involved with this project, and by people mandated by UCL for
PhD examination purposes. I may invite future collaborators from other academic institutions to help me with the
analysis, but your data will never be shared with businesses or with non-academic institutions.
If the data I collect contains evidence of illegal activities, I will not report such activities except for two cases. Under
the UK Terrorism Act 2000, I have a duty to report on the preparation or performance of terrorist activities. I will
report evidence of ongoing activities or plans to commit activities that put people in immediate and critical danger
(such as ongoing domestic abuse, or plans to rape or assault someone). In situations where nobody is in danger
any longer, I will not report on any illegal activity.
What happens to my collected data? The data is stored at all times on a private server in a location accessible
only from within the UCL network. The data collected on your computer is sent via an encrypted connection to that
server (via our participant website), and the data collected during interviews is manually transferred to the server
right after the interview (and all recording equipment wiped). Only I and a handful of colleagues have the necessary
credentials to access this server and read your data. The data will be deleted as soon as the research project is
over and its results have been published. It will be kept until June 2017 at the latest. If you decide that you want to
withdraw from the study earlier than this data, you can contact me to have me delete your data.
Benefits of the study for you: completing part 1 will make you eligible for part 2, in which you will be able to test a
new application designed to help you multitask. You will be able to keep using the application after part 2. I will also
answer any question you have after you have completed the study or withdrawn.
Remuneration: you will be paid for each part you decide to participate to, as follows. Payments can be made in
cash (to collect in London), Amazon vouchers and (provisional) Paypal transfers.
Part 1:
£1.5 per day of data collected (at least £5 and up to £30)
£20 for coming to the mid-project interview
Part 2:
£1.5 per day during tool use (up to £40)
£10 for coming to the debriefing interview
Opting out: If you don't want to proceed to part 2, or if you change your mind and want to quit at any point during
part 1, it will not affect how you are treated as a participant and will not affect the promised reward for your
participation so far (I will pay you for each day of data that you decide to send me – if you decide to send no data I
will pay you a minimum compensation of £5). If you change your mind and would like me to remove some of your
collected data, or to withdraw entirely from the study, you can do so at any time by sending me an email at s.dodierlazaro@ucl.ac.uk. You do not have to provide any justification, although it would be helpful to improve future studies
and appreciated.
Please note that I cannot delete results that were published in academic venues and based on your data, however
these results will never contain personally identifiable information.
How to proceed:
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Install the software on your computer (instructions on the study website)



Enter your participant code in the UCL Study Manager



Use your computer for the next 3 weeks (you are paid based on how often you use it)



Verify the content of the data to be uploaded, or make changes with the UCL Study Journal



Upload the data using the UCL Study Manager



Wait for me to contact you to schedule the debriefing interview and arrange your payment, or contact me
directly at s.dodier-lazaro@ucl.ac.uk if you prefer



Come to the scheduled interview, or connect on Skype/Google Hangout at the agreed time



Retrieve your payment and inform me if you would like to proceed to the second part of the study.

All data will be collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. It will be stored within UCL at all times and
deleted within three years of being collected. This research study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee.

NOTES TO REC:
Ubuntu, Debian, GNOME, Xfce, Unity, etc. are the names of applications in the Linux ecosystem, that all potential
participants are familiar with. These are the applications that my software is compatible with, so we can only recruit
participants who use those. The list is still changing as I am currently developing the software, so I cannot provide a
final list of eligible versions.
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Information Sheet for

in Research Studies

You will be given a copy of this information sheet.
Title of Project:

Field Study on Linux Multitasking and Security Habits – Part 2

This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee (Project ID Number):
Name

Steve Dodier-Lazaro

Work Address

UCL Computer Science
MPEB 6.07
25 Gower Street, WC1E 6BT
London, United Kingdom

Contact Details

6079/001

s.dodier-lazaro@ucl.ac.uk

Thank you for your interest in our research project. It is up to you to decide if you would like to proceed. This
document will explain what the research is about so you can make an informed decision whether you want to
proceed. This project contains 2 parts. You have already completed part 1. You are now invited to participate in
part 2.
Details of Study: In this part, I am interested in observing how you will decide to use a security tool to protect
your computer and your data from attackers. A sandbox is a tool that allows you to run a program in a constrained
environment, like a jail or an observation ward. When the program runs in a sandbox, it is unable to modify the
rest of the operating system and it is unable to make persistent changes to your system. You can also configure it
to prevent the program from reading your files or using your Internet connection.
I will provide you with a rudimentary sandboxing tool, and you will be able to use it, when you want to, for the next
4 weeks (or longer if you want to continue using the tool after you reached the maximum reward for this part of the
study). If you feel that the tool is not useful, you do not have to use it to obtain your reward. It is entirely up to you
to decide when you want to use it, rather than up to me.
You can contact me at any time to share your impressions, suggestions and problems with the tool. I will reguarly
contact you and discuss your use of the tool with you.
After 2 or 3 weeks, I will introduce a group communication medium, so you can communicate with the other
participants if you want to. This medium should be used to write about what the sandbox can be used for, like you
would explain someone how to use a tool they have never used before. I will give more specific instructions at the
time the medium will be introduced. Again, your participation is optional and up to you.
You will also be able to make short video records of your tool usage, if you find it more convenient for
communication or if you want to showcase a complex use case.
After 5 weeks, I will invite you for a 1-hour interview about how you use your computer. The interview will be done
at UCL, or via Skype or Google Hangout based on your preferences. I will record and transcribe the interview, as
a standard research practice to avoid missing or misinterpreting your answers. Recordings will be transferred to a
UCL server which is only accessible to me and deleted from the devices right after the interview. I will erase those
recordings after the transcription has taken place and transcripts will also be kept on a private server at UCL.
To be eligible, you must:


be an independent adult at least 18 years old



Speak English fluently and be a resident of the European Union



actively use the computer used for the study for 3 weeks, at least 5 hours per week (you will be paid for
each day when the collection software was active)



use Ubuntu (12.04 LTS, 14.04, 14.10 or 15.04) or Debian (stable version) as a Linux distribution



use Xfce 4, Unity or GNOME 3 installed (version matching your distribution)
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use either Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox as a Web browser



be the only user of your Linux account (if you share an account with family members, you should not
participate as I am unable to collect their consent)



have participated in Part 1 of the same study

What data do I collect? The data collection app will still be running. Here is a reminder of what it records: the
which applications you use and the filenames of documents you open and save; which windows are open at the
same time, in which workspaces and how you switch between them; the titles of open windows and visited web
pages; the title and message of error and warning dialogs; clipboard metadata; when your computer is active and
inactive.
The sandbox app may also record some metadata about how it is used, such as the options you selected or
where it was launched from.
How to control what gets collected? The data is collected locally on your computer, and you are provided with
an application (the UCL Study Journal) to view and delete events at any time prior to sending it over to UCL. You
can also use the UCL Study Privacy Settings to temporarily or permanently suspend the collection of data related
to a file or app you don't want us to know about. You can also delete any event collected in the past hour, day, etc.
If you share your computer with other people, the data collection software will impact the performance of the
system when they use it, because it collects data. The data is collected separately for each user, so you will not be
able to send and I will not be able to obtain other users' data. You can prevent the performance impact for other
users by making them turn off data collection using the UCL Study Privacy Settings.
You can send the collected data to UCL by using the UCL Study Uploading App. It will tell you how many days you
have completed and how many more days before you can send the data. The connection is encrypted.
Note that you will not be able to visualise, edit or remove the data collected about the sandbox settings directly
from the UCL apps. This is because the sandbox tool will change over the course of the study depending on your
feedback. I cannot predict the changes that you and the other participants will ask me to do, and so I will be
unable to adapt the other apps in real time. You will be able to remove some data manually by emailing me
instructions to delete.
Your data will only be consulted by the researchers involved with this project, and by people mandated by UCL for
PhD examination purposes. I may invite future collaborators from other academic institutions to help me with the
analysis, but your data will never be shared with businesses or with non-academic institutions.
If the data I collect contains evidence of illegal activities, I will not report such activities except for two cases.
Under the UK Terrorism Act 2000, I have a duty to report on the preparation or performance of terrorist activities. I
will report evidence of ongoing activities or plans to commit activities that put people in immediate and critical
danger (such as ongoing domestic abuse, or plans to rape or assault someone). In situations where nobody is in
danger any longer, I will not report on any illegal activity.
What happens to my collected data? The data is stored at all times on a private server in a location accessible
only from within the UCL network. The data collected on your computer is sent via an encrypted connection to that
server (via our participant website), and the data collected during interviews is manually transferred to the server
right after the interview (and all recording equipment wiped). Only I and a handful of colleagues (who bound to
respect the same confidentiality agreements as me) have the necessary credentials to access this server and
read your data. The data will be deleted as soon as the research project is over and its results have been
published. It will be kept until June 2017 at the latest. If you decide that you want to withdraw from the study earlier
than this data, you can contact me to have me delete your data.
Benefits of the study for you: You will be able to keep using the application after part 2. I will provide you with
advice, based on your uses, on how to best use the sandbox to stay secure. I will help you identify threats that you
are exposed to and propose you countermeasures based on my security expertise.
Remuneration: you will be paid as follows:
£1.5 per day during tool use (up to £40)
£10 for coming to the debriefing interview
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Payments can be made in cash (to collect in London), Amazon vouchers and (provisional) Paypal transfers.
Opting out: If you change your mind and want to quit at any point, it will not affect how you are treated as a
participant and will not affect the promised reward for your participation so far (I will pay you for each day of data
that you decide to send me – if you decide to send no data I will pay you a minimum compensation of £5). If you
change your mind and would like me to remove some of your collected data, or to withdraw entirely from the
study, you can do so at any time by sending me an email at s.dodier-lazaro@ucl.ac.uk. You do not have to provide
any justification, although it would be helpful to improve future studies and appreciated.
Please note that I cannot delete results that were published in academic venues and based on your data, however
these results will never contain personally identifiable information.
How to proceed: Instructions on how to install the sandbox tool are available online on the study website. You
should keep the data collection app previously provided to you, and install the sandbox tool. Contact me if you
experience difficulties.
All data will be collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. It will be stored within UCL at all times and
deleted within three years of being collected. This research study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee.
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UCL RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE

APPLICATION FORM
SECTION A
A1
A1

APPLICATION DETAILS

Project Title: Field study on security attitudes and multitasking habits of Linux users
Date of Submission:

07/01/2015

UCL Ethics Project ID Number:

6079/001

Proposed Start Date: 01/02/2015 (pilot) - 01/04/2015 (actual)
Proposed End Date: 31/06/2015

If this is an application for classroom research as distinct from independent study courses, please provide
the following additional details:
Course Title:

A2
A2

Course Number:

Principal Researcher
Please note that a student – undergraduate, postgraduate or research postgraduate cannot be the Principal Researcher for Ethics
purposes.
Full Name: Jens Krinke
Position Held: Senior Lecturer

MPEB 5.06
UCL Department of Computer Science
Malet Place WC1E 6BT London
Address:

Telephone:

j.krinke@ucl.ac.uk
+44 (0)20 7679 7754

Fax:

N/A

Email:

Declaration To be Signed by the Principal Researcher


I have met with and advised the student on the ethical aspects of this project design (applicable only if the
Principal Researcher is not also the Applicant).



I understand that it is a UCL requirement for both students & staff researchers to undergo Disclosure and
Barring Service (DBS) Checks when working in controlled or regulated activity with children, young people or
vulnerable adults. The required DBS Check Disclosure Number(s) is:



I have obtained approval from the UCL Data Protection Officer stating that the research project is compliant
with the Data Protection Act 1998. My Data Protection Registration Number is: Z6364106/2014/12/82



I am satisfied that the research complies with current professional, departmental and university guidelines
including UCL’s Risk Assessment Procedures and insurance arrangements.



I undertake to complete and submit the ‘Continuing Review Approval Form’ on an annual basis to the UCL
Research Ethics Committee.



I will ensure that changes in approved research protocols are reported promptly and are not initiated
without approval by the UCL Research Ethics Committee, except when necessary to eliminate apparent
immediate hazards to the participant.



I will ensure that all adverse or unforeseen problems arising from the research project are reported in a
timely fashion to the UCL Research Ethics Committee.



I will undertake to provide notification when the study is complete and if it fails to start or is abandoned.

SIGNATURE:

A3
A3

DATE:

Applicant(s) Details (if Applicant is not the Principal Researcher e.g. student details):
Steve Dodier-Lazaro

Full Name:

Mphil/PhD Student in UCL Computer Science
MPEB 6.07
Email:
s.dodier-lazaro@cs.ucl.ac.uk
UCL Department of Computer Science
Telephone: 07572546209
Malet Place WC1E 6BT London
Fax:
N/A

Position Held:
Address:
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A4
A4

Sponsor/ Other Organisations Involved and Funding
a)

Sponsor:
UCL
Other institution
If your project is sponsored by an institution other than UCL please provide details:

N/A

b)

Other Organisations: If your study involves another organisation, please provide details. Evidence that the relevant authority has
given permission should be attached or confirmation provided that this will be available upon request. N/A

c)

Funding: What are the sources of funding for this study and will the study result in financial payment or payment in kind to the
department or College? If study is funded solely by UCL this should be stated, the section should not be left blank. UCL – Steve

Dodier-Lazaro's research budget
A5

Signature of Head of Department or Chair of the Departmental Ethics Committee
(This must not be the same signature as the Principal Researcher)

I have discussed this project with the principal researcher who is suitably qualified to carry out this
research and I approve it. The project is registered with the UCL Data Protection Officer, a formal
signed risk assessment form has been completed, and appropriate insurance arrangements are in
place. Links to details of UCL's policies on data protection, risk assessment, and insurance arrangements can be found at:
http://ethics.grad.ucl.ac.uk/procedures.php

UCL is required by law to ensure that researchers undergo a Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS)
Check if their research project puts them in a position of trust with children under 18 or vulnerable
adults.
*HEAD OF DEPARTMENT TO DELETE BELOW AS APPLICABLE*

I am satisfied that checks:

( 1 ) have been satisfactorily completed
( 2 ) have been initiated
( 3 ) are not required

If checks are not required please clarify why below.

Chair’s Action Recommended:

Yes

No

A recommendation for Chair’s action can be based only on the criteria of minimal risk as defined in the Terms of Reference of the UCL
Research Ethics Committee.

PRINT NAME:
SIGNATURE:
SECTION B
B1

DATE:
DETAILS OF THE PROJECT

Please provide a brief summary of the project in simple prose outlining the intended value of the project, giving necessary
scientific background (max 500 words).

This study assesses how various computer security mechanisms would affect the workflow of computer
users. I'm interested in confinement tools that limit the damage caused by viruses or compromised
applications, by restricting the privileges of applications.
Various models of confinement exist to meet that goal but none of them have been studied in real-world
environments. The first part of this project collects real app usage data that shows the patterns of data
access between apps to verify which of these models would be applicable. By obtaining rich real-world usage
data, I can simulate research models in realistic contexts and model the externalities suffered by users
because of security restrictions.
The collected data is completed with interviews to build a hollistic view of users' experience of security. As of
now, most research focuses on specific apps and use contexts, so it cannot relate to theoretical models of
user attention or tolerance to security, which require a complete view of users' exposure to security. Knowing
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exactly how often security creates frictions in users' experience of computing can help communicate to
developers how much user attention they can expect to have for their own application.
Part 2 proposes that participants co-design a security tool, called a sandbox, that they can use on their
machine, which allows them to run programs they don't trust in more secure conditions. The collected data
acts as control data, and data collection continues to observe how the sandbox tool affects the ways in which
people use their computer. Co-design is chosen to assess the usefulness of the tool rather than only its
usability (since participants are given the ability to not use it, reject it and criticise it). It also helps address
researcher biases by letting participants guide the direction of the tool design iterations.
Likewise, the research is performed in real-life conditions in which people go about their own lives (rather
than in controlled but artificial laboratory settings) to increase the diversity of context uses and improve the
validity of the findings. The astonishing majority of security software evaluation is made in laboratory
environments with few simulated primary tasks, limiting their applicability in real-world conditions.
B2
B2

Briefly characterise in simple prose the research protocol, type of procedure and/or research methodology (e.g.
observational, survey research, experimental). Give details of any samples or measurements to be taken (max 500 words).

The study contains two major parts. Recruitment is performed online via a screening website. Part 1 is a 3
week long data collection on participants' PCs in the field. It is followed by a debriefing interview at UCL or
over Skype/Google Hangout. Part 2 is a participatory design study, where participants are given a tool and
contribute to the design process. It lasts 5 weeks, and is concluded by another debriefing interview.
Participants first connect to the website whose address is advertised in various places. They fill in basic
demographics and provide an email address. I screen them and invite selected individuals for the study by
making them accept the information sheet and consent form, and then issuing them with a participant code
and instructions for installing the software. Participants who are not invited will be notified within 3 weeks of
registering, and their PII permanently deleted. The PII of accepted participants will be kept with the collected
data, and participants will be proposed to amend/edit it during the next interview. All the PII and collected
data will be deleted by 06/2017 (after my thesis has been submitted so that I may verify the reported figures
and demographics; PII is limited to information such as gender, age, occupation, and does not include
means for thesis reviewers to personally identify participants).
In the next weeks, the software will run and collect data locally on participants' machine. The data includes
the names of apps and files opened and closed/saved, metadata about windows open and switches between
windows, metadata about the clipboard, the content of error dialogs, the visited websites, etc. (see
information sheet). Participants can upload the data to UCL using an application that is part of the installed
software. Two other apps are included to help participants adjust their privacy settings and review the data
being collected.
Once the data are collected, participants will be invited to a semi-structured interview (either via
Skype/Google Hangout or in person at UCL based on participant preference). During the interview, I will
explain that the study is primarily about security and confinement/sandboxing and explain the reason of the
deception. I will then discuss insecure behaviours observed in the collected data, participants' security habits
and strategies to stay secure (esp. how they adapt their behaviour because of a perceived threat), threat
awareness and multitasking and work organisation habits. I will tell participants about the second part of the
study, invite them to participate and pay them for part 1.
Participants proceeding to part 2 will be provided with instructions to install a sandboxing tool prototype. This
tool can be used to run an arbitrary user application in a confined environment in which it is unable to affect
the rest of the system. It is typically used to open untrusted applications or files. Participants will be given
basic usage instructions covering the main features of the tool. Participants will be left to use their computer,
and contacted at the end of every week to ask how they used the tool. The weekly check-ups are in place
mostly to avoid participants forgetting about the study, but participants are left to decide if they find a point to
the software or not. They can provide feedback on how the software could be made more useful or visible,
and report issues they encounter. Once participants are used to the sandbox and have individually
participated, I will open up access to a shared discussion space with other participants, which will be
advertised as a space where participants can share materials for a tutorial or documentation to the sandbox.
In sharing their own use cases with one another, I hope to get them to try out more diverse usages of the tool
and thus report more issues and externalities. Participants will also be given a means to make video
recordings of their tool use. Participants can complete part 2 as soon as they reached 4 weeks of use, at
which point they can schedule a debriefing interview with me (Skype/Google Hangout/face to face based on
participant preference). In the interview, we will discuss their perception of usefulness and feelings towards
the sandboxing tool, and their experience of using the tool during the study.
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Both interviews will be audio-recorded and transcripts be made. The audio recording files and transcripts will
be stored on the UCL server used for the study, and treated as PII. Original recording devices will be wiped
immediately after the interviews.

Attach any questionnaires, psychological tests, etc. (a standardised questionnaire does not need to be attached, but please provide the
name and details of the questionnaire together with a published reference to its prior usage).

B3

Where will the study take place (please provide name of institution/department)?
If the study is to be carried out overseas, what steps have been taken to secure research and ethical permission in the study country?
Is the research compliant with Data Protection legislation in the country concerned or is it compliant with the UK Data Protection Act
1998?

Both data collection phases are performed on users' personal devices and on their real activities (work
places, homes, etc.). Both interviews are at UCL, or via Skype/Google Hangout for participants who do not
wish or cannot come to UCL.
All participants will be asked to certify that they are EU residents aged 18 or over hence they are protected by
the EU Data Protection Directive, which the UK DPA implements locally. I do not expect participants to send
any personal data on a service that is not hosted in the EU. They will upload their collected data to UCL's
servers, communicate with me on my UCL email address. I will ensure the used group space complies with
the EU Data Protection Directive.

B4

Have collaborating departments whose resources will be needed been informed and agreed to participate?
Attach any relevant correspondence.

I have obtained a server from my department to host websites for this study and others, and obtained ISD's
agreement to make it accessible from outside UCL so that participants can use it. I do not expect any other
external involvement to be necessary post ethics approval.

B5

How will the results be disseminated, including communication of results with research participants?

For any publications, no personally identifiable details (names, gender, addresses, names of contacts, exact
work titles and employers, contents of emails and documents, details of activities such as websites visited)
will be provided. Participants will be referred to as P1-X. Should some information such as the name of a file,
a specific window title or application name, etc. be relevant in a publication, any identifiable information will
be replaced with a dummy name to avoid identification.
The data collected in the first phase will be used as data for machine learning algorithms. The outcome of
these algorithms may be published in academic venues along with some illustrative input data (provided it
poses no privacy risk to participants) that will be anonymised. Reports of the interviews may also contain
illustrative data from the data collection phase, but will also be anonymised.
Reports of the participatory design part may quote some of the feedback and questions provided by
participants, but personally identifiable information will be replaced with dummies. If video recordings are
deemed useful as additional material to a publication but would leak information about participants, dummy
recordings will be made instead, or the offending content of the original video will be blurred.
Participants will be emailed links to published reports, if they expressed interest when asked during the
debriefing.

B6

Please outline any ethical issues that might arise from the proposed study and how they are be addressed. Please note that
all research projects have some ethical considerations so do not leave this section blank.

Participants might accidentally let me collect information on activities that they consider sensitive or feel shy
or ashamed about. I will ensure that all the data are collected locally on their devices, and use existing tools
to let them visualise this data as a timeline and delete specific events. These tools also let them suspend
data collection at any time through another user interface. They will be reminded of this possibility in the UCL
Study Manager app which they will use to upload the data. The tool's user interface will contain a label
explicitly reminding participants that they can delete some of the collected data if they want to keep some of
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their activities to themselves, with a button launching the application that allows visualising and deleting data.
Participants may react negatively to the deception element on the first part of the study –- as the data will be
used not only for multitasking algorithms but for security mechanisms that revolve around users' multitasking
habits and work organisation. I will explain why the deception was necessary and I will offer participants the
opportunity to opt out at the moment the deception is revealed, during the interview.
Participants might feel distressed about the fact that the study concerns security or about questions asked
during the interview. If I see any sign of stress or hesitation during interviews, I will remind them that they can
opt out and they don't have to answer a question if they don't want to.
Given that participants may come from outside of London and are unlikely to be UCL students, I cannot
realistically predict the availability of free psychological services in their area of residence. I do not believe,
however, that the element of deception of the study is of such a nature that it will cause participants to require
urgent medical attention.
With regard to storing participant data appropriately, please note that the data collected on participants'
computers is only encrypted when sent over to our UCL Computer Science server. It is not encrypted on
participants' devices, for two reasons: firstly, a virus present on participants' computers would already be able
to collect identical data (and more sensitive data like passwords and credit card numbers), and secondly
operating systems commonly keep traces of users' applications (in the form of event logs and app caches)
which leak a lot of the information I collect. My collection application does not hence significantly increase the
risks a user is exposed to when infected by a virus.
The data is sent through a Web server which can only write it to the UCL server I use for storage, but which
cannot read it again later. If the Web server is compromised by a hacker, it will be impossible for that hacker
to access previously collected data. The data, once stored on the private UCL Computer Science server, is
readable only from a handful of Computer Science users who are all members of the Information Security
research group or administrators of our network infrastructure. Encrypting the data on that server would
provide only illusory protection; if an attacker was able to intrude into the server I use, she would also be able
to permanently compromise the server and my account and read the data as soon as I decrypt it to analyse
it. The data I store is protected because it is access-controlled rather than encrypted.
SECTION C
C1

DETAILS OF PARTICIPANTS

Participants to be studied
C1a. Number of volunteers:

10-15

Upper age limit:

N/A

Lower age limit:

18

C1b. Please justify the age range and sample size:

We're looking to study 10 participants but may need to invite new ones to compensate for drop-outs.
C2

If you are using data or information held by a third party, please explain how you will obtain this. You should confirm that the
information has been obtained in accordance with the UK Data Protection Act 1998.

All the information that I will be using comes from tracking users' activities on their personal computers. It is
information generated by themselves and programs they choose to run on their computers.

C3

Will the research include children or vulnerable adults such as individuals with
a learning disability or cognitive impairment or individuals in a dependent or unequal relationship?

Yes

No

How will you ensure that participants in these groups are competent to give consent to take part in this study? If you have relevant
correspondence, please attach it.

N/A
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C4

Will payment or any other incentive, such as gift service or free services, be made to any research participant?
Yes

No

If yes, please specify the level of payment to be made and/or the source of the funds/gift/free service to be used.

Part 1: £1.5 per day of data sent (minimum £5, maximum £30) + £20 for the interview
Part 2: £1.5 per day of data sent (minimum £5, maximum £40) + £10 for the interview
Payment forms: cash in GBP, Amazon Vouchers in GBP or EUR (£1 = €1.2), (and provisionally, Paypal
transfers).
Please justify the payment/other incentive you intend to offer.

Paypal and Amazon are proposed as alternatives to cash for participants who might find it difficult to come to
UCL/London.
As participants are installing software that collects data automatically on their computer and do not need
particular involvement or effort if they decided not to send any data to UCL (they only need to uninstall the
software), I will pay a minimal reward of £5 (for installing/uninstalling the software) to participants who send
no data --- this is to avoid creating incentives to register to the study just to get the £30.
The incentives for field study depend on the duration of participation because it influences how useful the
participation of each user is. Collecting 1 or 2 days of data does not allow me to see patterns in participants'
usage. The incentive for the interview is higher to account for potential costs (time away from work,
travelling) and encourage completion of the data collection. Part 2's interview is relatively less important to
make use of the collected data and drop-outs relatively less likely at such a stage of research, so it pays less.
C5

Recruitment
(i) Describe how potential participants will be identified:

Market research made by Linux distributors on existing Linux user populations was used to determine the
levels of proficiency and age ranges that I should target. Little data are available on culture-specific practices
for Linux but existing surveys suggest relatively stable demographics, motivations and expectations across
US, Brazilian and South American cultures, hence I will ignore nationality during recruitment. I will seek to
recruit women and men in equal proportions.
(ii) Describe how potential participants will be approached:

Adverts will be put on the web forums of targeted Linux distributors (Ubuntu, Debian), and members of the
developer community will be contacted and asked to relay the adverts on newsfeed and social media. User
discussion mailing lists will also be used. I may contact active Linux interest groups around London (e.g.,
http://www.meetup.com/Flossie-org) if recruitment stagnates. Snowball sampling will also be performed by
encouraging registering participants to further advertise the study to their friends and family.
(iii) Describe how participants will be recruited:

Participants must first connect to a UCL web page and fill in a form asking for basic demographics
(approximate location, frequency of computer use, type of software used, approximate age, gender, whether
they work in IT or have technical skills in computing). Participants who are eligible will then be invited
individually. The data of ineligible participants will be immediately deleted and they will be informed it has
been deleted. The process may take up to three weeks as I will wait to have enough potential participants to
manually sample them. After three weeks of a potential participant registering for the study, I will either invite
them by providing them with a unique participant code and URL to the participant website or inform them
they were not selected and delete their data.
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Contacted participants will be invited to confirm their participation by accessing the participant website and
accepting the information sheet and consent form online, and will then be given a participant code they can
use throughout the study. Participants must use Linux on their personal computer. They must install a piece
of software that I previously made available to them, and type in the participant code in the software.
A second information sheet and consent form will be used after the first part is completed, to explain the new
part in details and to remind participants of their rights.

C6

Will the participants participate on a fully voluntary basis?

Yes

No

Will UCL students be involved as participants in the research project?
Yes
No
If yes, care must be taken to ensure that they are recruited in such a way that they do not feel any obligation
to a teacher or member of staff to participate.
Please state how you will bring to the attention of the participants their right to withdraw from the study without penalty?

Participants will be informed of their right to withdraw at the start of each part, and when scheduling the
interviews. The apps provided to them will contain links to online versions of the information sheets, and a
reminder of my email address along with a note stating that they can contact me if they have any issue with
the study. I will pay particular attention to participants who seem not to be at ease with the project and remind
them that they can quit at any time.
UCL students are unlikely to be participants as university channels will not be used to advertise the study,
and UCL students represent a tiny fraction of all eligible people in the EU. If there are indeed UCL students
among the participants, I will myself not be aware of their student status unless they explicitly use their UCL
email address or until I meet them during the interviews. In any case, as recruitment does not occur on
campus, I do not believe that UCL students who stumble upon my advertisements should feel any pressure
to participate.
C7

CONSENT
Please describe the process you will use when seeking and obtaining consent.

Adverts will contain a brief description of how I handle participants' privacy and what their rights are. When
participants visit the recruitment website, links to the part 1 information sheet and consent form will already
be available for them to read along with a shorter explanation of the project on the landing page of the site.
The recruitment page will inform participants of DPA compliance and contain contact information.
Participants will be asked to access and approve the part 1 information sheet and consent form before they
can start the study. A new information sheet and consent form will be required for part 2 to ensure that
participants are fully informed and willing.
A copy of the participant information sheet and consent form must be attached to this application. For your convenience proformas are
provided in C10 below. These should be filled in and modified as necessary.
In cases where it is not proposed to obtain the participants informed consent, please explain why below.

C8

Will any form of deception be used that raises ethical issues? If so, please explain.

At the start of the project, I will not explain participants that I seek to observe security-relevant events (until
the part 1 debriefing interview). My description of the data collected is accurate, but the official goal of the
study is misleading as it involves “multitasking” rather than “multitasking for applications to security
mechanism design”. I do not believe however that the security nature of the study would cause additional
privacy or anxiety concerns for participants, compared to similar studies on multitasking habits. The data
being collected and the privacy concerns are identical between traditional multitasking studies and my study.
The type of study itself involves collecting an important amount of information on participants' lives, which
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can be experienced as invasive or intimidating. By ensuring that participants are well informed on the data
being collected, and able to visualise and delete this data at any point during the project, I believe I allow
participants to not disclose sensitive or embarassing information about themselves. I do not lie to them on
the amount or nature of data I collect so they benefit from the same degree of control as in an actual
multitasking study.
Security is very desirable in principle and very difficult to achieve in practice. A lot of the security advice
commonly given to lay users is considered by researchers to be impossible to follow, yet people may come to
believe that they are at fault for not following it. It is thus common in security research with human subjects to
hide the security aspect, so that participants are not tempted to follow security advice more rigorously than
usual to avoid feeling ashamed. I will take particular care to remind participants, when disclosing the
deception, that following commonplace security advice is very difficult and sometimes impossible, even for
experienced security engineers, and that I hide the security nature of the study to allow participants to
behave naturally and without pressure.
Hiding the security aspect of the study is necessary because participants could be tempted to modify their
behaviour to appear more security-compliant than they normally are. However, I expect that participants
would feel embarassed about similar types of activities they engage in when participating in a multitasking or
a security study (e.g., sexual practices, political affiliations, health issues, issues related to being
discriminated or discriminating others, legal issues, etc.). I believe they would feel more embarassed by
disclosing such intimate details of their lives than by e.g., the number of email attachments they open.
Besides, my research questions do not involve specific sensitive activities (e.g., sexual behaviour, political
affiliations, finances, private communications with partners), so I am not motivated in breaching participants'
privacy. I am only interested in how information flows between participants' different activities (e.g., whether
they use the same application to browse social networks and read work e-mail). I will explain to participants,
when revealing the deception, that I am oblivious to the particular details of each activity and am interested in
the relationships between them. I will offer participants to opt out and will also ask if they would like me to
discard specific activities from my analysis if they feel embarassed by the idea that I observe their security
behaviours in those activities.

C9

Will you provide a full debriefing at the end of the data collection phase?

Yes

No

If ‘No’, please explain why below.

Part 1 debriefing: participants will first be explained about the deception, be offered to opt out, be asked if
they want to me to discard some of the collected data from my analysis, and be informed that the collected
data and interview data will be kept until my graduation, and at most until 06/2017. I will tell participants that
the collected data will be used to observe multitasking patterns, observe their attitudes towards security (how
they take risks to get things done) and to assess the feasibility of security tools that automatically separate
their apps and their activities from one another. They will also be told that the interview is used to
complement the collected data and get some information about their perceptions of security and their
strategies to stay secure, that could not be answered with the collected data. Participants who drop out will
be informed via email rather than during the interview and will be told that the next phases aimed at finding
what kind of security tool would have worked for them. I will inform continuing participants that I cannot yet
give them precise security advice as it may influence their behaviour in the next part of the study.
Part 2 debriefing: participants will be told that I studied with them one security tool, and that their collected
data will be used to also assess the feasibility of other security tools, on top of multitasking habits and risktaking habits. I will answer their questions about the study design (why I focused on letting them find uses
rather than give them pre-made tasks). I will also give them advice to stay secure, given the security threats
they are exposed to and their perceptions of security. I will inform participants that I will keep their data until
my graduation, at most until 06/2017, and that they can contact me if they want me to amend or delete their
data before that date (with the exception of anonymised summaries or excerpts of data which have already
been published in academic venues).
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C10 Information Sheets And Consent Forms
Attached in separate documents, as there are 2 information sheets and consent forms,

SECTION D
D1

DETAILS OF RISKS AND BENEFITS TO THE RESEARCHER AND THE RESEARCHED

Have UCL’s Risk Assessment Procedures been followed?

Yes

No

If No, please explain.

No aspects of the procedures seem relevant to the study. There is no more risk involved in participating in
the study than in going about daily life. All on-site interviews will be done during daytime, when many
colleagues are around to assist.

D2

Does UCL’s insurer need to be notified about your project before insurance cover can be provided?

Yes

No

The insurance for all UCL studies is provided by a commercial insurer. For the majority of studies the cover is automatic. However, for
a minority of studies, in certain categories, the insurer requires prior notification of the project before cover can be provided.
If Yes, please provide confirmation that the appropriate insurance cover has been agreed. Please attach your UCL insurance
registration form and any related correspondence.

D3

Please state briefly any precautions being taken to protect the health and safety of researchers and others associated with
the project (as distinct from the research participants).

The experimenter has gone through health and safety training to work in the building, the on-campus
interviews will take place during normal office hours when the department is full of people and help can be
obtained easily in case there is an emergency.

D4

Will these participants participate in any activities that may be potentially stressful or harmful in connection with this
research?
Yes
No
If Yes, please describe the nature of the risk or stress and how you will minimise and monitor it.

Participants may feel that they are not “doing the right thing” or “behaving the right way” during the interview
phase. I will tell them when revealing the deception and topic of the interview that I am not looking to judge
the “quality” of their behaviour but that my study seeks to discover the different work patterns and practices
out there specifically to make sure that I can make security tools that work for everyone, so they should
really not hesitate to tell me how they use their computer, as I am not here to judge them but on the contrary
to understand them better. I will tell them that there is no “right way” to multitask, stay secure, etc., that I
myself engage in insecure behaviour at times, that they should not feel bad because they find security hard
to handle and can speak frankly about it.
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D5

Will group or individual interviews/questionnaires raise any topics or issues that might be sensitive, embarrassing or
upsetting for participants?
If Yes, please explain how you will deal with this.

As above, I will tell participants that there is no shame at all in having trouble to stay secure, that the very
purpose of my research is to understand why security software is so hard to use for everyone and that the
ways in which they are experiencing difficulties are probably common to many other people. Participants may
also be embarassed about some of their activities that come up in the discussions. If I suspect such
embarassment, I will propose to change the topic of conversation.
D6

Please describe any expected benefits to the participant.

D7

Specify whether the following procedures are involved:

Participants will get to learn that sandboxing tools exist on Linux, will get to use one and have it customised
for their own need, and will eventually get to have custom security advice at the end of the study.

Any invasive procedure(s)

Yes

No

Physical contact

Yes

No

Any procedure(s) that may cause mental distress

Yes

No

Please state briefly any precautions being taken to protect the health and safety of the research participants.

Does the research involve the use of drugs?

D8

Yes

No

If Yes, please name the drug/product and its intended use in the research and then complete Appendix I

N/A

Does the project involve the use of genetically modified materials?

Yes

No

If Yes, has approval from the Genetic Modification Safety Committee been obtained for work?
If Yes, please quote the Genetic Modification Reference Number:

D9

Yes

No

N/A

Will any non-ionising radiation be used on the research participant(s)?

Yes

No

If Yes, please complete Appendix II.
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D10

Are you using a medical device in the UK that is CE-marked and is being used within its product indication?

D10

If Yes, please complete Appendix III.

Yes

No

CHECKLIST
Please submit ether 12 copies (1 original + 11 double sided photocopies) of your completed application form for full
committee review or 3 copies (1 original + 2 double sided copies) for chair’s action, together with the appropriate supporting
documentation from the list below to the UCL Research Ethics Committee Administrator. You should also submit your
application form electronically to the Administrator at: ethics@ucl.ac.uk
Documents to be Attached to Application Form (if applicable)

Ticked if
attached

Tick if
not relevant

Section B: Details of the Project


Questionnaire(s) / Psychological Tests



Relevant correspondence relating to involvement of collaborating
department/s and agreed participation in the research.

Section C: Details of Participants


Parental/guardian consent form for research involving participants under 18



Participant/s information sheet



Participant/s consent form/s



Advertisement

Section D: Details of Risks and Benefits to the Researcher and the Researched


Insurance registration form and related correspondence

Appendix I: Research Involving the Use of Drugs


Relevant correspondence relating to agreed arrangements for dispensing
with the pharmacy

Written confirmation from the manufacturer that the drug/substance has
has been manufactured to GMP
Proposed volunteer contract
Full declaration of financial or direct interest
Copies of certificates: CTA etc…
Appendix II: Use of Non-Ionising Radiation
Appendix III: Use Medical Devices
Please note that correspondence regarding the application will normally be sent to the Principal Researcher and copied to
other named individuals.
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Advert Template
Are you a Xubuntu Linux user? Do you use your Linux computer on a daily basis? Earn up to £100
by letting me collect data on your computer!
Hi. My name is Steve and I'm a PhD student at UCL Computer Science. I'm looking for people like
you for a scientific study on Linux users' multitasking habits. I want to understand how people
perform multiple activities at the same time, and how they reuse files and applications for
different activities or tasks. As a participant, all you have to do is install our study app on your
device, which will collect data about which apps you use and the resources they access, for 3
weeks¹. The data is collected on your computer so you can amend it and delete any part of it
before you send it to UCL. You can also suspend collection if you want to keep something private
during the study. You will then be invited to a one hour interview, either at our UCL offices or via
Skype or Google Hangout, as you prefer. You can earn up to £30 for the data collection (£1.5 per
day when the collection app was active) and £20 for the interview.
You can then join a second part in which I will give you instructions to install a software tool to
help you manage your multitasking. I will observe when and how you use the software, and you
can influence its design by asking for features and reporting problems. After 5 weeks, you will be
invited for a final debriefing. You can earn up to £40 for the software tool use (£1.5 per day when
the data collection app was active, regardless of how often you use the software tool) and £10 for
the interview.
To participate, you must be at least 18 year old, be a resident of the European Union, and use
Debian/Ubuntu, GNOME/Xfce/Unity as a desktop environment, and Chrome/Firefox as a Web
browser. You'll need to give me an email address and some information about you, which is used
to ensure participants from multiple backgrounds, genders and levels of Linux proficiency are
represented in the study.
I will ask for your age range, gender, Linux proficiency and occupation. This information will be
kept encrypted on our servers at UCL and will only be readable by academic staff in our research
group. It will deleted along with the collected data within 30 months for selected participants²,
and within 3 weeks for ineligible participants.
How I protect your data: all the data collected on your computer is stored on your computer
until you decide to send it. The collection app is based on GNOME Zeitgeist which is commonly
installed on Ubuntu systems. The data is sent to our servers via an encrypted connection. It will
always be kept on those servers and is only available to me and my colleagues. If some of our
colleagues collaborate with us to analyse non-anonymised data, they will be bound to respect the
same confidentiality engagements as me, and your data will never be transported outside of UCL.
Click the link below to register for the study. If you are selected, you will receive an email
with a complete breakdown of what will happen. You can then decide if you want to start the
study. If you are not selected, I will let you know within 3 weeks of you registering, and I will
permanently delete the details you provided me with. You can register again at a later date if the
study is advertised again.
Any personal information you give to me will be processed in accordance with the UK Data
Protection Act 1998. It will be used solely for the purposes of the study, and no information shall
be published that can personally identify you. You can, at any time during the study, contact me
to amend or delete the data I collected on you, or to opt out entirely from the study.
¹At least 5 hours per week of data should be collected for the data to be usable. You earn money
for each data where the collection software is active and collects data. If you believe you will not
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use the computer during the study, it is best not to participate as I will probably not be able to
use your data and you will earn a small fraction of the reward. If you will use it only occasionally
and would like to reach the full £30 reward, you can contact me and run the app for one or two
more weeks, based on my availabilities for debriefing interviews.
²I must retain access study data until my graduation to allow for corrections in my thesis as they
will be suggested by my examiners. This data will however only be used for the stated purposes,
which are explained be explained to you in full details at the end of the study or at the moment
you decide to withdraw from the study. If you disagree with the ways in which the data will be
used, you can tell me at any time to have all your data permanently deleted.
More details:
Contact me:

[ link to full information sheet ]
s.dodier-lazaro@cs.ucl.ac.uk

Join the study:

[ link to pre-screening page, see below ]
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Pre-screening page
I will need a bit of information about you, to help me ensure participants from multiple
backgrounds, genders and levels of Linux proficiency are represented in the study. If you are
selected, you will receive an email with a complete breakdown of what will happen. You can then
decide if you still want to join. If you are not selected, I will let you know within 3 weeks and your
details will be permanently deleted.
Pseudonym:
Email address:
Age range:

[ a name you would like me to use to refer to you ]
[ must be valid throughout the study ]
18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65+

Gender:

Female / Male / Other

Linux proficiency: Beginner, advanced user, advanced user with technical skills¹, IT
professional
Occupation:

[ free text field ]

¹technical skills include setting up a firewall, configuring a file server or a personal
website, writing your own software or scripts, compiling a kernel yourself

The following information will be used to ensure your computer is compatible with my software. I
am unlikely to open up participation for distributions that are not listed. If you use a derivative of
Debian or Ubuntu, please use the Other field so I can verify software compatibility before inviting
you.
Linux distribution:
Desktop environment:
Web browser:

Debian/Ubuntu/Other (specify):
Xfce/Other (specify):
Chromium/Firefox/Other (specify):

Any personal information you give to me will be processed in accordance with the UK Data
Protection Act 1998. It will be used solely for the purposes of the study, and no information shall
be published that can personally identify you. If you are not selected for the study, I will delete
the information and email address you provided me. You can, at any time during the study,
contact me to amend or delete the data I collected on you.
[ link to send data ]
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UCL Study Final Questionnaire
Linux Multitasking Field Study
Study ID: 6079/001

Participant email:

University College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT
Tel: +44 (0)20 7679 3644
s.dodier-lazaro@cs.ucl.ac.uk
study.cs.ucl.ac.uk/multitasking/web/
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How to fill this questionnaire

On each page, we would like you to focus on how you feel about a specific system. We will ask you about your
overall impression of Xubuntu, as you normally use it. We will then ask you about your impression of Firejail as
a standalone sandbox. Finally, we will ask you to discuss your impression of the software that was developed
during the study.
We’re aware that sometimes, participants feel bad about criticising software written by the researchers they’ve
been interacting with. Don’t worry, it’s okay to state that you didn’t like a specific piece of software. Nobody will
be offended!
Every time you are asked to rate a statement from 1 to 5, apply the following scale:
1. Strongly disagrees
2. Disagrees
3. Neither agrees nor disagrees / Neutral
4. Agrees
5. Strongly agrees

This study is approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee.
Study ID: 6079/001

Reminder: How your data is processed
Any personal information you give to us will be processed in accordance with the UK Data Protection Act 1998. It
will be used solely for the purposes of the study, and no information shall be published that can personally identify
you. Your data will be stored within UCL at all times and deleted within three years of being collected. You can, at
any time during the study, contact us to amend or delete the data we collected on you, or to opt out entirely from
the study.
University College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT
Tel: +44 (0)20 7679 3644
s.dodier-lazaro@cs.ucl.ac.uk
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Part 1: Xubuntu
On this page, focus on your experience of Xubuntu. We are asking you about Xubuntu as it was
before you enrolled in the study; without any of the study software.
Score every proposition below from 1 (strongly disagrees) to 5 (strongly agrees):
I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
I found the system unnecessarily complex.
I thought the system was easy to use.
I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.
I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
I found the system very cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident using the system.
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
Score every proposition below from 1 (strongly disagrees) to 5 (strongly agrees):
The system is useful on a day-to-day basis.
The system can help to perform specific activities.
The system is only useful from times to times.
I need this system.
Most people have no use for this system.
This system enables new activities.

What do you think the system is useful for?

What do you think the system is useless for?
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Overall, what do you think of the system?

What were the main problems with using the system?

Score every proposition below from 1 (strongly disagrees) to 5 (strongly agrees):
I am likely to keep using the system in the future.
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Part 2: Firejail (command-line program)
On this page, focus on your experience of the bare Firejail tool, as it was provided at the very start of
the study, without Xfce integration.
Score every proposition below from 1 (strongly disagrees) to 5 (strongly agrees):
I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
I found the system unnecessarily complex.
I thought the system was easy to use.
I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.
I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
I found the system very cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident using the system.
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
Score every proposition below from 1 (strongly disagrees) to 5 (strongly agrees):
The system is useful on a day-to-day basis.
The system can help to perform specific activities.
The system is only useful from times to times.
I need this system.
Most people have no use for this system.
This system enables new activities.

What do you think the system is useful for?

What do you think the system is useless for?
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Overall, what do you think of the system?

What were the main problems with using the system?

Score every proposition below from 1 (strongly disagrees) to 5 (strongly agrees):
I am likely to install the system in the future.
I am likely to keep using the system in the future.
I am likely to keep using the system in the future, provided any remaining bugs are fixed.
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Part 3: Firejail integration to Xfce, with the proposals’ features
On this page, focus on your experience of the code written for the study, which integrates the Firejail
sandbox into various Xfce programs. This also includes the features implemented based on
participants’ votes.
Score every proposition below from 1 (strongly disagrees) to 5 (strongly agrees):
I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
I found the system unnecessarily complex.
I thought the system was easy to use.
I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.
I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
I found the system very cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident using the system.
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
Score every proposition below from 1 (strongly disagrees) to 5 (strongly agrees):
The system is useful on a day-to-day basis.
The system can help to perform specific activities.
The system is only useful from times to times.
I need this system.
Most people have no use for this system.
This system enables new activities.

What do you think the system is useful for?

What do you think the system is useless for?
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Overall, what do you think of the system?

What were the main problems with using the system?

Score every proposition below from 1 (strongly disagrees) to 5 (strongly agrees):
I am likely to install the system in the future if it becomes available.
I am likely to keep using the system in the future.
I am likely to keep using the system in the future, provided any remaining bugs are fixed.
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What to do once you filled this questionnaire

If you printed the diary, you should scan it and email it to the researchers
If you filled the digital version of the diary, you should email it to the researchers.

This study is approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee.
Study ID: 6079/001

Reminder: How your data is processed
Any personal information you give to us will be processed in accordance with the UK Data Protection Act 1998. It
will be used solely for the purposes of the study, and no information shall be published that can personally identify
you. Your data will be stored within UCL at all times and deleted within three years of being collected. You can, at
any time during the study, contact us to amend or delete the data we collected on you, or to opt out entirely from
the study.
University College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT
Tel: +44 (0)20 7679 3644
s.dodier-lazaro@cs.ucl.ac.uk
study.cs.ucl.ac.uk/multitasking/web/
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Mid-study Interview Questions Template
Interviews are semi-structured. Let participants jump between topics, introduce their own topics, and
discuss their own issues in their own terms. Participants will likely answer some questions before you
ask them. Just ensure to cover all those topics to ensure data is systematically present for analysis.

Everyday practices
1. What apps do you use? [if users struggle to recall, mention categories under]
•

Browsers

•

Image viewers and editors

•

Video editing

•

Music players

•

Media players

•

Email apps

•

IM apps

•

Text editors

•

Code editors

•

Archive managers

•

File managers

•

Games

2. In your own words, what do you use your computer for?
3. Do you connect devices to your computer?
4. Do you use data sharing apps like Dropbox? How else do you share data?
5. Do you use your computer daily? How often?

Multitasking
6. Do you often find yourself switching back and forth between multiple activities on your computer?
7. Is it important for you to be able to work on several activities at the same time?
8. How clear are your tasks/activities when you start them, e.g. starting a work project, some personal
project? Do you know exactly what you’ll do, which apps you’ll use?
9. When you turn on the computer, do you already have a clear, specific goal in mind?

App sources, appropriation & plugins
10. How did you find out about apps you have installed?
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11. How do you install the apps you use?
•

What are the advantages for this?

•

Did you ever install the wrong app by accident?

•

Did you ever have trouble uninstalling an application?

12. When you’re looking for a new application and trying to decide which to pick, what would make
you decide not to try one? / would make you think one app is not worth installing?
13. What causes you to stop using an app you already have?
14. How much / how often do you customise your apps or install plugins? What it is for?
15. Tell me about your plugins
16. What would you do if you didn’t have those plugins?
17. Are there some plugins you'd like to have but that don't exist? What would they be?

Feature loss
18. If a developer removes feature _____ [pick a feature mentioned earlier, or a common feature which
is probably threatened by sandboxing, or “the ability to have plugins”] in your application, what
reasons could they give you to convince you it’s a good decision?
19. And what reasons could they give you that would make you think “this is not acceptable, I’m not
okay with it”?
20. What if they removed it for security? What would you think and how would you adapt?

Metawork – PIM
21. Take a moment to describe how you organise your files. What folders exist, what they contain, how
you navigate through your files to find the documents you need. You can be as exhaustive as you
want, look at your Home directory right now if it helps. [if participants struggle to give details,
orient them with the following questions]
•

How do you organise your work documents?

•

Do you keep personal documents, e.g. paperwork?

•

Do you keep personal documents, e.g. media, stuff you created or got from friends?

•

How do you organise your music / videos / pictures / etc.?

22. Are there areas in your filesystem that are messy? That are not as organised as the rest?
23. Do you create temp folders for specific projects or events?
24. You don’t have to answer this question, or you can answer yes without telling me any details. Are
there files that you hide from other users of your computer?
25. How much time do you spend on / how often do you tidy up your files? Is it something you do in
small scale regularly, or is it rare?
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Security
Reveal the deception here, explain the purpose of the deception, discuss sandboxes and part 2’s
content, and remind participants they may drop out, ask for their data to be erased, and still retain the
£50 already earned.
26. What do you do to stay secure? You’re free to interpret the question as you want. [if participant
struggles, say “to keep your computer or your data on your computer or online secure”]
27. How do you decide if an app/script you install is trustworthy?
28. Do you feel at risk because of participating in the study?
29. Did you do anything to verify who I am, if I can be trusted?
30. You don’t have to answer this question, or to give any details. Were there activities you hid during
the study?
31. If so, now that you know what we’re studying, is there any hidden activity you think we should
know about? [this question serves the purpose of knowing about potentially illegal / dangerous
activities. Make sure to reassure participants that we will not say anything about illegal activities,
and we’re strictly interested in risk assessment, not judging them.]
32. What kind of sensitive activities would you say you perform? It’s up to you to define sensitive.
33. Are there activities that make you feel at risk? Any tasks where you think “this is sensitive, I need
to make sure I don't leave traces or I don't tell information about me or I’m careful in some other
way”?
34. Try to remember the last time you restrained yourself from visiting a website or opening a file or
using an app because you were worried? If you went ahead, what did you do to protect yourself? If
you did not go ahead, what did you do instead?
35. When was the last time you found you didn’t know how to do something safely so you didn’t do it
(e.g. obtaining or sharing a document, finding some information, running some program)? If you
can’t remember, when do you think someone would not know how to do something safely (your
choice of activity)?
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Debriefing Interview Questions Template
Interviews are semi-structured. Let participants jump between topics, introduce their own topics, and
discuss their own issues in their own terms. Participants will likely answer some questions before you
ask them. Just ensure to cover all those topics to ensure data is systematically present for analysis.
Before starting, ensure participant has filled up the questionnaire.

Evolution of activities during study
These questions turned out not to be very useful at all in assessing changes, but can play a role in
discussing activities where users could have used the sandbox or could have asked for other services
based on a sandbox. We discussed ideas for further services in this section.
Due to development times, there were about 5 months between the mid-study interview and the final
one. The original schedule was 5-6 weeks. A more realistic schedule, if there are enough developers
available, is 2-3 months before running this interview.
1. Was there a moment you felt you needed some extra security while using your computer since we
started the study? If so, what happened?
2. I’ll now ask you the same sets of questions about three topics. We’re just assessing changes about
your activities, it’s fine to give short yes/no answers, but if this reminds you of something you’d
like to discuss at length, you can also take your time. First, let’s discuss your apps.
•

Did you install new apps or new plugins / extensions?

•

Did you notice changes in some of the apps you already have? (web-based / after an update)?

•

Was there a moment when you wanted to modify the behaviour of one of your apps?

•

Was there a moment when you needed/wanted to isolate an app from the rest of your computer?

•

Was there a moment when you wanted to protect an app?

•

Did you have to deal with an untrustworthy app?

•

Are there ways in which you’d like to control your apps? Did you have ideas at some point
which you did not share on the forum?

3. Now, let’s discuss your files. [we’re looking for unordinariness]
•

Did you create new types of files, did you share files with new third-parties?

•

Did you download new types of files, or from new sources?

•

Was there a moment when you needed/wanted to isolate files from the rest of your computer?

•

Was there a moment when you wanted to protect a file?

•

Did you have to deal with an untrustworthy file?

•

Did you have any ideas about how you could control how files are used by apps, or how
you could protect files?

4. Now, let’s discuss your online interactions. Online interactions can mean chatting, using a website,
downloading something, updating an app, making a payment, using an online app. [this part was
not very useful for my data collection, I added it because participants did discuss online
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interactions in the study forum, so it’s useful to understand how they conceptualise security even
though most online interactions are out of scope for sandboxing.]
•

Did you engage in new types of online interactions?

•

Did you have online interaction that needed some form of security/protection?

•

Did you feel that you needed to have some proof that an interaction was secure?

•

Did you feel that performing an interaction could represent a risk to your personal identity?

•

Did you feel that performing an interaction could represent a risk to your apps or computer?

•

Did you feel that performing an interaction could represent a risk to your data?

•

Did you have any ideas about how you could protect yourself while performing online
interactions?

Raw sandbox usage
Note: we'll discuss the features from the proposals right after. Just discuss the general sandbox
concept and general firejail usage for now.
5. Did you use the Firejail sandbox? If so,
•

What apps / files did you use it for? Why?

•

Did you succeed running the app you wanted and reaching your goal for the task at hand?

•

Did you notice a difference with the unsandboxed version?

•

Did you think it was worth using it? [if user failed, would have been worth using it?]

6. Did you use the sandbox to download data? [marker of associating SB with unsecure activities]
7. Did you use the sandbox to hide data from the rest of your system? [… with more secure state]
8. How did you access the sandbox?
•

Did you run sandboxes from the Terminal, manually?

•

Did you run sandboxes by interacting with Protected Files?
◦ What files did you tag as Protected?
◦ Do you think other forms of tagging would be useful?

•

Did you run sandboxes from the File manager?

•

Did you run sandboxes from the Desktop? [not possible with my code, attention check]

•

Did you run sandboxes from the Application Finder?

•

Did you run sandboxes from the Whisker menu?

I’m gonna ask you to give quick 1 to 5 scores, talking exclusively about the Firejail raw sandbox –
not the 3 implemented proposals which we’ll discuss next. Don’t feel bad about giving negative
marks now or later on, I as an interviewer do not care if you criticise the software, I want your
honest opinion.
9. What was the sandbox / would the sandbox be useful for?
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10. What was it / would it be useless for? In other words, who has no need for Firejail?
11. Overall what do you think of the sandbox you've tried?
12. From 1 to 5, how easy was it to apply your desired security goals with the available UI?
13. From 1 to 5, how confident were you that Firejail did what you wanted?
14. What were the main problems with the sandbox?
15. From 1 to 5, how likely would you be to install the sandbox and use it in the future?
16. From 1 to 5, same question, provided that all bugs are removed?

Implemented feature: secure workspaces
17. Did you try this feature?
18. How did you create secure workspaces? [let them describe how they came across it]
19. What did you use them for? [for what activities] Why?
20. Which options did you choose to use? Why?
21. With the secure workspace, did you...
•

succeed running your apps, and did you reach your goal?

•

notice a difference with unsandboxed workspaces?

•

think it was worth using it? [if user failed, would have been worth using it?]

22. Were there components that did not integrate with the secure workspace?
23. Did you accidentally run an app in the secure workspace, expecting it to be unsandboxed?
•

How did you notice?

•

How long did it take you to get back on track?

24. What [other] problems did you run into?
•

How do you think they could be solved?

25. Was the feature useful / helpful? [or] Why did you not try the feature?
26. How easy was it to find the feature? [if the user says not so easy, ask them what could change]
27. How easy was it to use the feature? [if the user says not so easy, ask them what could change]
28. Did you notice apps in a secure workspace share the same sandbox?
•

Was it useful to you, or detrimental?

29. How would you explain the feature to another Xubuntu user?
30. What uses would you suggest for that feature?

Implemented feature: bandwidth control
31. Did you try this feature?
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32. What did you use it for? [which apps] Why?
33. Which options did you choose to use? Why?
34. With the feature, did you...
•

succeed running your apps, and did you reach your goal?

•

notice a difference with unsandboxed apps?

•

think it was worth using it? [if user failed, would have been worth using it?]

35. What problems did you run into?
•

How do you think they could be solved?

36. Was the feature useful / helpful? [or] Why did you not try the feature?
37. How easy was it to find the feature? [if the user says not so easy, ask them what could change]
38. How easy was it to use the feature? [if the user says not so easy, ask them what could change]
39. How would you explain the feature to another Xubuntu user?
40. What uses would you suggest for that feature?

Implemented feature: systematically sandboxed apps
41. Did you try this feature?
42. What did you use it for? [which apps] Why?
43. Which options did you choose to use? Why?
44. With the feature, did you...
•

succeed running your apps, and did you reach your goal?

•

notice a difference with unsandboxed apps?

•

think it was worth using it? [if user failed, would have been worth using it?]

45. What problems did you run into?
•

How do you think they could be solved?

46. Was the feature useful / helpful? [or] Why did you not try the feature?
47. How easy was it to find the feature? [if the user says not so easy, ask them what could change]
48. How easy was it to use the feature? [if the user says not so easy, ask them what could change]
49. How would you explain the feature to another Xubuntu user?
50. What uses would you suggest for that feature?

Evaluation of PD process
Note: we're now discussing Xubuntu with the integration of Firejail and the three implemented
proposals.
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51. Overall what do you think of the Xfce+Firejail sandbox integrated together, with the three
implemented features?
52. What were the main problems overall? [at this stage it was covered, it’s more a matter of what
annoyed them the most among all features]
53. From 1 to 5, how easy was it to apply your desired security goals with the available UI?
54. From 1 to 5, how confident were you that the integrated sandbox did what you wanted?
55. From 1 to 5, how likely would you be to install the sandbox and use it in the future?
56. From 1 to 5, same question, provided that all remaining bugs are fixed?
57. Any last comments?
Remember to provide security advice to participants as agreed. Help them fix up their mental
models now that the study is over.
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F. Value-Sensitive Analysis Appendix
Table F.1 Features used to discuss how participants would react to a feature removal
Table F.2 Features used to discuss good and bad reasons to remove a feature
Table F.3 Features used to discuss what to think of a security-caused feature removal
Table F.4 List of extra features or plugins my participants would like to have
Table F.5 List of plugins my participants declared having installed
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ID

P#

Cat.

App name

Feature

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17

P1
P2
P3

code
code
medi
web
DE
web
web
IM
docu
docu
docu
code
code
*
web
code
docu

Sublime
Vim
Steam
Chromium
GNOME DE
Chromium
Chromium
Thunderbird
LibreOffice
LibreOffice
LibreOffice
Eclipse
Notepad++
generic
generic
IntelliJ IDE
SumatraPDF

DE
web
code

Xfce DE
Chromium
Emacs

Syntax highlighting plugins
All plugins
Game mods in Steam
Ad blocking plugin
All extensions
HTTPS everywhere plugin
Ad blocking plugin
Enigmail plugin
Zotero plugin
Spell checking plugin
Compatibility with Office
All plugins
Searching through multiple files
generic
Built-in PDF reader
JAR decompression
Reopening PDFs on previously open
page
All plugins
Bookmarks
All plugins

R18
R19
R20

P4
P5

P6
P7
P8
P10
P12
P13

Threatened by
sandboxing?
partly1
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no2
yes
yes
ø
no
no
no
yes
no
yes

Table F.1.: Features for which participants described their reaction to the features’ removal.

1
2

Some programming languages’ syntax highlighting is provided via plugins.
Some plugins provide compatibility for other formats, even though Office compatibility is built-in.
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ID

P#

Cat.

App name

Answer

J1
J2
J3
J4

P1
P2

code
code
code
code

Sublime
Vim
Vim
LaTeX

medi
web
web
docu
docu

MPV player
Firefox
Chromium
LibreOffice
LibreOffice

P8
P9

docu
*
code
web
web

LibreOffice
generic
Notepad++
generic
Chromium

P10

docu

SumatraPDF

code
DE
code
web
web

IntelliJ IDE
Xfce DE
Emacs
Chromium
Chromium

All plugins
All plugins
Any feature or plugin
Macros provided by a LaTeX package
Whole user interface
Whole user interface
Ad blocking plugin
Spell checking
Compatibility with Microsoft Office
Grammar checking
generic
Searching through multiple files
Built-in PDF reader
Cross-device bookmark synchronisation
Reopening PDFs on previously
open page
JAR decompression
Keyboard shortcuts to launch apps
Syntax highlighting
Bookmarks
All plugins

P4

J5
J6
J7
J8
J9

P5
P6

J10
J11
J12
J13
J14

P7

J15
J16
J17
J18
J19
J20

P12
P13

G B Threatened by
sandboxing?
3
yes
3
yes
3 ø
3
no
ø3
3 no
3
yes
3
partly4
3
no
3

3
partly5
3 3 ø
3
yes6
3
no
3 3 no
3 3 no7
3
no
3 3 no
3
partly8
3
no
3 3 yes

Table F.2.: Features for which participants told me about what good (G) or bad (B) justification developers might have for removing them. Yellow rows correspond
to primed answers in favour of security being a good justification. P12 gave
two bad reasons for J17, resulting in 8 bad reasons in the paper for 7 features.

3
4
5
6
7
8

Desktop sandboxes don’t provide support for CLI applications.
Extra languages are provided via plugins, usually only English is built-in.
Extra languages are provided via plugins, usually only English is built-in.
Usually forbidden by default, depends on the sandbox’s file access control policy.
Assuming the sandboxed app is allowed to keep a cache, which is usually the case.
Some programming languages’ syntax highlighting is provided via plugins.
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ID

P#

Cat.

App name

Feature

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9

P1
P2
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9

code
code
code
web
docu
docu
*
web
web

Sublime
Sublime
Vim
Firefox
LibreOffice
LibreOffice
generic
generic
Chromium

S10

P10

docu

SumatraPDF

S11
S12

P12
P13

DE
web

Xfce DE
Chromium

All plugins
Syntax highlighting plugins
Any feature or plugin
Vimperator plugin
Spell checking
Compatibility with Microsoft Office
generic
Built-in PDF reader
Cross-device bookmark synchronisation
Reopening PDFs on previously open
page
Keyboard shortcuts to launch apps
Any feature or plugin

Threatened by
sandboxing?
yes
partly9
ø
yes
partly10
no
ø
no
no
no11
no
ø

Table F.3.: Features for which I asked participants what they would think of a feature
removal justified by security reasons. There were 12 features. P3 and P9
did not tell me what they would do, and P10 gave me two different reactions
based on how concerned he would be about the security reason at hand. This
led to the 11 reactions to feature removal presented in the paper.

9

Extra languages are provided via plugins, usually only English is built-in.
Some programming languages’ syntax highlighting is provided via plugins.
11
Assuming the sandboxed app is allowed to keep a cache, which is usually the case.
10
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P#
P2

Cat.
code

App name
Vim

P3
P4

web
DE

Chromium
Xfce

P5

web

Chromium

P5

web

Chromium

P8

DE

Xfce

P9
P10

comm
web

Skype
Chromium

P10

web

Chromium

P12

DE

P13

comm

File manager
mutt

Plugin
A mode to better organise tabs and simplify multitasking
A plugin to enhance Facebook’s usability
Faster access to recently used apps in app
launchers
A password manager plugin that wont’t
lock you out if you forget your master
password
Support for more types of Web pages in
Zotero
A way to suspend a task on the phone and
resume it on the desktop
A more reliable video calls feature
A better way to display and organise
browser tabs
Something like Vimperator for Web keyboard navigation
A better way to navigate files with the
keyboard
A GPG plugin

App trait
work organisation
enabling social interactions
work organisation
security
format compatibility
cross-device computing
replacing a buggy feature
work organisation
improving task efficiency
improving task efficiency
privacy

Table F.4.: Plugins or new features desired by participants.
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P#
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P2
P2
P2
P3
P3
P3
P3
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P5
P5
P5
P5
P5
P5
P5
P6
P6
P6
P6
P6
P7
P7
P7
P7
P7
P7
P7
P8
P8

Cat.
web
web
web
code
code
code
code
web
web
code
web
web
code
code
web
web
web
web
DE
web
web
web
web
comm
docu
DE
web
web
web
sec
sec
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web

App name
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Sublime
Sublime
Sublime
Sublime
Firefox
Firefox
Vim
Firefox
Firefox
Brackets
Brackets
Firefox
Firefox
Firefox
Firefox
Xfce
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Thunderbird
LibreOffice
Xfce
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
KeePass
KeePass
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium

Plugin
AdBlock
OneTap
Tool to calculate distances in pixels
Origami
Code snippets plugin
Cooperative coding plugin
Themes
AdBlock
Torrent downloader
“reformatting and styling things” 12
uBlock
NoScript
Colour palette
Python plugin
AdBlock
HTTPS everywhere
Pushbullet
Vimperator
DevilsPie
AdBlock
HTTPS everywhere
Zotero
Hangout
Enigmail
Zotero
Cairo
uBlock
TrackInhibitor
ZenMate
A database backup plugin
Favicon Downloader
uBlock
Shortcut to Calendar
Firebug
MyTexts
FacebookUnseen
NAS downloader
Chromecast
AdBlock
Hoverzoom

App trait
ad blocking
work organisation
integrating external features
work organisation
improving task efficiency
enabling social interactions
UI improvements
ad blocking
new features
UI improvements
ad blocking
security
integrating external features
format compatibility
ad blocking
security
cross-device computing
improving task efficiency
work organisation
ad blocking
security
integrating external features
enabling social interactions
privacy
integrating external features
improving task efficiency
ad blocking
privacy
privacy
data backup feature
UI improvements
ad blocking
integrating external features
new features
cross-device computing
privacy
cross-device computing
access to content
ad blocking
improving task efficiency

Table F.5.: Plugins installed by participants (1/2).
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P#
P9
P9
P9
P9
P9
P9
P9
P9
P9
P9
P10
P10
P11
P11
P11
P11
P11
P11
P11

Cat.

P11
P11
P12
P12
P12
P12
P12
P13
P13
P13
P13
P13
P13
P13

web
comm
web
docu
docu
DE
DE
web
web
code
code
code
code
comm

web
web
web
web
web
web
web
code
code
code
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web

App name
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Eclipse
Eclipse
Eclipse
Chromium
Chromium
Firefox
Firefox
Firefox
Firefox
Firefox
Firefox
Firefox

Plugin
AdBlock
Neutron IDE
POSTman
Telegram
MEGASync
Hoverzoom
Shortcut to Google Doc
SVN plugin
Javadoc plugin
UML plugin
AdBlock
Youtube repeater
AdBlock
FlashBlock
FoxyProxy
Youtube downloader
Video downloader (for Vimeo)
Roomy – bookmarks toolbar
Xmarks – bookmark synchronisation
Firefox
Foxtabs
Pidgin
Off-the-Record
Chromium
AdBlock
GIMP
Extra brushes and effects
Blender
Tree modelling plugin
Xfce
Conky
Xfce
Kupfer
Firefox
AdBlock
Firefox
Tool to screenshot Web pages
Emacs
Org mode
Emacs
Python mode
Emacs
C mode
Emacs
MarkDown mode
Thunderbird Enigmail

App trait
ad blocking
new features
new features
enabling social interactions
cross-device computing
improving task efficiency
integrating external features
integrating external features
integrating external features
format compatibility
ad blocking
improving task efficiency
ad blocking
security
access to content
new features
new features
UI improvements
cross-device computing
work organisation
privacy
ad blocking
new features
new features
new features
improving task efficiency
ad blocking
integrating external features
work organisation
format compatibility
format compatibility
format compatibility
privacy

(2/2)

12

The plugin’s name was inaudible, it is assumed to be a syntax highlighting plugin.
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G. Participatory Design Study Appendix
G.1. Bugs Identified During the Study

Participants
affected

Status

All

Fixed

All

Fixed

P5 & P12

Fixed

P13

Incompatibility

Origin of fault

Description

The Linux network manager does not properly filter
out virtual network interfaces, and would display
NetworkManager the virtual interfaces created by Firejail sandboxes,
causing pollution in the network switching UI as
sandboxes are created.
The Firejail sandbox originally did not prevent
communication over the D-Bus IPC system. I modified it to include D-Bus blocking, as many Desktop
Firejail
applications would naturally evade the sandbox by
using D-Bus to locate already running instances at
launch time.
The Thunar File Manager would crash for some
participants due to a memory management bug in
my code adding support for Firejail in Thunar. The
My code
bug was fixed once reported, but it was reported
late into the study.
The eCryptFS filesystem, which is used to provide
transparent access to encrypted filesystems, is not
compatible with Linux’s overlay filesystem, which
ø
Firejail uses. This prevented P13 from using private homes for his sandboxed workspaces and applications, and no workaround could be provided.

Table G.1.: List of bugs encountered throughout the participatory design phase of the study.
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G.2. Additional User Experiences Discussed During the
Study
G.2.1. Initial Experiences on the Forum to Encourage Conversation
Here, I present the two stories I shared with participants and which they reacted to,
so that readers will not confuse them with participant-provided experiences in the next
section.
I001 – A Needed, but Distrusted Application
Description:
In this experience, I relate my reliance on Skype, and my distrust of it.
I need Skype because third-parties use it too, but I’ve heard rumours that it spies on
users’ local files and particularly browser bookmarks. Thus, I want to limit its ability to
access files. Virtual Machines are not an acceptable solution because I occasionally need
to share a file, or share my screen – so I need these features to remain functional and
efficient to use.
How Participants Reacted to The Story: P2 provided his own account of insecurity
rumours with Skype: it exposes your IP address, which can be farmed for attacks.P5
indicated that she had the same feeling about Skype (and she will is sandboxing it during
the study). She also needs it to talk to others but she doesn’t trust Microsoft and has privacy concerns. She used to need screen sharing but uses dedicated software for that now,
and would be okay with isolating Skype completely. P13 also voiced privacy concerns
over Microsoft as he explains that all his video traffic transits via Microsoft’s servers
implying it could be observed by them. P4 laments that one cannot even implement
end-to-end encryption on top of Skype since the application itself is not open-source. P2
and P13 do not state if they use Skype, and if so, how. P4 refuses to use it.
Sandboxing Solutions: To prevent Skype from spying on user files, it only needs be
sandboxed, without access to files. Regarding the leakage of users’ IP address, Firejail
allows us to redirect a sandbox’s traffic via a distinct network interface, which could be
configured to use a VPN server or a proxy server. Both P2 and P11 indicated desire for
a VPN-based solution once I’d formulated it in the discussion space.
I002 – Separating Music and Work Audio
Description: I posted this experience as I knew from mid-study interviews some participants would relate to it. Here, I discuss the issue I have with music players that
automatically scan my filesystem for audio files, as some of these files are interview
recordings which are privacy-sensitive. Music players nowadays have an Internet connection, and I don’t want bits of my interview recordings to be sent to a server for any
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analysis whatsoever. I pointed out that I have the same problem on my (sandboxed)
Android phone where my music player scans my recorded phone calls and interviews1 .
How Participants Reacted to The Story: P12 expressed his hatred of music players
with such a filesystem scanning feature. He tells us that he uses a specific music player
that only scans a unique user-specified folder. P4 points out that many music players
will only look at a specific folder (usually /Music), so those can be used instead. P12
explains that isolating his music drive ensures that the player does not pick up sound
bites, recordings, or tracks in progress that he is currently producing. He lets his music
player scan music he’s purchased, and when he wants to play his own recordings, he
manually opens them in the player. He asks if it is possible to have multiple sandbox
configurations for the same audio program – one for music only, and the other for his
recordings.
Sandboxing Solutions: Multiple sandbox profiles can be created for the same application, albeit some deployed application sandboxes (like those on Android, OS X and
Windows) don’t support multiple profiles per application. Firejail already has the features required to implement profiles, but they are obscure and not properly documented.
A UI is required.

G.2.2. User Experiences Relevant to Sandboxing
Below, I report on the experiences not already included in section 9.3.
E002 – Downloading System Configuration Files
Description: P5 sought to download a colour profile for her monitor, but did not know
where to get such a file safely. She was not familiar with the file extensions to look for and
downloaded – and executed – multiple files with incompatible formats, from “websites
that weren’t trustworthy”.
P5 took the risk of opening unknown files and damaging her OS, even though she felt
worried. She said in insight that she should have run the software that processes monitor
colour profiles in a sandbox.
Sandboxing Solutions: Given the monolithic design of OS kernels, it is not possible
to confine a hardware driver, as the driver runs with full kernel privilege. Because of
that, confinement technologies in general cannot solve the general case version of P5’s
dilemma. In the specific case where it is configuration files that are downloaded, rather
1

I did not want to lead participants on, but the issue I point out is exacerbated by the Mobile sandboxing
model with a single media library for audio files. Many Desktop players will not sneak around, and
will ask which folder they must read. On Android, the recommended API for reading media files
will pull audio files regardless of actual location. Applications must ask for full permission to use
the shared filesystem to be able to scan only a specific folder, which would make users suspicious.
Mindlessly applying the same model to Desktop applications would result in the same issue.
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than drivers, those files could be analysed and sanitised by a sandboxable standalone
binary provided by the hardware manufacturer – but that is a particular case indeed.
This experience is not useful for ideation on sandbox-based services.
E003 – Opening Suspicious Media Files
Description: P13 is aware that PDF files can be used as malware infection vectors. He
once was looking for a digital novel, released as a PDF file. He could not find a reputable
source from which to download this novel – only ‘really shady’ websites. He finally found
a .doc version of the file, which he chose to run in an obscure Word processor with very
limited support for advanced features of the file format, hoping any malware inside the
.doc file would not be compatible with his application.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: The participant is not worried about applications abusing
his computer. He uses encryption to protect files he considers sensitive, and he expects
that applications cannot access each other’s memory, so that a malicious application may
not spy on a legitimate one.
Sandboxing Solutions: P13’s mental model of Desktop application security ignores
indirect information flows from malicious to benign apps, e.g. by planting exploit-ridden
files which Desktop libraries used by benign apps will read2 . P13 would benefit from
sandboxing his .doc processing application either at runtime or automatically through
a policy. Technologies for this already exist.
E005 – Protecting One’s Session When Visiting a Bank Website
Description: P12 sandboxed his Web browser to check his bank account information, so
that other applications could not communicate with the browser during that activity. P12
emphasized he found it unlikely that malware would actually hit him, but he understood
that if malware was ever present on his system, it would wait for him to do something
akin to visiting his bank website. Ergo, P12 wanted to practice good security hygiene,
and this helped him ‘feel a little bit safer’.
P13 also mentioned his security practices when visiting his bank website, but concluded
that using a sandbox was redundant. Indeed, he argued, Chromium is already sandboxed
and his bank has a poor password policy anyway – making them accountable for any
possible breach in his opinion. The differences in opinions stem from a different mental
model of how third-party applications can affect the browser.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P12 wants a sandbox that acts as a fortress and protects
the sandboxed application from the outside. This is, conceptually, simpler for him to
deal with than sandboxing every other application on his system so he can safely visit
his banking website.
2

One such example would be the ubiquitous ‘recently opened files’ feature, for which file retrieval is
implemented through a Desktop library.
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Sandboxing Solutions: P12’s desired sandbox can be built with current technologies.
Baumann et al. (2014) have implemented a system that lets applications execute code
even on untrusted OSs, although it was designed for use on cloud computing platforms.
This type of sandboxing can also be emulated by wrapping every user application into
a permissive sandbox, so that all IPC is mediated and so that IPC to the sandboxed
browser instance running a bank website can be blocked. However feasible this idea is,
it was never implemented in Desktop OSs to the best of my knowledge.
E007 – Duplicating Applications
Description: At work, P3 relies on an application that lets him connect to remote
servers, but the application doesn’t support viewing and handling connections to multiple
servers at a time – it only allows one instance. P3 chose to try out another application
with that capability. In the application he tried, the UI presents each conection to a
server in a tab, so he can switch from one to another. However, he trusts the new
application less than the old one.
P3 accepts the risk because he uses the software on his work computer, to connect on
an internal network. He assumes that if his company’s security team is doing a proper
job of separating networks, then the new application, if malicious, should not be able
to leak his credentials to the Internet. P3 does not have ideas as to how to make the
original application fulfill his need.
Sandboxing Solutions: Confinement systems, when they isolate an application, shut
down its ability to use IPC mechanisms to detect previously running instances. Besides,
many GUI toolkits contain protocols for UI embedding, so it is possible to create windows
that can host multiple instances of the same application into a tabbed UI widget. By
combining those two technologies, a one-instance application can be readily transformed
to support multiple instances by combining confinement and UI embedding. This is how
browsers isolate processes that each render their own website and present rendered pages
in separate tabs. The method used by browsers could be democratised to all applications
through OS-provided GUI toolkits which support building such tabbed UIs.
E008 – Running Old, Unsecure Software
Description: P12 maintains a few computer systems which run old, unmaintained software. Those machines cannot be updated, because the software they run do not support
newer versions of their dependencies. P12 is aware the computers could be compromised
and used to host malware or botnets. He wants to restrict their access to the network,
but is unsure if sandboxing or traditional network security mechanisms are the best way
to go.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P12 would like to be able to run his legacy applications
onto his work computer so he can put the older computers to rest. He therefore needs
network access control on his sandboxing tool.
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Sandboxing Solutions: Container-based confinement systems can be used to provide a
unique execution environment to applications which are not compatible with the OS’s
current libraries. In fact, tools like Docker (Docker Inc., 2014) specialise in providing
tools to run applications in stable, contained environments like P12 needs. I pointed out
such tools to P12, and we did not further explore the topic, as sandboxes like Firejail are
not as convenient to use for this specific use case.
E010 – Dangerous Browser Plugins
Description: P2 explains he is uncomfortable with his brother using his laptop to stream
music, because he does not want technologies like Flash – a common requirement for
streaming websites – running on his computer. He ended up creating an unprivileged
user account for his brother, but realises that having had a sandbox would have allowed
for a less disruptive user experience. P2 also considered installing Spotify for his brother
to use, but he dislikes that it is a peer-to-peer application, which might abuse his Internet
bandwidth and prevent concurrent use of the system.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P2’s solution to his browser problem was to create a new
user account. This comes with a usability cost, as he cannot let his brother stream music
while he also uses the computer. Regarding Spotify, P12 wonders if its uploads could be
monitored and limited by a piece of technology, so that it would not abuse the bandwidth
and restrict itself to streaming music. P12 explains he’d like to have a control for that
directly into the decoration of the application’s window, which could be brought up by
typing a dedicated keyboard shortcut.
Sandboxing Solutions: Regarding Flash, sandboxes can be used to run instances of an
application with special settings (e.g. dangerous Flash plugins), and to separate those
special instances from a generic one. As for Spotify, it is possible to limit the bandwidth
used by an application, as well as write custom firewall rules to filter outgoing packets
(although such an action implies writing a network access control policy, which is not
trivial).
E011 – Playing PC Games with No-CD Cracks
Description: P4 is an avid gamer, and uses a variety of emulators to play games on his
computer, including Wine which can run Windows native applications on Linux. Many
PC games require the presence of the game’s CD in the computer’s optical disk drive,
but fail to recognise it when they run over Wine. Because of that, Linux gamers often
seek cracked versions of their games online, which have been patched to bypass the CD
checking code. No-CD cracks are a popular attack vector for malware authors, and P4
would like to restrain Wine to the folders where his games are installed, and he would also
like to block dangerous system calls within the software. He does not have the patience
to configure current MAC tools like AppArmor (Bauer, 2006), which are hardly adapted.
P4 has been taking risks “with blind faith” until now.
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Participant’s Ideal Solution: P4 does not believe that he can find a way to sandbox
Wine applications without undesirable side effects. To make the matter more complicated, P12 shares that he uses Wine to run music players and media production applications, which legitimately require access to user files. P4 further points out that many
Windows applications run inside Wine do not respect Desktop file naming conventions
and so, we cannot predict from an application’s name where it will seek to save files like
we would with standardised Linux applications.
Sandboxing Solutions: Two challenges prevent the use of mainstream OS sandboxes
for applications line Wine. Firstly, the file access control policy must be mapped not to
Wine, but to the application being run by it. Without explicit support for sandboxes in
Wine, users must manually create policies in the sandbox for each application they run
under Wine. To reach that goal, policy authorship and application launching UIs are
required.
Secondly, Wine must not be let to access users’ files, but must be able to create
new files and folders in any location to ensure compatibility with the applications it
runs. Overlay filesystems solve this issue. Support for overlay filesystems exists in few
sandboxes, including Firejail (which I had to improve a bit for the study) and MBox (Kim
and Zeldovich, 2013).
E012 – Sandboxing Complex Development Applications
Description: P13 uses an application at work for which he cannot afford to pay a
licence. The application is a binary inspection tool, which disassembles binaries back
into readable source code. He obtained a cracked version of it, and so, he is worried that
it may contain malware. As the application provides services for security professionals,
its users are valuable targets. P13 wants to sandbox this application to avoid dangers.
However, it uses many low-level system calls which may be forbidden by sandboxing
policies.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P13 tried to run his application in a Firejail sandbox
– which is exactly what he would like to do with it, but it did not work due to the
application’s complexity.
Sandboxing Solutions: In theory, sandboxing technologies should be able to perfectly
emulate any operation performed by a sandboxed application – provided the policy is
permissive enough. Without an analysis of the failure causes in P13’s account, it is not
possible to assert if the sandbox’s failure resorts to technical limitations or to policy
mismatches. Either way, the story is not useful for ideation.
E014 – Ransomware Infection
Description: P12 came forward with a classic security tale: infection by ransomware.
He manages a network of computers for a library, and one of the library’s public com-
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puters became infected hours before he was to deploy a new system to synchronise all
the machines’ filesystems to help maintain them.
Participant’s First Solution: P12 wonders if sandboxing could be used so that the data
synchronised across public computers3 is isolated from other files on his server and local
computers. Indeed, application confinement on the server could play that role; but server
security software is not what we are investigating in the study. As for local computers,
they are already protected from infections of users’ data by existing OS access control
policies.
Participant’s Second Solution: P12 eventually mentions that he could use sandboxes
to isolate applications on the public computers which are likely to be used to propagate
malware, e.g. browsers. Assuming the ransomware was executed through a browser
exploit, running every browser instance in a disposable sandbox would have limited the
lifetime of the infection to a single user and eliminated risks of permanent infection. There
remains the possibility that the exploit came from a file contained in an USB device which
targets an OS vulnerability, but systematically sandboxing local applications greatly
reduces the attack surface.
E015 – Protecting a Passwords File
Description: P5 saves her passwords in her browser’s integrated password manager.
She doesn’t like password managers like Keypass which generate new random passwords,
because she once experienced a severe password lockout due to them. However, she has
no idea where exactly the browser stores the passwords file – and how protected they
are.
She would like to find out where on her computer the file is located so she can use the
sandbox to protect it from applications other than the browser.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P5 wants the file to be protected by the sandbox, so that
no unintended access to it can occur. Only the browser should be allowed to access it.
Sandboxing Solutions: Any access control system can restrict access to a file, although
they usually require complex policy tuning (e.g. AppArmor or SELinux) or enforce drastic
security policies which force the user to expand effort to access the data (e.g. binding
the file to all instances of a single application like in OS X and Windows 10 sandboxes,
or separating it on a different physical drive).
Here, P5 wants to express that a particular file is worthy of being protected, without
having to take care of the technical details of policy authoring and composition. Sandboxes don’t usually allow users to talk about their files in relation to any application,
3

Open access devices in public spaces are usually single-account devices, and the account is shared by
dozens of users over the course of a day. Typical account separation is not an option to protect the
service being provided from a single malicious or unlucky user.
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only about how the applications must be confined. Most sandboxes would require P5
to launch all other applications with a policy that forbids touching the file, or to store
the file inside Chrome’s sandbox where it might not e.g. be backed-up by a third-party
utility. This story illustrates how a technicality of sandboxes – they are applied to OS
processes – overly constrains the coupling between user activities and the sandbox. P5
was required to express her security need in the technical language of sandboxing, rather
than in terms more tangible to her experience.
E017 - Treating Downloads as Unsafe
Description: As P3 puts it, ‘getting data from the Internet might get you some nasty
viruses’, and he would like content he downloads from untrusted third parties to be
quarantined by default. He came up with an idea how sandboxes might help protect him
from those viruses when he downloads content online.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P3 would like for applications that open files in his Downloads folder to always be opened in a sandbox. P3’s criteria for when files are safe to
open unsandboxed is when he chose to move them outside of the Downloads folder. In
his explanation, P3 criticises security systems that require a setup effort on his behalf. In
his proposal, the effort of moving files valuable enough to be safeguarded already fulfills
a purpose since it helps him re-find those files later on.
Sandboxing Solutions: There is nothing difficult in implementing P3’s wish, and it has
in fact been used by some applications to provide tiers of security via compartmentalisation. Microsoft Office and Adobe Reader open downloaded files in a read-only mode
to limit malware risks until users explicitly designate their intent to have the file open in
read-write mode. The idea has not yet been generalised to an OS-wide sandbox, but it
could be.
E018 - Treating Downloads as Junk
Description: P13, too, wants downloaded files to be treated as second class citizens,
but not for the same reason. He sees those files as fundamentally worthless, rather than
particularly dangerous like P3. He does not think that files that stay in the Downloads
folder are worth protecting – if they had any value to him, he would store them elsewhere
in his filesystem.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: P13 would like for all files outside of his Downloads folder
to be sandboxed, so that an application managing one file cannot access another file
without his consent. However, his downloaded files are to be accessible by any sandboxed
application without protection.
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Sandboxing Solutions: This proposal illustrates a mental model where files are considered benign, and applications malicious. In practice, downloaded files can embed
exploits, but since P13 wants all his other files sandboxed, the opening of a malicious
downloaded file would only affect one application instance and thus, one other file. In
light of the importance of being able to co-access files in the same folder revealed by
the policy analysis performed in Chapter 8, the policy proposed by P13 would be rather
unusable, though. Even though the specific proposal of P13 does not appear in the
literature on sandboxing or in off-the-shelf tools, policies that protect one part of the
filesystem but not another are not uncommon.
E019 - Managing Application Profiles
Description: In this story, P13 explains why he would like some of his applications to
provide support for the concept of profiles (sets of preferences that can be chosen at
launch time, so that users can quickly switch between two different configurations of the
application). He sometimes displays his screen over a projector during lectures, and when
he does so, he needs to use dark text on bright backgrounds, with large fonts. However,
for personal use, he prefers dark UIs with smaller text. The operation of preparing his
applications’ UIs for presentations is burdensome to him.
In his debriefing interview, P3 mentions how he would like to be able to view multiple
‘projects’ inside any sort of application (graphics, code, text editors, etc.) so that groups
of related files open together in the same project, and he can switch from one to another
on the same UI whilst having them compartmentalised. He got the idea from how
Sublime Text’s UI allows him to switch back and forth, suspend and resume coding
projects through an integrated UI.
Participant’s Ideal Solution: The participant would like his applications to support
different configurations and to provide a UI to quickly switch between configurations.
He does not think he can do anything but to wait for that feature to be implemented.
Sandboxing Solutions: I informed P13 that he could use sandboxes to expose his applications to customised, pre-configured settings folders, with a little bit of elbow grease.
As I explained the concept of mapping settings folders onto a sandboxed application,
P13 clarified that he would like to be able to switch between profiles ‘with a single button’; such a feature would imply rebooting the application when its settings folders are
replaced, so it is not as feasible as P13 would like it to be.
However, code editors have similar features built-in, with custom code to make it
work. Further research is needed to assess if the concept of projects and profiles can be
generalised directly in OSs’ application writing libraries.
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Participants
affected

P13

Status

Origin of fault

Incompatibility

ø

Unsolved

Dropbox

P4, P12

Fixed

My code

P5

Fixed

My code
Xfce

P2

Fixed

My code

P5

&

Description

The Xfce window manager (xfwm4) lets users
choose custom decoration themes for their windows.
I extended the theming system to provide special
decorations for sandboxed applications. I updated
the default themes for Xfce and Xubuntu, but not
other themes as there are too many to support. I
made xfwm4 use the default Xfce theme as a fallback if the user’s theme does not support sandboxed
window decorations. P13 used another theme, so
his sandboxed and unsandboxed applications were
decorated using different themes. He considered
this a bug.
A known bug randomly affects Dropbox users on
Xubuntu: Dropbox’s system tray icon (normally
displayed in the DE’s panel) sometimes becomes
invisible. Launching Dropbox within Firejail triggers this bug. As this is an existing bug in Dropbox
of unknown origin, I did not investigate it.
Multiple applications started crashing after an update of the study software. This was due to a memory corruption in one of the Xfce libraries I had
modified. It was solved as soon as reported.
After P5 tagged her first workspace as a secure workspace, some utility programs from Xfce
crashed. This is due to the programs automatically
assigning themselves to workspace 1. The programs
should not be launched in a sandbox as they are
part of the DE. I fixed this by forbidding the sandboxing of workspace 1.
Sandboxes that are both given a name and a bandwidth parameter crashed on launch. The bug was
fixed after it was reported.

Table G.1.: (continued)
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Participants
affected

P4

Status

Origin of fault

Unknown

My code

Incompatibility

ø

Fixed

Ubuntu’s
packaging
system

P4

Unsolved

My code
Chrome

P2

Fixed

Firejail

P12

P4, P12

&

Description

The Xfce App Finder would crash after an update
from my software repository. I fixed a similar bug
shortly before P4 reported this one, and P4 did not
confirm if his bug was fixed or not after the next
update.
Support for sandboxed workspaces must be implemented in the DE and userspace libraries, rather
than in the kernel (where there is no notion of
workspaces). I extended support for sandboxed
workspaces only to the Xfce and GNOME standard
libraries, due to the development cost of supporting
each and every program out there. P12 uses such
a non-standard program, which could not launch
sandboxed applications.
Ubuntu requires most of its library packages to
be compatible with both 32-bit and 64-bit applications at the same time, although many are not
yet converted to this package format since no existing multi-architecture packages depend on them.
During the study, changes in third-party applications used by P4 and P12 caused some libraries
I had replaced by my own software to become
multi-architecture. Because my versions of the libraries were not designed to be multi-architecture,
those participants could not update their system
any more until we identified the issue.
Chrome hangs when P4 starts it in a sandbox, because it keeps trying to reach an OS-wide key storage file that Firejail blocks. Other participants,
however, managed to use Chrome without hanging.
I could not gather enough information from P4 to
fix the issue for him.
P2 reported a bug against the network restriction
feature shipped in the original Firejail sandbox, as
it appeared too complex to use. This issue became
irrelevant once the network restriction proposal was
implemented, as it offered new UI and CLI methods
for restricting the bandwidth and network capabilities of applications.
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Participants
affected

Status

Origin of fault

P2

Fixed

Ubuntu’s
packaging
system

P5

Unknown

Unknown

P13

Fixed

The Linux kernel

P13

Unsolved

Unknown

P13

Unsolved

Unknown

All

Unsolved

Firejail

Description

P2 reported that some of the updates I had provided were missing, despite him installing the latest
packages. An investigation revealed that the packages had not been built properly, because Ubuntu’s
packaging scripts ignored a configuration step in
Xfce’s build chain. I re-packaged my software with
an option to force the packaging scripts to run this
step, and the issue disappeared.
Early in the study, P5 reported that Firefox would
not run in the Firejail sandbox. I could not reproduce the issue, which is likely caused by a setup
specific to P5. The issue could also be attributed to
P5 learning how to call the sandbox CLI correctly.
On P13’s system, the “/proc/pid/ns” virtual directory was set up with incorrect permissions compared to the namespace implementation of Linux.
Due to that, some namespace-related features of
Firejail did not function. As P13 provided me
with the permission information, I implemented a
workaround for him.
P13 could not run Evince inside a sandbox on his
system; it would cause the sandbox to crash. Despite many attempts to identify the issue, we could
not locate the cause of the crashes. Other participants and myself could run Evince without problems.
P13 could not run IDA Pro inside a sandbox on his
system. Due to the nature of the application, it
could be that it uses system calls which are forbidden by Firejail. IDA Pro is proprietary, so I could
not download it to reproduce the issue.
The version of Firejail used in the study forbids
some types of CPU optimisations, which the GIMP
image editor makes use of to save PNG and JPG
files. Because of that, files could not be saved to
those formats in a sandboxed GIMP. I could not
find a workaround.
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Participants
affected

P3 & P5

Status

Fixed

Origin of fault

Description

Chrome

Both P3 and P5 reported that early in the study,
when they sandboxed the Chrome browser, it did
not appear to be sandboxed. Chrome was properly
sandboxed, but its window decoration did not contain the colour and window title hints indicative of
the sandboxed status. Chrome draws its own window decorations instead of letting the DE’s window
manager do that. I had to force xfwm4 to always
draw a server-side window decoration for sandboxed
applications, even if it results in a double window
decoration for Chrome.
Table G.1.: (continued)
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